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ELEMENTARY

LECTURES ON ELECTRICITY,

IN introducing these lectures to the Members of

the Royal Victoria Gallery, as they are intended for

instruction rather than display, it will be necessary
to avoid, as much as possible, all those phrases and

technicalities which not only puzzle, but absolutely

mislead, even those who have, in their own esti-

mation, much higher pretensions to a knowledge of

such fashionable appendages to scientific literature, than

the persons for whose instruction these lectures are

intended ; and to whom, therefore, I shall address my-
self with freedom, and in the plainest language that

the present state of these subjects appear to me to

be capable of admitting. I do not, however, wish to

enter into any engagement that would limit my labours

to the humble task of a mere detail and exhibi-

tion of facts, without linking them together in some
theoretical system or systems of physical laws ;

because

one of my objects is to trace to the same operations of

nature, those facts, and those only, which are easily, and
not otherwise, explained, by that code of laws which go-



verns the display of one peculiar class of phenomena :

and not to encumber any theoretical system with those

phenomena to which they do not appear to belong ;
but

to explain each class of phenomena by its own peculiar

code of laws ; or if you please, by its own peculiar the-

ory. Hence it is that, I shall be expected to be explicit

on every point on which I touch, both experimental and

theoretical, and either undertake to explain all those

experimental facts which I may consider necessary to

bring forward, or candidly acknowledge that they are

inexplicable upon the theoretical principles which I ad-

vance.

It will here be necessary to enter into certain condi-

tions with my readers, respecting some of those theore-

tical points, which to many philosophers, even of the

present day, appear to be somewhat doubtful : though I

believe the opinions of many others are favourable to

those theoretical views by which I propose to be guided.

I wish to be understood then, before I proceed any

farther, that, besides those recognised portions of matter

which appear to be the principal part of the materials

which constitute the earth and its atmosphere, such as

the various kinds of solids and fluids which usually re-

ceive these general appellations, there are, at least, three

others, whose reciprocal actions on each other, and

whose peculiar operations on the former classes of bo-

dies, are productive of the most surprising, and, in our

present state of physical knowledge, the most interesting

phenomena that nature has revealed to man. These are

the electric matter ; the magnetic matter ; and the ca-

lorific matter ; each of which I shall consider as a dis-

tinct element, possessing peculiarities of force and modes
of action, and exhibiting phenomena which no other

kind of matter has the power of displaying. They,
however, operate on one another in a very remarkable

manner, by their peculiar reciprocal excitations, and are

thus productive of phenomena which have led some phi-

losophers to the belief of their complete identity.
The fineness and subtilty of the electric, the magnetic,

and the calorific particles, lead us to infer that they in-

sinuate themselves into the pores of all other kinds of



terrestrial matter
; and their inactivity, when unmolested

in these their natural habitations, is obviously a conse-

quence of the equilibrium of their respective forces

when in an undisturbed state. So long, therefore, as

these natural equilibriums remain unmolested, all of

these material agents are perfectly inactive,* and exhibit

no phenomenon whatever. Hence it is, that some ex-

citing process becomes absolutely necessary before any
of their respective phenomena can be produced. The

processes of excitation which may be employed for

bringing these agencies into a state of activity are ex-

ceedingly various, as I shall have occasion to show in

many parts of these lectures ; but, for the present, it will

be sufficient that I describe one simple mode only, of

exciting each individual agent, by means of which cer-

tain phenomena, of each class, may very easily be

brought into existence.

If you take a stick of sealing-wax, and, without any

preparation, present it to any very light article, such as

small feathers, bits of thin paper, &c., placed either

on a table, book, dish, &c., you will not per-
ceive any action whatever exercised by the wax on these

light bodies. In this case you may easily imagine, that

there is a complete electrical equilibrium in the body
and on the surface of the sealing-wax ;

and also in the

light articles to which it was presented : and that it is

in consequence of this equilibrium that the electric mat-

ter is perfectly inert, and will not act upon the light

bodies which you had prepared. I wish it to be under-

stood, however, that, although the electric forces of the

wax had not a sufficient degree of intensity to cause a

disturbance in the light bodies, it is still possible, that

there might not be an absolute uniformity in the distri-

bution of the electric matter, either on the wax or on

the other bodies.

I am aware that, to the mathematician, the term inactive

may appear to convey a doubtful meaning; because forces

holding one another in equilibrio do so by means of their acti-

vity, though perfectly inactive on other forces, and on surround-

ing matter. It is the inactivity on surrounding matter that is

here to be understood.



Now warm the stick of sealing-wax, taking care not to

heat it too much ;
and then rub it on the sleeve of your

coat.

By this simple process you have disturbed the previous

electric equilibrium of the sealing-wax, and caused the

electric forces to become sufficiently active to produce
motion in the light bodies to which you now may pre-
sent the stick. They will rise up and cling to the wax,
often changing their positions on its surface, and some-

times they will be suddenly thrown off again to a neigh-

bouring body, to which they will attach themselves for a

short time, and again jump back to the sealing-wax ;

again leave it, and again return ;
and so on for several

times before the action ceases. These motions of the

light bodies are electric phenomena ;
and may be re-

peated many times by renewing the activity of the electric

forces : by again rubbing the dry and warm sealing-wax
on the sleeve of your coat.

If you prefer a piece of dry woollen cloth to the sleeve

of your coat, you may rub the sealing-wax against it with

the same effect. Or you may use a piece of dry and
warm flannel to rub your wax against ;

or the fur side

of a hare-skin, or a rabbit-skin, which is, perhaps, better

than any of the previously named substances. But what-
ever you may choose to rub the sealing-wax with, let me
advise you to have it warm and dry, because much of

your success in the experiment will depend on those con-

ditions of both the rubbing substance and the sealing-
wax.

It will now be proper to inform you that the motions
which the lightbodies make towards the sealing-wax are

considered to be the effect of an electrical attraction,
exerted between them and the wax ; and their motions

from thewax are considered to be due to an electrical attrac-

tion exerted between them and the body to which they
fly, and for awhile attach themselves. Beside the force

of electrical attraction, there is also a force of electrical

repulsion, which played a certain part in these motions,
and to which I shall solicit your attention more particu-
larly in due course as we proceed.

There are many other bodies which exhibit this class



of electrical phenomena, by treating them in the manner

I have described for sealing-wax. Such is the case with

amber, sulphur, &c. If you use a glass tube for the ex-

hibition of these electrical phenomena, it will also require
to be warm and dry, not only on the outer surface, but

on the inner surface also
;
and the rubbing substance

may be soft silk, or other flexible matter. A piece of

old black silk answers as well as any thing. The rubbing

process, in all these cases, whatever may be the nature

of the articles employed, is called excitation.

When your sealing-wax, or glass tube, is well excited,

and held at a short distance above the light bodies, the

latter may be made to produce rapid motions to and fro,

and dance on the table as if animated, by the active

electric forces to which they are exposed. If you place

your light bodies on a pewter or a silver plate, or on any
metallic flat surface, their dancing motions will be more

lively than when placed on any other kind of material ;

and if you touch the metallic plate with one of your

fingers, the activity of the motions will be considerably

improved.
I will now solicit your attention to a simple mode of

producing magnetic phenomena, which I consider to

emanate from the energies of an agent perfectly distinct

from the electric. You must allow me to suppose that

you are already acquainted with an instrument called the

magnetic needle : it is sometimes called the compass
needle ; and when supported on a finely-pointed pivot,

so as to rest on a horizontal plane, one of its ends, in

these latitudes, points towards the north, inclining a little

towards the west of that point ; and its other extremity,

consequently, points a little to the east of the true south.*

In many other parts on the earth's surface, the direction

in which the magnetic needle places itself when at rest,

relatively to the geographical meridian, is very different

to that in which it reposes in this country. But in every

part of the world it is subject to certain influences which
are capable of communicating to it peculiar motions, and

* The mean magnetic variation at Greenwich Observatory,
for March, 1842, was 23" 10' 39" west. Mean dip of the needle,
68 29-33'.
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placing it stedfastly in other positions than those which

it assumes when no such local influences are present.

If, after the magnetic needle has come to rest, you

were to turn it on its pivot with your finger, so as to

point to some other quarter of the world, and then take

your finger away from it, the needle would commence a

series of movements which would terminate by its settling

again in its former position ; showing that, by the opera-

tion of some hidden force or agency, the needle had

a greater tendency to repose in one direction than in

another ; which, in England, and in many other countries,

is more near to the meridian than to a line placed east

and west, or to a circle of latitude at that place. With

respect to the cause of this peculiar tendency of the

needle to place itself in a north and south direction, I

can only say, in this place, that it is so completely under

the control of the magnetic forces of the earth, that they

alone are supposed to constrain it to assume that parti-

cular direction ; but why the earth is magnetic, and why
its magnetic forces should be so situated as to operate on

the needle in that peculiar manner, are matters which

philosophers have not yet determined. There are, how-

ever, certain laws of magnetic action which are well

known, and which I will explain in a future lecture, my
object, at present, being that of showing the simplest
and most easily produced specimens of the three grand
classes of phenomena which are so eminently conspi-
cuous in nature, and so easily distinguished from each

other.

Perhaps the simplest process for bringing the calorific

matter from a state of inactive repose to a state of such

activity as to produce ignition and fire, would be that of

striking flint against hardened steel, and thus igniting
detached particles of the metal, which, in their turn,

would ignite gunpowder, tinder, &c. In this case the

calorific matter, which, previous to the collision of the

flint and steel, was perfectly inactive, has, by the opera-
tion, become suddenly compressed into a smaller com-

pass than that which it previously occupied, and become
active fire in the condensed state it is made to assume

by the blow that is given to it by the flint and the steeL



The blacksmith makes a nail red hot, by giving to it a

a few smart blows with a hammer
; and the Indian ob-

tains his fire by rubbing two blocks of wood against each

other. These, and many other mechanical processes,
are productive of fire, by calling into action the calorific

matter which, previously, was so perfectly inert as to be

incapable of igniting the most inflammable substance.

In some chemical compounds this latent calorific matter

is so susceptible of activity by mechanical operations,
that it requires extreme caution to prevent their ignition,
even during the necessary processes of preparing them,
and transferring them from one vessel to another.*

In the course of these lectures I shall have occasion

to show that an active portion of the electric matter has

the power of disturbing an inactive portion, and thus

causing it to become active also. Active portions of the

electric matter will also disturb other active portions of

it, and become productive of very interesting pheno-
mena. Active magnetic matter is also productive of its

own class of phenomena, by the operation of its peculiar
forces on other portions of matter of its own kind : such,

also, is the case with the calorific matter
;

for one por-
tion will disturb another portion, and thus become the

exciting cause for the display of other calorific pheno-
mena. Moreover, these distinct kinds of matter have
the power of reciprocally operating on one another, in

such a manner as to become the exciting agents for the

display of each others phenomena. Hence it is that,

we employ the terms electro-magnetism, magnetic' elec-

tricity, thermo-electricity, &c., the adjective in each

expression implying the exciting agent, and the noun
the character of the phenomena produced. I shall also

have to employ the terms galvanic-electricity and voltaic-

electricity : all of which terms I shall endeavour to ex-

plain in their places as I proceed.

* Some fatal accidents* have lately occurred in London by
the tremendous explosions of large quantities of the composi-
tion for filling percussion caps.



LECTURE II.

HAVING in the first lecture given specimens of the

electric, the magnetic, and the calorific classes of phe-

nomena, I will now proceed to offer to your notice a

few other preliminaries which will be necessary to be

understood before we can enter very far into the illus-

tration of electricity. In the first place, then, I must

present to your notice a very well established fact res-

pecting a property of atmospheric air, which is applicable

to all the gases, and also to the electric matter. "When the

air within the receiver of an air-pump has become

attenuated by the action of the pump, it still occupies
the whole capacity of the receiver, and does not settle,

as water would do, into the lower part of the receiver,

so as to occupy that part only. Let us, for example,

suppose that the receiver originally contained a quantity
of air, which we will call 100. If, now, by the action

of the pump, 50 parts were to be withdrawn, the receiver

would retain the other 50 parts only, or just one-half of

the original quantity. But these 50 remaining parts of

the air would still occupy the whole capacity of the re-

ceiver. Suppose, now, that the pump is again set to

work, and it withdraws from the receiver just one-half

of the 50 parts that were left by the first operation ; it is

easy to understand that, since the half of the 50 parts
has left the receiver, there can be only 25 parts re-

maining. But these 25 parts, which are only a quarter
of the original quantity, do not subsist in their original

dimensions, and so occupy one quarter only of the

receiver; nor do they subsist in one-half of the capacity
of the receiver, in their dimensions previous to the last

operation of the pump ; but absolutely fill the whole

capacity of the receiver as decidedly as the 100 original

parts filled it. And in the same manner the whole ca-

pacity of the receiver would be occupied by any remain-

ing portion of air, even after that portion had become
too small for the pump to effect it any longer. Now, in

all these cases, it is obvious that the air has expanded
by virtue of some inherent power with which it is na-



turally endued. This power is usually called repulsion :

and it is admitted by all philosophers that the particles
of air have a natural inherent repulsive force, by means
of which they are continually endeavouring to recede
from one another. Hence it is that air becomes expan-
sible to an amazing degree, and any portion of it may be
made to occupy a space immensely greater than that

which it occupies naturally at the surface of the earth.

On the other hand, any portion of the air at the

earth's surface may be condensed into a smaller and
smaller compass than that which it naturally occupies.
If, for instance, an inverted glass tumbler were to be
held just over the surface of the water contained in a

glass jar, it would contain a certain quantity of air,

which would occupy the whole capacity of the tumbler ;

but if this tumbler with its contained air, were to be

pressed down into the water, the air would no longer

occupy the whole capacity, but would be compressed
into a less space, and a portion of water would enter the

lower part of the inverted vessel : and the deeper in the

water the confined air was taken, the less space would it

occupy. This is a very decisive experiment, and the

simplest I can think of for showing the compressibility of

air. A small piece of cork may be placed on the sur-

face of the water beneath the tumbler, which will always
indicate the height to which the water ascends in-

side, at different depths, and consequently show the

space occupied by the air. Having now become ac-

quainted with these two facts, the expansibility and the

condensibility of air, we learn that air has the quality of

being elastic. But it must not be forgotten that this

quality of elasticity which air possesses is a mere conse-

quence of the natural inherent repulsion of its particles.

By keeping in view the consequences of the attribute

of repulsion which air possesses, whilst contemplating
electrical phenomena, we shall be enabled to account for

a great variety of facts which would otherwise appear in-

explicable. The electric matter, or, the electric fluid, as

it is more frequently called, is much more highly elastic

than common air, and therefore can be condensed and

attenuated, by employing proper means, to a very great
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extent ;
but its motions, when in the act of expanding,

are performed with such an immense degree of activity

that, although several philosophers have attempted to

ascertain its velocity, their efforts have hitherto been

unavailing : and its force, under some circumstances is

beyond all calculation.

Besides the quality of elasticity in common with air,

and other kinds of gaseous matter, the electric fluid

possesses others peculiar to itself. Its activity is supe-
rior to that of any other known kind of matter; it en-

ters into the pores of the most compact solids, and is to

be found in every kind oftangible matter. It constitutes

a portion of the atmosphere, and frequently accumulates

to an amazing extent in the clouds, gradually increasing
in density, till its elasticity becomes sufficiently great to

enable it to burst from its aerial prison in a compact
form, and exhibit itself in all the majesty and splendour
of lightning.

It is a remarkable fact that the motions of the electric

fluid are much more facilitated by some classes of bodies

than by others. The metals are considered to facilitate the

progress of the electric fluid to a greater extent than

any other class of bodies whatever ; but the metals them-

selves, as individual bodies, vary very considerably in

the degree of facility which they respectively offer to the

motions of the electric fluid : copper offering the greatest

facility of any known body, and lead, or iron, perhaps,
the least of any of the metals. But it would be im-

possible, in the present condition of the science, to give a

correct table of the various degrees of facility which
different bodies offer to the motions of the electric fluid :

for, although much has been attempted to be done, and
much more pretended to have been done, in determining
so important a particular in electricity, it is lamentable
in the extreme to have to acknowledge that but very
little has absolutely been accomplished in this interesting

inquiry.
Those bodies which offer comparatively great facilities

for the motion of the electric fluid, are usually called

conductors; and those which offer the least facility,

being supposed to present an absolute resistance to the
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motions of the fluid, and in some cases to arrest them

altogether, have been called non-conductors. Now, as

the terms conductors and non-conductors of electricity,

are well known from their long use, and as I am not

disposed to attempt to supplant, by others, any familiar

technicalities, such as these, which have been of consi-

derable benefit in the promotion of the science, I can
find no objection to place before my readers the follow-

ing tables of what has been considered conductors and
non-conductors of electricity, which I find in Mr. Sin-

ger's excellent " Elements of Electricity :"

CONDUCTORS.
All the known metals,

Well burnt charcoal,

Plumbago,
Concentrated acids,

Powdered charcoal,

Diluted acids and saline

fluids,

Metallic ores,

Animal fluids,

Sea water,

Spring water,
River water,
Ice and snow,

Living vegetables,

Flame,

Smoke,
Steam,
Most saline substances,
Rarified air,

Vapour of alcohol and aether,

Most earths and stones.

NON-CONDUCTORS.

Shell-lac, amber, resins,

Sulphur, wax, jet,

Glass, and all vitrifications ;

talc,

The diamond, and all trans-

parent gems,
Raw silk, bleached silk, dyed

silk,

Wool, hair, feathers,

Dry paper, parchment, and

leather,

Air, and all dry gases,
Baked wood, dry vegetable

substances,

Porcelain, dry marble,
Some silicious and argilla-

ceous stones,

Camphor, elastic gum, lyco-

podium,
Native carbonate of barytes,

Dry chalk, lime, phosphorus,
Ice at 13 of Fah.,

Many transparent crystals,

when perfectly dry,
The ashes of animal and

vegetable substances,

Oils (the heaviest appear the

best),

Dry metallic oxides.
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Mr. Stephen Gray, a pensioner of the Charter House,
was the first person who discovered the conducting power
of metals, and to ascertain the great difference, in this

respect, between a metallic wire and a cord of hemp or

silk. This discovery was made on the 3rd of July,

1729; it was perfectly accidental, and occurred from

the circumstance of substituting a metallic wire for the

suspension of an electrized body, in lieu of a silken cord

which had broken. Dr. Priestley, at the suggestion of

Dr. Franklin, seems to have been the first philosopher
who undertook a series of experiments, for the purpose
of ascertaining the different degrees of conducting power
possessed by different bodies. Several other philoso-

phers have also paid considerable attention to this sub-

ject, though, as I have before stated, little more has

been accomplished than the ascertaining of a few general
facts; for there still remains much difference in the

tables given by different authors. The following table

is taken from Cavallo's
"
Complete Treatise of Electri-

city," second edition, published in 1782 :

*
According to Achard, ice conducts the electric fluid whilst

it remains above a certain temperature, but is not a conductor
below that temperature.
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CONDUCTORS.

Snow, "

Most saline substances, the

best being metallic salts,

Soft stoney substances,

Smoke,
The vapours of hot water,

Highly attenuated air.

NON-CONDUCTORS.

Paper,
White sugar,

Sugar candy,
Air,

Oils,

Calces of metals,

The ashes of animal and

vegetable substances,
All dry vegetable substances,
All hard stones, the hardest

the best.

Professor Gumming, in his translation of Demon-
ferrand's

" Manual of Electro-Dynamics," gives the

following table of the conducting powers of metals :

Silver, Tin,

Copper, Platina,

Lead, Palladium,

Gold, Iron.*

Brass, zinc,

It would be useless to give any more tables of the

conducting and non-conducting powers of different kinds

of matter, as there are no two that agree in every parti-
cular. For my own part, I am of an opinion that all

bodies are conductors more or less, metals being the

best class of conductors, and vitrious and resinous

substances being about the worst. Much, however, will

depend upon the extent of the electric force employed,
and much again upon the space over which that force

has to operate.
When any body in a state of electrization is supported

on a non -conductor, as by a glass stem, or suspended by
silk or other non-conductor, it is said to be insulated.

There are many other technicalities which I shall have
to notice as I proceed, but it will not be necessary in

this place to introduce any more than those already
mentioned.

In all these tables, those bodies which are first in the list

are considered the best of their kind, and take precedence of all

those below them.
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The motions of light bodies by the action of sealing-

wax, glass, &c., already noticed in the last lecture, are

phenomena of a highly interesting character, and are a

portion of those which must necessarily be regarded as

of an elementary character, independently of a know-

ledge of which, no plausible hypothesis of electricity

could possibly be formed : on which account it will be

necessary to recur to them again, and to point out other

experiments from which similar results maybe obtained.

But it must not be expected that because the results,

by various modes of experimenting, are similar or of

precisely the same character, that they should be of

precisely the same extent, or degree of power. The

light emanating from two burning candles of different

dimensions, may be, and generally is, of precisely the

same character, but the intensity of the light, from the

two sources may be very different : or, we may say, the

quantity of light proceeding from one of the candles is

very different to the quantity of light proceeding from

the other. If similar reasoning be applied to the display
of electrical phenomena, we may easily understand that,

notwithstanding the identity of the character of the

motions produceable from different sources of electric

action, the quantity, or intensity, of those motions may
be very different. And as some sources are sufficiently

vigorous to put into motion bodies of a considerable

magnitude, and others so exceedingly feeble as to require
the employment of the most delicate apparatus for their

detection, it will be necessary, before proceeding to other

experiments, to describe such instruments or pieces of

apparatus as may be wanted for carrying on those expe-
riments with which we ought to be made familiar as

soon as possible.
The instruments which are usually employed for the

detection of feeble electric action, are called electroscopes,
of which we have several forms. The simplest electro-

scope, and one which may be frequently employed, is

merely a single fibre of flax, silk, or any other such
flexible article as will bend to slight electric forces. The
fibre may be supported in any manner you please, so

that it be permitted to hang freely in a vertical direction.
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Fig. 1 is an electroscope of this kind,
where the fibre F is supported by, and

hangs freely from, the brass stem s.

Having rubbed a stick of sealing-wax

against the sleeve of your coat, present
it to the lower end of the suspended fibre,

and you will see that it bends towards

the sealing-wax ; and if you bring them

sufficiently near to each other, the fibre

will adhere to the wax for some considerable time. In
this experiment you have an electric attraction exhibited

as decidedly as by the motions of the pieces of paper in the

former experiments : but if the fibre be not very dry and

warm, you have not that jumping to and fro, as with
the pieces of paper, for the fibre of the electroscope

clings to the wax without leaving it, till the electric force

is so far exhausted as to.be no longer able to hold the

fibre to the surface of the wax. The action will, in

many instances, continue a long time, and by paying at-

tention you will observe the fibre to change places on
the surface of the wax, and this very frequently, if you
accomodate the wax to the motions of the fibre, by mov-

ing the former so as to facilitate the motions of the lat-

ter. If, however, the fibre be very dry and somewhat

warm, it will sometimes recede from the surface of the

wax, in the same manner as the pieces of paper, and will

lean towards the stem s, if very near to it, and even
strike against it

;
and after remaining attached to it a

short time, will again return to the wax, and repeat
these motions several times, till the electric force is too

far exhausted to produce them any longer.
I will not detain you, in this place, with an explana-

tion of the cause of the electroscopic fibre continuing to

be attached to the surface of the excited wax under some

circumstances, and not under others ; because I am de-

sirous of first making you acquainted with the structure

and method of using another simple electroscope, which
will exhibit the principles upon which they are founded
in better perfection, than by that made of a single
fibre.
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Fig. 2 will represent the form of Fig- 2-

a very simple electroscope which

may be used to great advantage in

some electric inquiries . It consists of

a glass stem fixed in a wooden foot,

and a projecting horizontal brass

wire arm, terminated with a small

brass ball. When the foot ofthis in-

strument is made of nicely turned
(

and well polished mahogany, and
the brass arm and its ball well polished and lacquered, the

instrument assumes a very pretty appearance. Over the

farther end of the horizontal arm is hung a flaxen fibre, to

each end ofwhich is attached a very small ball ofthe pith of

the elder. As the glass stem of this instrument is a non-

conductor, it is incapable ofcarrying off any ofthe electric

action of the horizontal arm, or ofthe fibres and their balls ;

and as the atmospheric air is also a non-conductor, all

that part of the instrument which is supported by the

glass stem is insulated. As, however, glass has a great

tendency to collect moisture on its surface, the stem of

this instrument must be kept warm, and occasionally

wiped with dry cloth, to preserve insulation as far as pos-
sible. If the surface of the glass be covered with a good
coating of lac-varnish, the insulation may be maintained

for a long time without much trouble.

Let us now again excite the stick of sealing wax,
and afterwards present it to the upper side of the hori-

zontal arm of the electroscope, Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. The pith balls will di-

verge from each other, as re-

presented in Fig. 3, before the

wax comes into contact with
the metallic arm. But if the

wax be withdrawn without touch-

ing the metallic arm, the balls

will again collapse, and show
no electric action.

Excite the wax again, and bring 7t~into contact with
the arm of the electroscope, drawing its surface over the
arm. The pith balls will diverge as before, and will re-
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main divergent, even when the wax is withdrawn. And
if the room in which the experiment is made, be dry and

warm, and the air perfectly still, the balls will remain

divergent for a long time : even several hours. But in

all cases the divergency will gradually lessen from the

first moment that the excited sealing wax is withdrawn
from the electroscope, and, eventually, the divergency

entirely disappears. Precisely the same kind of phe-
nomena are displayed by the application of any excited

body whatever, provided its electric forces be suffi-

ciently powerful.
Hence you may employ excited glass, amber, sulphur,

paper, &c., in your experiments with this instrument,
and the pith balls will diverge with each excited body.

Dry writing paper rubbed with indian-rubber, becomes

highly electric ; and so does coarse brown paper, when
drawn quickly between the coat sleeve and a woollen

table cloth ;
or between the coat sleeve and the trousers.

When the paper is made pretty warm before the friction

is given to it, and the knuckle presented afterwards to

its surface, a crackling noise will be heard, and some-
times sparks will be seen between the knuckle and the

paper. This experiment answers best during frosty
weather. Similar phenomena may be produced by strok-

ing the back of a cat. Puss often becomes uneasy at

this treatment, and the hairs of her back and tail brush
out in a very strange manner.

I must now bring forward an experiment the results

of which are something different to any I have yet offered

to your notice. Excite the sealing-wax as before, and
draw it over the arm of the electroscope Fig. 2, and
when taken away the balls will remain divergent, as

in Fig. 3. Again excite the wax, and again make it ap-

proach the arm, on the upper side, but without touching
it; you will observe the balls separated further than

before, but as you withdraw the wax again, the balls will

fall again to their former position. The balls may be made
to separate further from, or approach nearer to, each

other, for several times by alternately advancing the ex-
cited wax to the arm of the instrument, and withdrawing it

from it. If, after the balls have been divergent by the first
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application of the wax, the latter be again excited and

then presented toward the balls, you will observe them

to recede from it : and with a little practice, you may
deflect the balls from the wax in any direction you please.

LECTURE III.

HAVING already made you acquainted with the modes

of deflecting the pith balls by one and the same ex-

cited body, as sealing-wax, glass, amber, &c., it will

now be necessary to inform you of the character of those

phenomena which are displayed by the employment of

two or more distinct excited bodies : whose electric

forces are brought into play upon the electroscope, Fig.

2, at one and the same time
;
and in order to familiarize

the experimental operations, we will employ two of those

bodies with which we have already experimented, viz.,

a stick of sealing-wax and a tube of glass.

Excite the sealing-wax by some of the processes al-

ready described, and communicate its electric forces to

the brass arm of the electroscope Fig 2, whose pith balls

will remain divergent, as in Fig. 3, after the excited wax
is withdrawn. Now excite your glass tube by rubbing
it in the hand covered with warm black silk

; and pre-
sent this excited tube to the upper side of the metallic

arm of the instrument, and parallel to it, and you find

that the balls collapse by the approach of the glass tube,

but separate from one another again as you withdraw
the tube from them. These motions of the pith balls

are the very opposite to those which are displayed by
the operations of the sealing-wax alone

; for in that

case, the pith balls diverged further from one another

by the approach of the sealing-wax, but by the excited

glass they collapse.
Let us now reverse this experiment, by first exciting

the glass tube and communicating its electric forces to

the arm and balls of the electroscope, by drawing the

tube over the metallic arm of the instrument, and after-

wards approaching the upper side of the arm with an
excited stick of sealing-wax. You will now observe

that the phenomena displayed by this mode of experi-
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menting is of precisely the same character as those ob-

served by the former, or converse method
; for the pith

balls will as decidedly collapse by the approach of the

excited wax, as they did before by the approach of the ex-

cited glass tube. These are exceedingly beautiful facts, and
cannot be too soon implanted on the mind

; for although

they appear simple in themselves, they are the founda-

tion stones upon which much reasoning in electricity is

based : and by which alone many of the grandest opera-
tions of nature find an easy solution.

In those of the preceding experiments in which the

electroscope was not touched, we have held the excited

body, whether sealing-wax, glass, amber, &c., directly

over, and parallel to, the horizontal arm of the instru-

ment
;
but there are other modes of experimenting with

these pieces of apparatus, which are productive of some
variation in the phenomena, with which it will be neces-

sary to become acquainted before we shall be enabled to

explain several of those already noticed.

Let us now again excite the sealing-wax, and again
communicate its electric action to the electroscope by
drawing it along the arm. The pith balls will diverge
as usual. Now touch the metallic arm with your finger,
and immediately the pith balls will fall close to each

other, and all electric action entirely disappears. Now
perform the same experiment with the excited glass tube,
and you find the same results to appear. You may try
excited amber, sulphur, or any other body in place of

the glass, or the wax, and in all cases you will observe

that, by touching the metallic arm of the electroscope,

you deprive the instrument of all its electrical action.

The same thing would occur were you to touch the me-
tallic arm with any of those bodies which have the

faculty of conducting the electric fluid with a conside-

rable degree of facility, such as metallic bodies, char-

coal, &c.

Another method of abstracting the electric action from
the electroscope, is by presenting the finger, or other

good conductor, to the divergent pith balls. You will

first observe that the balls approach the finger, and after

being in contact with it for a few moments they will fall
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off again, having lost all their electric force. The elec-

troscope may also have its electric action neutralized by
the fine point of a needle, or a pin, presented to the brass

arm without touching it. In this case the pith balls

will gradually collapse until the electric action entirely

disappears.
Let us now again excite the sealing-wax, and afterwards

draw it over the arm of the electroscope as in previous ex-

periments, leaving the pith balls divergent. Now excite

the glass tube and draw it also over the metallic arm. The
result of this experiment is very equivocal, and depends

upon the proportional electric forces of the two excited

bodies. If the force communicated to the instrument

by the wax be exactly of the same extent as that com-

municated by the glass tube, they will balance each

other, and the pith balls will collapse, and remain close

together after the glass tube is withdrawn. But, as is

more frequently the case, when the two forces do not

balance one another, the balls will diverge, and remain

divergent, after the glass tube is taken away from the

electroscope.
Let us now reverse this experiment, by first exciting

the glass tube, and communicating a part of its electric

action to the electroscope, by drawing it over the me-
tallic arm ; and afterwards exciting the sealing-wax, and

drawing it, also, over the arm of the instrument. In

this case the behaviour of the pith balls will be similar to

that exhibited by the preceding experiment. They will

remain close together after the wax is withdrawn, if the

action communicated by the wax be equal to that com-
municated by the glass, but in all other cases they will

remain divergent. Moreover, the remaining divergency

may be due either to the action of the electricity of the

wax, or to that emanating from the glass tube, accord-

ingly as their respective forces predominate ; and the

angle of divergency will, in all cases, depend upon the

degree of the remaining force.

Now, to understand whether the remaining electric

action in the electroscope be due to the electricity of the

wax, or to that communicated by the glass tube, we have

only to excite either the one or the other again, say the
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glass, and present it to the upper side of the arm of the

electroscope. If the balls diverge farther, their previous

divergency was due to the action of the glass tube, but
if they collapse, that divergency was due to the action

of the wax. But if, instead of the excited glass tube, we
employ the excited wax, for the purpose of discovering
the residuum electric action in the electroscope, then
should the balls diverge farther by its approach, the

residuum of electric action is due to the electricity of the

wax, and if they collapse, it is due to the glass.
From several of the results of the preceding experi-

ments, we have obvious instances of the electric powers
of sealing-wax, and those of glass, by the hitherto des-

cribed modes of excitation, counteracting one another ;

and when the experiments are made with great care,
the electric forces which emanate from the two excited

bodies are found to neutralize each other very exactly.
Hence we learn, that those forces are of opposite kinds,
and must necessarily originate from different electric

conditions, which the exciting processes have occasioned

in the sealing-wax and the glass tube.

In consequence of the electric forces emanating from

glass and sealing-wax, by the methods of excitation hi-

therto described, being found to neutralize each other,
some philosophers have been of opinion that there are

two kinds of electric matter, one belonging to the glass,
and the other to the sealing-wax ; and as the electric

action of all vitrious bodies has been found to correspond
with that emanating from glass ;

and the electric action

of amber and all resinous bodies to correspond with that

of sealing-wax ; the former has obtained the name of

vitrious electricity, and the latter that of resinous electri-

city. These technicalities were brought forward in a

very early period of the science, and answered the pur-
pose of illustrating the principles of a certain hypothesis,
now nearly exploded by subsequent discoveries which
show that, at least, the terms vitrious and resinous are

decidedly incorrect, as the character of the electric force

emanating from either class of bodies, can be varied at

pleasure : an instance of which I will now place before

you.
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Let us excite a stick of sealing-wax by rubbing it

against the sleeve of the coat, or against fur, &c., as hi-

therto described, and then draw it over the metallic arm
of the electroscope, Fig. 2, and leave the pith balls di-

vergent. Now change the fur, &c., for a piece of tin-

foil, arid rub the surface of the wax a few times, very

briskly, with the foil held in the hand. Present the

newly excited sealing-wax towards the upper side of the

arm of the instrument, and the pith balls will collapse in

the same manner as by the approach of an excited glass
tube. And if the sealing-wax be drawn over the metal-

lic arm, the balls will remain together even after it is

taken away from the instrument. And, indeed, all those

phenomena which the excited glass tube has shown in

the preceding experiments, can also be shown by a stick

of sealing-wax when excited by tin foil : which show
that there is no peculiarity of action in the wax, but that

its electric character depends upon the nature of the sub-

stance against which it is rubbed ; or, if you please,
with which it is excited : and as this is the case with all

resinous bodies, hence the absurdity of the term resinous

electricity. The term vitrious electricity is also incom-

patible with experimental facts, because by varying some
of the circumstances in the process of excitation, the

character of the electric action proceeding from glass
and other vitrious bodies, will vary accordingly. This

fact is very easily shown by employing a tube of glass
whose surface is made asperous, either by means of acid,

or mechanically, by means of emery powder, or by a

common grinding stone. When a glass tube, thus pre-

pared, is excited by a piece of silk in the manner already

described, its electric action corresponds with that ema-

nating from sealing-wax, and the resinous bodies which
have been excited by woollen cloth, or by fur, &c., and
is consequently opposite to that displayed by a smooth

glass tube, similarly excited. It is not necessary, even
to employ a rough glass tube for this purpose ; for by
using the fur of a rabbit skin instead of silk, the smooth

glass tube changes its electric character ; and becomes

possessed of the same kind of electric action as the rough



The difference in the electric action of excited smooth

glass by dry silk, and that of sealing-wax, &c., by fur,

woollen cloth, &c., was discovered by M. Du Fay, inten-

dant of the French king's gardens, about the year
1733 : who, in consequence, introduced the terms vitrious

and resinous electricity. After describing some other of

his discoveries, Du Fay proceeds to describe the one in

question in the following manner :

" Chance has thrown in my way another principle
more universal and remarkable than the preceding one ;

and which casts a new light upon the subject of electricity.

The principle is, that there are two kinds of electricity,

very different from one another
;
one of which I call vi-

trious, and the other resinous electricity. The first is

that of glass, rock-crystal, precious stones, hairs of ani-

mals, wool, and many other bodies. The second is that

of amber, copal, gum lac, silk, thread, paper, and a vast

number of other substances. The characteristics of these

two electricities are, that they repel themselves, and

attract each other. Thus a body of the vitrious electri-

city repels all other bodies possessed of the vitrious ;

and on the contrary, attracts all those of the resinous

electricity. The resinous, also, repels the resinous, and

attracts the vitrious. From this principle, one may
easily deduce the explanation of a great number of the

phenomena ; and it is probable, that this truth will lead

us to the discovery of many other things."
As this discovery formed an important epoch in the

history of electricity, by furnishing materials for, what
was then considered, an essential part, at least, of a

complete theory of the science, which met with little

or no opposition for about twenty years afterwards, and
even to the present day, is adhered to by certain philo-

sophers, the above passage of the author's will always be

an interesting document to refer to. But, as I have

already shown, by experiments, as the glass or the sealing-
wax can be made to display either the one or the other

kind of electric action, by varying the circumstances of

the excitation, Du Fay's hypothesis of vitrious and
resinous electricity is perfectly untenable. The disco-

very of varying the character of electric action of excited
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bodies, was first shown by Mr. Canton, by some experi-
ments which that philosopher made in December, 1753,

about twenty years after those made by Du Fay. Some
of Mr. Canton's experiments were those I have already
described with tin -foil and sealing-wax, and with rough

glass and silk. Till this discovery by Mr. Canton, the

friction of sealing-wax had always been supposed to pro-
duce one kind of electricity, and the friction of glass

another kind ; which " were thought to be essential

and unchangeable properties of those substances."

Notwithstanding the prevailing idea which philoso-

phers entertained respecting the difference in the electric

actions of vitrious and resinous substances, Dr. Watson
in this country, and Dr. Franklin in America, had ex-

plained electrical phenomena upon very different princi-

ples to those set forth in the hypothesis of Du Fay, about

some six years previously to the discoveries of Mr.

Canton, which 1 have already mentioned : and although
Dr. Franklin has had the credit of the theory which is

now generally adopted, it is certain that Dr. Watson has

a prior claim to it, at least so far as the dates of their

respective views were made public.
" Dr. Watson

showed a series of experiments to confirm the doctrine

of plus and minus electricity to Martin Folkes, Esq.,
then president, and to a great number of Fellows of the

Royal Society, so early as the beginning of the year
1 747J before it was known, in England, that Dr. Franklin

had discovered the same thing America. See the " Phi-

losophical Transactions," vol. xliv, p. 739 ; and vol. xiv,

p. 93 101. Dr. Franklin's paper, containing the same

discovery, was dated at Philadelphia, June 1st, 1747.*
The principles of the Franklinean theory of electricity

are similar to those which I have advanced at the com-
mencement of these lectures : viz., that all electric phe-
nomena emanate from the operations of a peculiar kind
of matter. The following outline of this theory is copied
from "

Priestley's History."

* "
Priestley's History.

''The originalpapers ofour old indefa-

tigable electricians are extremely interesting to every cultivator
of the science, on which account, they are occasionally intro-
duced to the pages of the " Annals of Electricity,"
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"
According to this theory, all the operations of elec-

tricity depend upon one fluid sui generis, extremely
subtle and elastic, dispersed through the pores of all

bodies ; by which the particles of it are as strongly at-

tracted, as they are repelled by one another.
" When the equilibrium of this fluid in any body is

not disturbed, that is, when there is in any body neither

more nor less of it than its natural share, or than that

quantity which it is capable of retaining by its own at-

traction, it does not discover itself to our senses by any
effect. The action of the rubber upon an electric* dis-

turbs this equilibrium, occasioning a deficiency of the

fluid in one place, and a redundancy in the other.
" This equilibrium being forcibly disturbed, the mutual

repulsion of the particles of the fluid is necessarily ex-

erted to restore it. If two bodies be both of them over-

charged, the electric atmospheres-}* repel each other, and

both the bodies recede from one another to places where

the fluid is less dense. For, as there is supposed to be

a mutual attraction between all bodies and the electric

fluid, electrified bodies go along with their atmospheres.
If both the bodies be exhausted of their natural share of

this fluid, they are both attracted by the denser fluid,

existing either in the atmosphere contiguous to them, or

in other neighbouring bodies ; which occasions them still

to recede from one another, as much as when they were

overcharged.
"
Lastly, If one of the bodies have an overplus of the

fluid, and the other a deficiency of it, the equilibrium is

restored with great violence, and all electrical appearances
between them are more striking."

* Those bodies which were excited ]>y rubbing, such as gliiss.

amber, sealing-wax, &c.. were formerly called electrics ; and
the rubbing substance* employed, were called non-electrics

;

from the idea that the former class alone could be excited, and,
that the latter could not be excited, which is contrary to fact;
as we shall see as we proceed.

t Electric atmospheres are supposed to surround all bodies

that are in a state of electric action, and are more or less exten-
sive as the body is more or less electrically active. I shall

have occasion to illustrate the doctrine of electric atmospheres
at some considerable length, in subsequent lectures.

c
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If we admit that the Franklinean theory embraces the

true principles of electric action, we shall be enabled to

understand the cause of many phenomena, which other-

wise would appear to be exceedingly intricate.

The attraction of light bodies by an excited stick of

sealing-wax, or by a glass tube, and the jumping motions

produced in bits of paper, &c., described in the first lec-

ture, may now be easily explained. When a smooth

glass tube is excited by silk, it is supposed to derive its

electric action from a redundancy of fluid which it has

obtained from the silk ;
hence it is said to be electrized

plus, or positively. But when the sealing-wax is excited

by fur, woollen cloth, &c., it is considered to have lost

a portion of its natural share of the electric fluid ;
and is

therefore said to be electrized minus, or negatively.
Hence you will easily understand that, in the former in-

stance, the redundant fluid which the glass tube was

charged with, after excitation, must necessarily have been

obtained from the silk with which it was rubbed
; and, in

the second case, some of the fluid naturally belonging to

the sealing-wax, must have been carried off by the fur,

or the cloth which formed the rubbing substance.

Therefore, if these rubbing substances were to be insu-

Jated, they ought to exhibit electric action of an opposite
character to the bodies which they respectively rubbed,

and, consequently, of an opposite character to each other,

which is absolutely the case ; for the electric action com-
municated to the electroscope by the excited glass tube,
is as decidedly neutralized by the electric action of the

rubbing silk, as by that of an excited stick of sealing-
wax. And the electric action of the sealing-wax is also

neutralized by that of the fur, or woollen cloth with
which it is rubbed. It can also be shown that the

electric action exhibited by the silk, is of the opposite
character to that of the fur, when these substances are

rubbed against smooth glass and against sealing-wax,

respectively ; and that these actions will neutralize each
other.

When the excited sealing-wax was held over the bits

of paper, in the first experiment, being negatively elec-

trical, it was disposed to abstract fluid from the nearest
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bodies that were capable of furnishing it, which in this

case were the bits of paper and the table on which they
were placed ; but as neither of these were in contact

with the wax, and as the light bodies were easily moved

by a moderate attractive force, they were thus lifted to

the wax, to which they gave off a part of their natural

share of fluid, and became as decidedly negatively elec-

trical as the surface of the wax itself. In this condition

they were attracted by the table or the plate on which

they were first placed, and where they were soon re-

plenished with fluid
;
and now being in the same elec-

trical condition as at first, were again attracted by the

sealing-wax, giving to it another portion of fluid
; and

by a series of journeys between the table and the wax,
the latter became so far supplied with fluid as to diminish

the attractive force too far to continue the motions of the

paper any longer. The wax, however, was still left in a

minus condition, as might be easily shown by the em-

ployment of very delicate electroscopes, such as will be

described by and by.
When the excited glass tube is used to produce mo-

tions in light bodies, the latter carry the fluid from the

tube to the table, until it is deprived of nearly all its re-

dundant quantity : the forces then become too feeble to

continue the motions. We must not forget, however, that

the electrical fluid is highly elastic, and that like all other

elastic fluids it makes its way or expands to the greatest
extent in that direction where the resistance is the least.

Hence, in the case of sealing-wax, which was rendered

negative by excitation, and, consequently, its attenuated

fluid presenting a less resistance to that in the paper and
table than was presented on any other side, the latter

portion expanded in that direction, and urged or carried

the light bodies along with it to the surface of the wax,
or at least assisted materially in producing their motions.

LECTURE IV.

BESIDES the phenomena hitherto pointed out, the pith
ball electroscope is capable of displaying many others of

a highly interesting character, some of which I will now
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offer to your notice : but for these purposes it will be

better to have a longer brass wire arm than that we have

hitherto used ; and, indeed, in some cases, we shall re-

quire two or more pith ball electroscopes to assist in our

experiments. Let us now again excite our smooth glass

tube, by rubbing its surface with a piece of old black

silk, observing, as before, that both the tube and the silk

are dry and warm. Let the now positive electric tube

be held obliquely over the end of the brass arm of the

electroscope, as shown in
Fig 4

Fig. 4. The balls will

diverge from one an-

other as decidedly as in

any of our former ex-

periments ;
but there

are several facts now to

be exhibited to which I

have not before alluded.

Whilst the excited glass
tube is in the position
shown in the figure, let

another similarly excited tube be held obliquely over the

other end of the brass arm of the electroscope. The
balls, instead of diverging farther from one another, as

in our former experiments, will now come closer to-

gether ; and by dexterous management of the two tubes,

they may be made to collapse and hang as close together
as if under no electrical influence whatever ; but if, in-

stead of another excited glass tube, a negatively excited

stick of sealing-wax be held over the opposite end of the

metallic arm, the pith balls will diverge farther from one
another than when they were under the electric in-

fluence of the first glass tube alone.

These curious facts are very different to those exhi-

bited in our former experiments, although, to a certain

extent, we have employed the same means for their pro-
duction. When we before presented the positively ex-
cited glass tube, and the negatively excited sealing-wax,
to the arm of the electroscope, we found that their

electric forces tended to destroy each others action, as
was shown by the collapsion of the pith balls

; but in.
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bodies are seen to operate in concert, and thus assist

each other in maintaining the divergency of the balls.

We also observe, in this experiment, that when the elec-

troscope is under the influence of the electric forces of

both of the positively excited glass tubes, at one and the

same time, those forces tend to neutralize each others

action, whereas by the former experiments two similar

electric forces assisted each other in keeping the pith
balls asunder.

The mystery that may probably appear to envelope
these experimental facts, will partly become dispelled,
when we notice the very different positions in which the

excited bodies were held, with respect to the metallic

arm of the instrument, in the two sets of experiments ;

although that observation alone will not satisfy the whole

of your curiosity. You will, very naturally, want to

know something about the cause of these apparent in-

consistencies in the operations of the same species of

electric force : and as it is here that we enter the inner

portals of electric science, we must dwell awhile on these

matters, in order to explain them somewhat minutely ;

and it is here that we must call into requisition the force

of electric repulsion, and avail ourselves of its powers to

a greater extent than we have hitherto had need for. It

is in the production of these phenomena, also, that this

formidable electric force is most beautifully displayed,
and conveys to the mind the surest and most satisfactory
indications of its existence.

When the excited glass tube is in an electro-positive

condition, the redundant fluid on its surface, by virtue

of its repulsive force, has a tendency to displace the

fluid belonging to all surrounding bodies within the

sphere of its action, even the electric fluid contained in

the atmospheric air
; and as the best conductors afford

the greatest facilities for the motion of the fluid which

they contain, that portion naturally belonging to the

metallic arm of the electroscope became easily disturbed

by the approach of the glass tube, whose electric forces

repelled the greater part of it to the farther end of the

metallic rod, where it accumulated and caused that end
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the other end, which, in consequence, became defective,

or negatively electrical. Hence you will understand,

that in consequence of a displacement of a portion of its

electric fluid, by the approach of the glass tube, the me-
tallic arm of the electroscope was made to assume oppo-

sitely electric conditions at its two extremities : negative
at the end nearest to the tube, and positive at the other.

When bodies are thus electrized, or in this electric con-

dition, they are said to be electro-polar. If, instead of

being insulated by the glass support, the metallic arm
had been in metallic connection with the table, the dis-

placement of its fluid would have been more extensive,

as would have been indicated by a greater divergency of

the pith balls
;

for in that case it would not have been

confined to the metallic rod, for a portion of it would
have found its way to the table, or, perhaps, to the floor,

where it would have been diffused in the general mass

amongst the surrounding bodies.

If we now approach the metallic arm of the electro-

scope by an excited stick of sealing-wax, negatively

electrical, in place of the glass tube, the electro-polariza-
tion of that part of the instrument will take place as

decidedly as before
; but we shall find, by the methods

before described, that the divergent pith balls are now
in an electro-positive condition, which is contrary to

their electrical state when the glass tube was used :

hence the electro-polarization of the metallic arm is now
in the reverse order to that which it assumed when under
the influence of the electric forces of the electro-positive

glass. To understand how this occurs, it will be neces-

sary to bear in mind that, by virtue of its repulsive force

amongst its own particles, the electric fluid, like all other

elastic fluids, moves with the greatest facility in the di-

rection of least resistance. Now, as the sealing-wax has

lost a portion of its fluid by this means of excitation, it

has a disposition to recover a similar quantity from those

vicinal bodies which are within the sphere of its attrac-

tive forces : so that when presented to the metallic arm
of the electroscope the wax not only draws towards it a

portion of the electric fluid in that end of the arm to
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which it approaches, but at the same time, causes the

electric resistance to become much less in that direction

than in any other : and therefore the fluid naturally be-

longing to the metal is constrained to accumulate in that

end next to the wax, by the joint action of both the at-

tractive and repulsive forces. Hence it is that the end
of the metal arm next to the sealing-wax is electro-posi-

tive, and the other end electro-negative.
We are now prepared to explain the reason of the

pith balls diverging more when the farther end of the

metallic arm of the electroscope was approached by an
excited stick of sealing-wax, than whilst under the elec-

tric influence of the glass tube only. The negative wax,
in that case, tended to draw the electric fluid of the me-
tallic arm towards it, and consequently afforded a less

degree of resistance in that direction, than was offered

in any other : and by thus diminishing the electric re-

sistance at that end of the rod, the electric influence of

the glass tube became assisted in displacing the fluid

belonging to the vicinal end of the metal, and pressing
it towards the end nearest to the negative wax. Hence

you will readily perceive, that the metallic connection

with the table in the one experiment, and the approach
of the negative sealing-wax in the other, are but two
different modes of accomplishing the same thing ; both

serving to facilitate the departure of the electric fluid

from that extremity of the metallic arm of the electro-

scope which was under the influence of the repulsive
electric forces of the glass tube.

We might explain these phenomena very satisfactorily,
without taking into consideration the attractive forces of

the excited wax ; as the repulsive force alone, of the

electric fluid in the brass arm of the instrument, would
be productive of a greater accumulation by the presence
of the sealing-wax, by the latter merely lessening the re-

sistance in that direction. Indeed, so far am I from

seeing an absolute necessity for that power called electric

attraction, that 1 have some reason to believe it may be

dispensed with altogether in the theory of electricity : the

whole of the motions being traceable to a repulsive force

only. At present, 1 use the term attraction as a conve-
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however, instituted an enquiry into this part of the

theory, and as far as I have proceeded, the views which

I have taken appear to be very satisfactory. Other

theorists have taken the opposite view, and seem dis-

posed to dispense with electrical repulsion.

Now, when another excited glass tube was presented
to the opposite extremity of the metallic arm, its electric

forces tended to prevent the fluid coming in that direc-

tion ; and when its powers are equal to those of the first

tube, they exactly balance each other, which was the

cause of the pith balls collapsing on its approach to the

electroscope. To manage this expeiiment, however,

requires some dexterity : for if the metallic arm of the

electroscope be of considerable length, say ten or twelve

inches, and the two tubes be highly electric and brought
near to its two extremities, they will polarize the metal

in such a manner as to be negative at the extremities,

and positive in the centre. And if you were to employ
two sticks of sealing-wax in a negative electric condition,

instead of the glass tubes, the metallic arm would become

electro-positive at the two extremities, and electro-nega-
tive at the centre. I will presently show you a slight
modification of the electroscope, by means of which
these interesting facts may very easily be shown : but it

will first be proper to make you acquainted with a few
more particulars necessary to be attended to in the em-

ployment of this peculiar kind of electroscope, other-

wise we might seem to meet with anomalies which would
be inexplicable by the theoretical principles we have

adopted.
We will now excite the glass tube by means of the

silk, and electrize the electroscope, by permitting the

pith balls to touch its surface, On withdrawing the

tube, the balls, you observe, are left in a divergent state,
as in all other cases of their electrization. See Fig. 3.

You have already seen by former experiments, that

when the excited body which gave the electric action to

the balls, was held over the brass arm of the instrument,
the divergency increased. Moreover, you have hitherto
been made to understand that, repulsion always takes
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place between bodies similarly electrized. This prin-

ciple of electric action is the very cause of the fact I am
about to bring before you, although the phenomenon
itself, to a casual observer, and left unexplained, would
seem to militate against it.

I have electrized the balls of the electroscope, and no

doubt can rest on your minds of their being in the same
electrical condition as the tube which electrized them.

I now bring the tube to beneath the balls, approach
them with it, and they collapse. Here then is the

apparent anomaly. Why do the balls collapse by the

approach of a body in the same electric state as them-

selves ? If I hold the tube on one side of the balls, they
shun it, but do not diverge further from one another. If

I hold the tube directly over the balls, the divergency
increases ;

and it increases still more if I present the

tube to that end of the brass arm of the electroscope
most remote from the balls. In this experiment, thus

varied, we have the whole doctrine, which should ever

be kept in view in electroscopic investigations.
When the glass tube was brought to beneath the

divergent balls, its accumulated electric fluid repelled
that accumulated by communication in the balls to the

other extremity of the brass arm of the instrument, and

rendered them neutral
;
in which condition they hung

close together. When the tube was held nearly in the

same horizontal plane with that of the balls, they shunned

the tube without much change in their relative positions;

because the electric action of the tube upon them was

nearly equal both above and below. When the tube

was held over the brass arm, and nearly parallel to it,

a disturbance of the fluid in the whole arm took place,

and nearly in every part of it alike, and a greater por-
tion thus driven to the balls than that which they before

possessed. Hence the divergency became greater. But
when the tube approached the opposite extremity of the

brass arm, a still greater quantity of fluid was driven

towards the pith balls
; and, consequently, under these

circumstances, the divergency became greater than when
the disturbing tube was placed in any other position.
We will now make another experiment in which both
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the positively electric glass tube, and the negatively
electric sealing-wax shall be employed. The pith balls

shall receive their electric action from the glass tube as

before ; but instead of proceeding with that tube any far-

ther, I will take the negative sealing-wax to present to the

balls
; and, in this case, you will observe the precisely re-

verse phenomena to those exhibited by the last experi-
ment. On approaching the positive balls from beneath,

with the negative wax, you observe that the divergency is

considerably increased. On presenting the sealing-wax

sideways, the balls lean towards it
;
and when it is held

over the brass arm, the balls come closer together. On
presenting the negative body to the remote extremity of

the arm, the balls become neutral.

To apply the principles of the theory to these phe-
nomena, we have only to understand that the resistance

of the electric fluid in the instrument is lessened on that

side approached by the negative body ; and, consequently,
it presses forward in that direction. When the negative

body approached the balls from beneath, the balls became,

more positively electric than before, in consequence of

the fluid pressing in that direction : and when the wax

approached the remote extremity of the metallic arm,
the fluid again pressed in that direction, and became
more positively electric than before, at the expense of

the fluid in the other end, and of that in the balls attached

to it, and the divergency lessened accordingly.

By the phenomena displayed in these two experiments
you will readily understand that, the divergency of two

similarly electrized bodies the pith balls, for instance,
will be variously affected by the approach of another
electrized body, not only accordingly with the electric

state of that body, but also accordingly with the direction of
its approach. And, if this rule be not understood and
attended to, much error is likely to proceed from the

generality of electroscopic investigations.
We must now employ a brass rod w, about ten or

twelve inches long, suspended by two dry and clean silk

lines, or threads of sewing silk
;
or it may be supported

by a thin glass stem at its centre. For a trial in private,
the brass rod may be supported on a clean and warm
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champagne glass. Two pairs of pith balls must also be

used, one at each end of the rod, as seen in Fig. 5. If

Fig. 5.

an excited glass tube T, be presented to this simple

piece of apparatus, in the manner shown in the figure,
the metal rod will become electro-polar, upon the princi-

ples I have just before described. The pith balls diverge
at both ends of the rod

; and by examining them either

by an excited tube of smooth glass, or by a negatively
excited stick of sealing-wax, it is found that those next

to the polarizing tube T, are in an electro-negative con-

dition, and the other pair in an electro-positive condition.

If we were to hang a similar pair of pith balls to the

centre of the brass rod, they would remain together, after a

moment's slight agitation, which would be caused on the

first approach of the glass tube T. Hence we learn

that there is a zone of the rod's surface, about the mid-
dle part, which, during the time that it is electro-polar
under these circumstances, which is perfectly neutral : be-

ing neither positively nor negatively electric. The

position of this zone, however, varies accordingly with
the degree of electric force, and with the distance of the

tube from the metal rod. When the electric force is

constant, the distance of the neutral zone from the ap-
proached end of the rod will be greater or less accord-

ingly as the tube is brought nearer, or farther off

respectively.
When the electric force is sufficiently powerful, its

polarizing influence may be extended through a series of

metallic rods, placed end to end, having a plate of air, of

about an inch in thickness, between them. If, for in-

stance, we employ two of these rods, and place their
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axes in the same right line, at about an inch asunder, as

represented by Fig. 6, and furnished with pith balls, we
shall have them ready for the experiments.

Fig. 6.

Let us now excite the glass tube, and you will see

that, when it is presented to the outside extremity of the

rod B, in the manner shown in Fig. 5, page 35, the whole

of the four pairs of pith balls will diverge, showing that

both the rod B and the rod A are electrical. You will

observe, also, that those two next to the excited tube,

will not only diverge from one another, but they will also

have a tendency to approach the tube ; and by paying
attention to the other balls, it will be seen that those be-

longing to the rods A and B, have also a tendency to

come together ; that is, although the balls of each pair
will diverge from one another, those belonging to the

different rods lean towards each other ; and, indeed,

very frequently come in contact.

Now, from the facts which I have before brought to

your notice, respecting the conditions under which bo-

dies attract one another by the influence of electric

forces, you will easily understand that the outer balls of

the rod B, which have a tendency to approach the glass

tube, must necessarily be in an opposite electric state to

that of the tube, otherwise they would have no tendency
to move in that direction. Hence, they are negatively
electrical ; and as they are in the same condition as that

end of the rod to which they are attached, that part of

the metal is also negative. This is also the case with
the balls attached to the inner extremity of the rod A,

and consequently with that end of the rod itself : and as

the balls attached to the inner extremity of the rod B,

are attracted towards those belonging to the inner ex-

tremity of A, those extremities of the two rods are dif-

ferently electrical, and consequently the inner extremity
of the rod B is positive.
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The balls attached to the outer extremity of the rod

A, and consequently that end of the rod itself, may be

shown to be positively electrical by the usual means al-

ready noticed ;
either by the application of a negatively

excited stick of sealing-wax, or by a positively excited

glass tube. And the same tests may also be applied to

the two pairs of balls attached to the inner ends of the

rods A and B. The outer pair of balls belonging to the

rod B, may also be tested by a negatively electric stick

of sealing-wax, or by the glass tube excited by the rab-

bit skin, which also renders it negative.

If, instead of employing two rods only, as in the last

experiments, we were to place three or four in a row,

every rod would become electro-polar, upon the principle
above described. For instance : by the presence of a posi-

tively electrized glass tube, the nearest extremity of every
conductor would become electro-negative, and their fur-

ther extremities electro-positive. In such cases, the

brass rods polarize one another after the polarizing of

the first one by the excited glass tube ;
for the accu-

mulated electric fluid at the remote extremity of the

first rod displaces the fluid belonging to the se-

cond one ; and the accumulated fluid at the remote ex-

tremity of the second rod exercises a similar action

on the fluid of the third rod
;
and so on throughout the

whole series. But as the polarizing action decreases with

every additional rod, the series of rods which can be

polarized by these means is limited to a very few.

In all cases, however, the polarizing effects are exalted by
connecting the rod most remote from the glass tube with

the ground, by means ofsome good conductor ;
the reason

of which is, that the resistance to the disturbance of the

fluid in the other rods is lessened by giving free access

to the ground to the fluid in the most remote one.

This last fact will lead us to another, merely by a

trifling variation in the experiment. Let us now employ
one insulated brass rod only, and polarize it by the ap-

proach of a positively excited glass tube : its pith balls

at both extremities will diverge as usual. Now place
a finger on the remote end of the metallic rod, and the

halls at the nearest end will diverge more than before.
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Take away the fingers whilst the rod is still under the

influence of the electric tube, and then gradually draw
the tube away also. You will now observe that both

pairs of pith balls first collapse, and when the tube is en-

tirely removed from the vicinity of the rod, they again

open, and remain divergent for some considerable time

afterwards. Now test the electric state of the rod, and

it is found that the whole of it is negatively electrical.

The reason of this is very obvious, when we con-

sider some of the particulars of the previous experiments :

for the application of the finger to the rod, whilst under

the influence of the excited glass tube, gave an oppor-

tunity for a portion of the electric fluid to depart from

the rod ;
and by taking away the finger whilst the rod

was still under that influence, the latter was left insu-

lated with less fluid than it previously possessed.
I must now point out another fact which very fre-

quently attends many of the experiments I have hitherto

offered to your notice, because if you were not acquainted
with it you might probably, on many occasions, arrive at

wrong conclusions respecting the electric characters of

any electrized body presented to the electroscope. When
the excited glass tube is kept presented to the brass arm
of the electroscope for a minute or two, a portion of the

fluid naturally belonging to the brass arm is driven out,

through the medium of the asperities on the surfaces of

the balls, and the fibres of the threads by which they are

suspended; and, although the polarization of the brass

rod holds good whilst under the electric force of the tube

when you withdraw the latter slowly, the polarization

gradually subsides; and at a certain distance the force on
the tube permits the balls of each pair to collapse and

hang together ; but when the tube is still further re-

moved from the brass rod, its electric influence is no

longer in operation, and the balls again diverge ; being
left in a negative condition in common with the rod to

which they are attached. It is exceedingly important
that this fact should be well understood, because there

is a strong probability that from a want of this in-

formation, many, errors have arisen by the experiments
of those who only occasionally employ an electroscope.
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I shall very shortly have to describe electroscopes of

much greater delicacy than that we have hitherto operated
with ; but they are all susceptible of similar electro-

polarization and loss of fluid
; which, if not taken into

consideration, would necessarily lead to mistaken con-

clusions.

The employment of negatively electric bodies, such as

excited sealing-wax against fur, also reverses the electric

condition of the pith balls; for, in such cases, the remote

extremities of the electroscope being negative by the

polarizing influence of the wax, they draw in an addi-

tional quantity of the electric fluid from the surrounding
air, which, when the wax is withdrawn, leaves them in

an overcharged or positive condition, as may be under-

stood by the usual tests with which you have now become
familiar.

The reversal of the electric condition of asperous

bodies, or those with sharp points or sharp edges, is a

very common circumstance in the employment of those

delicate electroscopes which I shall next offer to your
notice, whose moveable indicators are narrow strips of

leaf gold ;
the first of which was introduced to the notice

of electricians by the Rev. Abraham Bennet, M.A., who,
in the year 1786, gave the following description of it:

" This electrometer consists oftwo slips of gold leaf, sus-

pended in a glass. The foot may be made of wood or

metal : the cap of metal. The cap is made flat on the

top, that plates, books, evaporating water, or other things
to be electrified, may be conveniently placed upon it.

The cap is about an inch wider in diameter than the

glass ;
and its rim about three-quarters of an inch broad,

which hangs parallel to the glass to turn off the rain,

and keep it sufficiently insulated. Within this is another

circular rim, about half as broad as the other, which is

lined with silk velvet, and fits close on the outside of the

glass : thus the cap fits well, and may easily be taken off

to repair any accident happening to the leaf gold.
Within this is a tin tube, hanging from the centre of

the cap, somewhat longer than the depth of the inner

rim. In the tube a small peg is placed, and may be

occasionally taken out. To the peg which is made
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round at one end and flat at the other, two slips of gold
leaf are fastened with paste, gum-water, or varnish.

These slips, suspended by the peg, and that in the tube

fast to the centre of the cap, hang in the middle of the

glass, about three inches long, and a quarter of an inch

broad. In one side of the cap there is a small tube, to

place wires in. It is evident that without the glass the

gold leaf would be so agitated by the least motion of the

air, that it would be useless : and if the electricity should

be communicated to the surface of the glass it would

interfere with the repulsion of the gold leaf: therefore

two long pieces of tin foil are fastened with varnish to

the two opposite sides of the internal surface of the glass,

where the gold leaf may be expected to strike, and in

connexion with the foot. The upper end of the glass is

covered and lined with sealing-wax as low as the outer-

most rim, to make its insulation the more perfect."

Figure 7 is a representation
of Bennet's electroscope, c c ** '

being the glass cylinder, F F

the wooden foot, and B B the

cap. The gold leaves are re-

presented divergent, as when
under an electric influence. A
short brass wire is usually
screwed into the hole in the cap
of the instrument, having its

upper extremity finely pointed.
A brass ball also screws on the top of the wire to conceal

the point, when necessary for particular enquiries.
The way to use Bennet's gold leaf electroscope is

similar to that we have pursued with the other : but it

is better on all occasions, when we want to communicate
an electric action of some duration to the instrument, to

unscrew the ball from the vertical wire rising from the

cap, and expose the point with which the wire termi-
nates upwards. The point, in this case, receives the
fluid from an electro-positive body presented to it, and

gives off fluid to an electro-negative body. For instance :

excite a tube of smooth glass by warm silk, and after-

wards hold it over the point of the wire of the electro-
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scope ; the gold leaves will immediately diverge, and
will remain divergent after the tube is taken away ; and

by testing the electric action left in the instrument it is

found to be positive. Now discharge this electric force

by touching the point with a finger. It is very likely
that the first touch of the finger is not sufficient to re-

move all the electric action from the electroscope, because

it often happens that a portion of the glass near to the

cap becomes electrical ;
and when this is the case, the

glass being a bad conductor, it prevents any rapid move-
ments of the electric fluid over its surface; so that

whether positively or negatively electrical, time is re-

quired to equilibre its electric powers.
When the gold leaves no longer open after the finger

is removed from the point of the wire, screw on the

brass ball : the point will again be concealed, and its

functions in facilitating the ingress and egress of the

electric fluid entirely annihilated. Now present an
excited glass tube to the ball of the electroscope ; and

you will observe that the gold leaves diverge as before :

but if you immediately remove the tube from the in-

strument the gold leaves will collapse, and willj hang
together in as neutral a condition as if they had never

been under an electrical influence. But if you permit
the excited glass tube to remain for some time near to

the ball of the electroscope, then on withdrawing it the

gold leaves will first collapse and afterwards open with a

negative electric action, which is of an opposite character

to that of the tube which was presented to the cap of the

electroscope. Hence you will perceive that the electric

fluid can be driven out of the lower extremities of the

gold leaves by the repulsive action of the fluid, superin-
duced on the surface of the glass tube, as decidedly as

it was driven out of the asperities on the surface of the

pith balls, in the former described electroscope. The
fine edges of the gold leaves also admit of the ingress of

the electric fluid when the instrument becomes electro-

polarized by the approximation of a negative stick of

sealing-wax, or any negatively electrized body, to the

ball, or to the cap of it.

The late Mr. Singer, who was a very clever electrician,
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made a great improvement in Bennet's electroscope,

which in its original condition was somewhat difficult

to keep in order. Mr. Singer's improvement consists

in passing the wire to which the gold leaves are ap-

pended, through a glass tube about four inches long, and

much wider than the diameter of the wire, which is

held fast in the axis of the tube by two bosses or coils

of sewing silk, wound round the wire at the distance of

about three inches from one another. These coils of

silk not only hold the wire steadily in the tube, but

assist in insulating it from the brass cap of the instru-

ment. The insulation is still farther
Fig. 8.

perfected by covering both the inner

and outer surface of the tube with a

good coat of lac varnish.* The axial

wire is screwed into the top of a

brass ferule, something wider than

the glass tube, and by surrounding it

prevents deposition of dust and mois-

ture. The wire of this instrument is

generally surmounted with a brass disc,

the plane of which is perpendicular to

the axis of the wire. The electroscope
thus fittedup is represented by Fig. 8 .f
The management of this electroscope is precisely the

same as that I have already shown you with the rude

instruments hither employed : but in consequence of the

* Lac varnish is made by dissolving shell-lac, or seed-lac, in

spirit of wine, in a phial, which is better for being wide-necked,
to admit the brush freely.

f It is frequently exceedingly difficult, without extensive

reading, to confer the merit that is due to invention on the

right party ;
and even then we sometimes err for want of proper

information. Mr. Singer has hitherto, with most writers, had
the exclusive merit of insulating the axial wire of the electro-

scope from the brass cap, by a glass tube ; and it would appear
from the description he gives of this improvement, in his excel-

lent treatise on electricity, that he was not aware of any thing
of the kind being previously done. It appears, however, by an
article of Mr. Erman'sinthe Journal de Physique, vol. 59, p.

98, and Nicholson's Journal, vol. 10, published in 1805, that a
Mr. Weiss had applied the glass tube for the purpose of insu-

lating the axial wire of Bennet's electroscope. The account
nmsthus: " The electrometer he (Mr. Erman) used was that
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extreme flexibility of the gold leaves, this instrument is

much more delicate than those are, and must never be

employed where the electric force is considerable
;

its

principle use being to detect, and ascertain the character

of minute electric actions.

There is another appendage to the gold leaf electro-

scope, which renders it still more sensitive to feeble

electric forces. This is the condenser : an invention of

the celebrated Volta, of Como. But before I can com-
municate to you the theory of its action, it will be ne-

cessary to illustrate, by experiment, the electro-polari-
zation of thin metallic discs.

There are several methods of exhibiting the polariza-
tion of the flat surfaces of thin metallic discs, one of

which I will now select for our present
illustration. For this purpose I employ
a thin disc of tin (tinned iron), about

ten inches in diameter, and well rounded

and polished at its edge by the intro-

duction of a stout marginal wire. This

disc I place upon an insulating pillar

of glass, with its plane vertical, as repre-
sented by D D, Fig. 9, which is an

edge view of the disc. B, is a pith ball,

suspended by an uninsulated fibre

A B. I first excite the glass tube by
the tin-foil, and afterwards communicate
a portion of this electro-positive action

to the insulated disc. Immediately
the ball B is drawn to the position c

towards the disc, which shows electric

distinguished in Germany as the electrometer of Weiss."
From this it would appear to have been long known. " The
length of its leaves of gold is half an inch, and the diameter of
the glass cylinder which encloses them is three quarters of an
inch in diameter, the height being an inch and a half. Its

cover of ivory does not project above the glass, and is perforated
in the middle with a hole in which a smaller glass tube is fixed*
and through this last tube passes the metallic rod that serves to

suspend the gold leaves." Singer's improvement, first published
in 1814, would, therefore, consist in adding the brass ferrule,
which covers the glass tube first introduced by WViss.
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action in the latter. Now, in this state of things the disc

is surrounded by an equable electric pressure, with the

exception of the trifling difference occasioned by the

wooden ferrule on which the disc rests, and which we
will not permit to interfere with our present illustration.

This equability of electric pressure, permits of an equable
distribution of the electric fluid on the two sides of the

disc, by which I mean that at the centre of the disc the

electrization is equal on the two opposite surfaces
;
and

although, in consequence of the repulsion amongst its

own particles, the electric fluid is distributed more and

more abundantly from the centre to the margin, the ab-

solute quantity superinduced on each individual con-

centric ring on one side of the disc, is equal to the

quantity superinduced on each opposite ring on the other

side : therefore, the sum total of all the concentric rings
of electric fluid on one side is equal to the sum total of

all the concentric rings of it on the other side. More-

over, the distribution of the electric fluid on one side of

the disc is precisely the same as the distribution on the

other side of it.

To give you an experimental illustration of this beau-

tiful fact, I will first dismiss the electric action of the

disc, and whilst it is in this neutral condition, I will sus-

pend another pith ball on the other side of it, in such a

manner that the two balls shall hang at the same height,
and the plane of the disc shall be placed between them,
at an equal distance from each, and at right angles to

the horizontal line joining them. I now again commu-
nicate electric action to the disc from the electro-positive
excited tube, and immediately neutralize the latter, and
remove it to some distance. You now observe that

both of the pith balls are drawn towards the disc by the

electric forces on its two sides
;
and by close attention,

you can form a pretty good idea of the quantity of their

respective approaches towards the disc, which you will

find to be nearly, perhaps exactly, equal. They have,

indeed, advanced so nearly alike, that it would be dif-

ficult, from mere inspection alone, to ascertain which
ball is nearest to the disc : which shows that the electric

forces on the two opposite sides of it are equal to each
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other. By removing the pith balls towards the edge of

the disc, we shall find that they are drawn further from

their original neutral distance, than when placed oppo-
site to the disc's centre ;

but still both balls advance alike.

There is yet one other point to decide respecting the

electric character of the disc
;

for although the electric

forces appear to be equal on its opposite surfaces, you
have not yet been shown that, in this condition, it is not

electro-polar ; or, in other words, that one side is not

electro-positive, and the other side electro-negative ;

under which circumstances, the pith balls might be

drawn towards those surfaces as decidedly as if both

were in the same electric condition. This point is easily
decided by the employment of two gilt pith balls, sus-

pended by silken fibres. Thus insulated, I bring the

pith balls into contact with the electrized disc ;
one on

each side of its central part. On removing them, I

bring them to within the spheres of each others action ;

and you observe that they shun one another : or, in

electric language, they repel each other. Hence we un-

derstand that the balls are similarly electric, and, conse-

quently, that the two surfaces of the disc whence they
derived their electric actions, are also in one and the

same electric condition.

Our next business is to show the manner of rendering
thin metallic discs electro-polar, which is the principal
illustration we have in view prior to introducing the con-

denser. I now remove one of the uninsulated pith balls

last used, permitting one only to hang opposite to the

face of the disc, as represented by Fig. 9. I again
communicate electric action to the disc by means of the

electro-positive glass tube. The pith ball is drawn
towards the disc, in the manner shown by A c. I now

approach the opposite side of the disc with another disc

of the same kind, holding the latter in my hand by a me-
tallic handle attached to its centre. The face of the ap-

proaching disc is kept parallel and opposite to the face

of the electrized one
; and as it advances upon it, you

perceive the pith ball recedes from its advanced position,
and when the two discs are within about an inch off each

other, the pith ball falls to its first neutral post, showing
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that it is not affected by the electrized disc. But we are

not to suppose that, because the pith ball is not affected

under these circumstances, the electrization of the disc

is annihilated : for if I withdraw the uninsulated plate

gently, the pith ball gradually advances again upon the

insulated one
;
and by withdrawing the plate held by the

hand entirely away from the other, the pith ball advances

into its former position c, indicating the same degree of

electric action in the insulated disc as at first. Any un-

insulated body, however small, presented to any part of

the disc, monopolizes a portion of its electric action, and
causes a recession of the pith ball.

Now, since by the recession of the pith ball during
the presence of the uninsulated disc, we can easily un-

derstand that, on that side of the electrized one next

to the ball, the electric action was neutralized : and
since we also understand, from the re-advance of the

pith ball, that the electric action was restored by the re-

moval of the uninsulated plate, it is obvious that all, or

nearly all, the electric fluid first communicated to the

insulated disc, had accumulated on that side of it which
was appoached by the uninsulated one : and, conse-

quently, by the two sides of the electrized disc being in

different electric conditions, the disc itself was electro-po-
lar

; having relative positive and negative surfaces as de-

cidedly as in any other shaped body whatever.

Being now acquainted with the nature of the electro-

polarity of thin discs of metal, the operations of the

condenser will be easily understood. pig. 10.

Fig. 10 is an edge view of the con-

denser. It consists of two metallic

plates similar to those we have been

using in our last experiments. One
of these plates is supported on a

glass pillar, and is consequently,
insulated. The other is supported

by a metallic pillar, moveable on a

joint at its lower extremity ; by
which means it can be made to ap-

proach the other plate, as represented by its vertical

position ;
or withdrawn from that plate, as in the posi-
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tion shown by the dotted part of the figure. The
whole is attached to a neat mahogany base-board.

When the insulated plate of the condenser is connect-

ed, by means of a metallic wire, with the cap of Bennet's

gold-leaf electroscope, and the uninsulated plate brought

parallel and close to it, without touching, any feeble

electric action communicated to the cap of the instru-

ment would principally be collected on that surface of

the attached wire nearest to the uninsulated one, and no

divergency of the pendant leaves would take place. But
on taking back the uninsulated plate, the electric fluid

spreads itself over every part of the insulated metal of

the electroscope ; and if the action be sufficiently pow-
erful, the gold leaves will diverge by the repulsive force

thus communicated to them ; the condenser, however,
can be but of very little use in those cases where a single
contact of the body under examination will communi-
cate to the electroscope a sufficiency of electric force

to deflect the gold leaves
; because, in such cases, they

would be deflected independently of the condenser, and

indeed, to a greater extent, because of the less extent of

metallic surface to electrize.

The important services of the condenser, are limited

to those cases in which the electric action, by one sin-

gle contact of the body under examination, is not suffi-

ciently powerful to deflect the gold leaves of the most

delicate electroscope. There are many cases of this

kind which come under the notice of the investigating
electrician ; who, by a judicious management of the

condenser, combined with his electroscope, is enabled to

detect those minute electric actions, so extensively and

variously ramifying throughout the multitudinous asso-

ciations of nature's productions ;
and which, independantly

of some such exquisite implements of research, he could

never have known of their existence.

The condenser, although considered as a distinct piece
of apparatus, is now generally attached to the electro-

scope, as a suitable appendage to improve its delicacy
and usefulness. In this capacity the two discs are each

of about six inches diameter
;
one of them receiving its

insulation from being supported by the glass cylinder of
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the electroscope ; being attached to its brass cap, as re-

presented by P in Fig. 1 1 . The insulated plate s is sup-

Fig. 11.

ported by a brass stem, which slides to and fro in the

base-board B B : by means of which movement it can

be made to approach the insulated disc, or to recede

from it at pleasure.
When employing this instrument, we first bring the

moveable plate s into close contact with the plate p
; and

if the instrument be properly made, the two plates will

just cover each others inner surfaces, which ought to be

perfectly vertical. Now separate the plates a little, by
withdrawing the moveable one s, until only an exceed-

ingly thin plate of air lies between them. It is now ob-

vious, from what you have before observed, that any
electric action communicated to the cap of the electro-

scope would be partly transferred to the plate p, even if

the plate s were not present. But now as the plate s is

close to the plate p, which, by being connected with the

ground, reduces the pressure on that side, and thus gives
a greater facility for the polarization of the latter plate,
so that when a feeble positive electric action is commu-
nicated to the cap of the electroscope, an accumulation
of the electric fluid will take place in the plate p, without

its affecting the gold leaves, which would remain nearly
neutral. But if we now withdraw the plate s from the

vicinity of the plate p, the polarization ceases ; and the
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fluid which rested principally in the plate p, now be-

comes almost equally distributed over every metallic part
of the electroscope ; and, if the force be sufficiently

powerful, the gold leaves will diverge. In many cases,

however, and indeed in all those in which the condenser

can be used to much advantage, it requires several com-
munications between the body under examination and
the cap of the electroscope, to convey a sufficient degree
of electric force to diverge the gold leaves, even in the

least appreciable degree.
It may now be necessary to say something further

with respect to the terms positively electrical, and nega-

tively electrical bodies. These terms ought, in all cases,

to be understood as implying the electrical condition of

bodies relatively to the electric condition of other bodies,
and in no other manner whatever. Let me endeavour
to give you an illustration of what I mean by the term

relative. I will suppose that three metallic spheres, A,

B, and c, of precisely the same diameter, uniformity of

polish, &c., are insulated, and placed on different parts of

the table. I will communicate ten particles of the elec-

tric fluid to A, seven particles to B, and five particles to

c. Now, although the whole of these three bodies are

positively electrical with regard to the surrounding group
of bodies in the room, they are, in reality, in different

electric conditions with respect to each other. A, which
has the quantity ten, is positively electric with respect
to the other two

; and c, which has only the quantity of

five, is negatively electrical with respect to both A and B.

And for the same reason, the body B is either positively
or negatively electrical, accordingly as it is compared
with c or A respectively. This is obviously a prominent
case, and may very easily be comprehended. But there

are others, which I shall shortly have to notice, wherein
the difference of the electrical condition of bodies is not

so easily illustrated independently of direct experiment.
I shall presently have to show you that two distinct

metallic bodies, in their natural electrical condition, are

very far from being in one and the same electrical con-

dition : and I will further observe, in this place, that

not only are the various substances constituting the body
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of the earth in different relative electrical conditions,

but that different parts of the same body are also differ-

ently electrical.

I have long entertained this view of the electrical con-

dition of bodies when surrounded by equable electrical

pressures, or when they are in, what Franklin called,

their natural electric states : and I will lead you through
a series of experiments, as we proceed in these lectures,

that will prove to you that this view is a correct one, as

far, at least, as those bodies on which we operate are

capable of rendering us the necessary information.

We will now proceed to an experiment which will not

produce very satisfactory results, unless we avail our-

selves of the advantages afforded by the condenser. "We

will take two metallic discs, one of which is copper and

the other zinc ; they are about six inches in diameter, and

each furnished with a glass handle in the manner repre-
sented by Fig. 12 : their opposite sides should be per-

fectly flat, so that when placed together, as shown in

the figure, those surfaces may
be in contact throughout.
Let us now bring the move-
able plate s, of the condenser,

Fig. 11, into contact with

the fixed plate p, and after-

wards separate them a little,

so that we can just see be-

tween them, and no more :

which is best done by having
a sheet of white paper lying on the table on the opposite
side of the electroscope to that on which you are stand-

ing. We have now an exceedingly thin plate of air

between the two plates of the condenser, which will

afford great facility for their polarization by a feeble

electric force.

The electroscope with its condenser, and the zinc and

ready, we will proceed to the experiment ; which is to

show that the zinc and copper, though each in its natu-

ral electric condition, are not in one and the same electric

condition : but that the copper is positively electrical with

Fig. 12.
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respect to the zinc, and that by their simple contact

alone, the copper will communicate to the zinc a portion
of its natural share of the electric fluid, so that the zinc

shall become positively electrical and the copper nega-
tively electrical

; not only with regard to each other,
but also with regard to all surrounding bodies which
are in their natural electric states.

I now place the copper plate upon the palm of my left

hand, with its smooth flat face upwards ; and with my
right I take up the zinc plate by its glass handle, and

place it on the face of the copper one. I now separate
the plates suddenly, and touch the cap of the electro-

scope with the zinc one, by which means I communicate
a feeble electric force to the instrument. I bring the

zinc plate into contact with the copper one as before, and

again separate them suddenly and communicate another

portion of electric force to the electroscope : and by pro-

ceeding in this manner for about half-a-dozen times, I

lay down the two discs and withdraw the plate s of the

condenser, and the gold leaves immediately diverge, in

consequence of the electric fluid which was condensed in

the plate p, whilst the plate s was close to it, being now
nearly equally distributed over the whole of the metal in

connexion with p : and as the gold leaves are portions of

that metal, they receive their portion of the electric

action and are repelled from each other accordingly.
Our next business is to ascertain what kind of electric

action is possessed by the electroscope, and it is found
to be positive, whether we test it by a negatively or by a

positively electrized body. I am very anxious that the

facts which this experiment develope should be very well

understood
; because I am well aware that many per-

sons fail in producing any electric action whatever by
these means, and others doubt the fact altogether. It

was first shown by the celebrated M. Volta, and was
the foundation of all that sound philosophical train

of reasoning which led that eminent electrician to the

invention and formation of the most formidable source
of electric action that has hitherto been placed in the

hands of philosophers, viz., the Voltaic battery : an im-

plement of research which so justly bears his name, and
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of science have been made.

We will now vary the experiment by placing the zinc

disc on the hand, and with the other hand taking hold

of the glass handle of the copper disc. But we must
first adjust the plate s of the condenser to its proper dis-

tance from the plate p. Having now brought the face

of the copper disc into contact with the face of the zinc

one, I again separate them quickly, and afterwards

touch the cap of the electroscope with the copper disc.

After repeating this operation a few times as before,

we shall find that the gold leaves diverge as soon as the

plate s is withdrawn from the plate p ; and by testing
in the usual way, we find that the gold leaves are nega-

tively electric ; proving all that I said before we per-
formed the experiment, respecting the development of

electricity by the simple contact of metals, and that

they are naturally in different electric states. It is in

the investigation of these beautiful electrical niceties that

we discover the superior penetrating genius of the

genuine electrician, and distinguish the philosopher from
the mere iterant experimenter. The name of VOLTA,
will ever remain associated with the electrophorus (an in-

strument presently to be noticed), the condenser, and the

famous battery which bears his illustrious name : and
will be venerated by the electrician whilst this beautiful

branch of science shall continue to be cultivated by man.
When an electroscope is not furnished with a perma-

nent condenser, the open hand held near the cap of the

instrument will answer very well for many purposes.
Jn this position the hand becomes a substitute for the

uninsulated plate, and the flat horizontal disc which is

insulated by the glass tube in Singer's improved elec-

troscope, forms the other. I will now show you an ex-

periment which will convince you of the usefulness of

the hand in this capacity.
I will take one of Volta's plates by its glass handle,

and give the face of it a gentle rub on the table cloth

or on the sleeve of my coat ; and whilst the other

hand is held over the insulated disc of the electro-

scope, I will touch that disc with the excited one,
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and immediately take it away again. The commu-
nicated electric action is very feeble, and the gold
leaves will scarcely diverge : but no\v, that I take away
my hand, you will observe that they separate to a

considerable extent. This is precisely the result that we
should obtain were we to use the metallic condenser :

and in those delicate cases where the electric action is

too feeble to deflect the gold leaves by one single contact

of the excited body, we have only to repeat these feeble

units of electric force for a few times, as in the experi-
ment with Volta's copper and zinc discs, and the sum of

the feeble electric increments of force, collected whilst

the hand is present, will be sufficient to diverge the

gold leaves when it is withdrawn from the vicinity of the

insulated disc of the electroscope. If I stand on a stool

with glass legs, or be insulated by any other means, my
hand has still the same kind of influence, though in a

less degree than when uninsulated.

There is another method of showing the influence of

vicinal uninsulated bodies, which I will now point out

to you. Let us communicate, in the usual way, either

kind of electric action to the electroscope whilst unfur-

nished with a condenser. The gold leaves diverge, and

remain divergent when the electrized body is withdrawn.
I now bring my open hand over, and parallel to, the

insulated disc of the electroscope. You will observe that

the divergency lessens as my hand approaches the disc,

and when it is sufficiently near, the gold leaves collapse
and hang together. But on withdrawing my hand gently,
the divergency again commences, and gradually becomes

greater till the hand is removed from the sphere of action,

when the divergency arrives at nearly the same degree
as at first. Similar phenomena are produced by insu-

lated plates of metal, though in a minor degree.
This is a beautiful experiment and conveys a great

deal of information, which we ought to avail ourselves of

in all those electroscopic inquiries in which the electric

action is to be tested, and the electric action of the testing

body are of different degrees of tension. Let me give

you an experiment in illustration. I excite a feeble

electric action in Volta's copper disc, by rubbing it
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against the sleeve of my coat, and 1 communicate a

portion of this electric action to the electroscope, and

the gold leaves are observed to diverge slightly. The

electricity is negative. I now excite a round tin plate,

insulated by its glass handle H, Fig. 13, to a considerable

degree of power, by Fig. 13

rubbing it on the fur

side of a dry rabbit

skin ; and it will be

observed, when I

bring this tin disc

over the cap of the

electroscope, that the

divergency of its

gold leaves increases

to a great extent.

Being satisfied with this result, let us now reverse

the process, by first communicating a powerful elec-

troscopic action to the gold leaves, from the excited

tin disc, and afterwards bringing the feebly excited

copper plate over the face of the insulated disc of the

electroscope. Now, although you are aware, by the

former experiment, that both discs are in the same nega-
tive electric condition with reference to the uninsulated

group of things about the table, yet, as they are positive
and negative with regard to each other, the divergency
of the gold leaves diminishes by the approach of the

copper disc, which is the less formidable electrized body
of the two. Hence experimenters unacquainted with

this curious fact would be almost sure to be led into

error from the indications afforded by the electroscope.
As this, I believe, is the first time that such a cir-

cumstance has been announced, it is highly probable
that wrong conclusions may have been drawn by some of

those who have not studied these nice points of electric

action. This interesting fact may be produced by one
excited disc only : the tin disc for instance. First,

excite it on the fur to a considerable degree, and after-

wards communicate a portion of its electric action to the

electroscope. Again excite it very feebly, and then

bring it over and parallel to the disc of the electroscope.
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The divergency of the gold leaves will diminish, and when
the experiment is dexterously performed, the divergency
will be completely annihilated, until the feebly electrized

plate be withdrawn from the vicinity of the other.

Having now proceeded through a sufficient series of

illustrations of the application of the electro-polarization
of thin metallic discs in the capacity of the condenser, we
will proceed to employ another beautiful piece of appara-

tus, whose operations essentially depend on the same laws

of electric action. This apparatus, which is called the elec-

trophorus, is also the invention of the celebrated Volta.

The electrophorus is represent- Fig-

ed by Fig. 14, and consists of

three distinct parts : the sole, the

resinous cake, and the cover s,

with its glass handle H. The
sole is simply a circular flat tin

dish, having a rim of about half

an inch in height. A mixture- of

about equal parts ofpitch and resin,

and a little linseed oil, well incorpo-
rated with each other whilst melted,
form a good compound for the resinous cake. Some

persons employ lac, resin, bees wax, &c., mixed together,
for the resinous cake : but the simple compound first

described is quite as good for this purpose. The power
of the electrophorus will vary, of course, accordingly
with its size, but one of about twelve or fifteen inches

diameter answers very well for ordinary purposes. The
cover s, is simply a metallic disc of about two inches

less diameter than the sole, well polished and rounded at

its edges. A well lacquered brass cover looks very neat,

and gives the electrophorus a good appearance : though
a tin cover, wired round the edge and japanned is often

employed. A brass ball is occasionally attached to the

cover by means of a bent brass wire.

The resinous cake of the electrophorus being warm
and dry, I excite it by briskly rubbing its surface with
the fur side of a dry and warm rabbit skin : whipping
with a warm silk handkerchief excites the resinous cake

very well. This process produces on its surface a nega-
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tive electric action, and to the highest degree, when
the sole rests on the hand, or is well connected by con-

ductors with the ground. On the excited resinous cake

I place the cover, or scudo,* as Volta termed it
; taking

care to touch the glass handle only. Now in conse-

quence of the surface of the resinous cake present-

ing a multitude of asperites, scudo rests upon them,
and is thus prevented from coming into general contact

with the resinous surface. Under these circumstances

the electric fluid naturally belonging to scudo, finding
a less resistance on the lower surface than on its upper
one, presses in that direction, and accumulates on that

surface, leaving the upper surface in an electro-negative
state. Scudo, therefore, whilst resting on the resinous

cake, is electro-polar ;
and its upper surface being the

negative pole, it is prepared to receive a fresh portion of

fluid from any other body within its reach.

I present my finger to the upper surface, and immedi-

ately a portion of fluid, in the form of a spark, jumps
from it to scudo ; which, being insulated, has no oppor-

tunity of disposing of it until its removal from the re-

sinous cake. I lift it up by the glass handle, and present
the ball to the knuckles of my other hand : the spark
which I before communicated to scudo now returns. I

again place scudo on the resinous cake ;
he again becomes

polar, and being ready to receive additional fluid, I

again supply it from my finger ;
and by affording him

an opportunity, as before, he returns it in a full brilliant

spark to the knuckle of my other hand. By repeating
these operations we find that the resinous cake retains its

action for many hours, and even days, to a certain ex-

tent, when great care is taken to keep it clean and dry.
From this retention of its electric action, the electro-

phorus becomes a convenient instrument in chemical

laboratories, where electric sparks are wanted for the

explosion and combination of gaseous mixtures, in vari-

ous investigations. Its inventor, Volta, applied it in a

peculiar form for the purpose of obtaining an instan-

*
Scndo, in the Italian language, means a cover, a crown, or

top-piece. It is always a noun of the masculine gender.
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taueous light in the night-time, or whenever a lighted

lamp or candle was wanted. This was accomplished by
igniting a small jet of hydrogen gas by the spark which

passed through it from scudo to the nozzle of the jet pipe.
Our next business will be to examine more closely

than hitherto, the electric characters of the two principal

operating parts, the resinous cake and scudo, of the

electrophorus. For this purpose, I again excite the

cake with the rabbit skin, and afterwards bring it into

contact with Bennet's electroscope. The gold leaves

diverge : and by bringing the face of (he cake a second

time over the cap of the instrument, the divergency is

increased. I now excite the glass tube with the same

fur, and by its approaching the cap of the electroscope
the divergency again increases ; showing that the cake

and tube are in the same electro-negative condition.

But to satisfy ourselves still further, if possible, I excite

the glass tube by tinfoil, which renders it electro-posi-
tive. By now bringing the tube over the cap of the

electroscope the divergency of the gold leaves diminishes.

Hence, by both tests, the resinous cake is proved to be

in an electro-negative state.

We next examine scudo prior to his being placed
on the cake, and find him neutral. We place him on

the cake, leave him there for a short time, and by the

glass handle, remove him to the previously neutralized

electroscope, and find that he is slightly electro-positive ;

having collected a small quantity of fluid from the air,

through the instrumentality of the asperities on his sur-

face. We again place him on the resinous cake, touch him
with the finger, experience a pungent sting from the

spark, and then transport him again by the glass handle

to the cap of the electroscope. The gold leaves exhibit a

powerful repulsive force, which on examination by the

two former tests, we find to be positive.
There are many other curious experiments to be made

with the electrophorus, which in a theoretical point of

view are very interesting : but as the whole of them
are the results of electro-polarization, those hitherto

offered to your notice will be sufficient to show the

groundwork of all the rest.
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LECTURE V.

BESIDES the electroscopes hitherto described, there are

others of no less importance yet to be noticed, before we

proceed to employ other classes of
'

electrical apparatus.

The lever electroscope, Fig. 15 ,
first em-

fig.] 5.

ployed by Dr. Gilbert, in the earliest elec-

trical investigations on record, from its

simplicity, and conspicuity of action, may
be used with advantage, and without much

dexterity of manipulation, on many occa-

sions. It consists of a neat mahogany base,

from the centre ofwhich rises a brass stem,

finely pointed at its upper extremity, as re-

presented by Fig. 15, for the purpose
of a pivot, on which the brass wire lever can move with

freedom, by the application of a very slight electric force.

The complete instrument, in its improved state, is re-

presented by Fig. 16. The sup- Fig. 16.

porting stem of this electroscope
is of glass, well varnished, and
surmounted by a brass ferrule,

and a steel point for the pivot.
Each extremity of the brass arm
is furnished with a small cork

ball, neatly gilt. The delicacy of

the instrument is somewhat im-

proved by its having gilt balls of

the pith of the elder-tree, which is a much lighter sub-

stance than cork. This instrument being very exten-

sively employed by the Abbe Hauy, in his mineralogical

enquiries, is now frequently called Hauy's electroscope.
In illustration of the mode of using this instrument, I

take a morsel of sealing-wax between my finger and

thumb, rub it against the sleeve of my coat, and then

present it to one of the pith balls. The electric force

thus brought into play draws the lever to the wax. If

I use a larger piece of sealing-wax, and excite it by the

rabbit skin, the electric force is sufficiently powerful to

draw the ball at the end of the lever at a considera-

ble distance. The lever moves slowly at first, increases

its speed gradually, and as it approaches closer to the
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excited wax, its velocity becomes considerable, and it

strikes against the electrized body with some force.

When the wax is withdrawn, the insulated lever is

left in the same electric condition as itself, and the next

approach drives the lever off by the electro-repulsive
forces of the two bodies. If, however, I force the elec-

trized wax too closely to the lever, the latter will again
attach itself to it by virtue of attraction : because, in this

case, the wax polarizes the lever, rendering the vicinal

end electro-positive, and the remote end electro-negative,
with respect to itself. Hence with this electroscope, as

with that with the two pith balls, Fig. 3, page 16, it is

necessary for the experimenter to keep in view the laws

of electro-polarization, otherwise the result of his experi-
mental enquiries might lead to erroneous conclusions.

The principles upon which this electroscope operates
are applicable in communicating motion to an orrery of

the earth and moon. Fig. 17 represents a lever, with

Fig. 17-

arms of unequal length. At the extremity of the short

arm is a large cork ball, weighted if necessary, repre-

senting the earth ; and at the other extremity is a small

ball of the pith of the elder, to represent the moon.
When this piece of apparatus is placed on the glass stem,

Fig. 16, any electrized body, the excited glass tube for

instance, presented to the moon, will draw that body to-

wards it, and by keeping the tube before it, the whole

system may be made to revolve round the centre of mo-
tion, highly imitative of the revolutions of the earth and
moon round their common centre of gravity. When the

electrized body has been carried round in front of the

moon a few times, it may be taken away, and the mo-
mentum acquired by the system will keep it revolving
for some considerable time afterwards.

If the insulated orrery be first electrized, by permit-
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ting it to touch the excited tube, it may afterwards be

driven round by repulsion. It will be obvious from

these illustrations, that many amusing and instructive

variations of objects might be attached to the two arms

of the lever, and put into motion by these means. There

is an advantage to young persons by varying their expe-
riments in every way they can think of, as by frequent

repetitions they pass unconsciously through a train of

practice which familiarizes them with the use of appara-

tus, ensures dexterity of manipulation, and stamps on

the mind those lasting impressions by which the prin-

ciples of the science are kept in unfading remembrance.

The most delicate electroscope hitherto brought into

notice, is that invented by Dr. Robert Hare, professor
of chemistry in the Pennsylvania University at Phila-

Fig. 18.delphia. This electro-

scope is represented by
Fig. 18, and consists of

an oval wooden base

board
;

a globular glass

vessel, capped with brass ;

a zinc disc of six inches

diameter, from which

hangs a narrow strip of

gold leaf, and a wire with

a ball attached to its

inner extremity, and a

graduated head at the

other. The zinc disc z

is fixed to the brass socket

c : one end of the gold leaf

is attached to the centre of the zinc disc, and is sus-

pended in the axis of the glass vessel. A brass socket is

cemented round a hole to the side of the glass, and

through the centre of the socket, passes the stout brass

wire ; the ball of which, by means of a screw, can be

adjusted to any required distance from the lower point of

the gold leaf. The precise distance in minute parts of an
inch can easily be ascertained, by means ofthe micrometri-
cal graduation on the head of the screw. The delicacy of
this instrument is shown by placing a copper disc on the

zinc one, as shown in the figure, and lifting it suddenly
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the feeble electric action thus brought into play

causes the gold leaf to strike the ball of the lateral wire.

Hitherto, I have applied the term electroscope, to all

these instruments, which indicate electric action ;
but as

all of them are capable of indicating relative differences

of the electric forces communicated to them, they are

frequently called electrometers. When, for instance,

the angle of divergency of either the pith balls or the

gold leaves is great, we know that the electric force is

greater than when the divergent angle is small : and so

far these instruments are measurers of relative electric

forces ; and, consequently, are electrometers in this

individual capacity : that is, in showing the relative in-

tensity of the forces applied to them ; but they are very far

from having the power of indicating the relative quan-

tity of forces, or the relative quantities of electric

fluid, in those bodies which communicate to them electric

action. Nor have we, indeed, any instrument capable
of affording this kind of information correctly.

In order to give you a still better

idea of the extent of information which
our indicators of electric action are

capable ofcommunicating, I must soli-

cit your attention to an experiment first

made by Dr. Franklin. The appa-
ratus employed by that philosopher is

represented by Fig. 19, and consists,

simply, of a metallic can and chain,

insulated by standing on a glass pillar.

A pair of pith balls, suspended by a

flaxen fibre, hang from a wire pro-

jecting from the can. If now we
electrize the metallic can, with its

contained chain, by an excited glass .

tube, the pith balls diverge to a cer-

tain extent ; but if we afterwards lift

up one end of the coiled chain, by
taking hold of the silken thread s, and thus draw it out

gradually, we find that the divergency of the electro-

scopic balls gradually lessens ; and when a great por-
tion of the chain is lifted out of the can, the divergency
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drop the chain gradually into the can, and you will observe

the pith balls begin to separate from each other again :

and the more so as a greater portion of the chain returns

to the can ;
and when the whole of it has returned the

divergency is nearly, though not quite, as great as at first.

This is one of those experiments from which much
information is to be obtained, and gives us a good idea

of the true value of electroscopic indications : by show-

ing us that one and the same quantity of the electric

fluid will exert a greater, or a lesser degree of repul-
sive force, accordingly with circumstances. When the

whole of the chain is within the can, the metallic surface

exposed to the surrounding electric pressure is less than

when the chain is drawn out : and, consequently, the

electric force is more condensed, and has to operate

against a less extent of pressing surface under the former
than under the latter circumstances. But when the

electric force has to operate against a less extent of

pressing surface, it presses more intensely against each
individual point of that surface. And as the divergency
of the pith balls was greatest under those circum-

stances, we learn that the greatest degree of divergency
indicates the greatest degree of intensity, without any
reference whatever to the absolute quantity of fluid

in operation.
Another method of show-

ing this fact, is by means of

the instrument represented

by Fig. 20, which consists,

principally, of a metal wind-

lass A, round which is wound
abroad flexible metallic strap

c, with its silken cord D, an

electroscope E, and a glass
handle B : the whole being

supported by two glass pil-

lars fixed into a mahogany
base. We first electrize the

insulated part of the appara-
tus by the application of the

Fig. 20.
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scopic balls are left in a divergent state. We now take hold

of the silken cord D, and by pulling at it, unwind the me-
tallic strap, and thus expose to the surrounding air a more
extended electrized surface. The pith balls fall closer to-

gether in proportion as this surface extends, until the

electric force becomes so far attenuated that it is unable

to cause any divergency whatever. On turning the

glass handle, and thus winding up the metallic strap, the

pith balls again indicate electric action, which becomes

more and more powerful as the strap is more coiled on

the windlass ; and when it is wholly coiled up, the angle
of divergency is nearly the same as at first; showing

again that the communicated fluid was not lost by the

unwinding of the strap, but that it was merely attenuated

by exposure to a more extensive surface of the constant*

surrounding statical electric pressure.
The most exact measurer of electric intensity, or the

intensity of electric forces, is one extensively employed

by M. Coulomb ; and by that philosopher called the

electrical balance : a term very appropriate to this instru-

ment, because by its means we are enabled to establish

an equilibrium between an electric force and another

force, the minutest quantities of which are susceptible

of very exact measurement. The force thus employed
to measure the electric force of any body under contem-

plation, is called the force of torsion ; which is the effort

made by a thread which has been twisted, to untwist

itself and return to its former state. If, for instance,

AB, Fig. 21, represent a thread or Fi8- 21 -

thin metallic wire, carrying the

horizontal lever E D, and the

whole at rest, it is obvious that

the lever will assume a certain

direction ;
and for convenience

of illustration, we will suppose
that it hangs in the plane of the meridian, with D

* The surrounding pressure may be considered as constant,
or uniform, for the short time occupied by the experiment,
though its fluctuations are occasionally very great.
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towards the north, and E towards the south. If,

now, we move either end of the lever, whether east-

ward or westward, the thread being fixed at its upper end,
would become twisted in proportion to the number
of degrees of the horizontal circle through which
each extremity E and D passed ;

and if we would re-

tain the thread in this state of torsion, we must employ
a resisting force to the lever, sufficient to balance the

thread's effort to untwist itself; the counterbalancing
force required would be less in proportion to its distance

from the centre of motion ; and, consequently, least of

all, or at a minimum, when applied to the extremity
E, or D, of the lever.

The operating principle of the torsidn

balance electrometer being now explain-

ed, the structure and employment of the

instrument will be easily understood.

It is represented by Fig. 22. The lower

part A, is a wide cylindrical glass vessel,

with its mouth downwards, and ce-

mented to a wooden base. Over a

perforation in the centre of the top of

this vessel, rises a tall glass tube, sur-

mounted by a brass cap and a horizontal

plate, divided into 360. Through the

centre of the graduated plate passes a

small cylindric brass pin, which can be
turned freely in the hole : its upper
end carries an index, and its lower end
carries a small pincer, which holds

the upper extremity of a thin silver wire,
at whose bottom is suspended a little brass cylinder i>,

to keep it stretched. This cylinder is split in the direc-

tion of its length, and holds a little lever at right

angles to its own axis. One arm of this lever is

made of a piece of stout silken thread, covered by lac

varnish, and terminated by a small circular plane E, of gilt

paper. The other arm is of copper wire of a proper length
to establish horizontality of the whole lever. The top of

the large cylindrical glass vessel has another opening,
through which passes, vertically, a brass wirer, termina-

Fig. 22.



ted both at top and bottom with a small brass ball : the

lower of which is in the same horizontal plane as that in

which the lever moves, and at the same distance from the

centre of motion as the gilt disc at the end of the lever.

When using this instrument, we first turn the brass

cap c, at the top of the tube, until the gilt disc just
touches the lower ball of the wire F. A slight electric

force is communicated to that ball, and also to the gilt

disk, by touching the upper ball F, with the electrized

body under examination. The disc E, is immediately

repelled from the fixed ball, and rests at some angular
distance, the amount of which is ascertained by the

graduated arch on the side of the large glass vessel.

The silver wire is, consequently, twisted to the same
extent: and the electric force of repulsion just balances

the torsion force of the wire. If, now, we neutralize the

electric action of the instrument, the gilt disc E, returns

to the fixed ball again ;
and by applying another electrized

body to the ball F, the disc is again repelled to a greater
or a less distance than before, accordingly as the last

communicated force was greater or less than the first one.

When two or more electric forces are to be accurately

compared with each other, we choose a certain distance

between the ball and the disc, at which all the forces

under contemplation shall operate. This is effected by
turning the index on the graduated brass circle, until

the disc is at the standard distance from the fixed ball,

and the numbers of degrees which the index has passed
over, added to those between the moveable disc and the

fixed ball, give the exact twist of the torsion wire
; or,

if you please, of the force of torsion which just balances

the electro-repulsive force at that distance.

If, for instance, the standard distance between the

fixed ball and the moveable disc be 10, and that I find

the repulsive force is such, in one case, as to require the

index to pass over 90, in order to bring the disc back
to within 10 of the ball ;

and in another case the index
has to pass over 190, before the disc will stand at the

the 10 from the ball ; then as the number of degrees
passed over by the index, added to the 10 in each case,
is the measure of the force of torsion in the wire ; and,
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tive electric forces at the standard distance of 10, they
are the exact measurers of those latter forces : and,

therefore, the electro-repulsive forces were as 100 to

200
; or, as 1 to 2.

LECTURE VI.

ALTHOUGH we are very far from having exhausted the

electroscopic class of phenomena, it may be prudent, at

this period of our illustrations, to direct your attention

to the structure, management, and uses of other pieces
of apparatus of a somewhat more formidable character,

and by means of which we shall be enabled to pass

through a great number of illustrative experiments, and
show some of the principles of electric action to a much

greater advantage than by the employment of those

simple and delicate instruments which we have hitherto

operated with.

I will first describe to you the electric machine, an
instrument of general use amongst electricians whilst

performing many of their favourite experiments. There

are, however, at this time, two distinct forms of electri-

cal machines, both of which are in general use. One
of these is called the cylindrical machine, the other the

plate machine. Some persons prefer one of these ma-
chines and some the other : but as the cylinder machine
is more commonly used than the plate one, I will des-

cribe it first.

Fig. 23.
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The principal operating parts of this machine consist

of a cylinder of glass and a flexible cushion
; which, by

rubbing against each other, excite the electric fluid in

precisely the same manner as it is excited on the surface

of the glass tube, or on sealing-wax. Fig. 23 is a re-

presentation of a cylinder machine ; in which B is a stout

mahogany board, and, in some cases, well varnished

also. Both are useful, inasmuch as, if the upper surface

of this board were not so finished, the fibres of the wood
would be apt to draw off some of the fluid which had
been excited

;
and would, consequently, lessen the dis-

poseable part which was intended for experiment. This

board forms the basis of the instrument. Y, Y is a cy-
linder of glass, supported on two pillars, whose lower ex-

tremities are well fastened into the board B. The glass

cylinder has an open neck at each end
;
and on each of

these necks a cap of wood is firmly cemented. Each
wooden cap has a projecting cylindrical pin, formed of

the same piece of wood. When the caps are cemented

to their respective necks of the glass, these pins ought to

be situated in the axis of the cylinder continued ; because

they form the pivots on which the cylinder rotates when
the machine is in action. Proper pivot holes in the up-

per ends of the two supporting pillars are provided for

the reception of these pivots.
To one end of this axle is attached a handle, or winch,

as seen in the figure, for the purpose of turning the cy-
linder. On the further side of the cylinder is a cushion,

mounted on a glass stem, the lower end of which is fixed

in a piece of wood that slides in a dovetailed groove"Sn

the base-board. There is also a set-screw attached to

this piece of mechanism, all of which will be understood

by looking at the figure. This sliding piece is for the

purpose of pressing the cushion more or less against the

surface of the cylinder, and the screw is to hold it fast at

its place when the required pressure is obtained. The
cushion is frequently called the rubber. It is furnished

with a silken flap, one end of which is sewed to the up-

per side of the rubber, and the other part lies on the up-

per surface of the cylinder, in the manner shown in the

figure. This piece of silk is intended to prevent the ex-
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cited fluid from flying off into the atmosphere, until it

arrives at the extreme edge, where it is attracted and

taken from the cylinder by a row of metallic points,

which are attached to one end of the prime conductor

c c. The prime conductor, being supported on a pillar of

glass, G, is insulated, and from it the fluid can be trans-

mitted to other pieces of apparatus for experiment. The
cushion is also insulated ;

and some experimenters think

it necessary that the glass cylinder should be insulated,

for which purpose they have its supports of glass. For

my own part, I do not see the necessity of having the

cylinder insulated.

There are many particulars to be attended to in order

to make a machine work well. Every part of it ought
to be quite free from dust and moisture ;

and the glass

parts of it somewhat warm. The face of the cushion

which rubs against the glass cylinder must be covered

with an amalgam of zinc, of about the consistency of

butter, and mixed up with a little tallow from a candle,

in the manner already described. It must also be con-

nected with the ground by means of a copper wire of

about the diameter of bell-wire, or with a metallic chain.

When these precautions are properly attended to, the

machine usually works well, especially in a warm and

dry room, which is better adapted for electrical experi-
ments with the machine than in any other situation.

The machine being now in good order, we will take

away the prime conductor, and put the cylinder into

motion. You will now observe an immense quantity of

the electric fluid darting from the edge of the silken flap
into the air, and several bright sparks passing round
the surface of the revolving cylinder. These appearances
are exceedingly beautiful when the room is darkened ;

and they may be produced for a long time together by
continuing the motion of the machine. If you hold the

ends of your fingers towards the silken flap, the nails

will be curiously tipped with luminous matter, and the

whole of the fluid excited by the machine will lean to-

wards them, and scarcely any sparks will be seen travel-

ling round the glass cylinder. In this case your fingers
attract the fluid, and draw it from the surface of the
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yourself, the floor, and other materials of the building ;

all of which are sufficiently good conductors for this

purpose.
Let us now insulate the cushion by removing from it

the copper wire. You will now find that the machine

produces but a very small quantity of fluid ; the reason

of which is, that when it has parted with that which na-

turally belonged to the cushion, it can yield no more, ex-

cepting some small portion which it receives from the

atmosphere. But when the cushion is in metallic con-

nexion with the ground by means of the copper wire, or

when the hand is placed on it, it gets an abundant sup-

ply from that source. Hence, whatever quantity of

fluid is drawn off by your fingers when presented to the

edge of the silken flap, a similar portion is immediately

supplied to the cushion from the ground. In many
experiments, as you will see in a future lecture, we dis-

pense with the copper wire, and have the cushion pur-

posely insulated.

Let us now turn the points of the prime conductor

towards the cylinder, taking care that they do not touch

it. Now turn the machine, and you will observe that

these metallic points are all tipped with small luminous

stars. They are receiving the electric fluid, and con-

veying it to the prime conductor.

You will see that there is a metallic ball and stem at-

tached to that end of the prime conductor which is

furthest from the cylinder. This ball is screwed to the

stem, and may be removed from it at pleasure, for

the purpose of exposing the sharp-pointed termination

of the stem.

When this sharp point is uncovered, and the machine
in good action, you will observe a beautiful brush of

electric light proceeding from it ;
and if you present the

back of your hand to this brush, a singular and rather

pleasant sensation, something like a gentle stream of

wind, is experienced. This stream of electric matter is

usually called the electrical aura. When a smooth me-
tallic ball is presented to the point, a series of exceed-

ingly minute sparks are observed ;
but when another fine
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metallic point is presented to it, this latter is tipped with

a spot of light. Now, as the point which is attached

to the prime conductor is delivering the fluid and the

other receiving it, we have these two distinct kinds of

phenomena produced. The delivering point exhibits a

brush, and the receiving one a star. These peculiarities
of the delivering and receiving points are of high im-

portance in some electrical contemplations, as by these

indications alone we are enabled to ascertain the relative

electric states of different bodies, and of the dif-

ferent parts of one and the same body, through which
the electric fluid is transmitted

;
and to discover analogies

not easily detected independently of these phenomena.
We will now screw on the ball, and thus cover the

metallic point ; you will now find that a series of beau-

tiful sparks pass from the ball of the prime couductor to

another ball presented to it. The snapping noise which

these sparks make is occasioned by a sudden collapsion
of the air, which becomes displaced by the electric fluid

whilst jumping from one ball to the ether. It is from a

similar circumstance, only on a larger scale, that thunder

is produced, by the lightning which darts from the

clouds. In miniature, lightning is very beautifully imi-

tated by the sparks which traverse the air from the

prime conductor to the other ball ; especially when the

ball from which the sparks proceed is rather small.

You will now perceive that the sparks which pass from
the small ball in the end of the conductor, are ten or

twelve inches in length, and that they travel through the

air in zig-zag paths, in precisely the same manner as you
may have observed lightning traversing the air. The
crooked paths of the sparks are occasioned by the resis-

tance which the electric fluid meets with in the air,

and the same remark is applicable to lightning. When
the fluid first sets out, it drives a portion of air before it,

and thus suddenly condensing it in the direction of its

path, causes a greater resistance in that direction than in

any other. This being accomplished, the electric fluid

finding an easier path sideways, becomes deflected from
the original one

;
and as it performs the same operation

on the air in the new path as in the old one, it is again
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suddenly deflected : and thus, by a rapid series of de-

flections, arising from the same cause, the fluid is com-

pelled to move in a crooked path through the air, till it

reaches its destination. There is also another cause

which assists the resistance of the compressed air in pro-

ducing these deflections of the electric fluid. The com-

pressed air, in front of the spark, becomes highly charged
with electric fluid, which thus operates repulsively on
the approaching spark, and tends to drive it out of its

direct course.

Approach the ball of the prime conductor with the

back part of your hand, and you will receive a series of

sparks which produce a sharp burning sensation. You
may have on your glove, and still the sparks will arrive

at your hand
; and by presenting your arm to the ball,

you will find that they pass through your coat sleeve.

As we proceed, I shall have to show you that the electric

fluid is capable of perforating, and even tearing to pieces,
those bodies which are not good conductors.

If, instead of a ball, you present a sharp-pointed wire

to the prime conductor, you no longer get any spark ;

but you will observe a pretty little luminous star on the

point, which shows that it is receiving the fluid in a

silent and almost imperceptible manner. Hold the

point with one hand towards the prime conductor, and
with the other hand present a ball to it. "You get no

sparks under these circumstances, although the machine
is in good order

; but if you take away the pointed wire,

you immediately get a series of sparks. Now, these are

exceedingly interesting facts, by teaching us that sharp
metallic points have great influence in drawing off the

electric fluid from those bodies which are charged with

it. You may place the pointed wire at the distance of

several inches from the prime conductor, and still it has

the power of attracting the fluid from that apparatus to

a great extent. You may try vegetable points, such as

thorns, the points of green leaves, &c., and you will

find that all of them have the same property as the me-
tallic point, in drawing off the electric fluid. A bunch
of grass held at a few inches distance from the prime con-

ductor, robs it of all the fluid that is communicated to it
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keeping all kinds of sharp-pointed articles entirely away
from the prime conductor, otherwise much of the fluid

intended for experiment would be lost by means of

them.

The plate machine, as usually constructed, is repre-
sented by Fig. 24

;
and consists of a stout disc of plate

glass, supported in a wooden frame by means of a hori-

zontal metal axle, which passes through its centre.

Fig. 24.

The glass plate is rotated on its axle by turning the

handle attached to one end of it ; and, by means of four

rubbers, one on each face at its lowest side, and one on

each face at its upper side, it brings into play a con-

siderable quantity of the electric fluid. The prime con-

ductor of this machine, is invariably of brass, consisting
of two bent arms, which proceed from a centre-piece, as

represented in the figure. The prime conductor is in-
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sulated by being supported on a stout, solid, horizontal

glass cylinder ;
one end of which is attached to one of

the upright cheeks of the wooden frame. To each rub-

ber is attached a silken flap, which reaches to the hori-

zontal diameter of the glass plate. At these remote

edges of the silken flaps the prime conductor presents a

series of sharp metallic points, which collect the excited

electric fluid, and thus charge the conductor, and such

other pieces of apparatus as may be placed in contact

with it. There are certain contrivances by means of

which the prime conductor, rubbers, &c., can easily be

removed from their places, when such removals are

required for cleaning, amalgamating, &c.

The plate electrical machine belonging to this institu-

tion, is somewhat differently constructed to that last

described. Its vertical glass disc is four feet in diame-

ter, which is excited by four rubbers in the same
manner as by those in .the last described machine.

The rubbers of this machine,* however, are placed in

the horizontal diameter of the glass plate, and are

supported by the two glass pillars G G, G o, which rise

from the ends of the mahogany frame F F, F F. From
the two opposite sides of the frame F F, F F, rise four

mahogany pillars E E, E E, E E, E E, two on each side :

and each two is surmounted and joined by a cross piece,
also of mahogany. One pair of these pillars, with their

cross piece, is seen in front of the glass plate, and the

other, which is behind the glass, is represented as seen

partly through the glass and partly on one side of it.

The axle of the disc rests on these two cross pieces, and
with the disc revolves in brass bushes, by means of the

hand applied to the winch, seen through the glass at the

further extremity. In the centre of the cross piece on
this side of the glass plate, is lodged one end of a stout

cylindric glass bar G G, which projects horizontally, and

carries the large curved brass conductor c c, c c, with its

projecting horizontal brass cylinder terminating with the

large sphere c. Each arm of the prime conductor ter-

minates by a cylinder of brass, parallel to the plane of

the glass plate ; each of which is furnished with a series

G
* See Frontispiece.
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of pointed wires, for the purpose of collecting the excited

fluid at the edges of the silken flaps s s, s s, which are

attached to the two pairs of rubbers. Here is also a ne-

gative conductor o o, the principal part of which passes

horizontally behind the glass plate : it is bent towards

its ends for the purpose of adapting them to the tops of

the glass pillars G G, G G, on which they are fixed, be-

ing screwed firmly down to them, by the brass balls B B.

The central part of this negative conductor is supported

by the glass pillar p. This is a superb piece of appara-
tus, and works exceedingly well. It was made to order,

by Watkins and Hill, Charing Cross, London, expressly
for the institution.

The particulars I have already pointed out respecting
other electric machines, such as keeping them clean,

warm, and dry, are applicable also to this magnificent

instrument, and, indeed, to all kinds of electrical appara-
tus. Every particle of dust presents a virtual point to

the surrounding air, and delivers to it a great quantity
of fluid as decidedly as the metallic point at the extrem-

ity of the prime conductor delivered fluid to the air in one
of our previous experiments. If you will now pay at-

tention to the prime conductor, which was perfectly
clean when the machine was first put into action, you
will observe that it is completely covered with a film of

the finest particles of dust, which looks almost like smoke.

This covering has been formed by virtue of the prime
conductor, whilst in an electric condition, attracting
the dust from the contiguous air ; and now, instead of

presenting a smooth surface, it presents an asperous one ;

every point of which loses some portion of the electric

fluid which passed to it from the machine, and conse-

quently, under these circumstances, you have not so

much disposable electric fluid from the prime conductor
for experiment, as when that apparatus was perfectly free

from dust : and as every other piece of apparatus, whilst

in use, would loose the electric fluid into the air, from a

similar cause, you will be sensible not only of the advan-

tages, but even of the necessity, of keeping every part of

an electric apparatus perfectly clean. Hence, also, every
part of the surface of those instruments that are not in-
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tended to dissipate the electric fluid in the air, whether

they maybe constructed ofwood, ivory, or metallic matter,

ought to have their surfaces well polished, as convex as

possible, and without sharp edges ;
even the operations of

the milling tool should be carefully avoided. The loss of

fluid from any piece of apparatus, from these or any
other causes, may be very correctly called dissipation.

Now, it often happens that one or more of the

collecting points of the prime conductor, dissipates
the fluid whilst the others are collecting it ; and especi-

ally when the prime conductor is well insulated. This

fact may be ascertained by looking at the points whilst

the machine is in motion ;
for the receiving points are

tipped with a luminous star, and the delivering points
exhibit pencils of electric light. This kind of dissipa-
tion occurs most frequently from the outermost points
of the series.

There is also another source of loss of fluid which it

may be well to mention in this place. If the rubber has

been newly amalgamated, the surface of the revolving

glass becomes partially covered with streaks of the amal-

gam after it has been in action for a short time
;
and as

these streaks are of metallic constitution they are con-

ductors, and carry a portion of the excited fluid entirely
round to the rubber again, and thus prevent it from

being taken up by the collecting points belonging to the

prime conductor. When this happens, the prime con-

ductor gives but very feeble sparks, or any other indica-

tion of electric action ; indeed, the machine is out of

order. Therefore these streaks and spots of amalgam,
which stick to the surface of the glass plate, must be im-

mediately removed as fast as they appear.
The distribution of electric fluid over the surface of

bodies, is a topic of great importance in the study of this

branch of physics, whether it be viewed in a theoretical

or in a practical point of view. With non-conducting
bodies a dissemination of the fluid over the whole sur-

face is not easily attained within any moderate limit of

time, whilst on the surface of good conductors, it is

accomplished in a moment ; and, therefore, the best

conductors, the metals, for instance, are best adapted
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for contemplating the laws of electric distribution.

Let us suppose that we have two flat pieces of metal

of equal surface insulated, and that I communicate to

each piece a certain quantity of the electric fluid. Now
as each piece has received the same quantity they will

both be electric alike
; and, because they have equal

powers of dissemination, the distribution of the fluid in

the one piece will be equal to the distribution in the

other : for, although the distribution will not be equable
over the whole of the surface of either of them, it

will be similar in both pieces ;
so that the electric forces

at the centre and at the edge of one plate, will, respec-

tively, be equal to the electric forces at the centre and at

the edge of the other.

The same reasoning holds good with metallic cylinders
with convex ends, such as the prime conductor of the

cylindrical machine. Similar portions of the electric

fluid on each cylinder will render them similarly electric

on corresponding parts of their surfaces, But in no
instance can the distribution be equable unless the body
be perfectly spherical, and surrounded on every side

by equable electric forces. On this subject I shall have
much more to say in a future lecture, my present object

being only to show you that, with the same electric

machine the electric forces exhibited by the prime con-

ductor will vary with its size and figure.
If the prime conductor be spherical, as is sometimes

the case, you may take a spark from any side of it you
please, and you will find the pungency ofthat spark nearly
alike from whichever side of the sphere it be taken ;

more especially if the sphere be not of large dimensions.

But if the conductor be a long narrow cylinder with

convex ends, the pungency of the sparks is greater from
the end most remote from the machine, than from its sides.

Now, in order to become acquainted with the effects of

prime conductors of different magnitudes, for the same

machine, it will be necessary that we first make ourselves

acquainted with the electric conditions of two unequal
metallic bodies charged with similar quantities of the

electric fluid. If, for instance, I were to employ two
insulated metallic spheres, whose surfaces were as
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one to two (one a square foot, the other two

square feet), and to each sphere I were to trans-

mit a certain quantity of the electric fluid, say
ten particles ; it is very obvious that as these ten par-
ticles occupied only half the space on one of these spheres
as on the other, the electric density on the small sphere
would be twice the electric density on the large one :

and as the intensity of the force depends upon, and is

proportional to, the density of the fluid, the intensity of

force on the smaller sphere is twice that on the larger.

Now, although, as I have before stated, the electric

condition of a cylindrical conductor is not equable on

every part of its surface, yet the mean intensity of force

in the prime conductor with the same machine, will be

in some inverse ratio of the size of the conductor : or, in

other words, a small conductor becomes more intensely

charged than a large one. On the other hand again, the

quantity of fluid which a conductor can hold, at a maxi-

mum intensity, is in some direct ratio of its size
; or, if

you please, a large conductor will hold more fluid than

a small one. But it must be observed, that a large con-

ductor, by exposing a more extensive surface to the

surrounding air than that exposed by a smaller one, has

a better opportunity of dissipating the fluid ;
and would

require a larger supply from the machine to keep up any
certain degree of intensity. There is also another point
to be taken into consideration. When two conductors

of the same magnitude are charged to different degrees
of intensity, that which has the highest intensity will

have the greatest propelling force
; and, consequently,

will have the greatest dissipating power from the same
extent of surface. But it is found by experience, that

the dissipation from a large conductor is much greater
than from a small one, when attached to a small machine.

Therefore, from all these considerations, it appears, that

with a glass cylinder of certain dimensions, say ten inches

diameter and fifteen inches long, we may keep a tolerable

sized prime conductor continually charged to a high

degree of intensity : but that the same cylinder could

not keep up the same degree of electric intensity
in a very large conductor. Indeed, the surface of a
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conductor might be so large as to dissipate the greater

portion of the whole fluid excited by the machine.

Again, the striking distance (or the thickness of the

plate of air that the first spark from a conductor will

penetrate), is proportional to the intensity of the fluid

in that particular part of the conductor from which the

spark is taken : therefore the higher the intensity the

greater the length of the first spark. I here take into

calculation the first spark only ;
because after the plate

of air is once broken through, the succeeding sparks of

a series will be regulated by the quantity as well as

by the intensity of the fluid transmitted.

Let us now suppose that a spark taken from a con-

ductor at a certain distance, is constituted of the whole

quantity of fluid which the conductor contained at the

precise time of its emission, and that the degree of in-

tensity is constantly the same. It is very obvious that

a spark from a large conductor would be more powerful
than a spark taken from a small one : because there is

more fluid in the spark from the large conductor than

in that from the small one, and because the velocity is

the same in both cases. Therefore, in order to obtain

formidable sparks from the action of a machine of any

given power, we must endeavour to regulate the size of

the conductor to the power of the machine. If it be too

small the sparks will be small, pungent, and rapid.

They are small and rapidly produced because the quan-
tity of fluid constituting each spark is small, and the

supply is comparatively great : and they are pungent
because they are discharged with great velocity, and im-

pinge on a mere point on the skin. If the conductor be too

large, the intensity of the fluid can never rise to a great

height, when the sparks are rapidly delivered because

the supply cannot be kept up by the machine. The

sparks at a maximum intensity will be infrequent, and
will produce a dull heavy blow to any person taking
them. But when the conductor is of a proper size to be

kept well supplied at a high intensity, the sparks are

delivered rapidly, are extremely severe on any part of

the body on which they impinge, give a brilliant white

light, and produce a continuous loud rattling noise.
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When the glass cylinder of a machine is of the dimen-

sions already stated, the cylindrical prime conductor

with convex ends may be three feet long and six inches

diameter : and the supply of fluid will be sufficient for a

discharge of sparks of great intensity and power. As the

greatest degree of intensity of a prime conductor is inva-

riably found at its remote end, and greater in proportion
to the smallness of the ball which terminates the con-

ductor, the striking distance is greater ; and consequently
the sparks are longer when taken from a small ball than

from a large one. We will prove this fact by the fol-

lowing experiment with our large plate machine, repre-
sented in the frontispiece.

In the end c, of the prime conductor, I fix the appa-
ratus ABC, Fig. 25, which is a bent brass wire with a

?. 25.

ball at each end, one of which is much larger than the

other. To the bend of the wire is fastened a stem, A,

to be introduced to the hole in the end of the conductor.

1 will now take sparks from the large ball A, to another

ball D, which I hold in my hand, and you will observe

that when the distance between them is small the sparks
are very large and dense, and give a bright white light,

with a great deal of noise
;
and if I stand on a chain, or

any other metal which is in good connexion with the

ground, I feel a dull, heavy, disagreeable blow on my
shin and ancle bones. I will now withdraw my hand
farther from the ball of the conductor, and you will

perceive that sparks are not so frequent as before, but

that they are more brilliant, and make a greater noise,

and the shocks on my legs are much more severe.

When I separate the two balls to about three inches, the

sparks appear at very distant intervals, and a little further
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off they entirely disappear. Certainly none can pass

through four inches of air.

Having now ascertained the maximum length of

a spark from the large ball A, I will show you
what will happen at the small ball c. You perceive
that I can take a spark from this ball when the ball in

my hand is five or six inches distant from it
;
and by

increasing that distance gradually, I obtain a stream of

sparks ten or twelve inches long ; and in some cases they

may be made to pass through a space of eighteen
inches. In this case, the sparks have none of that

brilliancy of white light as is developed by the sparks
taken from the larger ball

; they are of a reddish colour,

inclining to purple, and travel in very crooked lines for

reasons already explained. Whilst these long straggling

sparks are passing between the two balls, there is a great

dissipation of fluid into the surrounding medium, as you
may see very clearly when the room is well darkened.

The dissipating part of the fluid forms beautiful ramifi-

cations of purple light, which dart into the air from the

angles of the zig-zag path described by the main body of

the stream of sparks.
From these experimental facts, we learn that sparks,

of different lengths are producible by the same machine,
even when in one and the same state of action : there-

fore, the relative powers of two, or more machines,
cannot be ascertained by the length of sparks delivered

by their prime conductors, unless the balls from which
their sparks are taken be of the same size and at the

same distance from the remote end of every prime con-

ductor ;
and even those conductors should also be of

the same size, figure, polish, &c., and similarly insu-

lated, to give an approximation to their relative powers
by the criterion of sparks alone.

It is an universal law in electricity, though little

noticed by the generality of writers on this subject, that

whenever a body is delivering the electric fluid to another

body, the former is electro-positive to the latter
; and, as

the terms positive and negative refer to the relative

intensities only, without any reference whatever to the

relative quantities of fluid that the bodies absolutely con-
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tain, it is obvious that in all cases where a transference

of fluid takes place, the delivering body must be more

intensely charged than the receiving one.

From this train of reasoning, and from the fact that

the luminous star and brush of electric matter indicate

receiving and delivering points respectively, we easily
ascertain that the collecting points of the prime con-

ductor is electro-negative to the revolving excited glass ;

and the remote point which exhibits the electric pencil
or brush of light, is electro-positive to the surrounding
air. Moreover, since the prime conductor experiences a

greater electric pressure at that extremity presented to

the revolving glass, than at the remote one, it is electro-

polar : the remote extremity being positive to the one
nearest the excited glass : therefore, the remote extre-

mity of the prime conductor is not only electro-positive
with regard to the surrounding air, but also with regard
to the other parts of its own body.

If now we arrange a series of insulated pointed wires in

the manner represented by Fig. 26, having one end of the

series directed to the pointed wire in the end of the prime
conductor, and the remote extremity of the series in the

opposite direction, the whole series of points will become
luminous the moment that the machine is put to work.

The point projecting from the prime conductor, and the

remote point in every wire will throw out a brush of

electric fluid into the vicinal air ;
and the nearest points

will be tipped with electric stars, indicating that those

points are occupied in receiving fluid at the same
time. If a wire connected with the last in this series,

have its remote extremity presented to another projecting
from the insulated rubber of the machine, the latter wire

will exhibit the star, and the presented point of the
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former will throw to it copious brushes of luminous elec-

tric matter. From these indications we have ocular

demonstration of the electro-polarization of every wire in

the series, as well as of that of the prime conductor itself :

and as the rubber receives fluid on its outer surface, and

delivers it from its inner surface to the surface of the

revolving glass, it becomes evident that the rubber is

also electro-polar, and that its inner surface is positive
to the glass which it feeds with electric fluid.

Having thus ocularly ascertained the relative electric

conditions of the different parts of all the metals in the

series : we can easily, by analogy, determine the electric

states of the plates of air which lie between them : for,

since one side of each plate of air receives fluid from

the pencilled point of a wire, and the other side delivers

it again to the star-tipped point of the next wire, it fol-

lows that each plate of air is electro-polar : having its

negative surface presented to the electric pencil, and its

positive surface towards the electric star.

Let us next join the prime conductor with the nega-
tive conductor by means of a copper wire. Under
these circumstances, the apparatus gives no signs of

electric action, excepting at the collecting points of the

prime conductor, which are all tipped with the usual

stars
; occasionally, however, we observe the electric

fluid dancing between the rubber and the revolving glass

plate. These indications are sufficient, of themselves,
to assure us of the machine being in good action ; which

may at any time be farther proved, if necessary, by re-

moving one end of the wire from the prime conductor,

and, whilst still holding it, presenting the other hand
to the conductor thus insulated : a series of powerful

sparks will immediately strike the hand.

Being thus satisfied that the electric action of the

machine proceeds with vigour when the two conductors

are connected by means of a good conducting wire, and
that the luminous stars still indicate their collecting oc-

cupation, we very naturally infer that the apparatus is

exciting and keeping in motion its own electric fluid,

working it over and over again, and thus driving it

through the collecting points, and consequently through
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every other part of the apparatus, in a continuous cur-

rent or electric stream.

If we cut open any part of the insulated connecting

wire, and separate the points thus made to about an

inch apart, the electrical star and pencil again appear,
and indicate the current still flowing in its former direc-

tion
;
and if the series of wires, Fig. 26, be again in-

troduced to the circuit, the previously shown phenomena
re-appear in all their beauty, and in their usual instruc-

tive capacity ; teaching us that the atmospheric air is

polarizable and penetrable, and that electric currents

can find channels through that medium as decidedly as

through the best conducting bodies. The phenomena
displayed by electric currents are amongst the most in-

teresting in this branch of physics. I shall treat on

these phenomena very extensively in my lectures on

voltaic, thermo, and magnetic electricity ; in which we
shall have to employ various pieces of apparatus, better

calculated than the glass machine for displaying them
to advantage.

LECTURE VII.

THE electrical light which was so brilliantly exhibited

in some of our experiments in the last lecture, is capable
of being moulded into a great variety of very beautiful

experiments, some of which I will presently show you.
You have already seen that a spark taken from the prime
conductor is capable of penetrating and making its way
through a stratum of air, of the usual density, more than

twelve inches in thickness ;
and it will traverse a much

thicker plate of air that is attenuated, because, when
in the latter condition, the air is a much better conductor

than when it is dense: but in proportion as we attenuate

the air through which a current of electric sparks is

passing, the light becomes more feeble, and that brilliancy

which the electric fluid exhibits in air of the common

density, is entirely lost in highly attenuated air.

There is an experiment, however, usually called the

Falling Star experiment, and of which I shall apeak
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more particularly in a future lecture, in which the light

is very brilliant when the air is attenuated to a certain

degree ;
but in that case we transmit a greater quantity

of the electric fluid in one spark, than can be accumu-

lated on the surface of the prime conductor, for which

purpose we employ an instrument called the Leyden jar.

A very simple piece of apparatus for showing the

electrical light in a pleasing manner, is made by a few

leaden shot (duck-shot, for instance), strung on a

thread of silk, keeping a space of about one-tenth of an

inch between every two. Twenty or thirty, or even

more, of these small globes, thus arranged, and the

ends of the thread cut, or burnt, close to the extreme

globes of the series, so that no loose ragged end may
interfere with the experiment, are to be held by one of

the extreme shot between the finger and thumb, and

letting the rest hang down to the ball of the prime
conductor, so that the lowest may not touch it, you will

see a beautiful series of sparks traversing the silken

thread from one end to the other.

In this experiment, it will be observed, the sparks

appear between the leaden globes only, and no light is

observable whilst the fluid traverses the balls
; therefore,

the lowest shot first receives the sparks from the prime
conductor, and delivers them to the second, which again
delivers them to the third, and so on, from one to the

other, until they arrive at the hand, where they are lost.

This instrument, it is true, is but a very rude substi-

tute for some of those elegant pieces of apparatus which
are usually employed for the same purpose ; but, at the

same time, it answers all the purposes of explanation

quite as efficiently. The apparatus generally employed
are pieces of glass, either flat, or in the shape of

tubes, partially spangled with discs of tin-foil. They
^

are generally constructed very tastefully, and the spangles
of foil suitably arranged, so as to diversify the route of

the sparks in a variety of ways, which give to their

display a more pleasing and interesting effect than could

otherwise be produced.
The glass tubes are capped at both extremities with

hollow spheres of brass, well polished and lacquered,
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and the spangles of tin-foil are arranged Fig. 27.

round and round the tube spirally, from one

end to the other, taking care that they do

not touch one another. See Fig. 27. The

spangles are attached firmly to the glass,

by means of strong gum-water, and the

whole occasionally covered with a coat-

ing of lac varnish. The spangled tube,

however, is sometimes placed inside of

another glass tube, which, when capped by
brass spheres at both ends, excludes all

dirt and moisture in future. This method
of fitting up these spangled tubes is, there-

fore, much preferable to that of using one tube with

varnish only. When one end of this apparatus is held

in the hand, and the other presented to the ball of

the conductor, a series of sparks are seen traversing
its surface between the spangles, and, consequently,
in the same spiral line : rendering it beautifully luminous

the whole of the way.
Another form of apparatus for this

purpose, is that of a long strip of plate

glass, on one side of which an arrange-
ment of metal spangles, from one end

to the other, is fastened by means
of gum-water, and the line of electric

light displayed by the sparks will

vary with every variation in the ar-

rangement of the spangles. See Fig. 28.

The opposite side of the glass is usually
varnished in transverse bands of different

colours, which vary the colour of the sparks
according to the colour of the medium

through which they are seen. When a

spiral arrangement of metallic spangles
is placed on coloured glass tubes, such as

blue, purple, violet, &c., the sparks will assume different

colours as they proceed from one end to the other.

They are perfectly white whilst passing along that side
of the tube next to the spectator, but will assume the
colour of the tube at those parts of its route which
are behind it.

Fig. 28.
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Perhaps the most pleasing of these electrical devices

is that represented by Fig. 29. It consists of seven

Fig. 29.

spangled glass tubes, surmounted by brass balls, and

placed vertically round the margin of a circular mahogany
board, supportedby a short pillar and foot. From the cen-

tre of the board rises a glass stem, B, terminating upwards
in a steel pivot, for the purpose of supporting the rotating

piece A. The lower extremities of the spangled tubes

are inserted in brass ferrules, and the whole in con-

nexion with a metallic ring which is let into the

wood.
If I present the centre of the rotating piece A to the

ball of the prime conductor of the machine in action,

it immediately receives a series of sparks, and is drawn
towards the ball of the nearest spangled tube ; delivers a

spark to it, and is carried on to the next, to which it also

delivers a spark: and thus it visits the whole of the tubes

in succession, illuminating each line of spiral spaces be-
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tween the spangles as it proceeds, which in a dark

room has a very splendid effect.

There are some curious circumstances connected with

the electro-conduction of bodies which I did not mention

whilst classifying them in our second lecture. They
are these. Those solid bodies which have been called

non-conductors, are considered to be such, only whilst

in a state of solidity, or whilst their parts are in a certain

state of aggregation. For instance : glass whilst solid

and perfectly dry, is a non-conductor, but melted glass
is a very good conductor. Crystals of several salts also

possess the same faculties ;
for although non-conductors

whilst solid, they become conductors when in a state of

fusion by heat. Green wood is a conductor of electricity,

but baked wood is an insulator. If the baked wood be

converted into charcoal, it is again an excellent con-

ductor, but burn it to ashes and it loses the conducting

faculty.
I will now show you a very satisfactory experiment

on this point. You are already aware that a solid stick of

sealing wax is a non-conductor ;
but if we warm the

same stick, so as to make it quite soft, and then apply it

to the cap of Bennet's electroscope, whose leaves are

already in a state of electro-divergency, you will soon

find that the electric action disappears, and the gold
leaves hang down close together. A tube of glass pre-
sents us with a similar fact, for although a non-conduc-

tor whilst cold, it becomes a conductor by being made to

assume a high red heat, and better still when white

hot.

By taking advantage of these facts, an illustrative ex-

periment has been established, whose effect is called the

electro-spinning of sealing-wax. I have a stout brass

wire, which will just fit the hole in the end of the prime
conductor of the machine. It is somewhat pointed at

the other end, which is stuck into a short stick of soft

sealing-wax. When the wax has become hard and cold

it is a non-conductor ; but, as we have already seen, when

melted, or even softened considerably, it becomes a con-

ductor. I place this wire in the end of the prime con-

ductor, and afterwards soften the wax by the flame of a
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and now, whilst the machine is in opera-

tion, I hold a blank card in front of the softened sealing-

wax, and I find that a considerable quantity of the melted

wax has been blown off from the wire, and is attached to

the card in beautiful fine filaments, as soft and flexible as

flocks of wool or silk. By repeating this experiment
with several cards, we have an opportunity of varying
the arrangement of the fibrous wax in many ways. A
great quantity may be collected upon the surface of one

card, and placed in a cabinet, as a curious production of

this species of electric action.

I think it is pretty evident, from what you have al-

ready seen, that when any insulated body is connected

with the prime conductor, it partakes of the same kind

of electric action ; and, in fact, becomes an appendage to

that piece of apparatus. If, therefore, I were to stand

on the electrical stool, Fig. 30.

Fig. 30, furnished with

glass legs, and, while

thus insulated, place my
hand on the prime con-

ductor ;
I should be

electrized in common
with that conductor ;

and if, whilst the machine is in good action, I present
the knuckle of my other hand to any article on the

table, a spark immediately passes from my hand to that

body. If I take hold of one end of the spangled glass

tube, Fig. 27, page 85, and present the other end to any
uninsulated metallic body, a series of sparks pass from

my hand, and the tube is illuminated the whole of its

length. Should any one present their knuckle to any
part of my body, whilst thus electrized, sparks would
be drawn from me as decidedly as from the prime
conductor itself.

If with my finger and thumb, I take hold of the thread

which joins two pendent light bodies, pith balls, or

small feathers, for instance, these bodies diverge from
one another : but if any one standing on the floor, touch

any part of my person, the divergent bodies immediately
collapse.
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Here is a pretty little instrument, Fig. 31, called the

quadrant electrometer. It is the invention of Mr.

Henley, and is a most valuable instrument for ascer-

taining the intensity of electrization of Fig. 31.

any piece of apparatus to which it is at-

tached. Its indications are the conse-

quences of electrical repulsion. It con-

sists of a stem, generally of wood ;
a

.

semi-circular piece of ivory, and an in-

dex moveable on a joint-pin at one ex-

tremity, which is situated in the centre

of the circle. Half of the semi-circle is

graduated, showing degrees, from zero at

the lower edge, to 90 in the horizontal

line : hence the term quadrant. The
index is an oaten straw, terminated by
a pith ball. A hole in the upper part of the ball c of the

prime conductor (see frontispiece), receives the lower

end of the stem of the electrometer, and the angle formed

by the repelled index and the fixed stem, indicates, though
not exactly, the degree of electrization, both of the prime
conductor and of every piece of apparatus connected

with it.

If, now, whilst standing on the electric stool, and in

connexion with the prime conductor, I hold the qua-
drant electrometer in my hand, the deflection of the index

shows the intensity of electrization both of myself and
the conductor with which I am in connection ; which is

not so great as that which the prime conductor alone

would display, because of the greater extent of surface

to .be kept electrized ; and, also, because of the loss of

fluid from the asperities of my clothing, hair of my
head, &c. The latter throws off an immense quantity
of electric fluid into the surrounding air, whilst being

repelled from one another. Whilst in this electric state,

I experience a singular sensation about my head and

face ; something like that which would be produced by

drawing over them some flimsy substance, such as the

web of a spider, and you will see the hairs stand erect

on every side, like radii from a centre.

We have an artificial head, well covered with long hair,
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by which this singular fact is shown to great advan-

tage. The stem of the head, represented by Fig. 32.

Fig. 32.

is placed in the hole at the top of the prime conductor ;

and when the machine is in action the hairs stand aloof

from one another in the ludicrous manner shown by the

figure.
I have already shown you that an electric aura streams

into the air from the point of an electrized wire. This

aura, consequently, charges the vicinal air with the elec-

tric fluid, and renders it in nearly the same electric con-

dition as the prime conductor and wire from which it

proceeds. From the re-action thus produced, we are

enabled to put bodies into motion as decidly as by the ap-

plication of any other species of force.

The electrically, Fig. 33, consists of Fig- 33.

a stem pointed at its upper extremity,
and a metallic cap, into the sides

which, and at 90 from each other,

screwed four brass wire arms, pointed
the outer extremities, and at about half

an inch distant, bent at right angles, as seen in the

figure. When the stem of this apparatus is placed in

the hole at the top of the prime conductor, and the ma-
chine in action, the electric streams which rush out at

the points, both electrize and condense the air; which,

by re-action against the points, drives them back, and

isists of fiS-33.

tremity, S***^.^
sides of ^i^^
ler, are < H ^""^

inted at
..A \--ic
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Fig. 34.

causes the whole system to retrograde and rotate on the

vertical pivot.
The electro-mechanical force thus produced is some-

what considerable, when the machine is in good action ;

as may be understood by the following experiment with
the apparatus represented by Fig. 34. T is a base board
of mahogany, from one end
ofwhich rise two short glass
stems A and c : and from the

other end, two longer glass
stems B and D. Between
the top of A and B, is stretch-

ed a finely polished brass

wire ; and from c to D, is

stretched a similar wire. y
The short wire E F, has a

knob at each end, and at right angles to it, is attached

the short wire o H. The latter wire is pointed, and,
near to its extremities, it is bent at right angles to its

general direction.

The chain proceeding from it we connect with the

prime conductor of the machine, and the wire E F, is

placed across the wires A B, and c D, near to the lower

end of the inclined plane in which they are situated.

Immediately the electrical machine is put into motion
the fluid rushes out of the points G and H, and they spin
round with an amazing velocity, and speedily arrive at

the top of the inclined plane. Stop the machine, or,

which is better, place a finger on the prime conductor,
and the system rolls down by the force of gravitation :

take away the finger, and the system rolls up again :

replace the finger on the conductor, and the descent re-

commences ;
and by this means the moveable part of the

apparatus may be made to make a series of alternate

upward and downward trips for any length of time you
please.

The electrical orrery, Fig. 17, page 59, may be kept in

motion by availing ourselves of the influence of pointed
wires. If a short point were to proceed from one side

of the earth, and another from the opposite side of the

moon, and the supporting pivot placed in connexion



with the prime conductor, those points would discharge

electric fluid into the air, and the system would revolve

accordingly, on the principles already described.

The electrical orrery is still more complete by adding
the sun to those parts hitherto employed. This orrery

is represented by Fig. 35.

Fig. 35.

It consists of three balls, s, E, M, which respectively re-

present the sun, earth, and moon. The sun is a hollow

ball of wood, neatly gilt, and weighted on the side s, to

counterbalance the earth and moon at the extremity of

the long arm of the lever. The earth and moon are

united by a wire, moveable round a point at their com-
mon centre of gravity ; and the whole system is sup-

ported on another point within the body of the sun, which
is the centre of gravity of the whole system. A short

wire, pointed outwards, projects from one side of the

moon, and another similar wire, projects from the long
arm of the lever which joins the sun and the other

part of the system.
When this apparatus is insulated, by placing it on the

electrical stool, and in connection with the prime con-

ductor of the electrical machine, by means of the chain

c prolonged, the electric streams which proceed from

the points put the orrery in motion ; the earth and

moon revolve round their common centre of gravity,
and these two bodies and the sun revolve round the

centre of gravity of the whole system. This is a most

interesting piece of apparatus, as it conveys a good idea
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of the revolutions of these three bodies as performed in

nature, and also shews the influence of electrized points
at the same time.

Mr. Ferguson, the self-taught mechanic and astrono-

mer, invented several light pieces of machinery, which

he took a delight in putting in motion by means of the

electrical aura applied to the vanes of wheels.

The model of a corn Fig. 36.

mill represented by Fig.

36, will give you an

idea of the character of

the machinery employed
in the electrical experi-
ments of this ingenious
man. A, is the water

wheel, whose floats are

made of thin card-pa-

per ;
B is the cog wheel

on its axis ; c the

trundle, turned by that

wheel, and D the run-

ning millstone : the

whole model is made as

light as possible.
When a pointed wire

from the prime conduc-

tor is made to project a

stream ofthe electric fluid

against the uppermost side of the great wheel A, at

right angles to the face of the vanes, those vanes recede

from the point, and others succeed them : the wheel,
and consequently all the other working parts in the

model, are put into motion.

By taking advantage of the luminous character of the

electric aura when exhibited in a darkened room, we
are enabled to produce a circular ring of electrical light,

by the fluid which rushes from the four points of the fly,

Fig. 33, whilst rotating on its pivot attached to the prime
conductor. The light of this ring is very faint, unless the

machine be in good order, and the points not very sharp.
Another application of the electrical aura, is that of



of ringing a chime of bells. Fig. 37-

Fig. 37, represents this piece of

apparatus, which consists of a

round mahogany table, supported

by a pillar and foot. Round the

upper side of the table are placed,
on pillars, a series of eight bells,

in the regular succession of their

tones. From the centre of the

table rises a glass stem A, having
a sharp steel point, on which ro-

tates the cross arm s. From this

arm hangs a silken thread c, at the

lower end of which is fixed a piece
of brass for a clapper to the bells.

If now, a stream of electric fluid be poured on the

centre of the moveable lever, from a pendant chain or

wire, connected with the prime conductor : it rushes out

of the points at both extremities into the air, and the wire

rotates on the pivot as in the previous cases : and the

clapper rings the bells in succession as it passes round

with the wire to which it is attached.

The bells, when rung as in the last experiment, having

nothing to do with the electrical action, although fre-

quently called the electrical bells, have no legitimate
claim to the dignity of any such title ; but we have cer-

tain arrangements of bells for experiment, whose sounds

are produced by a direct and important part which they
themselves take in the process.

If, for instance, we

hang the three bells of

the apparatus represent-
ed by Fig. 38, to the

prime conductor of the

machine, by the bent

wire of that part of the

apparatus from which

they are suspended, the

two outside bells, which

hang by metallic chains,

will become electrical,

Fig. 38.
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Fig. 39.

and will attract the two brass balls, insulated by silken

lines, towards them. These balls strike the bells, and thus
become electrical also. The electric action, thus acquired,
carries them to the middle bell, on which they deposit their

redundant portions of fluid, which is conducted to the table

by the brass chain. The balls are now ready for another

journey to the outer bells, where they again become
charged, and are again repelled to the middle bell : and

by a series of journeys to and fro, the bells are kept
ringing. The middle bell is suspended by a silken line,

and, consequently, is insulated from the cross metallic

bar which supports it.

Another set of electrical

bells is represented by Fig.
39. In this set we have five

bells, a large bell A in the

centre, and four smaller bells

suspended by wires from two
cross pieces, which stand at

right angles to each other,

upon the supporting glass

pillar c. The clappers, z,

&c., are small balls of brass,

suspended by silken lines.

By these means the clappers
are insulated from the bells

Q, and four of the latter from
the ground. The central

bell A is supported by a brass

pillar and foot. When the

chain G connects this appa-
rutus with the prime con-

ductor, the bells commence ringing from the same cause

as the former three were rung. But the middle

bell never sounds musically, in consequence of being

firmly fixed to the support.
The bell-ringing, in the two last experiments, was

obviously the effects of a series of attractions and repul-

sions, which gave motion to the pendent and insulated

balls. Upon the same electrical principles we sometimes

exhibit several very amusing experiments ;
a few of which
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I will offer to your notice before concluding this lecture.

If we place a number of small pith balls on the metal-

lic table, represented in Fig. 40, and afterwards cover

them with a glass receiver, whose Fig- 40.

inner surface has been electrized

by holding it over an electric au-

ra, the balls immediately jump
up from the table to the inner

surface of the glass, and are pro-

jected back again to the table,

where they discharge their ac-

quired fluid ; jump up again, and

again return ; and so on, with

great rapidity ;
and thus exhibit

their restlessness until they have

robbed the glass receiver of nearly
all its charge of electric fluid.

When we have a cylindrical glass

open at top, and covered with a

brass plate, in connexion with the prime conductor,
these volant motions may be kept up for any required
period of time.

The electric actions which produce motions in these

light bodies, are very efficiently and amusingly displayed
by the electrical dancers, represented in Fig. 41. The
figures are made of the dry pith pjg 41
of elder, and are placed be-

tween two round brass plates,
well rounded at the edges. The

upper plate, which is smaller

than the lower one, is attached

to the prime conductor by a

brass wire chain
; and the lower

plate, being supported by a me-
tallic pillar, is uninsulated. The

figures are put into a jumping
motion upon the principles al-

ready explained ; and by their

exchange of places on the table,

and the frequent turning on
their heels, they perform their

electric dance with much more
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grace than is displayed, on many occasions, in the most fa-

shionable ball-room : and the ludicrous anticks they some-

times pass through eclipse those of Harlequin himself.

The electrical swing, represented by Fig. 42, is ano-

ther amusing piece of appa- Fig. 42.

ratus, which operates upon
the principles of attraction

and repulsion. The figure of

a young lady is seen sitting
in the bend of a silken cord,

whose extremities are sup-

ported by two vertical glass

pillars, fixed into a mahogany
base-board B. An insulated

brass ball A, is connected with

the prime conductor
; and

another similar ball c, with the

ground. The figure is first

drawn towards A, where it re-

ceives an electric charge, and is then driven to c, where
it discharges its acquired fluid ; and by a repetition
of these movements the figure is kept swinging be-

tween the two balls. A feeble electric action is

most suitable for this and the next piece of appara-
tus, represented by Fig. 43, whose principal parts

Fig. 43.

consist of a wooden foot with a glass stem F, and a lever

ABC, which is moveable in a verticle plane on a joint
at its centre B. On each end of the lever is placed a

figure of a clown, and the two ascend and descend
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alternately between the electrized balls E E, connected

with the prime conductor, and the uninsulated balls D D.

The motion is accomplished by the same kind of electric

action as in the previous cases.

I have no doubt of these ludicrous figures appearing
to some persons too contemptible for a place in this

work ;
but as the apparatus represented by Fig. 43, is

the invention of the Italian philosopher Beccaria, one of

the most indefatigable and skilful electricians the world

ever yet produced, it will long remain an interesting

curiosity at least, if nothing more, to all those who
venerate the productions of the true cultivators of elec-

trical science.

Our illustrations of communicated electric action have

hitherto been limited to the employment of those bodies

which display the most eminent electro-conducting

qualities. Indeed, of all known bodies, the metals are

best calculated for those elementary illustrations of the

rudiments of electricity which ought to be firmly im-

planted on the mind in the earliest part of a course of

instruction on this interesting subject. "We will now,

however, introduce a very different class of apparatus,

by means of which we shall be enabled to extend our

experimental illustrations : and bring forward a few

specimens of the grandest phenomena that this branch

of electricity has hitherto developed.
As a type of the formidable apparatus we are about to

employ, we will re-introduce the electrical condenser, Fig.

10, page 46, and take into consideration another ele-

ment in its operations, which we did not find necessary
to notice till now. This element is the plate of atmos-

pheric air which lies between the two metallic plates
of the condenser. The atmospheric air is generally
ranked amongst electro-nonconductors, and a thin

stratum of it is, in fact, an insulator of feeble electric

action, or in other words, of those bodies whose electric

force is but of low intensity. And as all insulating matter

is more capable of constraining electric forces as their

radial dimensions from the electrized body, as a centre, is

increased, an enveloping sphere of atmospheric air of

great dimensions becomes an insulator even of tole-
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rably powerful electric action : although a discharge of

lightning from the clouds to the earth shows that a

thick stratum can be transpierced when the electric in-

tensity is very high.
With respect to the plate of air between the metallic

discs of the condenser, the intensity being always feeble,

the electric action communicated to the insulated disc

never breaks through the air to the other which is in con-

nexion with the ground : but although a discharge does

not absolutely take place, the preliminary phenomenon
to all electric discharges is really brought into existence.

This preliminary is polarization, independently of which

no electric discharge can in any case occur. The inter-

vening plate of air becomes electro-polar, from a distur-

bance of its own fluid by the repulsive action of that

acumulated on the insulated metallic plate : and if the

accumulation were to rise to a sufficient degree of inten-

sity, a rupture of the aerial plate would be effected by a

portion of that fluid, which would transpierce the air in

order to arrive at the uninsulated metallic disc.

Now since electro-polarization is effected the most

easily in those bodies which offer the least resistance to

the motion of the fluid, or in the best conductors, the

metals are more easily polarized than atmospheric

air; and the latter more easily than solid vitrious

and resinous bodies ; hence it is that these solids

are not easily rendered electro-polar to a great ex-

tent unless in very thin sheets. When, however, a plate
of glass is thin, it is not only susceptible of electro-

polarization, but will absolutely receive a charge of the

electric fluid as decidedly as any other species of

matter : and by taking advantage of its insulating

character, one of its surfaces may be rendered electro-

positive, and the other electro-negative, to a degree of

intensity far surpassing that obtainable by the employ-
ment of any other body. p. 44

If, for instance, a pane of glass, which

Fig. 44 may represent, were partially
covered with a sheet of metal, such as tin-

foil, on each surface, as represented by
the dark central part of the figure, it
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would be in a state of preparation suitable for re-

ceiving an electric charge of high intensity. A piece
of glass thus prepared is said to be coated. The

process of charging is simply that of forming a metallic

connection between one of the coatings and the prime
conductor of the machine, and a similar connection

between the other metallic coating and the ground, or

with the rubber of the machine. When the machine is

put into motion a portion of the excited fluid is received

by that surface of the coated glass pane which is in con-

nection with the prime conductor ;
and the accumulation

on that surface repels from the other a portion of the

fluid naturally belonging to it: hence, in this condi-

tion the pane is electro-polar, having a redundancy of

fluid on one surface and a deficiency on the other :

which we can easily determine by employing an electro-

scope in the usual way.
If we again place the coated pane in connection with

the prime conductor and the ground, or the rubber, as

before, and again set the machine in motion, you will

presently see a bright flash of light, passing over the edge
of the pane, and accompanied with a loud snapping noise.

These are the immediate consequences of a sudden dis-

charge of the accumulated fluid from the positive to the

negative side of the glass, arising from the charge on

the former side arriving at a higher degree of intensity
than the atmospheric air was capable of balancing.

By continuing the action of the machine, fig- 45.

a great number of these spontaneous discharges *>

are produced in rapid succession : which is

one of the several indications of a machine

being in good order. In experimental opera-
tions, however, we endeavour to avoid spon-
taneous discharges as much as possible, and in

order to direct a discharge to any piece of ap-

paratus, we employ an instrument called a

discharging rod, which is represented by
Fig. 45. (BO
The discharging rod usually employed by electricians,

consists of a glass handle and two metallic arms
;
the

arms are of stout brass wire, each terminating in a ball
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of the same metal. The inner ends of the arms are

screwed into the edges of two circular pieces of brass

(one into each), which move freely on a brass pin that

passes through their centres, and thus form a joint,
similar to the joint of candle snuffers, or the joint of fire

tongs. To this joint is fixed a brass socket, by which
the whole of the metallic part of the apparatus is attached

to the glass handle. The arms of the discharging rod

are usually bent so as to form two similar bows, as re-

presented by the figure ; they are also pointed at the

outer extremities, but the points are covered with the

before-mentioned balls, which screw over them, and can

be removed at pleasure when required for any particular

experiment.

If, now, the coated glass be again charged as before,
and one of the balls of the discharging rod be placed on
one of its coatings, and the other ball be made to ap-

proach the opposite coating, the discharge takes place

through the metallic arms of the discharging rod, with-

out the operator being in its way ;
he being insulated

from the fluid by means of the glass handle by which he

holds the instrument.

Now, since the only part of the glass which receives

the charge is limited, or nearly so, to that portion of the

surface which is covered with the metal, it will be ob-

vious that the quantity of fluid accumulated for a maxi-
mum charge will depend on the extent of coated surface,
when the glass is of uniform thickness, and of the same

quality, in all cases. Thus it is that, although we see

a vivid light, and hear a much louder noise, by the dis-

charge of the coated pane, than when a spark is taken

from the prime conductor, these phenomena dwindle

into complete insignificancy when compared with the

light and noise which attend discharges from extensive

coated surfaces of glass.

As it is a matter of indifference what may be the

shape of the glass we employ in this capacity, provided
it be thin and coated with metal on its opposite surfaces,

leaving an uncovered marginal space for the purpose of

insulating the coated surfaces from one another, the

choice of shape is open to the taste of those who em-
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ploy the apparatus. Convenience and elegance, however,

appear to have given a decided preference fig. 46.

to the general employment of glass vessels

in the shape of jars, which, when properly

prepared, have received the universal

name of Leyden jars, in consequence
of the electric powers of charged glass

having been discovered in the city of

Leyden. Fig. 46, will give an idea of

one of the shapes of Leyden jars in com-
mon use, although many persons use

those which are uniformly cylindrical
from bottom to top.

The Leyden jar is lined with tinfoil from the bottom to

within about two inches and a half of the top. Some

persons have three or even four inches of the upper part
of the jar uncovered by the foil. Its outside is also

covered with tinfoil to the same height as the lining.

The foil may be stuck to the surface of the glass, either

by means of gum water or by thin paste. The mouth
of the jar is furnished with a wooden cover which fits

into the inside, and rests on the jar by means of a narrow

projecting rim, which forms a shoulder. A stout brass

wire passes through the centre of the cover, having a

brass chain hanging from its lower extremity to the

bottom of the jar, which is also covered with tinfoil, and

in contact with the other part of the metallic lining. The
'

upper part of the wire projects two or three inches

above the cover, and is surmounted with a brass

ball.

If I present the ball of the jar to the ball of the prime
conductor, having hold of the coated part of the jar with

my hand, a series of sparks are seen to pass between the

two balls, from the conductor to the inner surface of the

glass jar ;
but their size and frequency very soon dimi-

nish, and eventually they entirely disappear. When this

happens, the jar is incapable of receiving any more fluid

from the conductor, and is in that condition which we
call charged. If now, whilst the jar is charged, any

person were to touch the outside coating with one hand,
and approach the ball on the top of the wire with the
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other, he would immediately experience a smart blow, or

shock, which would affect him more or less, accordingly
with the size of the jar. This effect is known by the

name of electric shock, and is one method of discharging
the jar.

If instead of one person making the communication

between the outside and inside of the jar, a number of

persons were to join hands, so as to form a chain

from the person at one end in connexion with the outside

of the jar, to the person at the other end, who by his

hand touched the ball at the top, the whole chain of

persons would simultaneously receive the shock ; but,

in this case, the shock experienced by any individual

would be much feebler than if the same person were to

discharge the jar himself from one hand to the other.

But if a chain of persons were to take hold of a long
wire, which reached from the outer coating of a charged

jar to the ball at its top, the glass would be more effec-

tually discharged than by the chain of persons alone, and

they would be entirely free from the shock
; showing that

the electric fluid prefers traversing the best conductors in

the circuit, which, in this case, would be the metallic wire ;

for, although a portion of the fluid might pass through

every person in the arrangement, the quantity would be

so small as scarcely to be productive ofany sensible effects.

Hence it is, that we can discharge a jar with impunity

through a metallic rod held in the hand, having one of its

extremities in connection with the metallic coating, and

bringing the other extremity close to the brass ball.

Any metallic wire employed for that purpose is called a

discharging rod, although that represented by Fig. 45, is

the only one in general use, as a distinct piece of appa-
ratus.

Having now described the Leyden jar and discharg-

ing rod, we are prepared to pass through a considerable

number of experiments with these important pieces of

electrical apparatus. Let us now charge the jar by
holding its ball in contact with the prime conductor,
whilst the machine is in motion. As the jar is but a

small one, a short contact will be sufficient to accom-

plish the charge. I now take it away and apply the
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discharging rod in FlS> 47.

the manner repre-
sented by Fig. 47,
and you see a bril-

liant flash of light

between the upper
ball of the discharg-

ing rod, and that of

the jar, which is

attended by a smart

report. This pro-
cess is usually called

discharging the jar.
You will have observed that one of the balls of the

discharging rod was placed against the side of the jar ;

which, with some persons, is a common practice, though

frequently attended with consequences fatal to the jar ;

especially when made of very thin glass, which becomes

broken by the discharge. Hence, you will readily un-

derstand that some other method of discharging our

Leyden jars, especially when large, and consequently

expensive, must be a desirable object. Several methods
of discharging the Leyden jar, without the risk of

breaking it, have been proposed ;
the principal of which

are the two following. One of these is to place a long

intervening wire between the outside of the jar and the

lower ball of the discharging rod
;
and thus, by lengthen-

ing the circuit, the electric force is somewhat diminished,
and the jar preserved. This plan has been frequently
resorted to when the jar is somewhat large ; or when
several of them are connected together in the shape of a

battery, of which I shall speak more particularly in

another place ;
but as long circuits invariably lessen the

electric force, a lower charge of the jar through a short

circuit would answer quite as well. The other plan,
which in my opinion, is much preferable to the former,
is to place the jar, when charged, on a plate of metal

considerably larger than the bottom of the jar, and then

place the lower ball of the discharging rod upon the

metallic plate, and bring the upper one quickly towards

the ball of the jar, as in Fig. 48. By this process the fluid
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which passes through
the discharging rod

from the inside of the

jar, becomes spread
over the whole of the

metal plate the moment
it leaves the lower ball,

and thus arrives at the

bottom of the outside

in a state of consider-

able attenuation, as

compared with the condensed and compact form it as-

sumes when passing from the ball in close contact with

the side of the jar, on which the whole force impinges,
and is exerted on a mere point of the glass, the fracture

of which, from an intense charge, is almost certain.

Respecting the theory of the Leyden jar, although
various opinions have been advanced, that proposed

by Dr. Franklin seems the most admissible. That

philosopher supposed that the Leyden jar has at all

times of its existence the same, or nearly the same,

quantity of the electric fluid on its two surfaces ; that

is, whether the glass be neutral or charged, the absolute

quantity of fluid is not altered ; and he accounts for it

in this manner : Franklin supposes that when a jar is

in that condition called charged, the redundancy is only
on one side of the glass ;

and that, in all cases, a defi-

ciency of fluid, to precisely the same amount, takes place
on the opposite side of it. Let us suppose for instance,

that one hundred particles of the electric fluid be forced

on to the inner surface of the jar by the power of the

machine
; then, according to Franklin's theory, one

hundred particles will, or must of necessity, have left the

outside surface
;

so that the charging process would

appear to be nothing more than a mere transference of

the fluid from one side of the glass to the other : and we
are told by the same philosopher, that the discharging

process, by the application of the discharging rod, is

simply a restoration of the electric equilibrium on the

two sides of the glass.
In the ordinary processes of charging and discharging
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jars, Franklin's theory affords a tolerably plausible ex-

planation ;
but I shall have to show you in another

place, that glass can be similarly electrized on its two

opposite surfaces as decidedly as any other body : and

therefore that part of the theory which insists on the

two surfaces being necessarily in opposite electric states

when charged, must fall to the ground.

Franklin, however, has contrived some very beautiful

experiments in favour of his theory. He has shown
that if the outside of a Leyden jar be completely insula-

ted, its inside surface is incapable of receiving a charge.

If, for instance, we unscrew the ball from the top of

the wire of the jar, and put a ring in its place, then we
can hang the jar on the wire at the end of the prime
conductor as represented by Fig 49,

Fig. 49.

and leave its outside completely insulated by the sur-

rounding air. In this state very little accumulation of

fluid will take place, although every exertion be made
with the machine

;
and you will see, that if we stop the

working of it before the application of the discharg-

ing rod, scarcely a spark is discoverable between the ball

of the latter and the ball of the conductor to which it is

applied. But if we vary the experiment by presenting
the knuckle close to the coating of the jar whilst the

machine is in motion, you will see a series of sparks

traversing the plate of air between the jar and the hand,
and the jar becomes charged, as may be ascertained by
applying the discharging rod. If now, instead of the

knuckle, we were to apply to the outside of the jar a
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brass ball B, mounted on a metallic stem, as shown by the

figure, we shall have better defined sparks than before :

and by bringing this ball gradually towards the outside

of the jar, we can ascertain the precise distance between
the two at which a spark will pass from one to the other

during various stages of the charging process. Now
this experiment which has been but little attended to,

is exceedingly interesting ; for you will see that the

plates of air which the sparks are capable oftranspiercing
are of very different thicknesses at the different periods at

which we obtain them ;
the maximum thickness being

at the commencement, and the minimum thickness at

the termination of the charging process, and eventually
the sparks cease altogether. At this stage the jar is

fully charged ; and if we do not apply the discharging
rod immediately, it will very likely discharge itself, either

by the fluid rushing over the top of the jar, or by per-

forating the glass. Both of these accidents very fre-

quently happen when the discharging rod is not

employed in time, in the latter case, the jar is for ever

afterwards useless as an electric apparatus ; but, the

discharging over the top does not injure it, unless indeed,
a zigzag streak which the fluid frequently leaves on
that part of the glass over which it travelled, can be

called an injury. When a jar thus discharges itself the

occurence is called a spontaneous discharge : and

although a discharge through the pores of the glass is

not designated by that name, it is, as decidedly as the

other, a spontaneous discharge.
Another of Franklin's experiments shows, in a very

decisive manner, that the fluid which is forced on the

inner surface of the jar does not lodge in the metallic

lining. For this experiment we generally employ a jar
furnished with metallic coatings which can be removed
from the surfaces of the jar, or replaced at pleasure.
The jar for this purpose is often in the shape of a frustum

of a cone, with the smaller end downwards, for the pur-

pose of giving facility in placing and displacing the

metallic parts.

This, however, is not neccessary, as common cylindri-
cal jars answer very well, by not making the metallic
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coating and lining to fit the glass too closely. The lin-

ing of this jar is furnished with a brass wire stem, which
reaches a few inches above the top of the jar and termi-

nates in a ring, as represented by Fig. 50.

To make Franklin's experiment with Fig. 50.

this jar, I present the ring to the ball of

the prime conductor, and when charged
I take it away and place it on the elec-

trical stool, Fig. 30, page 88 ; a quire
ofdry paper, or a piece of glass, or, in-

deed, any insulator, would answer very
well for this purpose. Then by means
of a small glass rod, which I introduce

to the opening of the ring, I remove the

metallic lining and place it on the

table. I now take hold of the jar by
its coating, invert it on the insulating

body, and take away the metallic coating. I now

bring the coating into contact with the lining, and you
do not perceive any spark pass between them : and now,

indeed, we might apply either metallic body or both of

them to the most delicate electroscope, without indica-

tion of electric action ; hence we say they are neutral.

I now replace the coating on the outside of the jar, and
turn it the right side upwards ; and afterwards replace
the lining by means of the insulating glass rod. Both
the metallic appendages being thus in their proper
situations, and consequently the apparatus again com-

plete, I apply the discharging rod, first to the coating
with the lower ball, and then to the ring with the other,

and you see that a bright flash of light, with the usual

report, is the consequence. From this result, Franklin

has inferred, that the charge is not lodged in the metallic

lining, but either in the pores of the glass or in a thin

stratum of air on its surface. This inference forms

another portion of the Franklinean theory of the Leyden
jar.

As far as our illustrations have proceeded, the Frank-
linean theory of the Leyden jar would appear to be per-

fectly correct ; but I must solicit your attention to a few

other experiments which, although by no means militating
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against the general principles of Franklin's theory, de-

velope results which tend to qualify, at least, the rigour
of the experimental demonstration.

If, for instance, we were to pay strict attention to the

exciting process of the plate electrical machine, we should

infer from the circumstance of both sides of the glass

being excited alike, that both sides became electro-posi-

tive, which is absolutely the case
; and, therefore, we

learn that both sides of the glass can be similarly elec-

trical at one and the same time.

To illustrate this fact still farther, I employ a sheet of

window glass, and present first one face and then the

other of it to a pointed wire fixed in the prime conductor.

By these means both surfaces of the glass have received

a charge of the electric fluid from the metallic point : I

transfer a portion of the accumulated fluid from one of

the surfaces of the sheet of glass to Bennet's gold leaf

electroscope, and by testing in the usual way, I find it

electro-positive. I dismiss this electric action from the

electroscope, and re-electrize it again, by applying the

other side of the glass plate : and in this case, also, I

find the electric action to be positive.
I vary this experiment by first diverging the gold

leaves of the electroscope by the positive electric action

of an excited glass tube, and afterwards presenting, in

succession, the two electrized surfaces of the glass plate ;

and still find that both sides are electro-positive.
To determine whether or no there be any of the charge

ofcoated glass attached to the metallic coatings themselves,
I employ a disc of window glass, coated with two loose

metallic discs which can be removed
Fig. 51.

from the glass at pleasure, for the

purpose of electroscopic examination.

Fig. 51, represents the two metallic

discs ;
the lower of which is furnished

with a pith ball electroscope, and the

upper one with a glass handle : the

glass plate is placed upon the lower

disc, and the upper disc upon the

glass, and the whole insulated by
resting on a glass pillar.
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By means of a metallic wire I form a communication
between the upper metallic disc and the prime conductor

of the machine, and by means of another wire, the lower

metallic disc is connected with the table. The glass

plate having become charged, I insulate the whole appa-
ratus, by taking away the lower wire of communication :

by means of the glass handle I lift the upper disc

from the glass plate and present it to Bennet's electro-

scope : and, by the usual tests, find that it is electro-

positive. I replace the metal disc on the glass plate,
and the pith balls belonging to the lower disc, which
showed but little divergency before, now diverge to a

considerable extent : and by the presentation of an elec-

tro-positive glass tube, and afterwards of an electro-ne-

gative rod of sealing-wax, the balls are found to be

electro-negative ;
and after the removal of the glass

plate, with its upper metallic disc, the lower glass plate
is still found to be electro- negative.

In order to be certain that the replacing of the upper
metallic disc was not absolutely essential to the lower

one displaying negative electric action, we will discharge
the glass plate by an application of the discharging rod

to its two coated surfaces ; and after removing the pith
bah

1

electroscope from the lower metal, we will arrange
the apparatus as before, and again charge the glass.

This being done, I remove the glass plate, with its upper
metal, from the lower metal, leaving the latter insulated ;

having in readiness an electrized gold leaf electroscope,
the character of whose electric action is known, I present
the insulated metal disc to the instrument, and find it

electro-negative. Thus we are enabled to prove that

the metal coatings of charged panes of glass are as de-

cidedly electrical as the glass itself; and by making
similar experiments with the loose coatings of the cylin-
drical jar, Fig. 50, we also find them to retain a trifling

electrical action : the character of which, in high charges,
is always the same as that on the surface of the glass
with which they were in contact

; but, in low charges,
the electric action of the loose coatings does not always

correspond with that on the vicinal surfaces of the glass ;

because the latter becomes the cake of an electrophorus,
and operates on the metals in precisely the same manner
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as the resinous cake, Fig. 14, page 55 : and in this

capacity its action may be continued for many hours,

nay, even days, without any repetition of the charging

process. There are some other exceedingly interesting

phenomena, the display of which appears to be peculiar
to charged glass and other non-conductors, but which
we must defer offering to your notice until our closing
lecture of the present course, in which it is intended to

bring forward some of those theoretical particulars which
are not essential to our present stage of illustration.

From the successful experimental results which
Franklin obtained in favour of his theory of the Leyden
jar, it was an easy step in the analogy to suppose that

two jars might be as easily charged as one jar only, by
collecting the fluid from the outside of that placed in

connection with the prime conductor, in contact with
the inside of the second jar, whose outer surface was
connected with the ground: and the idea led to the

establishment of new experiments of an exceedingly

interesting nature. If, for instance, I insulate the jar
A, Fig. 52, by hanging it on the prime conductor c, as in

Fig. 52.

a former experiment, and present the ball of the jar B to

its outer surface, the moment that the machine is put
into motion a series of sparks are seen passing between
the coating of the jar A, and the knob of the jar B, and
when these sparks have nearly disappeared, both jars are

found to be charged ; as is shown by a proper application
of the discharging rod, first to the jar A, and as soon as

possible afterwards, to the jar B.
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This experiment is a beautiful exemplification of the

Franklinean doctrine of the Leyden jar, as far as regards
the departure of the electric fluid from the outer surface

of the first jar A
; and it may be shown by a further ex-

tension of the number of jars in sequence, that the same

explanation applies to the most remote jar in the series.

We will now arrange a series of jars, A, B, c, &c., in-

sulated on glass pillars as in Fig. 53, and we shall find

Fig. 53.

that by such an arrangement the whole series will be-

come charged at one and the same time, by the fluid

which departs from the outside of the foremost jar A,

being transmitted to the inner surface of the second jar B,

and the fluid of the outside of B, being transmitted to

the inside of c, and so on, throughout the whole series :

the last jar of which has its outer surface connected with

the table, and consequently, indirectly with the ground,

by means of the metallic chain or wire.

Now in order to be perfectly satisfied that every jar in

the series is charged, I first separate them from one

another, and the jar A from the prime conductor. I

then apply the discharging rod to each jar separately,
and find that the usual phenomena accompanying a

discharge are exhibited by every individual jar ; and
since the jar A was the only one which could possibly
derive its charge directly from the prime conductor, the

other jars must of necessity have become charged by
the fluid which departed from the outer surface of their

immediate predecessors in the series.
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There is still another method of illustrating this beau-

tiful theoretical point by experiment. I will again

arrange the jars in the same order as before, Fig 53,
and again put the machine into motion

; and, of course,
the whole series of jars become charged as decidedly as

in the preceding experiment. Now, instead of separat-

ing them when charged, I will apply one ball of the

discharging rod to the chain hanging from the last jar c,

and the other ball of it to the ball of the first jar A, or

to the prime conductor in connexion with it, which
answers the same purpose ;

and by this means I dis-

charge the whole series of jars at one and the same
moment. By this arrangement I cause the jars to

neutralize one another : for the redundant fluid on
the inner surface of the jar A, rushes through the

discharging rod to the negative outer surface of the

jar c
; and the redundant fluid of the inner surface of c,

supplies the deficiency on the outer surface of the jar B,

and so on throughout the series : and although perhaps
we may not find an exact equilibrium established on the

two surfaces of every individual jar in the series, the pro-
cess accomplishes their discharge as completely as by
applying the discharging rod to each jar separately ;

which is an additional proof, though an indirect one,
of the jars having become charged by each others electric

fluid, and it is a direct proof, as far as experiment is

capable of proving any thing, that the restoration of a

general equilibrium in the series has been accomplished
by a return of the previously expelled fluid to its original
abode on the outer surfaces of the jars.

If, instead of the jars touching one another, as in our

last experiment, we were to place them at a short dis-

tance from one another, we should see a series of sparks

traversing the thin plate of air interposed between the

coatings of one jar and the ball of the other, during the

whole period occupied in the process of charging ; and
when the discharge takes place by connecting one ball

of the discharging rod with the chain attached to the

coating of the last jar, c, in the series, and with the other

ball approaching the knob of the first jar A, the whole
of the spaces between the several jars will become highly
and simultaneously illuminated. This experiment has a
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very beautiful effect when performed in a darkened room.

The noise produced will be in proportion to the intensity

of the charge, and to the size and number of jars em-

ployed in the series.

In all these operations of the Leyden jar whilst in the

act of charging, either directly from the prime conductor T

or indirectly from the electrical influence of that appara-
tus, through the medium of other intervening jars, we
find no difficulty in tracing a progressively increasing

polarization of the opposite sides of each individual jar.

which gradually become more and more positively and

negatively electrical respectively, whatever may be the

extent of the series
; and when the polarization is at a

maximum, the jar is as fully charged as the machine is

capable of carrying on the charging process. Hence

you will easily understand that the charging of a jar to a

high degree requires a proportional facility of becoming
polarized ; which facility, when the machine's action

is uniformly the same, appears to be effected by an at-

tention to two principal circumstances : the thinness of

the glass, and the connection of the outer surface with

the ground : which circumstances are analogous to those

that are required for the electro-polarization of metallic

bodies, as already illustrated in former lectures : for in

those cases a thin plate of air between the bodies becomes

electro-polar as decidedly as the metals themselves ; and
the facility of polarization is enhanced by the last metal

in the series being in good conducting connection with

the ground. Fig. 54.

Some other very interesting experi-
ments are performed by having two jars
so united with one another and with the

prime conductor as to enable us to

charge the one independently of the

other. If, for instance, we attach the wire

belonging to the inside of the large jar
A, Fig. 54, to the outside of the smaller

jar B ; we can very conveniently charge
the large jar A, by connecting its inner
surface with the prime conductor by
means of a copper wire

; and as the in-

ner surface of the jar B is insulated, it
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will receive no charge, with the exception of a small

portion of the fluid which rests on its outer coating by
being in metallic connection with the prime conductor

and inner surface of the jar A.

In this condition of things, the small jar, though
not charged according to the general acceptation of

the term, is nevertheless in a state of polarization ; and
its inner surface is negatively electric ;

for the fluid na-

turally belonging to that surface has been expelled as far

as circumstances will allow, and a portion of it will be

found in the ball o, which is in an electro-positive state.

Hence, the metallic appendages belonging to the inner

surfaces of the jar B are electro-polar, and as the two
surfaces of the glass are also electro-polar in the same

direction, being under the same powerful polarizing in-

fluence of the accumulated fluid on the inner surface of

the lower jar A
; the inner surface of B has a strong ten-

dency to part with its own fluid, and is in an excellent

condition to discharge it suddenly to any negatively
electric body that may be brought within the sphere of

its influence. To show you this fact, I place the lower

ball of the discharging rod on the metallic plate on which
the jar A is standing, and then make the upper ball ap-

proach the knob o of the jar B
;
we observe a bright

flash of light and hear a report : the usual attendants of

an electrical discharge ; which in this case has been a

discharge of a portion of fluid from the inner surface of

the jar B. to the external surface of A. Therefore, both

jars are now charged, the inner surface of A, and the

outer surface of B, being electro-positive, and their op-

posite sides consequently electro-negative : and both jars

may be discharged either separately, or at the same

moment, accordingly as we apply the discharging

apparatus. If I join the inside of the upper jar B, with

the outside of the lower jar A, by means of a metallic

chain or wire, and after placing one ball of the discharg-

ing rod on this chain, I bring the other ball towards the

stout wire on which the small jar stands, or towards any
of the metallic appendages joining the inside of the jar
A and the outside of the jar B, you find that the usual

phenomena of discharge takes place : and by examining
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the jars afterwards we shall find that both are as neutral

as jars usually are after the first application of a dis-

charging rod.

Let us now charge the large jar again, and by the

same means as before, electrize the small one also, in

order that I may give you a specimen of the curiosities

displayed by discharging them separately. I will first

apply the discharging rod to the outside of the jar A, and
then I bring the other ball of it to the wire connected

with its inside
;
the flash and report are produced, and

the jar becomes discharged by a metallic connection

between its inner and outer surfaces. But the moment
I remove the discharging rod, the jar A again becomes

electro-polar by the electric influence of the upper jar B.

I now apply the discharging rod to this jar, in order to

discharge it also : and by a few moments' metallic con-

nection of its two sides, we find that both jars are

rendered neutral.

I will now again charge both jars as in the last case,

but in the discharge 1 will proceed in a very different

manner to any I have hitherto shown you. I first apply
the discharging rod to the two sides of the upper jar B,

and discharge it in the usual way ; by transporting the

redundant fluid from its outside to its negative inside,

and thus restoring the equilibrium of the two sides. But
the moment I take away the discharging rod, the jar B

again becomes electro-polar, in the same manner as when
first under the influence of the lower jar A : but as this

latter jar has lost a portion of its contents by supplying
the small jar B with the previous charge, the polarizing
influence is not now so great as at first : and, conse-

quently, the tendency of B to dispose of its inner-surface

fluid is also proportionally less. However, you will ob-

serve a bright flash and a smart report by again applying
the discharging rod to the outer surface of A, and the

ball o, of the small jar B
;
and the latter again becomes

charged. I will now again discharge the jar B, and
render it neutral as before, by conveying another portion
of fluid from its outer surface. The charge of the large

jar A having now lost another portion of its fluid, has

consequently suffered a corresponding relaxation of its
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polarizing influence, and communicates to the inner

surface of the jar B a still less tendency than before to

dispose of any of its electric fluid to other bodies. Not-

withstanding, however, this diminution of electric force

in the large jar A, by every successive partial discharge

through the medium of the jar B, the phenomena may be

repeated many times ver before a complete neutraliza-

tion takes place ;
and especially when the lower jar is

large and the upper one very small. It is an experiment
of great interest, and highly favourable to the theoretical

views which Franklin entertained of electric actions.

We will conclude this lecture by an exceedingly
beautiful experiment : which, in consequence of being
one in the series of experimental illustrations of the

the theory of the Leyden jar, necessarily commands a

corresponding interest.

The instrument we are about to employ
is usually called the diamond jar, in con-

sequence of its metallic coating and lin-

ing being made up of detached diamond-

shaped spangles of tinfoil : as represented

by Fig. 55. When the ball of the dia-

mond jar is placed at a short distance

from the ball of the prime conductor,
a series of powerful sparks are trans-

mitted to the jar : and as they cannot

spread over the inner surface, from span-

gle to spangle invisibly, they are seen

jumping from one to another during the

whole time that the charge is going on : and as the

departure of the electric fluid from the exterior surface

is also attended by a similar display of sparkling light

amongst the spangles constituting the coating, the spec-
tacle becomes very beautiful, especially when viewed
in a darkened room. As the charge proceeds, the sparks
become less frequent and brilliant, because of the resis-

tance presented by the fluid already accumulated on the

glass to every succeeding spark from the prime conduc-

tor. When the jar has become charged to a considera-

ble degree of intensity, I accomplish its discharge by
the usual application of the discharging rod ; and
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you will observe a brilliant, but momentary, illumination

of every part of the jar within the boundaries of the

metallic spangles, which is the consequence of a sudden

rush of the fluid from one surface of the jar to the other.

LECTURE VIII.

NOTWITHSTANDING the satisfactory character of the

experimental data, presented to your notice in our last

lecture, in illustration of Franklin's theory of the Leyden
jar, there are still some others, in connection with them
of no less interest in support of that theory, nor less beau-

tiful in the display of their phenomena ;
on which account,

and also in consequence of their affording an opportunity
of our making an important use of the negative side of

the machine, it is in this stage of our illustrations that

they can be most advantageously brought forward.

We have already seen that a series of wires (Fig. 26,

page 81), whilst transmitting an electric current, exhibit

the electrical pencil and star at every opening in the

metallic part of the circuit
;
and that a pointed wire in

the remote extremity of the prime conductor exhibits

the pencil, and a similar wire attached to the rubber is

tipped with the electric star. Now, as these phenomena
are perfectly distinct from each other, and indicative of

distinct functions of the metallic points which exhibit

them, one might infer from these phenomena alone

that, during the working of the machine, the prime
conductor c, and the conductor o, in connection with

the rubbers (see frontispiece), are in opposite electric

states, which is absolutely the case, when both are

insulated : hence that which is connected with the rub-

bers, is usually called the negative conductor, whatever

may be the fashion of the machine to which it is attached.

To illustrate the different electric conditions of the

two conductors still farther, I attach to each of them, by
a long thread, a light paper globe ; and by bringing
these balls to within the sphere of each others action,

you will observe that they attract one another, and
when permitted, they join in close contact.

This experiment, however, like the former one, serves
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no other purpose than that of proving, according to the

rules of the science, that the two systems to which the

paper balls are attached, are in different electric states :

but neither experiment is calculated to show that the

conductor o, which is connected with the rubbers, is not

in its natural electric state ; or in the same electric

condition as the floor on which the machine stands. We
therefore still require another experiment to prove that

the conductor o is, with regard to the surrounding group
of bodies, decidedly in a negative state. This fact is

easily ascertained by placing Henley's quadrant electro-

meter in a small hole in the upper side of the conductor

o
;
the repulsion of its index from the stem shows it to

be electrical.

If, whilst standing on the floor, any person presents
the knuckles of the hand or any other part of the arm,
close to that conductor, a series of smart sparks will pass
between them, as decidedly as if those parts were pre-
sented to the prime conductor itself. If I stand on the

electrical stool, and whilst in connexion with the con-

ductor o, o, o, I hold the quadrant electrometer in my
hand, its repulsed index shows that the whole system,

conductor, electrometer, and myself, are in an intense

electric condition.

1 have already stated, in a former lecture (see page
69), that the insulated cushion or rubber of a machine

yields but a small portion of fluid to the revolving glass,

because of a want of supply from the ground. It is

thus that the conductor to which it is attached becomes

electro-negative as well as itself. Now the negative
condition of all bodies being best enforced when the fa-

cilities for the departure of the fluid is greatest, it will be

obvious that the degree of electro- negation of the system
attached to the insulated rubbers, will be regulated by
the facilities afforded for the escape or departure of the

electric fluid from the prime conductor : and, conse-

quently, the rubbers with their conductor, attain the

highest degree of negation when the prime conductor is

in the most perfect uninsulated condition. Hence, in a

practical point of view, we usually, by means of a

chain, connect the prime conductor with the table,
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whilst operating with the other, or negative conductor.

Having now shown the electric characters of the two

systems of conductors of the machine, we are prepared
to proceed with our proposed experiments with the

Leyden jar. The prime conductor being first uninsula-

ted, T present the ball of a jar to the negative conductor,
and a series of sparks are seen to pass between them,
but gradually become less and less frequent until they

entirely cease. The jar is now in a high state of elec-

trization, which is proved by a proper application of the

discharging rod : a bright flash of light, with a loud

noise, announces the discharge of the jar ; which in this

case was from the exterior to the interior surface : for

the inside of the jar being in connexion with the negative

conductor, became robbed of a great portion of its

natural share of electric fluid by the action of the

machine, whilst a similar portion accumulated on the

uninsulated exterior surface from my hand and other

articles directly and indirectly in connexion with it.

Hence we learn, that insulation of the surface of glass
is not absolutely essential to its becoming electro-positive
even in a high degree. We learn also by this experi-

ment, that the jar, and the same remark applies to flat

pieces of glass, can as easily be made to assume an

electro-polar state, usually called a charged state, at

the negative, as at the positive side of the machine.

Our next step in the illustration is to show that two

jars of equal size, whose balls are placed in close contact

with the prime conductor during one and the same

period of time, become charged to the same degree
of intensity. To prove this fact I hold one jar in

each hand, and whilst the prime conductor is neutral,
I place both of their balls in contact with it. The
machine is now put into motion, and when I think the

charge sufficiently high, I take both the jars away
at precisely the same moment, and place them on
a sheet of tinfoil, previously laid on the electrical stool.

I now apply the balls of the discharging rod to the balls

of the jars, one to each
; no flash of light is observed,

nor the smallest spark seen by thus connecting the inner

surface of the two jars, which indicates an equalization
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of electric intensity. I now apply the discharging rod in

the usual way, to each jar separately, and find they both

discharge with the usual phenomena of light and sound.

I next perform a similar experiment at the negative
side of the machine, in order to show you that the same
extent of electrization in the two jars, as regards one

another, is the result in this case as decidedly as in the

preceding one.

Having proved these points in our series of illus-

trations, I next proceed to show that the electric

fluid can be transferred from one jar to another with

nearly the same degree of facility as wine, or any other

liquid, can be decanted or poured from one vessel into

another. For this purpose I again employ the two jars :

one of which I place uncharged on the tinfoil on the

electric stool
; the other jar I charge by holding its

ball to the prime conductor, and as soon as charged I

place it alongside the neutral jar. I now immediately

apply one ball of the discharging rod to the ball of the

neutral jar, and then bring the other ball towards the

ball of the charged jar. A discharge from one jar to

the other takes place, and by completing the metallic

union of the jars by the discharging rod, about half

of the fluid constituting the original charge has been
transferred to the jar previously neutral. This fact is

proved by the usual application of the discharging rod

to each jar separately : by which means their discharges
are accomplished ; and by due attention to the two

consequent flashes and reports, a tolerable good idea of

the degree of their respective charges may be formed.

Were the two jars of precisely the same thickness and
character of glass, and of the same form and size, coated

alike, &c., there can be no reason shown why, by this

process, the electric fluid should not be equally divided

between them.

The converse of this experiment is made by applying
the discharging rod to the balls of the two jars, whilst

one of them is neutral, and the inside of the other in an

electro-negative state. A discharge of a portion of the

fluid naturally due to the inner surface of the former, to

the inner (negative) surface of the latter, immediately
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takes place, and both inner surfaces become electro-

negative. This negative state is equalized in the two

jars by a few moments' contact with the discharging rod,

and is nearly of one-half the intensity as that displayed

by the originally electrized jar. The electro-positive
state of the exterior surfaces of the two jars becomes

equalized by means of the sheet of tinfoil on which they
are placed, which in this and the preceding experiment,

operates as a discharging piece as decidedly as the dis-

charging rod itself.

With the essential preliminary data now before us,

we are well prepared for appreciating the beautiful and

highly interesting character of the facts that our next

experiment will develope ;
and which, for the present,

will conclude the experimental series expressly selected

for this occasion in illustration of the Franklinean

doctrine of the Leyden jar.
In this experiment I shall electrize both jars at the

same time, and, as nearly as I can, to the same degree ;

but, as regards the inner surfaces, one jar shall be elec-

trized positively and the other negatively. To ac-

complish this I insulate both sides of the machine ;

that is, both the prime and the negative conduc-

tors. I then hold a jar in each hand and present the

ball of one of them to the prime conductor, and the

ball of the other to the negative conductor ; after a few

turns of the machine have been performed, I take away
both jars at one and the same moment, and place them
on the sheet of tinfoil, by which medium their exterior

surfaces are connected. I now form an union between
their inner surfaces by means of the discharging rod.

The usual phenomena of discharge occur, and by a

subsequent application of the discharging rod to each

jar individually, I find both jars to be neutral. From a

comparison of this fact with the facts previously ob-

served, we are constrained to infer that the discharge
which took place was from the two positive to the two

negative surfaces ;
that between the exterior surfaces

being through the medium of the joining tinfoil, and
that between the interior surfaces through the me-
dium of the discharging rod. Moreover, since both
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jars became neutralized by the discharging process,
we infer, also, that both jars were electrized to precisely
the same extent ; and consequently, that precisely the

same quantity of fluid left one jar as entered the other.

On a retrospection of the progressive steps hitherto

taken in this illustration of the theory of the Leyden
jar, we see nothing but order, regularity and harmony,
in the series. The data concur, in the most strikingly
exact manner, in bearing out the general principles
advanced by Franklin ; and I am not aware of any fact

that militates against them. They afford considerable

advantages in the study of electricity, and form a code

of laws not hitherto surpassed for beauty and interest in

all the theoretical superstructures within the range of

experimental philosophy.
The grand actuating agent in all the multifarious

operations of electricity, by expanding its influence into

every explorable region of the universe, furnishes a

splendid idea of the vastness of its sphere of action ;

whilst a knowledge of the abundance and diversity of its

phenomena, and of the mightiness of its power, enforces

a confession of our inability to calculate on the immensity
of its operations in the physical world. Lightning, the

aurora borealis, and other grand appearances in the

atmosphere, being imitable by electric action, and even

traceable to its influence, proclaim the prevalence of

this agency in meteoric productions : whilst the uni-

formity of its laws in the display of magnetic and chemical

phenomena, expand the claims of its influence in accom-

plishing the most recondite operations that nature has

revealed to man.
In its present state of cultivation, electricity has become

a more prolific source of surprising and dazzling pheno-
mena than any other of the experimental sciences ; and
for the mere purpose of entertainment and the excitement

of wonder, a display of brilliant electric experiments,
even when performed in the most promiscuous and
confused order, never fail to afford ample gratification
to the curiosity. The studious observer, however, whose
business is to inquire into the true beauties of the science,

requires the most judicious arrangement of the phenomena
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that can possibly be devised, in order to facilitate his

acquaintance with them, and with the laws by which

they are displayed and associated with each other. Such
a classification being almost indispensable at this stage of

our illustrations, we will first distinguish all the varieties

of electric phenomena by a general classification, and
afterwards proceed to their illustration in the same order

in which they are named.
The four grand divisions of electrical phenomena are

the mechanical, the chemical, the magnetical, and the

physiological : they are frequently simultaneous pro-

ductions, and also attended by heat, light, and noise.

Electro-mechanical phenomena can be exemplified by
such an extensive variety of experiments, that the choice

is very great, although some difficulty may present itself

in selecting the most suitable for illustration. We will,

however, endeavour to fix upon some of the most simple

cases, and avail ourselves of the best means of ensuring
success ; for which purpose we shall require the assistance

of another piece of apparatus, called the universal

discharger.
This instrument, Fig. 56.

which is represented

by Fig. 56, consists of

amahogany base board,
near to each end of

which is fixed a glass

pillar, surmounted by
a brass piece, consisting
of a socket for the in-

troduction of the upper end of the pillar, an universal

joint, and a small spring tube for the reception of a

sliding brass rod. The brass rod moves freely in the

tube, and is furnished with a loop at one extremity, and
a brass ball at the other : the latter screws on to the wire,
which terminates in a sharp point, which, by taking

away the ball, can at any time be exposed when re-

quired for experiment. From the centre of the base

board rises a short wooden pillar, which carries a small

table, for the purpose of placing on it certain objects for

experiment.
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This table can at any time be removed from its sup-

porting pillar, and replaced by another exceedingly useful

appendage called the press. It consists of two flat

pieces of well-polished mahogany, furnished with a

screw-bolt at each end, by means of which the boards

can be screwed firmly against any article placed between
them. Fig. 57, is an edge view of the Fig' 57.

electrical press ; which, when the shank s,

is placed in the socket of the pillar of the

universal discharger Fig. 56, is ready to

receive those articles on which the experi-
ments are to be made.

If now we raise both balls of the universal discharger
from the table, and adjust them to about an inch from each

other, and connect the loop of one of the sliding wires

with the prime conductor, and the loop of the other wire

with the floor, a series of brilliant sparks will be seen dart-

ing between the two balls, and the fluid constituting them
will pass off invisibly, through the uninsulated series of

conductors in connexion with the receiving ball, to the

ground. If the balls be brought closer together, the

sparks will be smaller and more frequent ; and if

removed farther asunder, the sparks become more pow-
erful and brilliant, and make a louder noise, but will

appear less frequently than before.

To give an idea of the mechanical effects of such

sparks as these, I place against the receiving uninsulated

ball a ply of thick writing paper. The sparks pass, as

in the previous experiment, and by removing the paper
to and fro, I cause them to impinge on various parts
of its surface. On examining the paper it is found

to be perforated in all those places where the sparks
struck it, and appears like an exceedingly fine colander

or sieve.

We will now increase the resistance against the pas-

sage of the sparks, by placing a double or a treble ply of

paper in their way ; still, however, we find they make
their way through them : but by increasing the plies of

paper the resistance becomes too great for the electric

force to overcome.

These specimens of the mechanical effects of electric

forces, though minute, are far from being contemptible
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illustrations of the tremendous havoc which formidable

discharges are capable of producing.
The electro-mechanical forces producible by sparks

from even the largest prime conductor that any machine

can charge, are much inferior to those accompanying
the discharge of a Leyden jar. If, for instance, I

charge a jar to a high degree of intensity, and then

discharge it in the usual way, the superior brilliancy of

the flash over any that attends the discharge of a prime
conductor alone, indicates the transmission through the

air of a greater mass of electric fluid
; whilst the diffe-

rence of the noise proclaims a corresponding difference in

the quantities of air displaced, which, with its subsequent

collapsion, are the electro-mechanical effects of the res-

pective discharges.
To illustrate the mechanical effects of discharges from

coated glass still more conspicuously than by attention to

the flash and report only, we will place between the balls

of the discharger a whole quire of writing paper, pressing
the balls closely against its two opposite sides, and con-

necting one of them with the tinfoil on which the jar is

to be placed. When the jar is charged to a high inten-

sity, as indicated by the quadrant electrometer, I apply
the discharging rod to the other wire of the universal

discharger and the ball of the jar. The discharge takes

place through the quire, every leaf of which is perforated

by the transit of the fluid.

We will vary this experiment by operating on another

quire, which is purposely made somewhat damp. I

charge the jar to the same degree of intensity as before :

and then discharge it through the damp quire. The
leaves in this case are not only transpierced, but many
of them are torn to a great extent, and in a very curious

manner : showing that the electro-mechanical effects are

greater in this than in the previous experiment, which
arises from the damp paper offering a less resistance to the

electric force than that presented by the dry paper. There
is also another cause for the paper being so much torn in

the last experiment. The heat, which always attends elec-

tric discharges of high intensity, has in this case converted

a portion of the moisture into steam, which by its sud-

den expansion necessarily assists in tearing the paper.
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We will now endeavour to show the electro-mechanical

action of discharges of similar quantities of fluid under
different circumstances of intensity. For this purpose
we shall be obliged to employ jars of different sizes :

two jars, for instance, whose coated surfaces are nearly
as one to two. For more exact measurement of the

mechanical effects of electric forces, under different

degrees of intensity, it might be necessary to be more
exact in proportioning the size of the jars ; but for a

general illustration of facts only, it is merely necessary to

have one of the jars considerably larger than the other.

In very nice enquiries of this kind it would be useful to

have the assistance of an exact measurer of quantity : but
I have already stated that we have no instrument hitherto

contrived that will measure exactly the relative quantities
of the electric fluid in the charges of coated glass, nor

indeed of any electric charges whatever. Attempts,
however, have not been wanting to supply this great

desideratum, but hitherto without success ; and as none
of the instruments intended for quantitive measurement
can render any assistance in our present illustrations, we
shall defer further notice of them till our concluding
lecture, in which the particulars of their structure and
the principles of their action will be clearly pointed out.

For our present illustration we will depend on the

uniformity of the machine's action during the short

period of time that will be occupied by the experiments,
and in this we shall not be liable to much error. Ac-

cording to this supposition, therefore, each revolution

of the glass plate of the machine will produce a certain

quantity of the electric fluid, which certain quantity
shall be our unit of measure

;
and two of these units

shall constitute our standard quantity in the experi-
ments.

Now, as we are about to show the mechanical action

of this standard quantity of the electric fluid under two
different degrees of intensity, which in this case will be

nearly as one to two, or, in other words, the intensity of

the small jar's charge will be about twice the intensity of

that of the large jar : it will be convenient to have some
standard resistance for these electric forces to act against.
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This standard resistance shall be six dry paper cards,

each about the thickness of a common playing card. I

place these six cards edgewise on the table of the univer-

sal discharger (see Fig. 56, page 124) between the two
balls of the sliding wires, which I press against them,

taking care that they are exactly opposite to each other.

One of the sliding wires I connect with the metallic

plate on which the jars are to be placed, and the other,

by means of the discharging rod, will be made to com-
municate with the interior of the jars when the dis-

charges are required.

Having thus pointed out the conditions of the opera-
tions and the arrangements for carrying them into effect,

we will now proceed to the experiments themselves.

I first charge the large jar with the fluid excited by
two revolutions of the glass plate of the machine, and
afterwards place it on the metallic plate in connection

with one wire of the universal discharger. This done,
1 immediately apply the discharging rod, but no flash of

light is seen, nor is any report heard, excepting a feeble

hissing noise at the cards. This hissing noise, however,
indicates a partial discharge having taken place ; and by
applying the discharging rod to the coating and ball of

the jar, the remaining portion of the charge is discovered.

We next charge the smaller jar, by the standard

quantity of fluid produced by two revolutions of the

machine, and when charged, place it on the metallic plate
in connexion with one of the wires of the universal

discharger ; and then apply the discharging rod as

before. The usual phenomena of flash and report occur,

indicating a sudden discharge to have taken place ; and
on examining the cards we find every one of them per-
forated, the fluid having transpierced the whole pack.

These facts are of a highly interesting character,
whether practically or theoretically considered. A
knowledge of them assists the experimenter in prosecut-

ing certain of his operations with success : and the phi-

losopher discovers in electricity the same laws of com-

pressibility, tension, and elastic force, as those he is

familiar with in other branches of physics.

Now, since forces of all kinds are proportional to the
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resistances they are capable of overcoming, and where

practicable, may be accurately measured by those resis-

tances : and since the resistance which the cards presented,
in the two last experiments was too great to be overcome

by the fluid of the large jar, but was completely vanquished

by that of the smaller one, it follows, that the mechanical
force in the former case was less than the mechanical
force in the latter, though the same quantity of fluid

was brought into play in each. Again : the standard

quantity of fluid was distributed over two coated surfaces

whose measurements were as one to two
; and, accordingly

with the general law of condensation of elastic fluids,

the densities of the electric charges would be inversely

proportional to those surfaces : or the density of the

electric fluid in the small jar would be twice the den-

sity of that in the large one. In electrical language,

density corresponds with the term intensity : therefore

intensity implies density of the fluid
;
the degrees of the

one corresponding to the degrees of the other. Now,
as the mechanical force of elastic fluids generally, is in

the ratio of their densities, and as the effects of the

experiments have shown that electro-mechanical forces

correspond to the same law, it follows that the mechani-
cal effects of electrical discharges might be esti-

mated with nearly the same degree of accuracy as

those of the air-gun, er of any other application of

pneumatic force : the intensity always implying the

density of the fluid constituting the electric charge.
The experiments that may be brought forward in

favour of the electro-mechanical forces being subjected
to the same laws as govern pneumatic forces, are not only

numerous, but also satisfactory, as far as our present
means of experimental admeasurement admit of ap-

proaches to accuracy. But, unfortunately, no means
have hitherto been devised by which researches in this

branch of electricity can be expected to be attended

with rigid uniformity of results, from which alone the

data essential for calculation can be collected. The
torsion balance electrometer (Fig. 22, page 64), is the

only instrument by which even an approach to accuracy
need be expected in the admeasurement of electric
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forces of different degrees of intensity. But the applica-
tion of this beautiful instrument is limited within very
narrow bounds, and to feeble forces only.
The quadrant electrometer (Fig. 31, page 89), al-

though an almost indispensable instrument in operations
with high charges on glass surfaces, is far from being an

exact indicator of even the relative intensities of such

charges ;
and has no pretensions whatever as an indi-

cator of quantitive admeasurement. If the forces ope-
rated merely between the pith balls at the termination

of the index and some fixed point on the stem, the

ascent of the former causing the distance between it

and the fixed point to vary, would necessarily require a

calculation which would take into account the variation

of the forces at different distances
; but the complexity of

calculating the intensity of the forces by the indications of

the quadrant electrometer, is still greater than under
this supposition ;

for the whole length of the stem, and
also the whole length of the index, being under the

influence of the electric forces, and those forces not uni-

form the whole length of each line, the mathematical

formula necessary for such computations would be too

complex to admit of general adoption in electrical en-

quiries, and quite out of place in these lectures. Notwith-

standing, however, the quadrant is an exceedingly useful,

and indeed a valuable instrument, to the experimenter ;

for to those accustomed to its indications, it shows the

progress of the charging process, expresses certain points
of intensity required for particular investigations, or for

experimental illustration ; and, by giving timely infor-

mation when danger is at hand from too high a charge,
which might force its way through the body of the

glass, the quadrant electrometer stands high in the

favour of the electrician, as a protector of the most

expensive part of his apparatus, from frequent and utter

destruction.

From the desiderata thus enunciated, it will appear
obvious that all that can be accomplished whilst illus-

trating this particular topic, is to proceed with such

popular experiments as tend most to favour those

laws of electro-mechanical forces which, we have reason
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to suppose, correspond with the laws of pneumatics. To
a certain extent, our two last experiments have answered

this purpose ;
but we will proceed with a few more, in

order to extend the analogy and render the illustration

still more complete and satisfactory.
In the experiment we are about to perform, six new

cards, similar to the former, shall be placed in the circuit,

on the table of the universal discharger. I charge the

large jar with the fluid produced by two turns of the

machine, having first taken care that the machine had

got into an uniformity of action. In endeavouring to

discharge the contents of the jar through these cards, I

again fail : the resistance presented by them being too

great to allow of their being broken through by the force

employed.
Now, in our previous experiments in these illustra-

tions, no change was made in the resisting bodies : a

difference in the intensity of the charges being all that

was required at that time. In the present case, how-

ever, we must proceed in a different manner, and instead

of varying the intensity of the charge, we will vary the

resisting force. This may be accomplished in different

ways : we may diminish the resistance by reducing the

number of cards, or by moistening them with water,
and by taking advantage of both these methods, the

resistance may be reduced to a very low degree.
We will first reduce the resistance to one-half of that

before employed, by taking away three of the cards, and

pressing the remaining three with the balls, between

which they are placed. The large jar being again

charged by the standard quantity of electric fluid, and

placed on the metal plate, we again apply the discharging
rod : the discharge takes place, and the resistance is van-

quished : the whole pack being transpierced by the

electro-mechanical action.

We next employ six new cards, four of which have

been slightly soaked in water. These wet cards we

place in the centre of the pack, between the two dry
ones. A discharge of the standard quantity of fluid

from the large jar transpierces the whole of them : some
of the wet cards being torn in various directions.
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All these experimental facts tend to favour the idea

that electro-mechanical forces, like the forces of all other

elastic fluids, are proportional to the density or state of

compression, the quantity being constant, and that the

effects produced are proportional to those forces.

The greatest havoc amongst a pack of cards by electric

discharges, is made when the cards are a little moist and
not closely packed together. Under these circumstances

they are frequently torn in a strange manner, when
the electric force is considerable and a great quantity of

fluid transmitted.

From the electro-mechanical effects we have hitherto

had an opportunity of observing, our minds become

naturally impressed with the idea of an electro-momentum ;

which, in accordance with the laws of dynamics, ought
to be proportional to the quantity of electric matter

discharged, and the velocity of its motion : that is, the

one multiplied into the other would give the momentum.
In mathematical language m=q v ; in which formula m
represents the momentum, q the quantity of matter in

motion, and v the velocity with which that matter

moves.

Now, although we cannot pretend to nice admeasure-

ments, we have some experimental facts which are in

strict accordance with the doctrine of momentum. It

has already been seen that the quantity of fluid produced
by two revolutions of the machine, when operating

against the six dry cards, produced very different effects

when discharged under different circumstances of inten-

sity. Now, as the velocity of air, or any elastic fluid, when

escaping through any given aperture or channel from

confinement, would be proportional to the degree of its

compression, or density ;
and as the whole of that air

which had been forced into confinement, would be dis-

charged in one body in a moment, were the aperture of

proper dimensions and suddenly opened, it follows

that the initial momentum of that body of air would be

proportional to its density prior to its discharge. But
we have already seen that the mechanical force of air is

also proportional to its density ; therefore the mechanical
force is also proportional to the initial momentum : and
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consequently the initial momentum is proportional to the

effects produced : or, which amounts to the same thing,
to the quantity of resistance which the force is capable
of overcoming : or more strictly, to the resistance which
the force would exactly balance.

By applying similar reasoning to our electrical dis-

charges, that is, estimating the momentum by the

quantity of resistance overcome, we have reason to infer

from those cases where the same standard quantity of

fluid was capable of overcoming the greater resistance

when discharged from the high degree of condensation,
that the velocity, and, consequently, the momentum,
was greater in the former than in the latter case : and a

series of carefully prosecuted experiments would be

productive of results which would approach closely to

an accordance with the laws of pneumatic forces.

We will now proceed to experiments by which it will

be proved that the electro-mechanical action can be

modified by the fluid traversing conductors of different

qualities, and of different dimensions.

I charge the large jar until the index of the quadrant
electrometer reaches 80, and I discharge it against six

cards, placed as before between the balls of the universal

discharger: the whole pack becomes transpierced. I

now vary the conducting part of the circuit by the

introduction of an insulated basin of water, at an opening
in the metallic part of it. This done, the jar is again

charged to 80 ; but in this case the resistance of the

six new cards checks the discharge and they remain

uninjured.
If now we operate against one card only, we immedi-

ately accomplish its perforation, although the discharge
be transmitted through the water as before. Thus we
learn that the water, although a conductor, offers a

considerable resistance to electric forces : and the result

of our next experiment will show that the resistance is

considerably exalted by diminishing the transverse

dimensions of the aqueous conductor.

It is very well known that the discharge of this large

jar from an intensity of 80, if transmitted in the usual

way through even an extensive chain of persons joining
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hands, would produce a violent shock to every one in

the circuit ; and if transmitted through one individual

only, the effects might be of serious consequence. Now
although the shock would be very much abated by
transmitting a similar discharge through the basin of

water, it would still be far from agreeable : but by em-

ploying a narrow thread of water in place of the basin-

ful, the effect of the discharge may be reduced till no

shock can be experienced.
To illustrate this fact, I place a wet hempen thread in

the circuit, and myself in another part of it, taking care

to stand on the insulating stool. With one hand I take

hold of the loose end of the wet thread, and in the other

hand I hold a stout brass wire, terminated by a ball of

the same metal. When the large jar is charged to 80,
as in the preceding cases, I approach its ball with the

ball that I hold in my hand
;
the discharge takes place,

and the contents of the jar are transmitted through my-
self; but I experience no shock, nor any disagreeable
sensation whatever. In this case, the momentum
which such a charge of fluid would produce when trans-

mitted in a compact body, and with the usual velocity

through good metallic conductors, is entirely done away
with, on two accounts : the velocity is abated by the

inferior aqueous conductor, and the fluid, during the

discharge, is drawn out into a stream, and does not

pass through any section of the circuit in sufficient

quantity at a time to produce much momentum. The

discharge, under these circumstances, may be compared
to a discharge of air through a narrow sieve, with ex-

ceedingly small apertures, which, by being retarded, and
drawn out into a harmless breeze, loses all that powerful
mechanical action which it would assume were it liberated

in a body.

By making an extensive series of experiments on

cards, paper, &c., with uninterrupted discharges, we
find many curious effects produced. In some cases the

fluid passes through some of the plies and not through
the rest: in several instances the cards are curiously

torn; and in all cases a peculiar odour, resembling that

of phosphorus, is left on every piece of card or paper
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operated on. Some of these effects will be shown in

another part of this lecture.

We may now try the electro-mechanical powers on
some other kinds of matter. Let us take a piece of very
stiff pipe-clay, roll it into the shape of a cylinder, and
introduce two wires to its axis, one at each end, and

push them into the clay till they are within about one-

eighth of an inch of meeting each other in the centre of

the cylinder. Now it is very obvious, that if the clay
between the inner ends of the wires does not offer too

great a resistance, the discharge from the jar will pass

through the cylinder. We will charge the large jar to

80, and now, by discharging it through the route I have

pointed out, you find that the pipe-clay is no longer of

a cylindrical form, but has bulged out at the centre

round the opening between the wires. This effect is

occcasioned partly by the expansion of a small quantity
of air in that part of the Fig. 58.

clay, partly by the direct

expansion of the electric

fluid, and possibly by the

conversion of a small por-
tion of the moisture into

steam. Fig. 58 will repre-
sent the pipe-clay both be-

fore and after the discharge of the jar. When the pipe-

clay is not too moist it is frequently shattered to pieces.
There is a very interesting electro-mechanical ex-

periment made with an instrument called the electric

mortar : it is the invention of Father Beccaria. This

pretty little apparatus is an ivory model of a military

mortar, such as is employed for throwing bomb-shells.

The ball is also of ivory, and reaches only a little way
down the piece. The bottom Fig. 59.

of the bore of the mortar

is conical. Through oppo-
site sides of the mortar, near

the breach, are passed two
small brass wires, which al-

most, but not quite, meet
in the bottom of the bore.

See Fig. 59. One of these
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wires is connected, by means of a brass chain, with

the outside of the jar, and the other with one branch

of the discharging rod. Now, all being ready, that

is, the ball in the mortar, and the jar charged to

80, or upwards fire. You see the flash of electric

light, and hear the report as usual, but the ball

has not left the mortar. This is often the case under
these circumstances ; but if we vary the experiment, by
merely moistening the bottom of the mortar's bore with

a drop of water, between the inner points of the wires,

we shall succeed in propelling the ball to a considerable

distance even twenty or more yards.
Now I think it is pretty obvious, in this case, that a

portion of the moisture was converted into steam, whose

expansive power had much to do in projecting the ball.

It is obvious, also, that since a moderate sized jar, such

as we have hitherto used, will project a ball to so great
a distance, a larger jar, or, still better, several jars pro-

perly arranged in a manner which I shall shortly ex-

plain, when discharged in a similar manner through a

small portion of water, would be the means of suddenly

generating a sufficiency of steam to project a large
ball to a great distance indeed.

Another exemplification of the electro-mechanical ef-

fects produced by the discharge of a jar, is that of

breaking through masses of hard matter ; if, for, in-

stance, we send the discharge through a piece of lump
sugar, it will be broken into a great number of small

fragments, and scattered in all directions
; and when

the experiment is made in the dark, you will observe

that every fragment has become illuminated with some-

thing like a feeble phosphorescent light ; and, as in other

cases of electric discharges, the peculiar odour is deve-

loped on every fragment of the sugar.

By discharging the jar through a thin piece of resin,

or hard sealing-wax, similar mechanical effects to those

on the sugar are produced, but the phosphorescent light
does not appear. We can break common window glass

very easily by similar electro-mechanical powers. To
prove this fact, let us place a narrow strip of gold leaf

between two slips of glass, and having squeezed them
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close together in the electrical press, Fig. 57, page 125,
and put the press in its proper place in the universal

discharger, Fig. 56, page 124, we bring the balls of

the sliding wires of the instrument into connection with

the extremities of the gold leaf, one to each. This done,
and the jar charged to a high intensity, we transmit the

charge through the circuit. The glass is broken to

pieces, and the gold leaf has disappeared, being con-

sumed or converted into an oxide. Some of the gold,

however, is absolutely forced into the glass in a pure
metallic form. By a similar process, on a large scale,

we are enabled to produce beautiful permanent speci-
mens of the effects of electro-mechanical forces.

Another method of breaking the glass, is by placing
two thin wires between two pieces of glass, in such a

manner that they point towards each other, in the mid-
dle of the glass, without being in contact. When the

discharge is sent through these wires, an explosion takes

place at the opening, and if the glass be hard pressed

down, by a weight or otherwise, it is generally broken

into small fragments : even the weight itself is agitated

by this process.
This last effect has given rise to the idea of forming

an experiment the effects of which should be imitative

of those of an earthquake. A few small light models of

houses are placed on a flat slab of ivory, which covers the

two wires through which the discharge is transmitted, and
the explosion between the inner points of those wires

shakes the ivory ;
and its little town, when properly

built, is overthrown by the shock. When this experi-
ment is made on a large scale it has certainly a very

imposing effect.

If we insert two pointed wires in a thin piece of deal

wood, with a small space between them, a discharge
from a large jar will splinter the wood; but much pre-
caution is required to succeed with this experiment. In
all these cases the effects are produced by an expansive
or lateral electric force.

In all the electro-mechanical operations, the direct

effects are enhanced by confining the action within

narrow limits, or by concentrating the electric fluid in
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that part of the circuit where those effects are intended

to be produced ;
and I know of no instance of electric

action which better illustrates this position than that

produced by the experiment I am now about to offer to

your notice.

In a small glass phial, containing sweet oil, I place a

finely-pointed brass wire, which passes through the

axis of the cork. The upper end of the wire is formed

into a ring, or is terminated with a brass ball, and the

lower end, just above the point, is bent at a right

angle, so that the point can be brought into contact

with the inner surface of the phial, below the surface of

the oil. I now hold the phial in my hand, and place the

thumb against that part of the glass nearest to the point
of the wire. With this position of the wire and the

thumb, I take a few sparks from the prime conductor to

the ring of the wire, and these sparks absolutely pass

through the glass, and produce a pungent pricking
sensation on the thumb. By turning the wire, so that

the point may touch another part of the glass, another

perforation is immediately produced ;
and they may be

made sufficiently large to permit the oil to pass through
them. Now, the oil being a non-conductor, and the

wire reduced to a point, the sparks become much con-

densed at that part of the circuit, and produce a mechani-

cal effect on the glass, which cannot be accomplished
when the point is surrounded with air, which gives way
by the slightest explosion, and allows of an attenuation

of the electric force.

We have alluded to some other curious effects pro-
duced by experimenting on cards and paper, which will

be worthy of notice in this place. I will place a card

vertically between the balls of the universal discharger,
which do not press firmly against it, but merely prevent
it from falling, whilst its lower edge rests on the small

table. Thus arranged, I discharge the jar through the

card, and the usual perforation is made
;
but by close

observation you will find that the card, about the edges
of the hole, is protruded on both sides, as if the electric

fluid had passed in opposite directions. Few experi-
ments in electricity have caused so much discussion
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as this one, and its trifling variations. It has been the

means of leading philosophers to very different opinions

respecting the cause of the two burs on the opposite
sides of the card, and has, consequently, been the

subject of much ardent discussion. Dr. Franklin was
the first person who pierced a card by an electrical

discharge, but the protrusions on the opposite sides

were first observed by Mr. Symmer on one of the cards

which had been pierced in Dr. Franklin's experi-
ments. Mr. Symmer made many experiments of this

kind, varying them in several ways, all of which pro-
duced similar effects, and led this electrician to infer

that there are two opposite electric fluids dependent on
each other, that they may be uncombined by the power
of the machine, and occupy the opposite sides of a jar
or any other charged glass ;

but by means of a con-

ducting communication, they avail themselves of the

opportunity of reuniting with a promptitude unparalleled

by any other kind of matter, and thus, whilst travelling
in opposite directions, produce all the effects of electric

forces, the double protrusion of the card being supposed
to be an instance of the effects of their opposite actions.

If we vary this experiment by perforating several

plies of writing paper instead of the single card, we find

that the protrusion of the paper from the centre of the

pile is in opposite directions, and that no individual ply
of the paper has the protrusion, or bur, as it is often

called, on both sides. Many attempts have been made
to explain this phenomenon, though it must be acknow-

ledged, not very satisfactorily. Those who advocate the

existence of two electric fluids, think their views

triumphantly demonstrated by the double bur experi-
ment

; whilst others consider that expansion is the real

cause even of both burs, which is by far the most pro-
bable view, though it generally happens that the bur or

protrusion on the positive side is smaller than that on

the negative side.

If, instead of a card or several plies of paper, we were
to set up a piece of tinfoil between the balls of the uni-

versal discharger, a discharge from the jar will perforate
the foil. But any inferior conducting substance can be
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much easier penetrated when the expansion of the electric

fluid is more limited, than whilst passing through the

unconfined air
;

that is, by surrounding the interruption
with more dense fluids, such as oil, or even water.

If we immerse a pointed wire, bent as in the experi-
ment with the phial of oil, to some depth in a tumbler

of water, and opposite to the point, place a thin piece of

metal, such as thin sheet brass, then by passing a series

of sparks from the prime conductor through the pointed
wire to the thin metal, the latter will become perforated

by the mechanical action of sparks which passed from

the point. When the sparks are passed through oil in-

stead of water, they are still more compact by a less

lateral expansion, and accomplish the perforation sooner.

The lateral forces, however, in all these cases, are still

considerable, and mechanical effects are produced by
them as decidedly as by the direct action.

It must be here noticed, however, that if a bullet be

discharged from a gun through a sheet of copper, effects

are produced analagous to those exhibited on the card

or paper by an electrical discharge. I have lately re-

ceived from my friend, Mr. Marsh, of Woolwich, two

penny pieces which were shot at whilst flying in the air ;

and they are both pierced by the leaden shot
;
one of

them by a bullet from a rifle, which has taken a piece
out of the side of the coin, to the depth of little more
than half a diameter of the ball, leaving a bur on each

side of the metal, along the margin of the semi-lunar

breach at the edge of the coin. The side which was
hit by the bullet is easily known by the copper being
bent by the blow, and the bur on that side is far

smaller than that on the other or off side. The other

penny has been struck by seven small leaden shot

perhaps the size of duck shot four of which have

pierced the coin, and the other three have made deep
indentions, but not passed through. In this, as decidedly
as in the former case, the bur occurs on both sides, but
less on the near side, or that which the bullet first struck,
than on the other.
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LECTURE IX.

IN many electrical enquiries experimenters have found

it necessary to augment the force beyond that which

can be accumulated by a single jar, however large,

which has given rise to the formation of the electrical

battery, consisting of several jars, so arranged as to have

the whole of their inner surfaces united by metallic con-

ductors, and all their outer surfaces also united by
similar means. In Fig. 60, we have a battery of this

kind very accurately represented. The battery consists

of twelve jars placed in a mahogany box, whose inside

Fig. 60.

is lined with stout tinfoil, which, of course, comes into

intimate contact with the metallic coatings of the whole

series of jars. From the inside of each jar rises a stout

brass wire, and the twelve jars are divided into three

groups of four each, by three brass rods, each of which

unites the interior of four jars ; and, by means of two
cross wires or rods, the groups of jars can be united with

each other ;
so that, by this contrivance, we have an

opportunity of employing either four, eight, or twelve

jars, as we please. The horizontal rods are terminated

with well polished brass balls, to prevent loss of fluid.

When we employ the battery of jars, we bring one of

the horizontal rods into connection with the prime con-

ductor, and it is obvious that, by these means, the whole
of the jars will become charged at the same time ; and

by connecting one of the branches of the discharging
rod with a chain in connection with the lining of the
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box, and approaching any of the rods with the other

branch, the discharge of the whole will take place.
There are, however, many precautions to be taken in the

employment of a formidable battery, some of which it

may be necessary to point out before we proceed to

experiments with it.

In pointing out the particulars to be attended to in

the employment of the electrical battery, I shall in the

first place observe, that if the battery be charged to a

high degree of intensity, and discharged in the usual

way of discharging single jars, and especially if the cir-

cuit between the inner and outer surfaces be short, one

or more of the jars is almost sure to be broken, and the

battery, consequently, so far spoiled that it cannot be

charged again until the broken jar, or jars, be removed.

Thence the necessity of watching carefully the progress
of the charge, so that we may make the discharge before

the intensity gets too high. To prevent accident, by
inattention or otherwise, from too high a charge, Mr.
Cuthbertson invented a discharging electrometer, by
means of which the battery will discharge itself at any

required intensity, without depending on the attention

of the operator.

Fig. 61 is a representation of Cuthbertson's discharg-

ing electrometer. It consists of a stout mahogany
Fig. 61.
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board as a base, from which rise two glass pillars, o and

Q, the former of which is rather stout, and the other only
slender ;

the latter is surmounted with a brass ball, into

which is screwed one end of a stout brass wire, to which
the outside of the battery, either directly or indirectly,
is to be connected. The other glass pillar, o, carries

vertically a wide brass tube, terminated at each end by
a hollow brass ball, into the lower part of which is in-

serted, and firmly cemented, the upper end of the sup-

porting glass pillar ;
and into one side of that brass ball

is screwed a horizontal tube or stout wire, bent upwards
near the outer end, and terminated by a brass ball, p,

as seen in the figure. Through the middle of the upper
large brass ball passes a horizontal brass rod, c D, ter-

minating in a ball at each extremity. This rod is nicely
balanced on a knife-edged fulcrum in the interior of the

large hollow brass ball ; and the arm, c, which projects
over the lower bent arm o p, is graduated, and furnished

with a sliding weight, which, when placed at different

distances from the fulcrum, loads the arm with a pro-

portionate weight, from one grain to sixty grains. The
ball c of the graduated arm of the balance rests upon the

ball P of the lower bent arm. The ball D, at the other

end of the balance, will then be four inches from the

other ball Q, which surmounts the slender glass pillar. If,

now, the metallic part of the instrument, supported by
the stout brass pillar, be connected with the prime con-

ductor, or the interior of the battery, then, while the

latter is charging, there will be a repulsion between the

ball P of the bent arm, and the ball c of the balance

which rests on it ; and, at the same time, an attraction

will take place between the other two balls D and Q ;

and when these repulsive and attractive forces overcome
the weight at the other end, c, of the balance, the at-

tracted arm will descend, and discharge the battery on

the lower ball Q. Now, as the attractive and repulsive
forces are supposed to be proportional to the intensity of

tke charge, and as these forces have to overcome the

load at the other end of the balance, that load, whatever
it may be, is considered to be a proper measure of the

intensity of the charge, and is, unquestionably, the nearest
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approach to that measure hitherto arrived at, though

by no means perfectly correct. The instrument is usu-

ally surmounted by a quadrant electrometer, as repre-
sented in the figure, as an indicator of the progress of

the charge, which is not shown by the discharging
electrometer itself.

It is obvious, from a consideration of the beautiful

arrangement of the various parts of this instrument, of

the principles upon which it operates, and of its functions

as a self-discharger at any required intensity, that it is

well calculated to relieve the anxiety, and dispense with

much of that attention of the experimenter, which he

invariably labours under by the employment of the or-

dinary discharging rod alone ; for the sliding weight

being once adjusted on the horizontal arm, for any given

intensity, and the body to be operated on properly placed
in the circuit, the experimenter's care is at an end, as

the machine has now only to be worked till the dis-

charge takes place.
The mechanical action from a discharge of an exten-

sive battery of jars is exceedingly great, and bodies of

every kind, whether conductors or nonconductors, can

be perforated, torn, or shattered to pieces by means of

it. If, for instance, we now place a quire of paper ver-

tically between the two balls of the universal discharger,
and arrange this apparatus so as to bring the paper into

the circuit of the battery when charged to about 80 or

more, per quadrant electrometer,* the electric fluid

rushes with violence through the quire, and tears the

outer leaves to a considerable extent, whilst the inner

ones are sometimes partly torn, but more frequently per-
forated in several places. Several thick cards may also

be torn in a strange manner by a discharge from the

battery; and if the paper or cards be made slightly

* As there are scarcely two of these electrometers which

give the same indications for any given intensity, 80 will not

express the requisite intensity with different electrometers
;

I

should, therefore, wish it to be understood, that as the mechani-
cal effects depend more on the intensity than on the quantity of
fluid employed, the intensity for purposes of this kind should

always be considerable.
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damp, the ruptures made by a discharge are frequently
much greater than when operated on in a dry state

;
and

as the moisture communicated to them enhances their

electric conduction, a greater number of plies can be

perforated when so treated.

The electro-mechanical and electro-chemical pheno-
mena, especially in the display of calorific effects, are some-
times so intimately connected with each other, that it

would be impossible to separate them by any mode of

experimenting hitherto known. For, although there

are some singular exceptions to the general rule, it often

happens that the greater the mechanical action the more
certain is the discharge in accomplishing the ignition of

bodies through which it is transmitted.

Let us, for instance, employ the force of a single jar
when charged to a high intensity, upon a narrow strip
of gold leaf placed between two dry cards. The whole
of the circuit, I should wish you to observe, is of good
conducting materials : metals. Now, the discharge be-

ing made, we examine the result on the strip of gold
leaf, and find that the metal has entirely disappeared ;

but both cards are stained with a beautiful purple or

violet-coloured tint, very curiously distributed, and ex-

tending over nearly the whole of the inner surfaces of

the two cards ; being most dense, and of the deepest
colour along the middle, where the gold leaf was placed,
and becoming more and more attenuated from thence

to the outermost skirts of the stain.

Now, by paying attention to the complicated results

of this experiment, we first discover that the metal is

destroyed, or, in fact, deflagrated, and thus, by oxyda-
tion, has assumed a different colour : we next observe

that the mechanical action has distributed this oxide over

a much larger space than the gold originally occupied :

and what is particularly remarkable, these mechanical

effects are chiefly produced laterally, and but very little,

if any, are to be observed longitudinally, or in the direc-

tion of the discharge. I shall, however, as we proceed,
endeavour to vary this experiment, and shew the effects

by different arrangements of the apparatus. At present,
I offer to your notice but one or two variations, which
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will be sufficient to convince you that when the electro-

mechanical action is sufficiently abated, the gold leaf

suffers no change, even from the most formidable electrical

charge that we are capable of producing.
The experiment by which I am about to prove this

fact, will differ in no other respect from the last one,

than by the introduction of an inferior conductor to the

circuit whilst discharging the jar. The inferior conductor

which I employ for this purpose is simply a piece of wet

thread, about eight or ten inches long ;
it forms a part

of the circuit, as in a previous experiment, and will be

the means of lessening the mechanical action ;
and you

will observe that, by this arrangement, the gold leaf

remains uninjured by the discharge, although the in-

tensity of the charge was as great as in the former

experiment.
As it is still possible that you may require further

evidence respecting an abatement of the mechanical

action by such an arrangement as that last employed, I

will again vary the experiment to convince you of this

fact, and to show you that the calorific effects on the

gold have a dependence on the electro-mechanical action

in the manner I have already stated.

In this variation of the experiment I will make a

slight opening in the metallic part of the circuit, and in

that opening I will place some light seeds, which, by the

lateral force would be blown away, were I to discharge
the jar through them when the rest of the circuit is

metallic : but now, as the discharge has to pass through
the inferior conducting wet thread, you will find that the

seeds remain almost unmolested ; they are not scattered

abroad, as before, and the only disturbance which they

experience is a mere consequence of some trifling attrac-

tion which takes place between them and the ends of the

wires where the metal circuit is interrupted. The gold
leaf, you will observe, is not in the least changed.

I will now vary the experiment in another manner,

by dispensing with the wet string, and making the

whole circuit metallic, with the exception of a small

opening where small seeds may be placed, as in the

last experiment. Now, in this case, you have a fair
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opportunity of comparing the mechanical action on the

seeds with that of the last trial; you will find that

the seeds are blown away, and the gold leaf is destroyed.
I know of no experiment by means of which I could

show you to greater advantage that the calorific effects

on the gold depend on the electro-mechanical action of

the discharge.

However, I have still one other variation of the ex-

periment, which I shall now proceed with. You are

aware that when a jar is discharged in the usual way,

through any person, a violent shock is produced ; and

also, that if I place the wet thread in the circuit, no

shock whatever is experienced. Now, by placing my-
self, the wet thread, and the gold leaf in the circuit, I

discharge the jar from a high intensity, without producing

any effect either on the gold leaf or on myself.
The experiments shown on strips of gold or silver,

may be varied by employing wires instead of metallic

leaf. For this purpose the thinnest watch pendulum
wire that can be procured is exceedingly useful, as it

can be fused from the discharge of a moderate sized jar.

Several methods have been proposed for arranging
metallic wires intended for explosion by electric action.

Dr. Hare, the inventor of the single leaf electroscope,
described at page 60, has in- p

.

62
vented and employs the ap-

paratus represented by Fig.

62, for this purpose. The
base of this instrument is

either of metal or heavy
wood. On the top of the

pedestal two horizontal arms

are placed ; which, by means
of a pin passing through
one end of each, and a screw

nut, they can be adjusted to

any angle, and fixed in the

required position.
From the outer extremity of each arm rises a vertical

pillar, the larger of which is of glass and the smaller of

metal : and each surmounted with a small pincer, for hold-
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ing the thin wire intended to be operated on, which is

stretched horizontally from pincer to pincer, as seen in the

figure. The vertical brass pillar is to be united with the

outside coating of the jar, or battery, and the discharge is

transmitted through the wire by applying one arm of the

discharging rod to the brass cap on the top of the glass

pillar, as seen in the figure, and the ball of the other

arm to the inside of the charged glass battery, or jar.
In all contrivances for this purpose, where pincers are

used, much time is lost in adjusting the wires ; and, as

there are frequently many wires of different metals to ope-
rate on in one lecture, I have found it necessary to resort

to simpler means for their adjustment. J have prepared
about a dozen wires, by first cutting them to the required

lengths, and to each extremity attaching a piece of tin-

foil, by rolling it into a compact lump with the end of

the wire within it. Thus prepared, they are laid over

the sliding arms of the universal discharger, either ver-

tically, horizontally, or obliquely, in a moment, and

operated on in succession as fast as the battery can be

charged.
I will first discharge a large jar through a piece of this

steel wire about ten inches in length, and you will find

that the wire is barely made visibly red hot, although
the intensity of the charge was tolerably high. Now the

reason of my not succeeding in fusing the wire by this

discharge, was not because of its being too thick, but

simply because it was too long ; and in order to con-

vince you of this fact I will shorten it by one half,

leaving a length of five inches only to be traversed by
the next discharge of the same jar ;

the intensity of

the charge being the same as in the former case. The
result is as was predicted, the wire is fused, and you
will observe also, that the mechanical action was so

great as to scatter the globules of the fused steel to a

great distance on every side. I shall presently make
a similar experiment on a larger scale, but must first

vary it with the same jar.

Now in varying the experiment I will simply introduce

a piece of wet thread into the circuit, in order to abate

the mechanical action of the discharge, as on former
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occasions. In this experiment I will operate on the five

inches of wire which was cut off from that employed in

the last experiment. Now, observe attentively, that the

intensity of the charge is quite as high as before, indeed,
somewhat higher, but the visible effects on the wire by
the discharge of the jar are simply a few tremulous

motions, and not the slightest indication of redness from
an elevation of temperature is perceivable. Here

again is another proof of the influence of electro-

mechanical action in accomplishing the fusion of metallic

bodies by ordinary electric discharges.
When experiments of this kind are carried on for the

purpose of ascertaining the effects of certain electric

charges on wires of different dimensions, the balance

electrometer of Cuthbertson (see Fig. 61, page 142) will

be found very convenient. There is also another circum-

stance to be noticed in experiments of this kind. Ifthe air

within the jar be perfectly dry, the quantity of electric

fluid that it will contain will be somewhat less than if the

air were a little moistened, either by breathing into it, or

by any other means.
I now place the bent arm of the balance electrometer

in connection with the prime conductor of the machine,
the inside of the jar also being in connection with it. I

will place about two inches of watch pendulum wire

between the insulated ball of the electrometer, and the

outside of the jar; I also adjust the sliding weight
on the graduated arm of the instrument to fifteen grains.

Now, it will be obvious that when the charge has arrived

sufficiently high for the repulsive action between the

balls P and c to overcome the load of fifteen grains, that

they will separate by the upward motion of the ball c
;

and when the ball D, at the other extremity of the balance

arm has, by its descent, arrived sufficiently near to the

insulated ball Q, as to be within the striking distance.
the discharge will take place, and the contents of the

jar will traverse the steel wire. These arrangements

being complete, and the route of the electric fluid being
understood, we will now proceed to the experiment. A
few turns of the machine causes the ball c to move, and
a few more, you will observe, accomplishes the discharge.
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The steel wire is not only made red hot, but is fused,

and partly scattered in small globules.
If I were now to add another inch to the length

of the steel wire, and transmit through it a similar dis-

charge to that employed in the preceding experiment,
we should find that the wire would become just red hot,

but not fuse
;
and to satisfy ourselves on this point, it is

necessary to repeat the experiment two or three times.

This being done, still the wire remains perfect ; so

that it is pretty certain a discharge measured by fifteen

grains is not sufficient to accomplish its fusion. I

will now slide the weight to twenty grains, and

having charged the jar to that point, the discharge

through the steel wire immediately accomplishes its

destruction.

In order to show that a jar will hold more of the

electric fluid when moistened within, I will first try
what length of wire can be fused by the highest

intensity of the jar when dry ; and afterwards moisten

the air within the jar by breathing into it. The ex-

periment will prove that the discharge from the moistened

jar will fuse a much longer piece of wire than one from
the dry jar.
When the coated surface of glass is very ex-

tensive, as in a battery of jars, for instance, this

class of experiments can be exhibited on an ex-

tended scale, and with the most brilliant results.

If, for instance, I were to connect the inside of the

battery (Fig. 60, page 141) with the prime conductor,
and place the sliding weight at about forty grains, I

should be enabled to fuse thin steel wire above forty
inches in length. To convince you of the beauty of

this class of experiments, I will place a piece of iron

wire about two feet long, in the circuit. Now observe

attentively what takes place. Did you ever behold such a

splendid sight ? The wire, you will have observed, is first

heated to the brightest redness, progresses perceptibly
to an intense white, swelling in thickness to six or eight
times its original dimensions, and eventually it burst

into thousands of minute balls, which were projected
in every direction, and fell in a shower of fire.
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The beauty of this experiment is considerably en-

hanced by coiling the iron wire into the shape an open
helix, like a cork-screw. You will observe that when
the discharge has passed through the helix, the latter

retains its shape for a perceptible time, more than a

second for instance, before it bursts
; which done, it is

dispersed into a multitude of fiery globules.

By transmitting similar discharges through wires of

platinum, gold, silver, copper, brass, &c., their fusion is

very readily accomplished, and when very thin they are

converted into a cloud of smoke, which becomes dispersed
on every side in the surrounding air. Now, by making
a series of experiments on these different metals, whilst

suspended in the air, and in a darkened room, we shall

see that each metal, during fusion, yields a peculiar
coloured light. The platinum wire, you will observe,

yields a whitish light, not very intense ; the gold yields
an orange-coloured light ;

and the silver a beautiful

yellowish-green light, of considerable intensity. The

light proceeding from the copper is of a much deeper

orange than that from gold, but the brass yields scarcely

any light whatever.

If such a series of wires were to be exploded between

cards, those cards would be stained by different colours
;

and you will observe, by a few experiments, that what-
ever be the character of the wire, the deepest stain on
the cards between which it was placed is precisely in its

own direction
;
and that the intensity of the stain be-

comes more and more attenuated from the axis of the

discharge to the margin of the cards. Moreover, by a

close examination ofthose cards, especially those between
which brass, silver, or gold were exploded, you will per-
ceive that a complete gutter is made in each card, directly

opposite to the axis of the discharge, or the direction of

the wire.

The stain made by brass is nearly black, and the

figure much resembles a caterpillar. That from silver

is of a greyish colour, and much scattered
; gold

yields a purple or violet-coloured stain, much scat-

tered, and the tints beautifully blended. Iron and pla-
tinum give no very striking colours, nor do they stain

the cards to any great extent. They seem to be fused
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into a train of minute globules, which are left on the

cards in the directions of the original wires. When iron

wire is exploded between two pieces of glass, a series of

minute globules of iron are firmly fixed on the surfaces

of each piece, and stand very prominently above the sur-

face of the glass.

In pursuing our illustrations on the electro-mechani-

cal agency in the production of certain effects, it may not

be amiss to employ different kinds of bodies in the circuit,

in order to show how they are differently affected by
modifying the mechanical action in the discharges of

similar quantities of the electric fluid upon them.

I will, for instance, place a small loose ball of tow

between the balls of the universal discharger, and dis-

charge upon it a large Leyden jar, from a high degree of

intensity. You observe that the tow, although an in-

flammable body, is not ignited, but several of its fibres

are broken, and it is somewhat flattened by the me-
chanical action of the discharge.

Now, although the tow has escaped conflagration in

this case, it does not always remain unignited by oper-

ating upon it in this manner. Its ignition, however, is

very much facilitated by scattering some finely powdered
resin amongst its fibres, as you will presently see, by
sending a discharge of a similar quantity of electric fluid

through it.

If, instead of resin, I sprinkle the tow with oil of

turpentine so as to make it somewhat moist, you will

see, by a few experiments, that the ignition is as easily
and as regularly accomplished as by the employment
of resin. We occasionally employ other inflammable

matter amongst the fibres of tow, for purposes of

this kind ; and when tow is not at hand, other fibrous

matter, such as cotton-wool, is resorted to, but sheeps'
wool is seldom, if ever, employed.

In all these experiments you will have observed, that

a considerable report attended each discharge of the jar,

which, as I have before shown you, can take place under
no other circumstance than when the velocity of the

electric fluid is very great ;
for if we abate the velocity

by passing the fluid through an inferior conductor, the wet
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string, for instance, a scarcely audible noise attends the

discharge. I will vary the experiment in diffe-

rent ways, and the result in every case will serve as so

many facts in the direct process of demonstration. But,
as I am about to employ gunpowder, another piece of

apparatus will be re- Fig _ gs.

quired. It is repre-
sented by Fig. 63, and
consists of a base board,
a small metallic table, a

glass pillar, and a bent

wire, one end of which
is soldered into the brass

cap on the top of the

glass pillar, and the

other end is pointed,
and depends over the metal table. The gunpowder is

placed on the table, which is connected with the outside

of a jar or battery, by means of the chain.

In the first variations of the experiment we will again
place a ball of tow, sprinkled with oil of turpentine, be-

tween the balls of the universal discharger ; and in

another part of the circuit we will place another ball

of tow, sprinkled with powdered resin, between two
other insulated balls. Between the inside of the

jar and the first portion of tow, I place in the

circuit a piece of tinfoil, between a few leaves of writ-

ing paper, and on the other side of the latter ball of

tow I place some loose gunpowder on a card, and the

card on the small metal table of the apparatus repre-
sented by Fig. 63. Now, by this arrangement, the

electric fluid will have to traverse the whole of these

bodies
; it will first pass through the paper and tinfoil,

next through the tow and turpentine, then through the

tow and resin, and after leaving that combination of in-

flammables, it will traverse the loose gunpowder, and

proceed to the outside of the jar. The results of the

discharge of the large jar from a high intensity, are

easily predicted by those conversant with experiments of

this kind
; but to others there may appear to be some-

thing mysterious in them. Now I will discharge the
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jar. The result on the two balls of tow are probably
such as you might be led to expect both are set on
fire ; but what has become of the gunpowder ? It also

is an inflammable body, but it is not ignited, nor, indeed,
is it left in its place. It is blown away, and scattered

in every direction from the axis of the electric path ;

not even a single grain is left where the fluid passed

through the heap.
You will probably ask how I know the path of the

discharge through the gunpowder, now that it is gone
from the place ? This is very easily ascertained : for if

you will examine the card on which the powder was

placed, you will find it perforated by the electric fluid,

and by calling to your recollection the position of the

gunpowder on the card previous to the discharge, you
will identify the perforation with the centre of the base

of the heap. Consequently the electric fluid, which has

so obviously pierced the card, must have traversed the

gunpowderfrom the pointed wire above it, to the perfora-
tion of the card.

You will observe also that this perforation is in the

centre of the blank space on the card left by the gun-
powder. Hence we have, by this fact, a complete
demonstration not only of the existence of the lateral

force of the discharge, but also a demonstration of that

force being exerted on every side alike.

Now call to your recollection what you have already

seen, that no card can be pierced by a discharge of this

jar when a wet string forms a part of the circuit, and
that through such a circuit the velocity is much less-

ened. From a knowledge of these facts you are led to

understand that the velocity, and consequently the me-
chanical action of this discharge, must have been great,
otherwise the card could not have been perforated.

Moreover, the scattering of the gunpowder is another

manifestation of a great velocity and consequent mo-
mentum of the discharged electric fluid.

Now let us examine the paper and tinfoil in the other

part of the circuit. Both are perforated : another indi-

cation of the great electro-momentum attending the

discharge of the jar through this compound circuit.
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Let us now make a slight change in this experiment,

by introducing a piece of wet thread as a portion of the

circuit. The jar shall be charged to the same intensity
as before, but the result of the discharge will be very
different. Neither the paper nor the tinfoil will be

perforated ;
neither of the balls of tow will be burnt,

but you will see the gunpowder exploded. If, however,
I were to enlarge the lateral dimensions of the aqueous
part of the circuit, so as to increase the velocity of the

fluid, and thus permit it to move in a more compact
body, the paper and tinfoil would suffer perforation,
and the whole of the inflammables, with the exception of

the gunpowder, would take fire.

It is a remarkable fact that the gunpowder should

not ignite under the same circumstances that accomplish
the ignition of the other bodies

;
but time seems to be

an essential element to insure success, and it is a matter

of no consequence what are the means employed to give

sufficient time for the electric fluid to be in contact with

the gunpowder, for it will invariably ignite provided a

sufficient period of time be procured, and the quantity
of electric fluid transmitted be sufficient also.

Gunpowder has been ignited by a series of heavy
sparks from a large prime conductor transmitted through
a compact cartridge ; but, in such cases, the quantity of

electric fluid was great, and the velocity lessened by the

retarding power of the gunpowder itself, which being
confined could not be blown away. Heavy discharges,
with great velocities, from a battery of jars, have also

been the means of igniting gunpowder ; but in those

cases the ignition of the powder was a secondary effect,

arising from the wire which led the fluid into the cart-

ridge being intensely heated by the discharge of the

electric battery. Formerly it was a common practice to

mix the gunpowder intended to be exploded by electricity

with iron filings, which becoming red hot by the dis-

charge, set fire to the gunpowder as a matter of course.

We are not without experimenters at the present day,
who conceal a thin platinum wire in the powder, for

the purpose of accomplishing the explosion.
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Another method of illustrating the fact that the igni-
tion of loose gunpowder requires time for the electric

fluid to act upon its particles, and a consequent abate-

ment of the velocity with which it moves through a

circuit of good conductors, is that of first placing a

portion in a circuit of that kind ; transmit through it a

discharge of a certain degree of intensity of the jar, and

you will find the powder blown away as in the compound
circuit of paper, tinfoil, tow, and gunpowder, when all

the rest of the circuit was metal. Having satisfied your-
self on that point, next vary the arrangement, by placing
a wet thread in the circuit. The discharge of the jar from

the same degree of intensity, explodes the powder.
I have already shown that, by an introduction of the

moistened thread as a part of the circuit, the electro-

momentum is sufficiently abated to be deprived of the

power of communicating a shock to a person through
which the fluid passes. Now from that fact, and from

the fact also of accomplishing the ignition of gunpowder
when the electro-momentum is thus abated, there can

be no reason why the gunpowder should not be ignited

by the same discharge of the jar, in the circuit of which

a person is placed without experiencing the shock.

In order to give a striking illustration of this fact,

I will place a battery of six miniature pieces of ord-

nance in one part of the circuit, and myself in another

part of it. When the jar is charged to the usual high

intensity, I will operate in the capacity of discharging

rod, by presenting the brass ball which I hold in my
hand towards the ball of the jar. The result is the

simultaneous discharge of the six pieces of ordnance, but

not the slightest shock is experienced by myself, although
the electric fluid that discharged the guns traversed my
arms and chest, prior to its arriving at them.

Glass tubes, filled with water, have been employed in

place of the wet string, in the process of firing gun-

powder by electric discharges ;
but if the tube be too

wide, the electro-momentum would be too great for any

person to stand in the circuit without experiencing a

severe blow
;
and even by long use of a narrow tube the

electric momentum becomes too great for any person to
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stand in its way. I have employed a glass tube of narrow
bore for several successive years, but I found that it

gradually augmented the velocity of the transmitted

electric fluid, till eventually I could not ignite gunpowder
by its use, unless, indeed, I considerably augmented the

quantity of fluid transmitted. This circumstance, I after-

wards found, was owing to the nitric acid which had been
formed by previous discharges from the atmospheric air

which the water held in solution, thus increasing its con-

duction, and giving greater freedom to the electric

transmission.

This fact, which I have not seen mentioned in any
other place, would not happen if a new portion of water
were employed in every experiment, and the inside of

the tube well cleaned. Another fact that I sometimes
meet with when operating on gunpowder, is that of

setting the string on fire at one or both of its ends, when

they happen to get too dry by previous discharges.

LECTURE X.

THE chemical class of phenomena exhibited by electric

action, I have considered as embracing all those calorific

effects which produce change in the constitution of the

matter operated on : such, for instance, as the explosion of

wires, deflagration of gold, silver, and other metallic leaf,

&c., also the ignition of gunpowder, resin, turpentine,
&c.

; all these effects come under the class of chemical

phenomena. I have still a few more experiments to offer

to your notice on other chemical compounds, in which
heat and flame are developed.

If, for instance, I place a portion of ether in a metallic

spoon, which I hold in my hand, and hold the liquid
beneath the ball which projects from the prime conductor,
at a proper distance to receive sparks from it, the sparks
which pass through the ether immediately inflames that

liquid, or rather the vapour which hovers over its surface ;

for never do we see a liquid on fire, although we often

express ourselves as if such were the case.

The ignition of inflammable fluids is carried on by de-

grees, whatever may be their character : with liquids
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which are so situated as to expose but a small surface to

the air, the ignition is very slow, for no part of them can

ignite but that which has previously assumed the state

of vapour ; hence, strictly speaking, no liquid is inflam-

mable. The vapour of ether first ignites by the electric

spark ;
the heat thus produced assists the evaporation

of the top stratum of the liquid ether, which in its turn

becomes vapour and burns. The heat is now augmented,
and the evaporation of the liquid stratum next below is

more rapid than in the previous stratum ;
and thus it is,

that stratum after stratum becomes converted into vapour,
and burns in succession, until the whole is consumed.

By an attention to this mode of reasoning, the circum-

stances attending the next two experiments will be easily

understood.

I will now place in another spoon a portion of alcohol,

and submit it to a series of powerful sparks, as in the

case with the ether ; but no ignition takes place, which

seems to be the consequence of a want of vapour over

the surface of the alcoholic liquor. I now warm the spoon
with its contents, and again pass sparks through them to

the spoon : ignition is accomplished, and the alcohol

becomes gradually consumed. In this case the density
of the vapour was increased by the more rapid evapora-
tion occasioned by the elevation of temperature commu-
nicated to the liquid.

If I now place oil of turpentine in another spoon, and

without elevating its temperature transmit a series of

sparks through it, no ignition takes place ;
but if I warm

the oil, and thus increase the cloud of vapour over its

surface, that vapour ignites by the first spark that tra-

verses it.

The same reasoning will apply to solid resinous sub-

stances, in all those cases where ignition takes place. A
small portion of vapour is raised by the heat produced by
the advance portion of fluid in sufficient time to be ignited

by the action of the rear of the discharge ;
for although

the time occupied by a discharge is too small to admit of

measurement, there must be time occupied in even the

most rapid discharge. Moreover, the fluid constituting
a charge occupies space, and one side of the mass of fluid
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must precede the opposite side, whenever it is in motion,
as decidedly as one side of a cannon ball precedes the

other whilst in motion. Therefore, it is easy to under-
stand that the advance portion of a mass of the electric

fluid, whilst in motion from one side of a jar to the other,
would produce one effect, evaporation, on the resin, and
thus make preparation for the accomplishment of another

effect, ignition, by the rear part of the same mass of fluid.

This explanation, however, I believe to be perfectly
novel ; but it appears to me to correspond with all our
notions respecting the ignition of various bodies, whether
solid or liquid.

I will now make a few experiments on some of

those inflammables which are of a permanently gaseous
character : the hydrogen and oxygen gases for instance.

For experiments on these gases we usually employ an

instrument called the electrical pistol, and sometimes
another called the electrical cannon. Fig. 64 is a re-

presentation of the pistol. Fig. 64.

Its barrel is a tube of brass,
fitted on the wooden stock

by screws and cement, so

as to be perfectly air-tight.

Through the lower side of the barrel, near the breach, a

hole is drilled and tapped, to admit a small ivory cylinder
which screws firmly into the hole. The axis of the ivory

cylinder is perforated throughout, to admit of a small

brass wire which reaches nearly, but not quite, across

the bore of the barrel, leaving a small space between its

inner extremity and the upper side of the barrel. The
exterior end of the wire is furnished with a ball, as seen

in the figure. Now, it will appear obvious that if sparks
were received by the ball of the wire from the prime
conductor of the machine, whilst the pistol is held in the

hand, with a finger on the barrel, they would have to

pass through the small opening inside, and traverse the air,

or any gaseous matter with which the pistol was charged.
The hydrogen gas, for loading the electrical pistol, is

usually obtained from water, by decomposing that liquid
with zinc and sulphuric acid, thus : Place in a clean

olive oil flask a few chips of zinc, and cover them with
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water, then add a little sulphuric acid, by degrees, until

a considerable effervescence is observed. When this

occurs the decomposition is going on well, and in a short

time all the atmospheric air previously contained in the

vessel will be expelled. Now hold the pistol verti-

cally with its mouth over the neck of the flask ; and, as

the hydrogen is lighter than the atmospheric air, it

ascends to the upper part of the barrel, and by displacing
the latter, soon fills it. I now put a cork pretty tight
into the muzzle of the piece, and apply the little ball to

the prime conductor : sparks pass freely, but no explo-
sion occurs. I now take out the cork, and hold the

muzzle of the pistol upwards for a few seconds : this

permits a portion of the hydrogen to escape, and a cor-

responding portion of atmospheric air to enter the

barrel. Reintroduce the cork, and again receive sparks
on the ball : a loud explosion takes place, and the cork

is projected to the further side of the room. This

method of proceeding with the experiment is interesting
in a chemical point of view, since the former part of it

shows that hydrogen alone will not ignite by the electric

spark ;
and the latter part shews that when mixed with

atmospheric air, or rather with the oxygen part of it,

ignition, with explosive rapidity, occurs.

We may vary this experiment by permitting the electric

fluid to pass first through the human body, and afterwards

explode the gaseous mixture. For this purpose we may
use the electrical cannon, represented by Fig. 65, which

Fig. 65.
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is furnished with a wire insulated by an ivory cylinder
in the same manner as that in the pistol. The cannon

being loaded with the gaseous mixture, is placed on the

table
;
and whilst insulated, by standing on the electric

stool, I connect one of my hands with the top of the

little transverse wire, and by a ball which I hold in the

other hand, I take sparks from the prime conductor. The

corresponding sparks which pass between the lower end
of the wire and the barrel of the cannon, explode the

gases with a loud report. The whole arrangement for

this experiment is well represented by the figure.

Now, although the experiments best calculated for

illustrating the distinction between the electric fluid and
the calorific matter, or that which produces the pheno-
menon of ordinary fire, belong to voltaic electri-

city, and cannot, with propriety, be introduced till we
arrive at that part of our undertaking, it may not

be amiss, in this place, to attempt an explanation of the

calorific effects hitherto produced by means of that

hypothesis.
The grand physical truth necessary to be kept in view

whilst reasoning on this topic, is simply this : no two

bodies can occupy the same place at one and the same
time ; therefore, if the electric matter and the calorific

matter be two distinct fluids, it would be impossible that

they could be in the same place at the same time. Both
of them are acknowledged to be resident in the pores of

all other matter, both solid and fluid
;
and their particles

may, and probably are, closely mixed with one another,
and also with the magnetic matter. This being admitted,
it would appear obvious that a redundancy of any one of

them, forced upon a previously statical group, within

a metal, for example, would be the means of disturbing
all the rest

; and, by the same rule, an abstraction of

a portion of any one of these elements ought to cause

a disturbance amongst those that were left behind, un-

der the supposition that, in both cases, the elemental

forces, prior to such addition or abstraction, balanced one

another
; and, consequently, that an equilibrium existed

amongst them.

We have many well known facts in accordance with

both these positions. All our thermo-electric pheno-
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mena depend upon additions and abstractions of the

calorific matter to and from the bodies operated on ;

or, in general terms, the display of the electric pheno-
mena is due to a pre-disturbance of the calorific matter.

Hence, conversely, we have reason to infer that a dis-

turbance of the electric matter would be attended by a

display of calorific phenomena. An admission of this

principle would afford an easy solution of electro-calorific

phenomena : for the sudden electro-mechanical pressure

against the calorific particles, during the transmission of

a heavy discharge through a thin wire, would be as

likely to displace and condense those particles as a few

smart blows of a hammer on the metal would condense

them, and the former process produce a red heat as

decidedly as the latter, which is well known to pro-
duce that phenomenon. Another circumstance favour-

able to this hypothesis, is that shown by metallic con-

ductors at different temperatures. When a thin metallic

wire is surcharged with the calorific matter, by raising it

to a high temperature, it impedes the progress of the

electric fluid to a far greater extent than when cold, or,

in electric language, it becomes a worse conductor ; but

the grand experiment in support of this hypothesis is

that in which the electric current drives the calorific

matter entirely out of the circuit, rendering a portion of

a stout copper wire red hot. The experiment producing
this interesting theoretical fact, will be minutely ex-

plained in our lectures on voltaic electricity.

In the experiment I am now about to offer to your
notice there is some reason for supposing that the first

calorific effect produced arises from a compression of

atmospheric air, which was probably the case in some of

our previous experiments. I strew some powdered resin

on a tumbler full of water, and bring the latter into the

circuit of a discharge from one side to the other of a jar.

This is done by connecting the two opposite sides of the

water with the two points of the sliding wires of the

universal discharger, Fig. 56, page 124, the balls being

previously removed ;
and by means of a chain con-

necting one of these wires with the outside of the jar,
and discharging the jar by the usual application of the
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discharging rod to its ball and the other sliding wire of

the instrument, the electric fluid traverses the surface of

the water, and ignites a train of the powdered resin.

In many of the electro-chemical phenomena no igni-
tion takes place, nor is any unusual light produced.
Such is the case in those decompositions which are ac-

complished by electric action of low intensity, and where
the liberated constituents of the compound are always

developed at particular points in the circuit. These

phenomena are displayed to the greatest advantage by
voltaic-electrical currents, and will be extensively illus-

trated when we arrive at voltaic electricity ; but it will

be necessary in this place to show you a few specimens
of them by the operation of the machine.

I soak a few pieces of white blotting paper in a strong
solution of hydriodate of potash, in which a little starch

is mixed, and after placing two or three plies of the wet

paper on a sheet of platinum, I hold it beneath the

inferior extremity of a platinum wire, which hangs
pendent from the prime conductor. A few turns of

the machine accomplishes decomposition of the hy-
driodate, as is manifested by the dense brown speck of

liberated iodine immediately beneath the point of the

pendent wire ; but on examining the lower side of the

pile of paper no mark of decomposition is seen. This is

the uniform result by this mode of proceeding : the iodine

being always liberated at the positive wire, but never at

the negative one ; or in other words, it is liberated at

the delivering metal, and not at the receiving one. The

uniformity of this law may be shown by making the

experiment at the negative conductor. If, for instance,

I were to hang the platinum wire to the negative con-

ductor, and hold the soaked paper beneath it as before,

no brown speck would appear on the upper side of the

pile ;
but if I place the platinum sheet with its pile of

paper upon the negative conductor, and hold the point
of the platinum wire over the paper, the electric fluid

which leaves my hand and traverses the paper to the

negative conductor decomposes a portion of the solution,

and the brown speck of iodine appears below the point
of the wire.
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We will next operate on a solution of the sulphate of

copper, also held suspended in blotting paper. By means
of a copper wire I join the prime conductor and the

paper, and with the point of a platinum wire I touch

another part of the paper. The machine being put into

motion, an electric current traverses the solution, the

electric fluid being delivered into it from the copper
wire, and received again from it by the platinum wire

which I hold in my hand. The decomposition takes place,
and the liberated copper attaches itself to the platinum
wire and soon cases it with metallic copper.

In this case, as in those cases with the hydriodate of

potash, there is an immutable law which governs the

display of the phenomena, and by which the copper and
all other metals liberated from their solutions by electric

currents, appear on the negative or receiving wire. The
results of this experiment will afford an idea of the na-

ture of the electrotyping process, and also of electro-gild-

ing and silvering, all of which depend upon the same

principles of decomposition.
These few illustrations of the laws of electro-chemical

action being sufficient for our present purpose, our next

business is to introduce a specimen of the electro-magnetic
class of phenomena ; but here, as in electro-chemistry,
our principal apparatus belongs to voltaic electricity, and
little more can be done now than that of magnetizing a

few morsels of steel. The first experiments of this kind

were made by Sir Humphry Davy, a short time after

the discovery of electro-magnetism by Professor CErsted,
of Copenhagen. I will on this occasion employ the

large battery of twelve jars (Fig. 61, p. 141). I arrange
three sewing needles so as

F
.

gg
to enclose a triangular space
on the face of a card, to

which I fasten them by means

of sealing-wax. Through the

centre of the triangular space I

pass a strong copper wire, at

right angles to the face of the

card, and as the wire is verti-

cal, the ends of the needles will

be horizontal. Moreover, the
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arrangement of the needles is such that, to a person sup-
posed to be standing in the centre of the triangular space,
and looking at the needles in succession, their points
would all lie on his left hand, and their eyes on his

right. The whole arrangement is represented by Fig.
66. If now we discharge the battery from a high inten-

sity, through the central wire, from its superior to its

inferior extremity, the needles will all be rendered mag-
netic, having a north pole at the eye end of each needle,
and a south pole at the point; but if we transmit

the discharge upwards instead of downwards, the

polarity of the needles would be in the reverse order.

Such is the uniformity in the display of this disposition
of magnetic polarity, with reference to the direction

of the electric current through the wire, that it has

become an established law in electro-magnetics: and
it is a matter of no consequence whether we operate

upon a system of needles disposed as in the figure, or

upon one needle only; the results are uniformly the

same with reference to the direction of the electric

current and the disposition of the north and south

magnetic poles, which it brings into existence at the

extremities of the steel.

Now, since the needles were situated on different sides

of the conducting wire, and, consequently, on different

sides of the electric current, which it transmitted ; and
as the whole of the three needles were rendered mag-
netic, in the same order of their poles, it is obvious that

the magnetic forces of the electric current are uniformly
exerted on every side of it. This fact being kept in

view, it appears that it is a matter of no consequence on
which side of the conducting wire we place the needle,

provided the one be at right angles to the other, magne-
tization will be the result, and, as might have been

expected, the magnetizing forces of any given electric

discharge are most powerful close to the conductor : and
diminish as the square of the distance between the wire

and needle increases : which law, in mathematical langu-

age would thus be expressed, M is as ^ : in which M and
D represent the magnetic force, and the distance of the

needle from the axis of the electric current, respectively.
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When, as in the preceeding experiments, we employ
a straight conducting wire, it will be observed that the

magnetic forces of the current operate principally on

one side of the needle only, and only against one of its

transverse sections : but the magnetic powers excited in

the needle, by any given electric discharge, may be much
exalted by causing the magnetizing forces to operate on

all sides of the needle at the same time, and to be

repeated over every part of its surface. This is accom-

plished by taking advantage of a spiral conductor, and

placing the steel needle in the centre of the spiral. This

plan was first thought of by M. Arago, of Paris, at

the same time that Sir H. Davy was pursuing similar

enquiries in London, and independently of any knowledge
of each others experiments.

In illustration of the advantage of the spiral conduc-

tor, we will suspend a stout steel needle in the axis of a

helix of copper wire, and opposite and at right angles to

another, but straight part of the same wire, and at the

same distance from it, we will place another needle : the

whole arrangement being represented by p

Fig. 67.* We will now charge the battery of
(

jars ; and when charged, discharge their

contents through the copper wire, from its

superior extremity N to its inferior extremity
s. The direction of the current will be in-

dicated by the small arrows. The discharge

having taken place, we examine the two

needles, and find that the spiral enclosed

needle is much more powerfully magnetic
than the other

;
but the position of their

poles, with reference to the direction of the

electric current, is the same in both needles.

I now enclose two other steel needles in pieces of nar-

row glass tubes, and afterwards suspend one of them in

the axis of the spiral, and the other opposite to a straight

part of the conductor, as in the last experiment. The
discharge of the battery through the copper wire again
polarizes the needles, and to the same extent as when no

* The artist has omitted the lower needle by mistake.
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glass enclosed them : showing that glass does not inter-

fere with the magnetic action.

Whilst pursuing enquiries of this kind some years

ago, I was led to institute the following experiments,*
and the results afford a good idea of the influence of elec-

tro-momentum in the magnetizing process. Having
previously discovered that soft iron could be magnetized
by electric currents, to a much higher degree than steel,

it seemed likely that soft steel would be rendered mag-
netic by a less electric force than would be required for

magnetizing hard steel. This being found to be the

case, needles of soft steel were employed in the experi-
ments now about to be offered to your notice.

In the axis of a spiral conducting wire I place a soft

steel needle, which is insulated from the wire by a co-

vering of silken thread. I now charge a Leyden jar,
and afterwards transmit its contents through the wire

constituting the spiral. On examining the enclosed

needle it is found to be polarized, in accordance with

the before-mentioned law of electro -magnetism.
I next place another needle within the helix, and in

another part of the circuit I place a strip of gold leaf

between two pieces of window glass. I charge the jar
to its previous degree of intensity, and again discharge
it through this new circuit ; the gold leaf is deflagrated,
has entirely disappeared, and the needle is magnetized.

I vary the arrangement by introducing a wet string
to the circuit ; and after placing a new soft needle in the

helix, and another strip of gold leaf to the circuit, I

again discharge the jar, charged as before, through this

new series of conductors. The gold leaf seems agitated,
but does not otherwise suffer, and the needle remains neu-

tral. These results would seem to imply that the elec-

tro-mechanical action, or electro-momentum, to a certain

extent at least, is essential to produce magnetic polarity
in steel bodies. But I will give another variation to

the experiments, by means of which this view will be

much supported.

A fall description of these enquiries appears in the " An-
nals of Electricity, &c." vol. viii.
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In these experiments I will introduce the gunpowder

exploding apparatus, Fig. 63, page 153. On the table

of this apparatus I place a small heap of loose gunpow-
der, and in another part of the circuit I place a strip of

gold leaf, and in another part I introduce the wire

helix, with its contained steel needle. In this case

the whole of the circuit is metal, with the exception of

the gunpowder and the plate of air between the ball of

the jars and the approaching ball of the discharging rod.

I discharge the jar and examine the results, and find

that both the gold leaf and gunpowder have disappeared ;

the former being deflagrated, and the latter blown off

the table without being ignited. The needle is highly

magnetic. Now, in this case the discharge was attended

by a considerable momentum.
I now vary the experiment by the mere introduction

of a wet string to the circuit, a new needle and a new

strip of gold leaf, and another portion of gunpowder re-

placing those previously operated on. On discharging
the jars through this new circuit the gunpowder ex-

plodes, but the gold leaf is not injured nor is the needle

magnetized. I think it will now appear pretty obvious

that the whole of the results attending this series of

experiments favour the idea that an electro-momentum
has an essential influence in the production of electro-

magnetic phenomena, at least of this peculiar class of

them. In our lectures on electro-magnetism, we shall

have other classes of phenomena to introduce, and shall

endeavour to illustrate the whole subject, both theo-

retically and practically, by a more extensive series of

experiments than has hitherto been embodied in any
course of lectures on this branch of physics. Electro-

chemistry also will receive the most ample experimental
illustration, when in our lectures we treat of it as a dis-

tinct branch of electricity.

I will now introduce an experiment in which heat is

produced without being accompanied by any chemical

change in the heated body. The apparatus we employ in

this experiment was invented by Mr. Kinnersley,
in the year 1760, and by that philosopher called an
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B

electrical air thermometer. It is repre-
F'g- 68 -

sented by Fig. 68. D F is a cylinder of

glass, an inch and half diameter, furnished

with a brass cap at each end. Into the

centre of the lower cap is screwed the

pedestal of brass which supports the rest

of the instrument, and a short brass stem,
surmounted by a brass ball, rises from

that cap inside the glass cylinder.

Directly over this ball is another, attached

to the inferior extremity of a brass wire,

which, by passing through a collar of

leather in the upper cap, can slide air

tight to and fro for the adjustment of its

lower ball to any required distance from

that beneath it. In another part of the

upper cap is screwed a brass ferrule, into

which is cemented a narrow glass tube

open at both ends, and reaching down-
wards to nearly the bottom of the cylinder,

and upwards to about six inches above the upper cap. To
this narrow tube is attached an ivory scale of inches,

tenths, &c. When this thermometer is used, coloured

water is to be placed in the cylinder till its surface

reaches nearly to the lowest ball
; the glass tube is then

screwed air tight into its place. Now blow gently

through this tube, in order to raise the water in it till it

reaches as high as the upper cap. This done, and the

metallic pedestal connected with the outside of a charged

jar, the discharging rod directs the charge to the upper
ball of the sliding wire, and a flash is seen between the

balls inside the cylinder. The contained air becomes

disturbed and heat developed ;
a subsequent expansion

of the air takes place, which by pressing on the surface

of the water causes a rise in the tube, sometimes to its

top, and even throws some out.

As a specimen of the electro-physiological class of

phenomena, no fact is better known than the electric

shock. But, as has already been shown, the shock

depends on an electro-momentum, and therefore the

sensation alone may probably be the effect of a sudden
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mechanical blow given to the system by the transit of

the electric fluid through the person who experiences it ;

and were the shock the only effect produced by an
electric discharge through the animal system, it would

scarcely be permitted an introduction to the list of

physiological phenomena. But when we find that such

discharges quicken the pulse, promote insensible pers-

piration and glandular secretions, slacken constipa-
ions and relieve the viscera, allay inflammations, re-

move pains, cure disease, exhiliarate the spirits, and
excite activity in the vital functions generally, we no

longer regard an electric discharge on the animal system
in the mere light of a mechanical power. Moreover,
since by an undue administration of electric discharges
on the animal body the most serious changes in the

system might occur, such as intense burning, decom-

position of the fluids, relaxation of the absorbent power,
dessication of muscular fibre, deafness, blindness, depriva-
tion of the senses, torpitude, and even death itself, with

prompt and immediate putrefaction, we at once recognize
an agency productive of the best defined physiological

phenomena. In fact, we have at once in electricity, an

agent of sanation or destruction, accordingly as it is

judiciously or injudiciously administered.

Fortunately, however, the predjudicial bear so small

a proportion to the sanatary effects, that the advantage
has been taken of electrical agency for the removal or

abatement of disease of almost every variety to which
the human body is incident : and in some cases with a

degree of success which has not attended any other

medical agent.

Electricity has been particularly successful in the re-

moval of rheumatic affections : relieving visceral consti-

pations ; promoting glandular secretions and tumurous

suppuration; allaying local inflammations, especially of

the eyes ; removing deafness, headache, and other local

affections; and, by exalting the action of the vital

organs, electricity has been beneficially applied in cases

of asthma, liver complaints and indigestion.
In the exhibition of electricity as a medical agent, it

is fortunate that the requisite apparatus are neither nu-

merous, complicated, nor expensive. A cylindrical ma-
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chine of about ten inches in diameter (see Fig. 23,

page 66), is that generally used for medical purposes ;

though the plate machine (see Fig. 24, page 72) is oc-

casionally, and with equal advantage, employed.
The other necessary apparatus are the Fig. 69.

electrical stool, Fig. 30, page 88, a Ley-
den jar, a pair of medical directors ;

Lane's discharging electrometer, and two

other pieces for applying to the eye and

and to the ear.

The medical directors are represented

by Fig. 69, and consist simply of glass

handles with a socket and wire joined to

each. Each wire terminates with a

ball which can be removed at pleasure
when the included point of the wire

is wanted. One of the wires is bent, the

other straight.
Lane's medical discharging electrometer is applicable

for regulating the power of either sparks from the prime

conductor, or shocks from the Leyden jar. As applied
to the prime conductor for Fig. 70.

regulating the uniformity of

sparks, it is represented by Fig.
70. It consists of a bent stick

of glass, a sliding wire with

ball at each end, and a brass
3

pin, which, by being placed in

a hole on the upper side of the

prime conductor, keeps it firm-

ly attached to it. The sliding wire passes through a brass

piece containing a spring tube, which keeps it steady
wherever placed, and by removing it to and fro in this

tube its inner ball can be placed at any required distance

from the prime conductor, and whilst stationary, at any
given distance, the sparks from the conductor to that

ball will be of uniform intensity. When the distance

between them is small, the sparks will be feeble, but will

increase in power as the distance is increased. A chain

or wire is attached to the outer part of the sliding wire,
for the purpose of conveying the fluid constituting the

sparks, to any required place.

< \
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For the purpose of conveying the

electric fluid to any particular part of

a patient, the chain or wire is to be

attached to one of the medical direc-

tors, and the other director, also fur-

nished with a wire, receives the fluid

from the patient's body, and conveys
it either to the ground, or to the nega-
tive side of the machine. Figures 71

and 72, will afford ample illustration

of the usual applications of the medical

director : the former to a limb, the leg, only, the lat-

ter to the whole system of the patient. Fig. 72.

In both cases we are to suppose the

patient insulated, by standing on the

electrical stool. Fig. 72 represents
the patient operating on himself, and

assisted by another person who applies
one of the directors to the foot. By
this application of the directors, the

electric fluid traverses the whole

system from the shoulder where the

patient applies one of the directors,

to the foot where the other director

is applied. The head, both arms,
and one leg, being out of the circuit,

are not affected.

It must not be supposed, however,
that the electric fluid traverses the body in a narrow

channel between the two balls. Every spark produces
an electric wave in the system, F

. ^
which extends laterally, more
or less according to the power
of the sparks.

Fig. 73 is a representation of

Lane's discharging electrometer,

as applied to a Leyden jar. In

this application, the electrometer

is inverted. When the ball of

the jar is connected with the

prime conductor, by means of a

copper wire, the jar receives a
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charge, which, at a certain degree of intensity, sufficient

to overcome the resistance of the air between the two

balls, discharges itself spontaneously through the interval,

and through the wire connecting the electrometer with

the outside of the jar.

If now, instead of having a short continuous conduct-

ing wire, as in the figure, to convey the charge to the

outside of the jar, that wire were to be cut open, and
its ends connected with the directors, one to each, and

the balls of the dischargers applied to a limb or to any

part of the body, as in Figs. 71 and 72, the force of

each discharge would be experienced between the balls,

as in the case of sparks from the prime conductor, only
the sensation would be more severe. By this means,

however, the shocks may be reduced to any required

degree of intensity, by lessening the distance between

the ball of the jar and that of the electroscope, which
affords a more convenient method of administering elec-

tric sparks or shocks than any other instrument known.
The delicacy of the eye requiring every precaution

against injury, almost prohibits the administration of

either shocks or sparks to that organ. Its usual treat-

ment by electricity is by the aura proceeding from a

wooden point, which renders the electric stream softer

than when flowing from a metallic point.
The instrument for throw-

ing the electric aura on to

the eye is represented by No.

1
, Fig. 74. The wooden point

is screwed on to one end of a

brass wire, which is enclosed

in the axis of funnel-shaped

glass tube, with an oval open-

ing at the wide end for adapt-

ing it to the affected eye.
The wire slides to and fro in

a collar, at the smaller end

of the glass tube, and has a

hook at its exterior extremity for connection by a wire

or a chain with the prime conductor. The operator

holds the instrument by the glass, and is thus insulated

from the wire and wooden point. He places the wide end
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over the eye, and the wooden point being adjusted to the

proper distance, the machine is put into motion, and the

aura issues from the point as represented by the figure.
In applying electricity to the ear, sometimes sparks

and at others the aura answer best, but in no case

should shocks from a jar be administered to any part of

the head, for fear of injuring the brain. The bent medi-
cal director, Fig. 69, with its ball, is well adapted for

transmitting sparks to the interior of the external ear :

and by removing the ball and replacing it by a wooden

point, as represented by No. 2, Fig. 74, the aura can be

exhibited to that organ.
In applying electricity to the body, no violent shocks

should on any account be administered ; they never do

good, and may be productive of serious evil. The per-
foration of paper, shown in previous experiments, would
indicate to the physician the probability of injury to de-

licate tissues, and we are not without instances of blood-

vessels being ruptured ; therefore, in all cases of the

head and body the greatest caution is required.
Pains in the limbs frequently require more formidable

electric shocks for their removal, though in many cases

powerful sparks have a better effect. The process is some-
times tedious, requiring a daily application for several

weeks, but more frequently the cure is performed in a much
less time. In some cases the pain disappears the first day.
To small animals a powerful discharge is almost

sure to be fatal, especially if directed through the head.

A pigeon for instance, is killed by a discharge from a large

jar, and small fishes may be killed by transmitting a dis-

charge through the water in which they are swimming.
If, for instance, small smelts, or whiting, were placed
in a basin of water, and Fig. 75.

a discharge transmitted

from alargejar through
the water, by an ar-

rangement such as is

represented by Fig.

75, the fish would ex-

perience a shock that

would immediately de-

prive them of life.
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If, instead of small fishes, we were to place a frog in

the basin of water, a discharge through the water would

kill the animal. It is difficult, however, to kill a wet

frog when placed on

a table, but he is

easily killed by sus-

pending him in the

circuit in the man-
ner represented by
Fig. 76.

It is not only dur-

ing life that the

animal system is

affected by electri-

city, but long after the functions of life have ceased to

be in operation some of the most remarkable phenomena
have been displayed, even life restored, by the stimu-

lating agency of electricity. The electro-physiological

phenomena exhibited by dead animals will be extensively
illustrated in our lectures on galvanism.

LECTURE XI.

IN pursuing electrical enquiries from the productions
of the machine to those of nature, we find every principle
that is exhibited from the one source, corresponds with

those displayed from the other : from the simple attrac-

tions and repulsions, to the most magnificent phenomena
producible by electric action. The air surrounding this

globe of earth being intermixed with the electric fluid

as decidedly as the materials of the earth itself are

charged with that subtle agent, it is reasonable to sup-

pose that electro-fluctuations take place in the atmosphere
as well as in the earth, by every change of temperature,

hydrometric condition, &c., to which it is exposed ; and
as these changes are frequent, rapid, and occasionally

great, they are attended by corresponding sudden and

great changes in the electric condition of the aeriel shell.

It is a remarkable fact that, in a still, cloudless atmos-

phere, the electric condition of it, as high as has been

explored, is that of a gradually increasing charge, from
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the earth's surface upwards ;
and as this is uniformly

the case, under these circumstances it becomes an estab-

lished fact in atmospheric electricity, which may be

conveniently employed as a standard or normal condi-

tion in studies of this subject.
The ratio of electric increase with increasing atmos-

pheric altitudes having never yet been determined, we
are not in possession of any definite law

;
and as different

results have been obtained by different observers, under

circumstances apparently similar, the data hitherto

collected are too uncertain, and too scanty, to form any
basis whereon mathematical assistance could be available

in the establishment of a correct law on this interest-

ing topic. Notwithstanding, however, the want of precise
theoretical laws on the electro-distribution in the atmos-

phere, being an acknowledged fact, the desideratum is

pleasingly, though partially supplied to the observer, by
the unfading picture which is formed in his mind, of

the certain increase of electric agency at increasing alti-

tudes from the earth's surface : every succeeding stratum

being electro-positive to every stratum beneath it, and
the whole atmosphere electro-positive to the globe which
it surrounds.

The easiest and surest mode of ascertaining the dif-

ferent electric conditions of the atmosphere at different

altitudes, is by means of a series of kites, with a wire

strand in each string.

The kites, which ought to be four or five in number,
are to be floated at the same, and with different lengths
of string, from a hundred to a thousand or more yards.

Let, for instance, the lowest of a series of five kites have

only one hundred yards of string, and the highest one

thousand yards. Under favourable circumstances the

former will attain about seventy yards, and the latter be-

tween eight and nine hundred yards of altitude
; and the

intervening three kites will float at different altitudes

between these two extreme ones of the series. If now
we place the ball of a Leyden jar to the insulated string
of the lowest kite, it will become charged to a low in-

tensity in a certain period of time, and by applying the

ball of the jar to an electroscope, and testing the charac-
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ter of the electric action, either by sealing wax or by
glass, in the usual way, we find that it is positive.
The same operations are to be proceeded with at the

other kite strings, and it will be found that the whole of

them display positive electric action, with an increase

of intensity in the charge of the jar, from the first

to the highermost kite in the series. We next proceed
to ascertain the relative differences of the electric actions

of the kite strings, by bringing two of them at a time in

their insulated state, close to each other, and we observe

a spark pass between them. After satisfying our-

selves by these means that, although the whole series

are positive to the ground, they are positive and nega-
tive with respect to each other, we next insulate a jar,
and by connecting one kite string with its exterior sur-

face, and another with its interior one, the jar becomes

charged, and in such a manner, that the highest or

longest string of a pair invariably communicates the

positive charge to the glass, whether it be the inside or

outside of it with which it is in contact.

There are, however, frequent cases, whilst experi-

menting with kites, in which that with the longest string
will not be the highest ; under such circumstances the

intensity of the charge of such string is not so great as

that of a shorter one, whose upper end is much higher ;

although the quantity obtained by a discharge from the

former is occasionally somewhat greater than that dis-

charged by the latter. Now, since there is a general
law in electricity by which we are enabled to understand

that the fluid cannot be transmitted from one body to

another, unless the former be positive to the latter, it be-

comes obvious that the exploring wires in the kite string

must have been negatively electrical to the atmosphere,

prior to their receiving their respective charges from it,

and as those electric charges were not communicated to

the wires prior to their ascent, it is obvious, also, that

they were received from those portions of air through
which they ascended, and eventually from those regions
which were invaded by their highest points. Since also

the electric charges are found to be the highest from

the highest altitudes, the electric pressure is also greater in
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those places : hence the exploring wires become electro-

polar, having their lower and upper parts positive and

negative respectively ;
and since the circumambient

pressure at the lower ends of the wires is uniform, the

electric state which each wire displays will depend on

the electric state of the air surrounding its highest point ;

and consequently, the relative electric actions exhibited

by the lower ends of the kite strings are true represen-
tatives of the relative electric conditions of those strata

of air in which the kites are floating.

The same fact may be proved by the opposite process.

If, for instance, from a balloon at a great altitude, several

insulated wires of different lengths were to be let down

by weighting their lower extremities, each wire would
be found negatively electrical with respect to the bal-

loon itself, and consequently with respect to its con-

tents and the surrounding air. The shortest wire,

in this case, would be the least electrical, and the

longest one the most electrical in the series
;

and

every one in the series would be negatively electri-

cal as some function of its length, no two of them

being alike
; hence, if the longest wire touched the

ground, it would be negative to the whole of the re-

maining part of the series. By this process, as decidedly
as by that with the kites, the wires would become elec-

tro-polar ;
and because the lower extremities of all the

wires would be subjected to a less degree of electric

pressure than that investing their upper extremities ;

the lower pole of each wire would be electro-positive.
The polar action, however, would be of different degrees
of intensity, and consequently, the lower ends of the

wires would relatively display different electric states,

being positive and negative throughout the series. The
lowermost wire, if insulated from the ground, being

positive, and the uppermost one negative to all the rest.

Hence we understand, that it is a matter of no conse-

quence whether the wires proceed from one common
station downwards, or from one common station up-
wards, they will in either case be relatively positive
and negative, accordingly with their respective lengths,
when in a vertical position.
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Again, since the different degrees of polarity, or dif-

ferent electric states of the extremities of the wires,

depend upon different degrees of electric pressure at the

upper and lower stations, it is obvious that if the pres-
sure was equal from one end of the wire to the other,
no electro-polarity could possibly take place. Moreover,
since no electric discharge can possibly happen inde-

pendently of polarity, we learn the reason why balloons

have passed with impunity through dense clouds highly

charged with the electric matter not experiencing even
the slightest indication of electric action, excepting,

perhaps, the unpleasant sensation which the aeronaut

might experience from the great circumambient elec-

tric pressure.
I have already informed you, that the quantity of

electric matter in bodies generally is almost continually

varying, from the ever-varying surrounding electric

pressure ; and that different bodies have different degrees
of susceptibility for the reception of the electric fluid.

Therefore it will be easy to conceive that any insulated bo-

dy ofgreat dimensions, would receive a greater quantity of

the electric fluid than a small one of the same kind when
both were under the same degree of pressure. Hence
it is that a long insulated copper wire stretched hori-

zontally at the height of a few yards from the ground,
will, occasionally, even when no cloud is present, receive a

considerable charge from the surrounding air ; suffi-

cient, indeed, to communicate powerful shocks, although
a very short piece of the same wire would never receive

an appreciable charge under any circumstance of sur-

rounding pressure in a cloudless sky. But it must be

observed, that such a wire being surrounded by an

equable electric pressure, cannot possibly become elec-

tro-polar, and consequently, could not dispose of any of

its charge to a vicinal insulated wire of the same kind,

whether the lengths were equal or unequal ; unless,

indeed, the latter had not been exposed to the same

pressure for a sufficient period of time to receive all

the fluid due to its susceptibility of being charged with,
from that pressure.

Now, although no wire could dispose of any part of

such a natural charge of the electric fluid to another of
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the same kind and similarly situated, the distribution of

its fluid would suffer a change by certain approaches of

the other wire. If, for instance, the two wires approached
one another longitudinally until they came close together,
and laid side by side from one end to the other, under

these circumstances, the fluid previously occupying those

parts of the two surfaces, which forms the plane of con-

tact of the wires, would become displaced by mutual

repulsion ;
and after a moment's disturbance of the whole

of the fluid in both wires, a new distribution and electro-

equilibrium would be established.

With respect to the approach of insulated matter of

other kinds, to that constituting the insulated wire,

it is obvious that electrical phenomena would be dis-

played in consequence of a difference of electric pres-
sures which the bodies would exercise on each other

as the surfaces approach. If the approaching body
were uninsulated, a polarization would take place,
whatever were the character of that body, because

the electric pressure on the wire would be lessened

at, and about the point approached. It would there

exhibit a positive pole, and if the body approached were

near enough, a discharge from the wire would take place ;

the force of which would be proportional to the extent

of the wire and the electric pressure of the surrounding
aerial medium at that time

;
and as that pressure is con-

tinually varying, the charge in the wire will vary also.

Therefore the same wire cannot be charged to the same
extent at all times, which is a fact well ascertained by
several electricians of the highest repute. From the

whole of these circumstances, a long insulated wire

appears to be well adapted for an important part of an

electro-phorascope, which would indicate the changes of

electric pressure in the lower strata of the atmosphere,
under a cloudless sky ;

and as such a wire would always

represent the electrical state of that stratum of air in

which it was suspended, it would also form an important

part of an electro-metaboliascope, which would indicate

those changes from plus to minus, and vice versa, of the

air with respect to the earth, which occasionally take

place by the approach, transit, and departure of clouds.
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Mr. Stephen Grey, a Charter-house pensioner, who
discovered the difference between conductors and non-

conductors, and other capital facts, appears also to have
been the first electrician who entertained the notion of

an identity between electricity and lightning. In the

concluding paragraph of one of Mr. Grey's papers,

printed in the Transactions of the Royal Society, the

author says, whilst contemplating the results of the

experiments he had been describing in the same paper,"
By these experiments we see, that an actual flame of

fire, with an explosion, and an ebullition of cold water,

may be produced by communicative electricity (commu-
nicated to a metallic rod, an iron ball, and other bodies,
on which he had been experimenting): and though these

effects are at present but in minimus, it is probable that

in time there may be found out a method to collect a

greater quantity of it, and consequently to increase the

force of this electric fire, which, by several of these

experiments seems to be of the same nature with that

of thunder and lightning."
These predictions, which were printed in the Tran-

sactions for the year 1735, ten years prior to the disco-

very of the Leyden jar, and about seventeen years before

the first successful experiments on atmospheric electricity,

were wonderfully verified in these two memorable events.

After the wonderful powers of the Leyden jar had

become generally known, there can be no wonder of the

identity of electricity and lightning being suspected by
those electricians who paid close attention to the character

of the phenomena ;
indeed it soon became a prevalent

opinion : but it is certainly to Dr. Franklin that the

honour is due, of earnestly calling the attention of

philosophers to this topic by his admirable observations

on the analogies which the effects of lightning and elec-

tricity present, and also of placing before them a plan

by which a satisfactory experiment might be made. Dr.

Franklin's plan of experimenting bears date 1749, and

the following description of it is in his own words :

" To determine the question whether the clouds that

contain lightning are electrified or not, I would propose
an experiment to be tried where it may be done conve-
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niently. On the top of some high Fig. 77.

tower or steeple place a kind of sentry-

box, as in Fig. 77, big enough to con-

tain a man and an electrical stand.

From the middle of the stand let an

iron rod rise, and pass bending out of

the door, and then upright twenty or

thirty feet, pointed very sharp at the

end. If the electrical stand be kept
clean and dry, a man standing on it

when such clouds are passing low, might be electrified

and afford sparks, the rod drawing fire to him from the

cloud. If any danger to the man should be apprehend-
ed (though I think there would be none) let him stand

on the floor of his box, and now and then bring near to

the rod the loop of a wire that has one end fastened to

the leads, he holding it by a wax handle : so the sparks,
if the rod is electrified, will strike from the rod to the

wire, and not affect him."

The plan for this grand experiment being made

generally known throughout Europe and America, many
philosophers of both countries made preparations for

carrying it into execution. The French were the first

in the field on this memorable occasion, and M. Dali-

bard's apparatus, erected at Marley-la-Ville, had the

honour of being the first that was visited by the
"
ethereal

fire," though that philosopher himself, in consequence
of an absence from home at the time, was deprived of

the glory of being the first beholder of it, the enviable

good fortune falling to the lot of his servant, Coiffier,

who was left in charge of the apparatus.
Dalibard's apparatus was similar to that proposed by

Franklin, which, however, was not placed on a steeple,

but on some high ground. It consisted of an iron rod

forty feet long, the lower end of which was brought into

a sentry-box, where the rain could not come. On the

outside the rod was fastened, by silken cords, to three

stout wooden posts firmly fixed in the ground. On
Wednesday, the 10th of May, 1752, between two and

and three o'clock in the afternoon, Coiffier saw the first

electric spark drawn from the atmosphere ever witnessed
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by man. He heard a clap of thunder at some distance,
and on applying a small Leyden bottle to the iron rod,
electric sparks were obtained, and the great question
set at rest about one month earlier than Franklin him-
self had an opportunity of making a satisfactory experi-

ment, which he did by means of an elevated kite in June
of the same year, and without having any information of

what had been done in France.

Franklin's kite was simply a silk handkerchief stretched

diagonally by two sticks, with the usual loop, tail, and

hempen string, which was insulated by means of a silken

cord at the lower end.

The first indication of electric action observed were
the repulsions among the fibres of the string, which stood

erect and avoided one another as if attached to the prime
conductor of a machine. Shortly after these appear-
ances, Franklin obtained sparks from a key which he had

hung at the lower end of the hempen string. A dense

cloud was passing over the kite at the time, and in conse-

quence of some rain which fell and wet the kite string, and
thus made it a better conductor, the electric fluid was

copiously exhibited in various ways. From the time that

Franklin's kite experiments became known to the present,
an electric kite has been consider as an indispensable

apparatus for explorations of the atmosphere.
The electric kites that I employ differ little from that

first used by Franklin, excepting in the manner of apply-

ing the string, the tail, and in making them portable
and convenient for carriage.

I provide a square of Fig. 78.

sarsenet, and a pair of

stretchers made of light

wood, and well varnished

for protection against the

wet. These stretchers are

coupled together by means
of a pin which passes

through the centre ofboth,
and on which, as a pivot, they can turn and be set to the

proper angle for stretching the silk, or they can be brought
close and parallel together. One extremity of each
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stretcher is fastened permanently to the two upper corners

of the silk, and each of the other extremities is furnished

with a projecting wire loop or staple, which passes through
an eye-hole in the lower corner of the silk, the end of

the stretcher itself forming a shoulder, which prevents
its passing through also. By these means the silk can

be stretched or furled at pleasure. The tail consists of

several lengths of calico ribands, linked end to end by
means of hooks and eyes, its upper end being attached

to the middle of a tape, which by means of a hook at

each end, can be attached or detached to or from the

lower corners of the kite at pleasure.
In order to relieve the stretchers as much as possible

from strain by the wind's force, the surface of the silk is

divided into two equal areas, a central area, and a mar-

ginal area, so that the strain on the central and outer

parts of the stretchers, shall nearly balance one another.

This is accomplished by means of four braces, two to

each stretcher, and attached at a proper distance from
their extremities, to insure the square area within the

four points to which the braces are attached, to be equal
to the marginal area without. The braces, after passing

through small holes in the silk, have their other ex-

tremities united in a brass ring, and to this ring the kite-

string, containing a wire strand, is attached by means
of a hook. By this arrangement the wind blows the

silk against the stretchers with but little chance of

breaking them : and the four braces keep the kite much
steadier than by the usual single loop. Fig. 18 is a re-

presentation of this kite whilst floating. There are

some other peculiarities belonging to this kite, but they
are hardly worth describing, excepting, perhaps, the

advantage of having the tail in several pieces, which is

found convenient to give the proper trim for various

forces of the wind.

The complete stock of my atmospheric electrical ap-

paratus, in addition to five silken kites with their wired

strings, consists of a reservoir, a Leyden bottle with its

discharger, a compass-needle, a soft steel needle enclosed

in a spiral wire, and a delicate pith ball electroscope :

which, with the exception of the reservoir, are suffi-

ciently portable to be put in the pocket.
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The reservoir consists of a hollow tin cylinder, mount-
ed on a stout glass pillar, as re- Fig. 79.

presented by Fig. 79. The up-

per end of the tin cylinder is open
for the purpose of lodging in it

that part of the string not taken

up by the kite, and in order to

keep the strain of the string from

pulling down the reservoir, the

latter is anchored by silken cables,

which keep it steady ;
the string,

also, has a silken cord termi-

nation, which reaches over the

mouth of the prime conductor,
and has its other end anchored in

the ground. To the lower part of the reservoir is screwed

a Lane's discharger, with a wire for occasional con-

nexions.

The coated bottle is enclosed in a cylindrical brass

case, to protect it from breaking. Fig. 80.

When the cover is taken off the

body of the case, the neck of the

bottle, with its brass ball, is ex-

posed. A small discharging rod,

with one metal branch and a short

ivory handle, is attached to one

end of a copper wire, the other end

being connected with the brass

case, and consequently with the

outer coating of the jar. Within

the lid of the cylindrical case is the

compass card and its magnetic nee-

dle, which being covered with glass,

in the usual way of fitting up small

compass boxes, is protected from injury, and when re-

moved from the case is placed horizontally on the ground,
and the needle takes its proper position. The jar, with
its neck and ball exposed, and the discharger applied as

in the act of discharging the bottle through the spiral

wire, is represented by Fig. 80. The lid of the case in

the capacity of a compass-box is seen below the jar.
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When the kite is about to be used on a fine cloudless

day, for the mere purpose of ascertaining the character

of the electricity of the air at a considerable altitude, it

may be let fly from the hand in the usual \vay, by pay-

ing out the string as fast as it can be taken up. When
sufficiently high, a single hitch is taken round the reel,

or stick, if wound on one, to prevent more string leaving
it. The silken cord is now fastened to the kite-string,

and the other end anchored in the ground. In cases of

this kind there is no need of the reservoir. When the

kite has been anchored a few minutes, the knuckle may
be presented to the string, and probably a spark will be

experienced. The bottle is now to be charged by applying
its ball to the string, and afterwards discharged by the

proper apparatus. If the charge appears high, the

spiral with its enclosed needle is to be placed in the

circuit as shown in Fig. 80, and a few discharges sent

through it. These will magnetize the needle : which,
when presented to either pole of the compass needle in

the box, will display the character of the pole presented,
and this polarity of the magnetized needle will indicate

the direction of the electric current through the spiral

wire, according to the law of electro-magnetism already

explained. If the current traversed the spiral wire from
the inside to the outside of the bottle, its inside was

electro-positive ; and consequently the string was electro-

positive, and also the air was in the same state with

reference to the ground. This is the usual electric state

of the atmosphere, when perfectly clear and no appearance
of cloud. Such an atmosphere, however, though con-

stantly positive with reference to the ground, is much
more powerfully so on some occasions than on others.

I have usually found it most powerful during the

sharp cold north east winds in March and the beginning
of April.

With about half a mile of string out, during a smart

breeze from the north-east, I have had a series of sparks
too rapid to be counted through a plate of air between
the reservoir and the ball of the discharger, Fig. 78, of
an inch and a half in thickness. This circumstance

occurred at the Military College at Addiscombe, in

March, 1824.
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During the afternoon of the same day I attached the

lower end of the kite-string to the back-band of another

kite, and by this means got up about another quarter of

a mile of string. The upper kite now floated very high,
and being of a light blue colour, nearly corresponding
with the colour of the sky, required a good search of the

eye to find it. When the lower string was anchored
the shocks which it delivered to those who approached it

were exceedingly severe. About fifty of the gentlemen
cadets received shocks from the string, but not more than

two or three of them could be prevailed upon to approach
the string a second time. I experienced one of these

shocks myself, and the blow was tremendous and general

throughout the whole system, but most severe in the

arm that received the discharge, the chest, thighs, and
shin-bones. I next brought out a large Leyden jar
of the capacity of three gallons, and applied its ball to

the discharger of the reservoir. The charge of the jar
was rapidly accomplished, with such an intensity as to

occasion spontaneous discharges over the top. Under
these favourable circumstances I made a great number of

experiments. Apiece of ordnance was several times fired

by discharges from the jar, and twice by sparks from the

string ;
all the sewing needles that could be mustered

were magnetized ; copper and silver were revived from
their solutions, and water was operated on, but only

very slightly decomposed.*
I will just mention in this place, once for all, that I

have occasionally found it necessary to elevate the upper
end of the string by the assistance of three kites in series,

in order to get even a trifling charge of my small expe-

rimenting jar, Fig. 80.

If the kite experiments be intended to ascertain the

electric state of the atmosphere at different altitudes,

then it will be necessary to have four or more kites ele-

vated with different lengths of string, in order that they

may float at different altitudes. Experiments for this

* This series ofexperiments have been regularly alluded to in

iny lectures, but never before recorded ;
nor do I know of any

similar series of experiments recorded by any other person.
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purpose can never give satisfactory results only under a

cloudless sky, and then in all cases, as I have before

stated, it will be found that the atmosphere is more and
more electrical as the strata explored are more elevated.

In hot sultry weather, and especially when hazy, the

atmosphere is highly charged with the electric fluid at a

very low altitude. I have on some occasions found the

shocks from the kite-string quite insupportable when the

kite was not higher than a church steeple, and this too

when the string was not insulated. Under these cir-

cumstances it is impossible to let out much string in the

usual way, by paying it through the hand.

When the electric shocks are thus powerful from low

altitudes, and it is desirable to get the kite higher, the

best method is to bring down the kite, and when down
stretch out on the ground the whole length of string
intended to go up, with the kite attached at one end and
the insulation perfect at the other ;

also the spare string
in the reservoir and the ball of the discharging piece

adjusted to a moderate distance, about an inch and a half

from it, with its wire stuck in the ground. Thus pre-

pared the kite will ascend from the hand, and when
elevated a while, the apparatus at anchor may be observed.

If sparks be seen between the reservoir and the discharg-

ing ball the power is great, too great indeed for the

operator to approach the string. If no sparks be seen

the ball may be pushed a little closer until they appear,

which, under the circumstances mentioned, are likely to

be copiously produced. In some instances during these

hot hazy days, I have seen the sparks strike through more
than two inches in rapid succession for more than an
hour continuously. It is easy to charge a jar on such

occasions, and by magnetizing a needle to ascertain the

electric state of the haze, which I have always found to

be positive.

During the summer season it is always difficult, if not

dangerous, to elevate the kite when clouds are about,
without the precaution of first stretching the string on
the ground and making the other preparations already
named : for want of such precaution I have frequently

experienced severe blows whilst paying out the string.
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When there is any appearance of lightning, even though
not near, the string must never be let pass through the

the hand whilst elevating the kite. Flashes of lightning

invariably produce electric waves in the air to a great
distance on every side, and these waves produce tre-

mendous discharges through the medium of the kite-

string when it happens to be in their way, and might
injure or even kill the operator were he close to the ap-
paratus at the time.

Floating clouds also, when no lightning is present,
are invariably productive of electric waves, when they
are highly charged. I have had a good deal of ex-

perience amongst electric waves thus produced, and

occasionally have permitted others to experience their

effects.* I have frequently been much annoyed by
powerful shocks from waves whilst taking in the kite-

string. On one occasion I was struck a violent blow by
a discharge which passed over about two yards of silk

ribbon, though the kite-string was uninsulated at the time,

being tied to a tree. The cloud producing the wave
was thin and of small dimensions, and not within a

quarter of a mile of the kite.

To give an idea of the manner in which electrical

waves are formed, and of their influence on bodies

amongst which they flow, it will be necessary to call to

your recollection the illustrations already given on the

subject of electro-polarization. You are already aware

that an already charged body has the power of disturb-

ing the natural electric equilibrium of those bodies

which are placed within its sphere of influence ; and
that an electro-positive body repels the fluid from the

vicinal part of the body on which it acts, and thus ren-

*
Sergeant Rudd of the Royal Artillery, if still alive, remem-

bers well the effect of an electric wave. Having presented his

hand to the kite-string several times without experiencing even
a spark, in the Artillery Barrack grounds at Woolwich, he

began to -laugh at the idea of electric shocks from the air.

Shortly, however, I spied a cloud making its appearance be-

hind the Repository, and on its approach asked the sergeant
to try again. He did so, but before he got his hand near to

the string a discharge struck it, and sent the sceptic reeling,
to the great amusement of his brother nou-commissioued officers

who were present.
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ders it negative ;
and the body itself, taken as a whole,

becomes electro-polar whether insulated or not.

You may now suppose the polarizing body to be an

insulated sphere Fig. 81.

as represented by
p, Fig. 81, and
that the nearest 1"

body is a brass

cylinder, and be-

yond the cylin-
der another me-
tallic sphere N,
is placed all insu-

lated. Now, ac-

cordingly with the doctrine of electro-polarization, the

electro-positive sphere P polarizes the cylinder, render-

ing the vicinal end negative and the remote end positive.
The cylinder now becomes a polarizing body, as de-

cidedly as the original electrical sphere p, and in its

turn polarizes the sphere N, by repelling its fluid to the

remote side.

In all cases of electro-polarization there is a polar

axis, which is a line joining those two opposite points
of the polar body on which the electric action is exerted

to the highest degree. These points are in fact, the

real poles of the body. The polar axis of a sphere

passes through its centre, and consequently is coincident

with a diameter. When the three bodies represented by
Fig. 81, have their centres in the same right line, the

polarizing axis of the system passes through the centres

of all the bodies, as represented by the dotted line.

Now, in order to produce electric waves in the cylin-
der and the sphere N, we have only to move the polariz-

ing sphere p to and fro, in, or nearly in the axis of

polarization represented in the dotted line. Let us

suppose, for instance, that the sphere p is first placed
too remote from the cylinder to disturb its natural

equilibrium : under these circumstances, both the cylin-
der and the sphere N will be neutral. Now advance the

sphere p gradually towards one end of the cylinder :

a corresponding departure of the fluid takes place from
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the vicinal to the remote parts of the latter, and the

gradual accumulation at the remote end produces a

corresponding and simultaneous movement of the fluid

belonging to the sphere N. In each body, therefore,
there is an electric wave during the advance of the dis-

turbing body P. Now withdraw the sphere P : the

fluid in both the cylinder and the sphere N now flows

back again, and the electric waves in those bodies are

in the reverse order to the former. It will now be

quite obvious, that were the sphere p moved to and fro

amongst a promiscuous group of bodies, that electric

waves would be produced in the group, corresponding
with the motions of the disturbing electrized sphere.

Hitherto we have considered the bodies to be insu-

lated, and their centres all in the same right line ; but

we have seen in a former lecture, that if the sphere N
were uninsulated, the polarization would take place with

greater facility and to a greater extent ;
and if instead

of moving the polarizing sphere p in a line with the

centres of the other two bodies, the axis of polarization,
and consequently the poles of those bodies, would
be very differently situated. If the polarizing body
p were to move past or over those other two bodies,

the axis of polarization would be continually chang-

ing its position. Such also, would be the case were
the sphere p to move over an uninsulated mass
of any conducting matter whatever, as is the case

in nature ; for when a highly electrized cloud is float-

ing over a tract of country, it polarizes the land as

it passes over it, and produces electric waves within the

surface when of good conducting quality, both in the

direction of its path and laterally, on both hands, as

decidedly as a vessel under sail produces waves on the

surface of water otherwise perfectly at rest.

But it has already been shown that in the electro-

polarization of conducting bodies, the intervening plates

of air are also polarized, and consequently highly

charged clouds polarize the atmospheric air all around

them, repelling the electric fluid to a great distance,

and leaving a vicinal negative space on every side. Now
imagine the cloud to move on, the air around its path
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successively yielding to its polarizing influence, suffers

its natural share of electric fluid to flow to remoter parts,
and the advancing cloud, thus endowed with power,
enforces an atmospherical electric tide, in correspondence
with its progress through the air. It is this primary
tide-wave in the air, that polarizes the ground, and

produces a corresponding electric wave over the tract of

country above which the cloud floats.

When an electric cloud is driven by the wind towards

a high piece of ground whose substance is a bad con-

ductor, that substance resists the electric wave, and will

not suffer the fluid from the air to transpierce it : an accu-

mulation then takes place on the face of the hill, which be-

comes charged, in the manner of charged non-conducting
solids generally. The consequence is a reaction against
the cloud, upon the principle of electric repulsion. The
cloud being now under the influence of two forces, the

wind and the electric repulsion, will have its speed

retarded, if not arrested altogether. Its future path will

depend on the relative power of the two forces, and on

the direction lines in which they are exerted. Chatham

Lines, which is a portion of the great chalk formation,
is remarkable for giving new directions of motion to

approaching electric clouds. Shooter's Hill, also, I

have known to give electric clouds very different direc-

tions to those previously pursued from the force of the

wind alone. It is far from being an uncommon circum-

stance to see electric clouds floating in opposition to a

light wind
;
and very frequently indeed, their motions

are oblique to it.

Now, since electric clouds travel with the greatest

facility over a country which offers the least resistance

to the grand electric tide wave, there can be no wonder
at their greater tendency to pass over wet land, rivers,

&c., than over dry land, which is a worse conductor,

especially when such land is high. When clouds are de-

flected from the wind's direction, they are certain to be

guided by the conducting character of the country below.

With respect to Chatham Lines and Shooter's Hill, I

have had frequent opportunities of observing clouds de-

flected by them to the respective neighbouring rivers,
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the Medway and the Thames. From these facts there

seems to be a possibility, at least, of forming an idea of the

character of the geological strata by observing the motions

of thunder clouds and others highly charged with elec-

tricity.

That flashes of lightning produce electric waves on

every side, may easily be understood by considering
what would happen to the cylinder, Fig. 81, were the

sphere p to be suddenly charged and only for a moment.
A sudden and momentary polarization would be the con-

sequence, by an electric wave from the vicinal to the

remote end of the cylinder, which would immediately
retire again on the exit of the disturbing force from the

sphere p. Electric waves produced by flashes of light-

ning, are necessarily rapid, and only of momentary
existence, whilst those produced by clouds are slow

and of long continuance. Both classes of electric waves

may be illustrated by the following experiments.
Place three or four gold leaf electroscopes in a row,

at some distance from one another on the table, then

take hold of the coating of a highly charged Leyden jar,
and pass its ball slowly over the electroscopes : the

wave thus produced in the air causes their leaves to

diverge as this artificial cloud passes over them in suc-

cession. If, instead of the usual ball of the Leyden jar, a

large well-polished ball were attached to it by a long metal

stem, the effect on the electroscopes would indicate the

power of this class of waves in a very beautiful manner.
To illustrate electric waves produced by lightning, I

place a gold leaf electroscope at a considerable distance

from the prime conductor of the machine, and, before

the latter becomes electrized, I hold a large brass ball

against it. Now turn the machine : nothing happens to

the electroscope, but the moment I remove the ball it

receives a spark ;
in fact, a miniature flash of lightning ;

and the gold leaves of the electroscope are thrown open,

indicating the influence of the momentary wave. Jn

neither case is there left any trace of electric ac-

tion in the electroscopes. But if each electroscope
were to be furnished with a pointed wire, projecting

upwards, the whole would remain electrical : the series

R
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of electroscopes over which the electric ball passed
would show that tall rods pointing into the air receive

electric fluid whilst an electric cloud passes over them ;

and the electroscope charged by the wave from a spark
is a good illustration of the electrization of tall pointed
rods by a wave from a flash of lightning.

Although I have employed the ball of a Leyden jar
in these experiments, I am far from supposing that a

charged jar is a just resemblance of an electric cloud ;

nor do I entertain the idea that the air becomes charged
in the manner that coated glass is charged. Tn my
opinion, there is not at the present day a more palpable,

certainly not a more popular error, amongst writers on

electricity, than that of supposing the air to be charged
like glass. About the year 1755, an experiment
was established by ^Epinus and Wilche, at Berlin,
which was supposed to show the identity of charged
glass and charged plates of air

;
and although the ap-

paratus was neither more nor less than a condenser

on a large scale, the identity was supposed to be proved
by means of it

;
and from that time to the present

the same opinion has prevailed, even amongst the most
famous of electricians. This Berlinean experiment is,

however, exceedingly interesting, from its affording a

better exemplification of lightning than any other. The

apparatus for this experiment consists merely of two cir-

cular boards, of four or more feet dia-
Fig.

meter, both of which are covered with

tinfoil. When used one of the boards

is suspended by three silken cords to

the ceiling, and connected by a wire

with the prime conductor. The other

is placed, uninsulated, directly beneath

the former, their planes being parallel
to each other. Fig. 82 will represent
their relative situations. When the

machine is put into motion the upper
board necessarily becomes electro-posi-
tive ; and upon the principles of polari-

zation, the lower board becomes elec-

tro-negative : and the apparatus is now
in the capacity of a condenser. If
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the action of the machine be now arrested for a moment no

charge is to be found in the intervening plate of air, nor

any spark discoverable from the charged board, beyond
such as is usually found at the prime conductor after the

machine has ceased working : but coated glass would
have retained the charge discoverable by these means ! ! !

If now, we place a well polished metallic hemisphere
on the middle of the lower board, a series of sparks will

strike it from the upper one
;
and when the distance is

such that the sparks are not frequent, each spark is

highly imitative of a flash of lightning, and the noise,

though feeble, is the thunder accompanying the minia-

ture flash
; for lightning is an electric discharge in the

atmosphere, sometimes between a cloud and the earth,

but more frequently amongst the clouds themselves.

The electric fluid thus discharged flies swiftly through
the air, in which it leaves a vacuous track behind, but
of momentary duration only : for the displaced air

suddenly collapses, and the noise of thunder, as one

sudden report, is produced ; which, by reverberation

amongst the clouds and neighbouring hills, is echoed and
re-echoed many times over in a succession of peculiar

sounds, of a gradually decreasing intensity, until the last

murmur terminates the electro-acoustic event.

The cause of lightning clouds has long been a topic of

speculation amongst philosophers. The celebrated Volta,

of Como, showed that the vapour ofwater from the surface

of the earth takes up an immense quantity of the electric

fluid, and consequently charges the air with it. To
illustrate the fact of vapour or steam taking up electric-

fluid, I have only to place a small tin dish containing
water on the cap of the gold-leaf electroscope, and then

put a red-hot cinder into the water. This produces a

copious evaporation, and the gold leaves diverge. Whilst

thus divergent I test the electric state of the electroscope,

and find it negative. Hence it is obvious that a por-
tion of its natural share of fluid has flown off by means

of the steam. This is the simple fact, and nothing

more, and gives no reason whatever why the steam

should take away more fluid than naturally belonged to

that portion of the water from which it was formed. By
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the help of Franklin's can and chain, however (see Fig.

19, page 61), we shall be enabled to arrive at a satisfac-

tory explanation.
When the dish of water was at the common tempera-

ture it occupied a certain space, and contained its natural

quantity of the electric fluid, or precisely that quantity

which, in the character of water its susceptibility of

charge would allow
; but as soon as it became con-

verted into steam, its dimensions expanded, and a cor-

responding expansion and consequent attenuation of

the electric fluid took place, in precisely the same
manner as in Franklin's chain when lifted out of the can.

This attenuation of electric action in the steam rendered

it negative, and being in contact with the unevaporated

portion of the water absorbed electric fluid from it, and

thus rendered it negative also.

The next step in the illustration is to shew that the

vapour thus produced does absolutely carry up with it

more of the electric fluid than naturally belongs to it when
in the state of water. For this purpose I suspend, by
means of a silken thread, a hemisphe- Fig. 83.

rical tin vessel over the steam which
rises from the water in the dish, in the

manner represented by Fig. 83. The
rim of this inverted vessel is turned

inwards, and formed into a channel

for the purpose of collecting the water
from the condensed steam. By this

means I not only collect the steam but

its contained electric fluid also, which
condenses as the steam condenses in

the inverted vessel. When the eva-

poration and condensation has pro-
ceeded till the gold leaves of the

electroscope below have diverged

sufficiently for my purpose, I remove
the insulated vessel to another electro-

scope, which immediately displays
electric action

;
and by the applica-

tion of an excited stick of sealing-wax this action is found
to be positive.
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The results of these experiments are very interesting
in more ways than one

; as they not only prove that

steam is capable of absorbing more of the electric fluid

than the water from which it is formed, but also furnish

us with a satisfactory explanation of the origin of the

electrization of clouds, which are well known to be
masses of condensed aqueous vapour, which had ascended
from the earth in a state of high attenuation. Recently,
the electricity occasioned by condensing steam has been
exhibited on a very extensive scale, by the experiments
of Messrs. Patterson and Armstrong, at Newcastle-

upon-Tyne.*
From these considerations it would appear that all

clouds at the time of their formation are electro-

positive ; although, in consequence of a slowness of the

cloud-forming process they may occasionally give off to

the neighbouring air the redundant electric fluid almost

as rapidly as it is condensed. In such cases, the resultant

cloud would be neutral ; but when by a sudden depres-
sion of temperature a dense cloud becomes rapidly

formed, its condensed electric fluid has no time to escape
in any other manner than by a sudden discharge, which
is a certain result if a proper object be sufficiently
near to receive it.

The objects nearest to a cloud thus rapidly formed,
are other clouds, either previously formed, or just coming
into existence : and as it is next to impossible that any
two of these clouds should be in precisely the same

electric state, the positive cloud of the group darts its

lightnings to those around it which are less intensely

charged than itself. These again, in their turn, discharge
their lightnings to others negative to themselves : and

thus it is that the greatest quantity of lightning is

always amongst the clouds, the discharges to the ground

being comparatively few. It is also a remarkable fact,

that when lightning does happen to strike the ground,
it is generally succeeded by a profound pause, of com-

A fall description of these brilliant experiments appear* in

the " Annals of Electricity, Magnetism, and Chemistry, &c.,"
vols. v and vi.
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paratively long duration, during which not a glimmer of

lightning is seen, nor is a murmur of thunder to be

heard. Moreover, it is no unfrequent circumstance that

the flash which strikes the ground terminates the electric

storm.

The immensely large hailstones which frequently fall

during an electric storm, even in the hottest part of the

summer season, indicate a sudden depression of tem-

perature to have taken place in the region of the clouds :

and the subsequent cold that we almost invariably expe-
rience for several successive days, would lead us to infer

that, whatever may be the cause of the depression of

temperature, it originated at some considerable altitude

in the atmosphere, and progressed downwards to the

surface of the earth.

There is not, perhaps, a more prevalent idea respect-

ing lightning, than that the danger is over immediately
the rain commences falling. This is a sad mistake :

and for want of knowing better many have become
victims of this terrible element. Is there a summer

passes over our heads without some fatal accident from

lightning ? Scarcely one. Men who are ignorant of

the danger they are about to expose themselves to, and

animals of all kinds, take shelter under trees, and
other tall objects during an electric storm

; not, however,
from the lightning, but from the heavy rain which is

falling. The tree is struck, and the ill fated shelterers

killed on the spot, though prior to the fatal event no

discharge had struck any object on the ground : every
flash was between cloud and cloud, and the whole display
in the aerial regions far above the loftiest object in the

surrounding country.
That lightning strikes the ground more frequently

during rain than previously, is a fact that cannot be

denied : and that this fact is strictly in accordance with

the principles of electricity may easily be demonstrated

both by analogy and experiment. An electric storm is

generally preceeded by a period of dry weather, the at-

mosphere below the clouds being very dry, and conse-

quently a bad conductor, indeed it is ranked amongst
the non-conductors, and the thickness of the stratum
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between the clouds and the ground is very considerable.

But this is not the case in the region of the clouds : an
immense quantity of aqueous vapour is there condens-

ing, which renders the air a better conductor, and the

distance between the clouds is but trifling. Hence,
there is considerably less resistance between cloud and
cloud than between the clouds and the ground ;

and

though the difference of electric intensity might not be

so great in the former, as in the latter case, the superior
electric conduction, and the vicinity of the objects, tend

to determine the discharges amongst themselves : and it

is not till the falling rain has improved the conducting

quality of the air below, and thus lessened the resistance

to the electric force in the clouds, that lightning is

capable of transpiercing it. It is, therefore, during the

rain that the danger is greatest
The experimental illustration of this topic is remark-

ably beautiful and satisfactory. For this purpose I em-

ploy a large Leyden jar, the universal discharger, and a

plate of glass about afoot long. I bring the balls of the

sliding wires of the universal discharger into contact

with the glass plate whilst placed on the table T, Fig. 56,

page 124, at about two inches distant from each other.

One of the balls I connect with the metallic plate,
and when the jar, is charged to a high intensity I apply
the discharging rod to connect the other with the ball of

the jar : but no discharge takes place ; which is in con-

sequence of the distance between the balls on the glass

being too great. I now bring the balls to about one

inch from each other, get the jar up to the previous in-

tensity, again apply the discharging rod, and the

discharge takes place. Now the resistance of a plate of

dry air of about an inch in thickness, is nearly as much
as the most intense charge of the jar is capable of over-

coming. I will now moisten the air between the balls,

by breathing on the glass and I will remove the balls

till they are three inches assunder. You will now see

that the same extent of charge of the jar as before is

capable of striking over the three inches of moist surface.

I will now increase the distance between the ball to

eight inches, and by means of a wet camel-hair pencil,
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draw an aqueous line between them. You will now
have an opportunity of viewing a most beautiful

phenomenon. The discharge of the jar traverses

the eight inches between the balls on the glass, and
the fluid is seen in a compact body, with all the bril-

liancy of lightning, passing the whole length of the

aqueous line.

The striking distance, in electric language, is any
distance between two bodies through which the electric

fluid is capable of passing, or striking, in a compact dis-

charge ; and as the striking distance is increased by an

increase of intensity of the charge, and also by reducing
the resisting character of the medium, it will depend upon
both of these circumstances : that is, it will be directly
as the intensity, and inversely as the resisting character

of the aerial medium ; which in symbols will stand thus :

D is as 1, in which D represents the striking distance, i

the intensity of the charge, and E the resisting character

of the aerial medium. Hence, when the intensity is

constant, the striking distance will be reciprocally as the

resisting medium ; or, in still more general and familiar

language, the striking distance is greater as the non-

conducting quality of the air is diminished
; and as the

air has its non-conducting quality lessened by an admix-
ture with water, the striking distance of lightning from
a cloud in the direction of the earth must be greater

during rain than when the air is not so charged with

water.

Again : when the resisting medium is constantly the

same, the striking distance will be as the intensity of the

charge, or D is as i. Hence it is that in discharges of

similar quantities of electric fluid from different sized

jars, the striking distance between the ball of the dis-

charging rod and the ball of the jar is very different,

because of the^difference of intensity in the two cases
;

the striking distance being always greatest with the

smallest jar.
The subject of lightning conductors is a branch of

practical electricity of exceedingly high interest, and
demands the contemplations of the most profound elec-

tricians. Hitherto, however, little more has been
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attended to than the erection of a pointed rod of iron,
without regard to situation, altitude, diameter, inferior

termination, or any of those theoretical points essential

to the efficacY and protection of the conductors, so as to

render it a safeguard to persons and property against the

most formidable element of nature.

Franklin, the inventor of lightning conductors, first

proposed
"
for protecting houses, churches, ships, &c.,

from the stroke of lightning, to fix on the highest parts
of these edifices upright rods of iron, made sharp as a

needle, and gilt to prevent rusting ; and from the foot of

these rods, a wire down the outside of the building into

the ground, or down round one of the shrouds of a ship,
and down her side till it reaches the water. Would not

these pointed rods probably draw the electrical fire silently
out of a cloud before it came near enough to strike, and

thereby secure us from that most sudden and terrible

mischief?"

This philosopher, however, subsequently recommended
continuous iron rods, of about half or three quarters of

an inch diameter ; which he said
"
may be fastened to

the wall, chimney, &c., with staples of iron. The

lightning will not leave the rod, a good conductor , to

pass into the wall, a bad conductor, through the staples.

It would rather, if any were in the wall, pass out of it

into the rod, to get more readily by that conductor into

the earth.
" If the building be very large and extensive, two or

more rods may be placed at different parts, for greater

security.
" Small ragged parts of clouds suspended in the air

between the great body of clouds and the earth, often

serve as partial conductors for the lightning, which

proceeds from one of them to another, and by their help
comes within the striking distance off the earth or a

building. It therefore strikes through those conductors

a building that would otherwise be out of the striking

distance.
"
Long sharp points communicating with the earth,

and presented to such parts of clouds, drawing silently

from them the fluid they are charged with, they are then
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attracted to the cloud, and may leave the distance so

great as to be beyond the reach of striking.
"

It is therefore that we elevate the upper end of the

rod six or eight feet above the highest part of the build-

ing, tapering it gradually to a fine sharp point, which is

gilt to prevent its rusting. Thus the pointed rod either

prevents a stroke from the cloud, or if a stroke be made,
conducts it to the earth with safety to the building.

" The lower end of the rod should enter the earth so

deep as to come at the moist part, perhaps two or three

feet ; and if bent under the surface so as to go in a

horizontal line six or eight feet from the wall, and then

bent again downwards three or four feet, it will prevent

damage to any of the stones of the foundation."

Such were the instructions of the celebrated Franklin
;

and had he recommended copper rods instead of iron,

and directed them to be kept clear of the building instead

of being fastened to the walls
" with staples of iron,"

perhaps no better instructions could have been given ;

as far, at least, as an individual rod is concerned. But
besides the injury that buildings may receive from a

flash of lightning striking a conductor fixed close to the

slates and masonry, from lateral explosions, a conductor

consisting of a single branch only might be the means
of drawing down destruction to some parts of the building
before the lightning reached that conductor. For, were
the lightning cloud on one side of the building, and the

conductor on the other, the lightning would neither go
round nor over the house to arrive at the conductor,
unless it met with greater resistance in a direct path,
and as the destination of lightning is frequently a great
distance from the cloud, and its path considerably

oblique, it is possible that some part of its path might
be through a part of the building before it arrived at a

lightning rod which formed another part of its path.
Cases of this kind have occurred, and, consequently,

may possibly occur again under similar circumstances :

therefore it seems to me that unless lightning conductors

be properly placed, and of proper materials and dimen-

sions, they may be the means of causing the most

destructive consequences to those buildings they were
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intended to protect. It is very seldom indeed that a
flash of lightning proceeds in a vertical path : perhaps
never.

I never yet*aw, or heard of, a vertical discharge of

lightning; they are frequently very oblique indeed.

The lightning which damaged Saint Michael's Church,
at Liverpool, last year, was an oblique discharge, and
struck the bronze cross at the top of the spire, several

feet from its top.
There is such a display of ignorance in the erection

of tall spires, that it is almost a miracle that the whole
of them are not destroyed by lightning. The copper
clamps and strings of lead, the former uniformly placed
at intervals from each other, and the latter wantonly
poured into the crevices of the masonry, render the

spire a complete chain of alternate links of metal and

masonry from top to bottom : the former inviting the

lightning to the edifice, and the latter offering fa-

cilities for the most destructive explosions. From
this very arrangement of the materials in the steeples
of Saint Michael's and Saint Martin's at Liverpool,
and in the steeple of Brixton Church, have these

three steeples been shattered by lightning. If such

modes of building tall spires be indispensable to

protect them from the power of the wind, conductors

are quite as indispensable to protect them from lightning.
Three copper rods at equal distances from one another,

from the top of the spire to the ground, and united at the

top, and by one or two bands below, would secure each

spire from lightning on which ever side it approached.

Lightning rods, however numerous about a building,

should have a general metallic union ; they then form a

system of conductors in which the force of the lightning

would be divided, whichever branch was struck. I have

a beautiful experiment to offer to your notice, illustrative

of this fact.
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The apparatus represented by Fig. 84, consists of a

series of iron-wire chains, so connected
Fio.

as to form a system of conductors of

many branches. The chains hang ver-

tically from a horizontal brass wire, and
their lower ends rest on a sheet of tin-

foil. The brass wire first receives the

fluid from a discharge of the battery of

jars, and the tinfoil carries it from the

chains to the outside of the jar. The
electric fluid, whilst traversing this cir-

cuit, illuminates every chain in the sys-
tem to the same extent, showing that it

is equally divided amongst them ; and had there been

ten thousand such channels it would have divided itself

amongst the whole of them. This experiment shows
two or more interesting facts. It proves that the iron

scintillates at every link by an electric discharge through
a chain of that metal ;

and these scintillations discover to

us that the fluid occupies, and passes through, every
channel in the circuit ; and, as I shall prove more clearly

by and bye, every metallic point in the chains throws

off electric fluid into the air.

It is now time that we proceeded with some of those

popular experiments which have been established for the

purpose of illustrating the beneficial effects of conductors,
when struck by lightning, and an experiment with the

thunder house (an odd enough name), shall be the first

on the list. ^ p.
8(;

This long cele- fc*^
brated piece of ap-

j ^

paratus is repre- <3 ',

sented by Fig. 85,

and consists of a

model of the gable-
end of a house, to

which is attached

a lightning rod,

which can be made
continuous or in-

terrupted at plea-
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sure, by means of a square piece of wood which carries

a portion of the rod being placed in certain positions in

a hole which it fits in the gable-end. When in one po-
sition its wire unites the other two portions of the light-

ning rod, but when in another position it disunites

them. The lower extremity of the discharging rod is in

connection with the outside of a Leyden jar, and over
the upper extremity hangs a brass ball in connection

with the inside of the jar. When the lightning rod is

complete, and the machine turned till the jar charges

sufficiently high to overcome the resistance between the

two balls, a spontaneous discharge takes place, and the

conductor protects the building ; but if the square piece
be placed in its hole so as to make a breach in the con-

ductor, the next discharge of the jar throws it out of its

place to some distance on the table, which is considered

as a representation of a displacement of masonry in a

building struck by lightning.
The electrical pyramid is another piece of apparatus

for illustrating the efficacy of lightning rods, and of the

danger to which such structures are exposed when not

so protected. The plinth
on which the pyramid
stands is fixed, and con-

tains the important piece on

which the fate of the edifice

depends. Fig. 86 is a re-

presentation of the appa-
ratus in which the wire of

the key-stone D is placed
at right angles with the

general direction of the

lightning rod c c, and con-

sequently there is an inter-

ruption at that place. The
base of the pyramid is

furnished with three balls,

as feet, by which it rests

on the plinth, u F, one of the balls leaning on the move-
able piece. Over the apex of the pyramid is suspended
a brass ball supported by a glass pillar. When the dis-

Fig. 86.
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charge of a jar is transmitted to the pendent ball, the

lightning strikes that on the top of the pyramid, the brass

rod of which conducts it safely to the ball at the bottom,

but finding an interruption there in the metal, it explodes
to arrive at the lower portion, c F, of the conductor, and

blows out the key-stone, which supported one side of the

pyramid, and down it comes, and being made of several

loose pieces which scatter about the table its destruction

seems complete. Had the wire of the key-stone been

placed in a vertical position, it would have joined
the other parts, c c, of the lightning rod, and the damage
would have been prevented.
We have several other striking experiments for the

purpose of illustrating the effects of lightning, but in all

our models we are obliged to take advantage of good

conductors, and give them such positions as may produce

Fig. 87.
the intended effect.

Fig. 87 represents
the model of a house

containing combus-
tible materials, such

as has already been

shown will ignite by
an electric discharge,
and the result of the

experiment with this

model will afford a

good idea of the pro-
bable consequence of

a flash of lightning striking a building that contains in-

flammable articles.

This model is made of tin plate to prevent its entire

destruction by the experiment. A glass tube passes

through each of the two opposite sides of the model,
which insulate two brass wires within them. These
wires have each a brass ball at their inner extremities,
on one of which is placed some tow moistened with oil

of turpentine. The shorter wire, c D, has a ring at its

outer extremity, by which and a chain it is connected

with the outside of a Leyden jar. The other wire, A B,

is bent upwards, and the ball A at its upper extremity
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will receive the discharge from the inside of the jar. An
explosion takes place within the building and ignites the

tow and turpentine, producing all the appearance of a

destructive fire.

The explosion of a powder magazine would be still

more dreadful than the firing of a house containing other

kinds of inflammable materials ; and as the Royal
Powder Magazines at Purfleet have been struck by
lightning even when several lightning rods were attached

to them, but fortunately without explosion of their

contents, no means that can be thought of for their

protection ought to F . S8
be neglected. The
model represented

by Fig. 88, will

now receive a dis-

charge from a Ley-
den jar, and the

result will afford

pretty good idea

of the effects of

lightning should it

enter a magazine of

gunpowder. The
electric fluid shall be discharged on the ball A, and

conducted to the powder barrel at c, and the wire and
chain DEB, will conduct it to the outside of the jar. A
wet string is also in the circuit. The powder barrel

explodes, blows the roof off the magazine, and levels the

walls with the floor. The various parts of the model
are jointed together by hinges, and suffer but little by
the explosion, so that the same model may be used

several times.

Marine lightning conductors, or those employed on

board of ships, are simply chains of copper, formed of

links similar to those of the surveying chain, and are

hoisted to the mast head when there is an appearance of

lightning striking the ship. But the lightning has

frequently struck ships before the chain could be got up :

showing the propriety of having a permanently attached

conductor, which would always be ready to receive and
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carry off the flash. Such fixed conductors have been

proposed, and some are now on trial in the navy : but

singular enough, these conductors instead of carrying
the lightning overboard, would lead it into the body of

the ship, and should they ever happen to be struck with

a powerful stroke of lightning, the consequences might
be terrible indeed.

The idea of carrying a conductor through the body of

the ship originated with Mr. Benjamin Cook, of Bir-

mingham, about the year 1811, but it has been carried

out by Mr. Harris, of Plymouth. Mr. H. has formed
the conductors into strips of copper, which are inserted

in grooves in the after side of the masts, from top to

bottom, and through the keelson to the sea. In one of

the smaller men of war, Mr. H. carried his mizzen
conductor through the powder magazine ! ! ! The evils

attending these conductors, arise, principally, from
lateral explosions, and electro-magnetic influence. I

have already illustrated the magnetic eifects of electric

discharges on a miniature scale, and from these we can

form a good idea of the magnetizing influence of a flash

of lightning passing through a conductor.

Imagine a chronometer to be placed near to a con-

ductor carrying a heavy flash of lightning : the main
and pendulum springs, the chain, arbours, and in fact

every morsel of steel, would be rendered permanently

magnetic, and consequently the machine rendered

entirely useless : and the same fate would attend every
chronometer and watch within the sphere of the electro-

magnetic influence, which, in such cases, would be

very extensive, and on every side of the conductor.

The lateral discharges are of three kinds, which I have

distinguished 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, one of which I have

already shown you, by the spreading abroad the grains
of gunpowder, seeds, &c., and by the breaking of glass
and other hard substances. These are the first kind, and

take place at every interruption in the circuit.

The second kind of lateral discharge, specimens of

which I shall now offer to your notice, occurs in the

most perfect conducting circuit, unless the conductor be

perfectly free from asperities, sharp edges, angles, &c.
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I shall endeavour to illustrate this kind of lateral dis-

charge by a few decisive experiments.
A thick copper wire, bent at various places into angles,

is suspended in the room, and I transmit a discharge
of the battery, from a high intensity, through this wire.

The room being darkened, the discharge takes place ;

and you will have observed that at every angle in the

wire a brush of electric light sprang into the air.

I will now make a new circuit for the next discharge
of the battery to traverse. In this circuit I place a strip
of sheet copper about a foot long, in imitation of the

copper conductors in masts. On making the discharge,
both edges of the copper, from top to bottom, throw
out fringes of electric fluid ; which is a clear proof that

in every discharge of lightning on to such conductors,
an immense portion would issue from their edges, from
the highest point of the mast to the step in the hold of

the vessel. Ofthe consequences of such lateral discharges
in the hold of a ship I must leave others to judge.

The third kind of lateral discharge takes place even

from the best polished conductors under certain cir-

cumstances, and arises from the polarizing influence of

the electric fluid whilst in motion. I cannot illustrate

this kind of lateral discharge better than by two metallic

rods, one of which shall receive miniature flashes of

lightning from the prime conductor, and the other shall

be placed near to the former. To insure the best con-

ducting channel for the rod which receives the fluid

from the prime conductor, 1 connect it by copper wire

with the rubber of the machine, and also with the gas

pipes which lead to the gas works. The other brass

rod is in connection with the table, but has not the

opportunity of carrying away the fluid which the other

rod possesses.
The arrangement is repre-

sented by Fig. 89, In which the

vertical rod receives the sparks
from the prime conductor, and

simultaneous lateral sparks are

seen between the vertical rod

and the vicinal end of the

other. If, instead of sparks
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from the prime conductor, I discharge a jar down
the vertical rod, the lateral discharge is seen as before.

If I insulate the horizontal rod, and place another near

to its remote extremity, lateral discharges takes place
between these two simultaneously with the other.

These effects are truly in miniature, but beautifully
illustrative of those which happen from the discharge of

lightning on a conductor situated near to other conduct-

ing bodies. But it is not requisite to watch a

lightning conductor till it is struck by the primitive

discharge from a cloud to convince us of the danger

attending this class of lateral explosions ;
since an at-

mospheric electric wave, producd either by a distant

flash of lightning, or by the transit of a highly charged
cloud, not only satisfies the curiosity on this point, but

demonstrates the fact in the most ample manner. Many
are the instances of this that I have witnessed whilst

experimenting with an elevated kite.

For the purpose of contemplating lateral discharges
on such occasions, I insert a stout brass rod deep in the

ground, and bend its upper part so as to lean towards

the reservoir Fig. 79, which receives dense sparks, and

corresponding lateral discharges take place between

that lightning rod and other vicinal conducting bodies,

as in the experiment already passed through*
But the most splendid series of experiments in illus-

tration of electric waves, and of the lateral explosion
at the same time, were made by Mr. Weekes, of Sand-

wich, on the 19th of May, 1841. This indefatigable

philosopher has a stout copper wire suspended between
the steeples of two churches, over a part of the town of

Sandwich, and from this wire another descends to his

laboratory, and ready to be attached to any piece of

apparatus with which he is about to make experiments.
In compliance with the rules which I have shown you
for illustrating this kind of lateral explosion, Mr. Weekes

arrayed his apparatus in the most suitable manner for

obtaining brilliant results : which were most amply
displayed on the 19th of May last.

A black cloud passed over the town, and flashes of

lightning were seen, but no direct discharge ever touched
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the apparatus ; nevertheless,
" a mighty torrent of dense

sparks, so vivid as to dazzle the eye of the observer,
attended by contemporaneous stunning reports, and

fraught with an unusual intensity, rush from the ter-

minus to the ball in communication with the earth,"

though
"
separated to a distance of three and three

quarter inches." At the same identical moment " a furi-

ous current of lateral sparks takes place between the

wire and the leaden spout of the pump." Such is Mr.
Weekes's own description of the first part of the electrical

drama.
" But now comes to be described the most resplendent

feature of the scene before us ; the iron nail, serving to

connect the pump machinery, suddenly exhibits the ap-

pearance of a magnificent fire-work, the splendour of

which is repeatedly enhanced as waves of electric fluid

rush through the arrangement, in obedience to each suc-

cessive lightning flash from the storm cloud, and this

sublime scene, with short intervals of lesser energy in the

electric current, continues through the space of one hour

and sixteen minutes. The combustion of the iron nail

forcibly reminds me of the appearance which that metal

exhibits when burnt in oxygen gas, or rather when

brought under the influence of the oxy-hydrogen blow-

pipe, though the phenomenon was accompanied by a

deep red kind of light, which does not belong to either

of these comparisons."*
The iron nail which deflagrated so splendidly was

absolutely in the circuit, and that circuit completely
metallic down to the bottom of the pump pipe in the

well of water ; the phenomenon was, therefore, a lateral

discharge of the same kind as that exhibited by the bent

wire and strip of sheet copper. The other lateral dis-

charges which Mr. Weekes observed were of the third

kind. These he took from every part of the wire, pump,
and other parts of the conducting circuit, many of which

were productive of powerful shocks. A young lady,

who accidentally stepped on the wire, received a lateral

discharge which sent her "
reeling across the laboratory."

Annals of Electricity, vol. vi, p. 450.
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Such facts as were developed in this series of experi-
ments, and many others on record, and especially those

of M. De Romas, made with an electric kite on the 7th
of June, 1753, in which immense torrents of the electric

fluid streamed down the string though never struck by
lightning,* are not only necessary to be borne in mind

by every kite experimenter, but should ever be kept in

view by projectors of lightning conductors.

The electro-magnetic action of lightning is also an es-

sential consideration, especially on board of ship ; and if

it were on no other account, this alone is of sufficient

importance to discourage the idea of carrying a lightning
conductor through the body of the vessel.

Marine lightning conductors should always be so

placed as to carry the lightning over-board, and not so

as to entice it into the vessel. Hence it is that even the

usual chain conductors, if got to the mast-head in time,
are a greater protection to the vessel than any conductor

that would lead the lightning into the hold.

When Franklin had discovered that tall pointed rods

would draw the electric fluid from the air during the

transit of an electric cloud, he contrived an ingenious

apparatus to give him warning when such clouds were

passing over his dwelling. The indication given by this

apparatus was a ringing of bells, upon the principles
shown in a former lecture. pj~ QQ

Fig. 90 is a representation of
I

Franklin's atmospherical electric bell

apparatus. The outside frame re-

presents a section of the roof and
walls of the house, from the top of

which rises a pointed rod, which is

insulated by passing through a glass

tube in the roof. On the floor are

placed two small bells, one of which

is supported by a glass pillar and the

other by a metal one. A wire con-

nects the lightning rod with the in-

sulated bell, and a small metallic ball,

' Annals of Electricity, &c., vol. v, p. 63.
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suspended by a silken thread, rings the bells when the
insulated rod and bell become electrized by a wave
which a passing cloud produces.

If we place this model at the distance of a foot from
the prime conductor, and put the machine into motion,

you will find that the bells begin ringing by the fluid

drawn from the air by the pointed rod ; which gives a

good idea of the indications afforded by Franklin's appa-
ratus when an electric cloud passed over his house.

When lightning happens at a great distance from the

observer, its effects are seen in the horizon amongst the

clouds and vapour that are hovering in the atmosphere ;

it is then called sheet lightning, and by many persons
considered to be of a different kind to that in which the

electric fluid is absolutely seen darting through its zigzag

path, and attended with loud thunder. This prevalent
error may easily be illustrated by a very beautiful expe-
riment which I will offer to your notice.

I place on the electrical stool three pieces of tinfoil in

the same right line, leaving an opening between the ends

of the middle strip and those of the other two. Over
each opening I place a large decanter about half filled

with water, to represent the clouds illuminated by the

discharge of lightning. Having charged a large jar,

and connected its outside with one of the outer strips of

tinfoil, I apply the discharging rod to the other extreme

strip and the ball of the jar. The discharge takes place

through the intervals beneath the decanters, and these

vessels, with their contents, are highly illuminated. In

this experiment I take the precaution to screen the

electric fluid from the spectators, so that nothing but its

effects are seen in the decanters and water. This is an

experiment beautifully illustrative of sheet lightning,

which is merely the effect of a distant storm.
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LECTURE XII.

IN a former lecture, I have stated that the resistance

of atmospheric air is much abated, whenhighly attenuated,

and now I will solicit your attention to a few illustrations

of that fact, and to some interesting phenomena which

will attend them.

The instrument re- F>g- 91 -

presented by Fig. 91
,gSLr~-^^^^....jg-L.

is called the luminous iw:
'

>T"
conductor, because of ffz*" -^-j^-^J |
its beautifully illumi-

nated interior during
its electrization. This

apparatus consists of a

glass cylinder, about

three feet in length and
five or six inches in diameter, terminated at both extre-

mities with hollow brass hemispheres : a point at one end

for collecting the electric fluid, and a ball at the other

end, from which sparks are taken.

The hemispheres screw on to brass caps, which receive,

and are cemented air tight upon, the ends of the glass

cylinder. A metallic point projects inside from the

centre of one cap, and a ball projects inside from the

centre of the other ; so that when the hemispheres are

properly placed, as in the figure, two points are con-

nected to one of them, and two balls to the other. When
the hemisphere carrying the ball is removed, the cap
beneath exposes a stout brass pipe, tapped and furnished

with a valve, for the purpose of being screwed to an air

pump, and the air within the glass cylinder attenuated

to the highest possible degree : which done, the hemi-

sphere is replaced, and the apparatus, thus prepared for

experiment, is laid on the two crutches which surmount
the glass pillars, as seen in the figure.

If we now present the point of the luminous con-

ductor to the prime conductor, it draws off the fluid

and conveys it to the attenuated air inside the glass ;

and the air being now a tolerable good conductor,
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conveys it onward to the remote brass cap, from
the ball of which it may be received in sparks
or otherwise as decidedly as from the prime conduc-
tor itself. But the beauty of experiments with this

apparatus consists in the variegated light which fills the

glass cylinder, and shows at first view, that the electric

fluid expands when permitted, and occupies every part
of the conducting medium. When the remote extremity
of the luminous conductor is connected with the floor

we behold a steady purple-tinged cylinder of the electric

fluid ; but if the fluid be taken away in sparks, a momen-

tary darkness succeeds each, causing the light within the

conductor to quiver in correspondence with the sparks.
A similar agitation of the light is occasioned by remov-

ing the exterior metal point, and permitting sparks to

pass between the two conductors. Experiments with

the luminous conductor are amongst the most interesting
in electricity, especially when exhibited in a well darkened

room, and with a powerful machine in action.

When the air within a vessel is not too much attenu-

ated, the electric fluid is divided into a crowd of quiver-

ing streamlets, intersecting one another in a capricious
and most astonishing manner, producing an evervarying
fantastic reticulation of electric light throughout the

whole vessel.

The beautiful variegations exhibited within the lumin -

ous conductor are usually resorted to as illustrative of

the electric origin of the aurora borealis, or northern

lights. This natural phenomenon does certainly, on some

occasions, put on precisely the appearance as that seen

within the luminous conductor, and its being displayed
in the higher regions of the atmosphere, where the air

is much attenuated, is strictly analogous to the conditions

of the experiment; and although there are frequent

displays of auroral phenomena which have not yet been

imitated by electrical experiments, there can be little

doubt of the whole of them emanating from an electric

source.

In the space intervening the region of the aurora

borealis and that of lightning, is another beautiful elec-

trical meteor called the falling star. This phenomenon
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we also imitate by a beautiful electric experiment. For
this purpose I employ a tall glass tube, represented by
No. 1, Fig. 92. It is furnished with balls, points, and
a valve in precisely the same manner as the luminous

conductor, but the air within the glass tube is not so

highly rarified. I now charge the battery to the highest

intensity that I think it will stand
; and having the

lower brass cap of the apparatus in good metallic con-

nection with the outside coating, I make a sudden
connection between the ball on the top and the inside of

the battery, and the discharge takes place through the

four feet of attenuated air, the fluid traversing it in a

compact mass highly imitative of the meteoric star.

When the room is darkened this is an exceedingly beauti-

ful experiment, and gives an opportunity for the eye to

follow the electric ball from the top to the bottom of the

tube.

Since attenuated air is a good conductor, it may be

employed as a coating to glass, in the place of tinfoil.

This fact was first shown by the Abbe Nollet, who

charged a bottle without any metallic lining, and on dis-

charging it with his hand received a more violent shock

than he had been led to expect. The instrument now

employed to show this fact, is a Fig. 92.

Florence flask, having its neck

enclosed in a perforated brass

cap, furnished with a valve, and

tapped for the application of the

air pump. A pointed wire pro-

jects inwards from the metal cap,
and a hollow spherical ball ter-

minates the cap exteriorly. A
small portion of the bulb of the

flask is covered with tinfoil, but

none within. A representation
of this apparatus is seen at No.

2, Fig. 92.

On presenting the ball of the

exhausted flask to the prime con-

ductor, whilst holding the coated part of the glass in the
hand, a beautiful purple brush of light is seen to issue
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from the metal point, and spread itself over that part of

the interior of the glass whose outer surface is coated

with metal. If the charge gets two high for the flask to

retain, the fluid will either flow over the top, from the

edge of the cap to the metal coating, or it will spring

through the solid glass, which it perforates, and thus

renders the apparatus useless. If when the charge is

high the hand be brought to the ball, a shock, even more
violent than from an ordinary jar of the same magnitude,
will be experienced. A residuary charge however is still

left behind, which requires many contacts to dismiss

entirely ;
and as each partial discharge is attended with

a display of feeble purple light, the flask exhibits a series

of beautiful flashes in a darkened room for a long time

after the first discharge. Fig. 93.

If, instead of the partially coated flask

used in the last experiments, we were to

employ a glass receiver, on the transfer

plate ofan air-pumpas representedby Fig.

93, you will see the electric fluid shooting
downwards through the attenuated air in a

beautiful divergent brush of light, from

the wire that passes through the cover

to the metallic pump-plate : and in this

case the fluid is conveyed away without

charging the glass. But if I touch the

side of the glass with my fingers, they
become so many patches of coating, and

the electric fluid bends towards them in in the most

fanciful manner, and Q Fig. 94.

charges the opposite
surface of the glass.

By changing the posi-

tion of my fingers I

can lead the electric

fluid to any part of the

glass that I please.

This is a beautiful ex-

periment when the

room is darkened, and

is strictly conformable

to the doctrine of the
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Leyden jar, already illustrated. Fig. 94, will give some
idea of the bending of the fluid towards the fingers.

By varying the density of the air in long glass tubes,
we find that its resistance to electric transmission in-

creases with its density, and consequently becomes a

better conductor in proportion to its rarity : the pro-

bability therefore is, that vacuous space offer? no resis-

tance whatever, and thus becomes the best of all con-

ductors.

Since we have shown, in a former lecture, that the

conducting metals constituting the coatings of a Leyden
jar, retain but a small fraction of the charge, it is but

natural to ask what are their uses 1 They are in-

dispensable both in the charging and discharging pro-
cess. In the former process, one of the coatings
recives the fluid at a mere point only, but by its con-

ducting character it is enabled to distribute every spark
over the glass surface which it covers ; whilst the opposite

coating allows of the departure of the fluid from the

other surface. In the discharging process they perform
the reverse functions, and allow of a sudden discharge
from the electro-positive to the electro-negative surfaces.

Independently of these appendages the charge could

never be equally distributed, nor could a discharge be

sudden and complete.
The doctrine of electric atmospheres is a subject of

great interest, and is interwoven with the display of

every electrical phenomena. It is a subject that re-

quires much force of reasoning for its clear and satis-

factory demonstration, and extensive series of experi-
ments for its complete illustration. We must, however,
on this occasion, content ourselves with a brief illustration

of this beautiful doctrine.

It appears that Otto Guericke, Burgomaster of Mag-
deburg, about the year 1670, was the first philoso-

pher who noticed electric atmospheres, and their effects

on bodies immersed in them : but the late Lord Stanhope,
about 1778, seems to have studied the doctrine to a

much greater extent. It is supposed by this nobleman

that all bodies in an electric condition electrize the air

around them to a considerable extent, and this electrized
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air is the atmosphere in question. Stanhope's two

grand propositions in this doctrine are as follows.
" If a body be positive, and if it be surrounded by

air, that electrified body will deposit upon all the par-
ticles of that air which shall come successively into contact

with it a proportional part of its superabundant electricity,

by which means the air surrounding that body will

become positively electrified : that is to say, it will form
around that positive body an electrical atmosphere which
will likewise be positive.

"
If, on the contrary, the body be negative, each

particle of air that shall come into contact with it will

deposit thereon a certain part of its natural share of

electricity, by which means the circumambient air will

become negative : that is to say, it will form a nega-
tive atmosphere around the body which is negatively
electrified."

Beccaria, the famous Italian electrician, who studied

the doctrine of electric atmospheres with perhaps greater
care than any other philosopher, instituted a most

beautiful experiment, by means of which an electric

atmosphere is rendered perfectly visible. Fig. 95.

I will endeavour to repeat this grand
doctrinal experiment by means of the

apparatus represented by Fig. 95. The

apparatus consists of a glass receiver with

a brass cap and an air-tight sliding wire :

and a transfer plate of an air-pump.
The sliding wire is furnished with a

ball at each end, and another short

wire which rises from the pump plate

is also surmounted by a brass ball.

Having attenuated the air within the

receiver, I remove it from the pump,
screw on to the lower end of the pipe
its wooden foot, and place the whole on

an insulating stand. I now connect the upper wire witli

the prime conductor and uninsulate the transfer plate

with its ascending stem and ball. The machine being

in good order is now brought into play. No sparks

are allowed to play between the two balls in the receiver,
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but their polarization is perfect and complete, and the

accumulated fluid on the lower side of the upper ball

is distinctly seen as a luminous electric atmosphere,

covering about half of the ball. This phenomenon is

represented in the figure by the dotted atmosphere round
the lower half of the ball.

I will now invert the order of arrangement by insu-

lating the lower ball and connecting it with the prime
conductor, and the upper ball of the apparatus I touch

with my finger. Under these circumstances the luminous

atmosphere appears on the upper side of the lower ball,

and none on the upper ball
;
and by reversing the

arrangements a few times we discover that that ball

alone which is connected with the prime conductor,

displays the luminous electric atmosphere.
If now, whilst the lower ball is in connection with

the prime conductor, and the machine in action, I press
down the sliding wire gradually, the luminous atmos-

phere on the lower ball expands upwards, gradually
forms into a round-topped cone, and at last discharges
itself in a dense spark to the upper ball.*

What a fund of intelligence is opened to our view by
the display of these beautiful phenomena ! An electric

atmosphere is here exposed to our view, and no longer
exists in the imagination alone ;

and as this phenomenon
appears at the positive ball alone, it is one of the

principal supports of the doctrine of a single electric

fluid. It proves, also, that the electric fluid is self

luminous; and the last phenomena exhibited by the

experiment show that polarization precedes discharge.
We have no experiment, that I am aware of, that

would favour the theoretical views of Lord Stanhope on

this subject, unless under circumstances in which the

charge of a body could be thrown off into the atmosphere :

or, according to his second proposition, where the electric

fluid could enter the negative body. When the bodies

are rounded and well polished, they neither receive nor

* This last variation of the experiment, I believe, is quite
novel. I have also shown that the luminous electro-sphere
can be produced independently of attenuated air. See Annals
of Electricity, vol. ii, p. 413.
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deliver the fluid easily from, and to, the atmospheric
air : and the polarization of such bodies must be very
high before a discharge could be accomplished from one
to the other through a thick plate of dense air, and

especially when the vicinal surfaces are but little convex,
Hence it is, that in the electro-polarizations already
shown in an early lecture, no discharge took place from
the positive disturbing body to the vicinal negative
surface of the polarized body, excepting in those cases

where pointed wires were employed and an uniform

current transmitted.

The luminous electro-sphere of Beccaria, affords no
idea of the electric matter being thrown into the sur-

rounding air
; but, on the contrary, would lead to the

belief that the accumulated electric fluid repels the air

with its contained electric particles, towards the opposite

ball, and not being able to enter its smooth surface,

renders its vicinal side negative by a secondary polariza-
tion : the polarization of the intermediate air being the

primary. This view is supported by the fact that when
the polarized body has points or sharp edges at its

remotest side from the polarizing body, that its own
electric fluid can be driven out of it by the repulsive
action on the opposite side : but no fluid enters from

the neighbouring air to make up the deficiency ; conse-

quently we find the body negative when the disturbing

positive body is withdrawn.

Beccaria, the illustrious Italian philosopher who dis-

covered the luminous electrosphere shown in the last

experiment, also devised another experiment, by means

of which I shall be enabled to convince you of the resis-

tance which the electric fluid meets with on its approach
to smooth convex or flat metallic surfaces.

The apparatus for illustrating this interesting fact

is that used in the last experiment, with the addition of

a Leyden jar. The air in the receiver being attenuated

higher than before, and the jar charged to a low degree of

intensity, I discharge it through the receiver, and you will

observe a narrow cylinder of light between the two balls,

which spreads over the upper surface of the lower ball

for a perceptible time before it disappears. The jar is
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next charged to a little higher intensity than before, and
when discharged, the cylinder of light is of greater
dimensions than by the first discharge, and a much

greater portion of the lower ball is covered with the

electric light than before.

In the preceding experiments the air within the re-

ceiver was not highly attenuated, nor the machine in

full action ;
but if the attenuation be carried on till the

air-pump ceases to act on the remaining air, and the ma-
chine brought into full play, a stream of purple electric

light falls upon the surface of the lower ball, which it does

not enter but breaks upon and runs over it and the

stem to the pump plate in a beautiful cascade.

To enhance the beauty of the experiment, I will next

use three of the battery jars. When these are charged

pretty high I transmit their contents through the re-

ceiver, and now, instead of a partial co- F
.

9g
veringof the lower ball, the whole of its

surface and that of its stem of sup-

port are completely enveloved in a

luminous electrical cloud of some dura-

tion, which seems to find more difficulty

in entering the polished surface of the

ball, than flowing over it through the

attenuated circumambient medium to

the asperous surface of the pump plate
which it enters, and then disappears.
The apparatus, with the enveloping
cloud on the lower ball, is represented

by Fig. 96.

If instead of a Leyden jar we were to connect the

sliding wire with the prime conductor, the stream of

electric fluid between the two balls and the luminous

cloud on the top of the lower ball might be continued

for any length of time we pleased ; but the light is very

faint, and can only be seen by close observers.

Another experiment established by Beccaria, shows the

direction of the fluid through the attenuated air, and

forms a beautiful cascade. On the lower plate is placed
a hollow hemisphere of glass, as represented by Fig.

97, and the ball is removed from the lower end of the slid-
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ing rod, which is again connected with Fig. 87.
the prime conductor. On bringing the

machine into action, a stream of

light flows from the lower extremity
of the sliding wire and falls on the top
of the hemisphere, which it partially

illuminates, and in a short time the

stream trickles over one side of the he-

misphere to the pump plate, as shown
in the figure. The direction of the

electric stream is decisively shown
and well defined, which gives a
a peculiar interest to the phenome-
non. The cascade, however, does not

continue constantly on the same side of the hemisphere,
but removes from place to place, which gives it a more

lively and pleasing appearance.
The direction of the electric discharge is demonstrated

by several other experiments, one or two of which I will

now proceed with. I place two sticks of sealing-wax
close together, laterally, on the table of the universal

discharger, Fig. 56, page 124, so as to form a channel
at the juncture of their rounded edges : on this channel
I place a cork ball of about an inch in diameter. When
the balls of the sliding wires are removed, I direct the

points toward the ball, each being about three inches

from it, and pointing towards its centre. One of the

sliding wires is connected with the table, and the other

with the prime conductor. On turning the machine

gently the ball rolls along the groove from the positive
to the negative wire.

I now remove the sealing-wax and the cork ball, and

place on the table of the universal discharger a lighted

candle, the flame of which is about the height of the

sliding wires when placed horizontally. The points of

these wires are directed towards each other, having the

flame of the candle directly between them. The ma-
chine is put into motion, and the flame yields to the

positive aura and bends towards the negative wire, now
in connection with the rubbers of the machine. If the

flame of the candle be blown out, the smoke from the

wick bends in the same direction.
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Both the prime and the negative conductors being

insulated, I place the apparatus p. Q^

represented by Fig. 98 in con-

nection with them by means of

wires, one to each of the insulated

horizontal wires. Each of these

wires carries a metallic hemispheri-
cal cup, in which is placed a small

piece of phosphorus, and between is

a burning taper. I now put the ma-
chine into motion, and in a short time you will observe

the phosphorus in the negative cup inflame, but the other

piece does not.

These are some of the experimental data which have

been brought forward in favour of the doctrine of one

electric fluid only. There are several other phenomena
which tend to give support to that doctrine, but having
selected those which appear most satisfactory, it would
be needless to dwell longer on this part of the subject.
It may be necessary, however, to observe that, although
an electric current proceeded from the point of the posi-
tive wire when operating on the cork ball, flame, smoke,

&c., there can be no doubt of the existence of a current

of air also, which added to the mechanical action.

When the back part of the hand is presented to the

point which throws out the aura, a cool and gentle blast is

experienced ; and uninsulated bodies, although attracted

by presenting them to the side of the wire, are absolutely
driven away from the point of it. If, for instance, I

suspend a light pith ball by a moistened hempen thread,

held between my finger and thumb, and present it to any

part of the prime conductor, or to the side of the pointed
wire fixed into its remote end, the ball is forcibly drawn
into close contact with the metal, where it will remain

as long as the machine keeps in action ; but if I present
the ball to the projecting point of the wire it is driven

off, and will not come near to it.

The pith ball, in this case, may represent a particle of

air, which being first attracted to the side of the wire

would travel towards the point, in consequence of the

electric force being gradually stronger in that direction ;
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but when it arrived at the point itself it would be thrown
off by a repulsive force, and multitudes of particles of
air following its example, would produce a current of air
from the point.

It appears singular, at first sight, to observe negative
points which are receiving electric fluid from the air, re-

pel the uninsulated ball as decidedly as those positive
points which throw the fluid off; but the immediate
cause is the same in both cases, for it can be shown that
a current of air proceeds from the negative point also.
The air contiguous to the side of the wire is attracted
more and more towards the negative point, where it de-
posits its electric fluid, and is afterwards driven offby suc-

ceeding portions, which in their turns are driven off also :

hence a continual wind is kept blowing from the nega-
tive point. Fig. Fig- 99
99 will give some
idea of the manner
in which the elec-

tric fluid would
rush out of a posi-
tive point through
the air to the negative wire.

If instead of a metallic point we were to employ water
within a capillary tube, that water would be thrown out
in a divergent stream similar to the aura in the air. For
this purpose we employ a small me- Fig- 100.

tal bucket with a capillary tube in-

serted in its bottom. When this

bucket is partly filled with water

small drops occasionally fall from
the lower orifice of the tube ; but if

it be hung on the prime conductor,
as represented by Fig. 100, and the

machine be put in action, the water

flows copiously in a divergent stream,
as represented in the figure. When
the room is darkened the divergent
current is slightly luminous.

In a previous lecture, p. 127, 1 have promised to bring
forward some of those contrivances which have been in-
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vented for the purpose of measuring the quantity of

electric fluid constituting the charge of Leyden jars.

The only instrument for this purpose that has gained

any celebrity amongst writers on elec- Fig. 101.

tricity, is called the unit jar : and as

we have one of these unit jars belonging B
to the Institution, I will describe its

structure and point out its principles
of action with some degree of minute-

ness. It is represented by Fig. 101.

This celebrated instrument is formed

of a small cylindrical Leyden jar, sup-

ported in an inverted position on a

glass stem, well covered with lac-var-

nish, and fixed into a wooden foot, as

seen in the figure. The inner coating
of the jar is in metallic contact with a

brass ball and wire D A
;
another ball

above the former is in contact with

the outer coating of the jar, by means
of a metallic frame and sliding wire.

The brass ball G, and wire B, are also connected with the

outer coating. The arrangement of this apparatus, is

obviously the same as that of the medical jar, with an

attached Lane's discharger, Fig. 73, page 172; for if

the wire A D, be connected with the prime conductor,
and the wire B with the ground, the charge will proceed
till the resistance between the ball D, and that above it,

in Fig. 101, is overcome; which accomplished, the jar
will discharge spontaneously ;

and so long as this resis-

tance is constant, and the outside surface uninsulated,
similar quantities of fluid will cause corresponding

discharges. Now as the spontaneous discharges take

place between the two fixed balls, the striking distance

is constant, and the discharge through that striking
distance will depend upon the intensity, and not upon
the quantity of fluid in the unit jar. For convenience

we will call this requisite intensity the discharging

intensity, which would be constantly the same if the

striking distance presented a constant resistance, although
the quantity of fluid required for this discharging intensity
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might vary considerably, according to the facility af-
forded for displacement of the fluid from its outer
surface.

If, for instance, we have two jars, whose figure and
extent of coated surfaces were precisely the same, but
the thickness of the glass considerably different, that
made of the thinner glass would require much more
fluid than the thick one to arrive at any given intensity
of charge ; because of the latter offering a greater resis-

tance to the disturbing force of the accumulated fluid

within
; and if the resistance were augmented by any

means whatever, the standard intensity would be arrived
at by a still less quantity of electric fluid. Such are
the considerations to be attended to in explaining the

operations of the unit jar, Fig. 101.

When this instrument is used with a view of measuring
the quantity of electric fluid which charges another jar,
in all cases much larger than itself, and which for con-

venience we will call j, the wire o B is connected with its

inside, and the wire A D with the prime conductor. When
the machine is put into motion, the unit jar charges ; a

portion of the fluid belonging to its outside being driven

into the inner surface of j, which, consequently, to a

certain extent, charges also by polarization. Now the

quantity of fluid driven into the unit jar will depend
upon the quantity driven into the jar j, and the quantity
driven into J will depend on the thinness of its glass ;

therefore, the first unit of fluid for the discharging

intensity depends upon the substance of the glass of the

jar j, and however thin that glass may be, the discharging

intensity will require less fluid in the unit jar than when
its coating was connected with the ground.
We now suppose that the first discharge has taken

place, and that nearly an unit of fluid is thus thrown into

j (the whole could not be thrown in because of the

initial part of the discharge partially charging the outer

surface in common with the inside of j). The resistance

of j against the reception of fluid from the outside of the

unit jar is now increased, and the discharging intensity

will be accomplished by a less quantity of fluid than at

first : and this second discharge of the unit jar throws a
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still less proportion of the diminished quantity into j than

in the previous discharge. And thus it is that each suc-

ceeding charge requires less and less fluid for the dis-

charging intensity, and a corresponding disproportion
enters the jar j.

When the intensity of j becomes considerable, the

unit jar will be nearly choaked up, and incapable of

receiving any but a very trifling quantity of fluid
;
and

were the resistance of the striking distance not altered

during this time, the discharges from the ball D to that

above it would take place as if no unit jar were there.

This resistance, however, is increased, which requires a

higher discharging intensity, and consequently somewhat
more fluid than if no increase of resistance had taken

place. But this increased resistance in the striking
distance is that which lessens the quantity discharged,
which at high intensities of the jar j is very small indeed.

The electrical sportsman is another piece of apparatus
which operates upon Fig. 102.

the principles of

Lane's discharging
electrometer. Fig.
1 02 represents this

apparatus,which con-
sists of a Leyden jar,
a flock of birds, and
the sportsman with

his gun. From the

brass wire, with a small wooden stage near its remote

end. To the extremity of the wire four or five threads

are tied, having artificial birds at their other ends, which

rest on the stage. Another wire, terminated with a

small ball, also rises a short height from the inside of the

jar. The outside of the jar is connected with the table

and also with the gun, at the end of which is a small ball,

which is brought to within striking distance of the ball

of the jar.
The inside of the jar being connected with the prime

conductor, and the machine put into motion, the charge
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proceeds, and at the same time the birds rise and fly
from one another by repulsion, until the striking inten-

sity discharges the jar to the muzzel of the piece, where
a flash is seen, and the birds drop as if shot by the

discharge.
Whilst on the subject of electrized glass, I will offer to

your notice a few curious experiments on flat glass

plates. I will first operate with the flat glass disc, and the
two metal discs represented by Fig. 51, page 109. I

place the glass plates between the two metallic plates, and

charge the upper side positively by uniting it with the

prime conductor whilst the lower surface is uninsulated.

This done I remove the connections with the prime
conductor and the table, and then discharge the glass

plate by an application of the discharging rod. When
the discharging rod has been removed I take up the

upper metal plate by its glass handle, and by applying
it to my knuckle I receive a feeble spark. I now

replace this plate on the glass, and with one hand I

touch the other plate : on approaching the upper plate
with the other hand I again experience a spark. I now
lift up the upper plate by its glass handle and ex-

perience another spark on presenting the knuckle, in

precisely the same manner as with the electrophorus.
But what is very remarkable, the power of these sparks
increases to a great extent, and again diminish, and so

on for a long time together.
I now employ two square glass plates, each of which

is coated on one side only ;
I place the naked surfaces

upon one another, and press them close together. This

done, one of the coatings is connected with the prime
conductor, and the other with the ground : put the

machine in action, a charge takes place, and the two

plates are held together by a great force. Indeed, it is

difficult to separate them without fear of breaking one

or both. Having accomplished their separation, and ap-

plied their surfaces to the electroscope, I find both sides

of one of the glass plates positive, and both sides of the

other negative. The two plates when together had ob-

viously operated as one plate only. I now again put
them together as before, and by applying the discharging
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rod to the two coatings a discharge takes place, and the

plates easily separate.
I charge the two plates when again in close contact,

and on trial find they are held fast together. I now turn

the negative side upwards, and connect it with the prime
conductor, and a moment's action of the machine neu-

tralizes the electrization of the plates, and they are

easily separated ;
but if the action of the machine be

continued too long, the plates become electrized the re-

verse way, and are held together as before.

This is an old experiment, first made known by the

father Jesuits at Pekin to the academy at St. Peters-

burg, in the year 1755. It was extensively investigated

by Mr. Symmer in this country, and by M. Cigna and

Father Beccaria in Italy, who were led to several other

interesting experiments in consequence.
To insure success, it is necessary that the glass plates

have perfectly flat surfaces, and by being square the

corners of the one can be placed across the sides of the

other, thus giving a better opportunity of separating
them when charged.

Mr. Symmer made a great number of experiments
with black and white silk stockings, which, when one of

each colour was worn on the same leg for half an hour,
and both taken off together without separating them,
showed but feeble signs of electric action ;

but on sepa-

rating them afterwards, they were found to adhere together
with great force, a crackling noise was heard and

sparks seen all the time. When quite separated, and
one held up in each hand, the repulsion in each stocking
was so powerful that it stood out in full shape as if the

leg were in it. The attraction between the two stock-

ings was powerful, and a spark was seen as they rushed

together. When one stocking was in the other, a force

of fifteen pounds was required to separate them. The
white stocking was always electro-positive.
The experiments with the two glass plates leads to the

explanation of another curious fact attending charged

glass generally. When a plate of glass, coated on both

sides, is charged to a high intensity, and then brought
over the cap of an electroscope, the gold leaves are but
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little affected, whichever surface be turned towards the

instrument, although several sparks have been thrown
on the positive surface, each of which, if thrown on a
metal surface of the same extent, would have affected

the electroscope to a greater degree. The glass is in-

tensely charged, but its accumulated fluid on the posi-
tive side presses inwards to a much greater extent than

outwards, because of the negative surface offering a

less resistance than the pressure on the other side ;

and the forces are principally engaged in the substance

of the glass, there being but a small portion disen-

gaged to operate on external bodies. If, however,
either of the coated surfaces be uninsulated for a

moment, a portion of the previously engaged force is

relieved, and the opposite side of the glass now affects

the electroscope much more than before. This doctrine

is beautifully illustrated by operating on an insulated

Leyden jar, furnished
p* 103

with a pith-ball electro-

scope on each surface, as

represented by Fig. 103.

When the jar is charged,
and removed from the

prime conductor for a

few moments, both pairs
of balls diverge a little,

but not much, for reasons

already stated. I now
touch the outer coating, and its balls immediately col-

lapse, being uninsulated ; but the other pair of balls di-

verge to a great extent, because my finger has supplied
a small portion of electric fluid to the outer surface, and

relieved a corresponding quantity on the inner surface,

which now being disengaged in the glass, springs to the

balls which it repels.

I now take away my finger from the outer surface, and

place it on the ball belonging to the inner one. By
this means I take away the previously released fluid, and

also a little more ; and the balance of forces through the

glass is again broken, and the negative balls diverge in

quest of that portion last taken away from the inside. I
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again change the position of my finger, and the outside

balls collapse, and the inside pair diverge as at first ;

then by a series of contacts with my finger, first with

one coating and then with the other, I gradually dis-

charge the jar.

There are several other methods of discharging a

jar gradually and silently, but none more effectually
than by a pointed wire. If, for instance, the ball were
removed from the stem of a jar it exposes a sharp point,
and on this point being applied to the prime conductor

the charge is accomplished in the usual way : now remove
the jar and place it on the table, and its charge will

issue from the point into the air ; and in a short time

the jar will become perfectly neutral. When this

experiment is made in a darkened room, a beautiful pur-

ple brush of light is seen issuing from the point, and

by close attention the brush appears largest and brightest
at first, and gradually grows smaller and feebler till the

discharge is complete. When both sides of the charged

jar are insulated, and each furnished with a pointed

wire, the star will be seen on the negative point during
the whole time that the brush appears on the positive

point. These are beautiful theoretical facts, though by
no means adapted for the lecture room.

When the discharge of a jar is made in the usual way
through a metallic circuit, the velocity of the fluid is

too great to allow of measurement : or rather, perhaps,
there are circumstances in the way which frustrate all

attempts to ascertain its velocity. When, for instance,

a discharge is made on one end of a long metallic circuit,

the entering fluid disturbs all that belonging to the conduct-

ing wire, a portion of which leaves the wire at one end of

the circuit at the time the new fluid from the jar enters the

other end
;
and this fact is, perhaps, the most formidable

barrier against obtaining satisfactory experimental results.

During lightning, however, the electric fluid may be

traced by the eye as it traverses the air through long

striking distances, and obviously occupies an appreciable

period of time.

I have a beautiful experiment to bring forward, which

has been often used as an illustration of the great velocity
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of the electric fluid whilst traversing metallic conductors,
but for reasons already explained it is of no value in that

capacity.
I have about fifty yards of iron wire chain suspended

round the room by silken cords, and through this chain
I discharge the battery of jars from a high intensity.
The chain, you will have observed, was splendidly illu-

minated throughout by brushes of scintillating fire, which

sprang simultaneously from every link in the circuit.

The results of experiments of this kind are interesting, if

it were on no other account than by their showing
that a quantity of the electric fluid is thrown into the air

from every sharp point in the circuit. The scintillating
of the iron, however, adds much to the brilliancy of the

display.
I have already shown in Lecture IV, page 50, that

bodies of different kinds have different degrees of

susceptibility for receiving the electric fluid, when ex-

posed to the natural electric pressure of the atmosphere,
and that Volta's plates of copper and zinc, Fig. 12, when

brought into contact, occasion a new distribution of the

electric fluid in the pair : the copper parting with some
to the zinc ; and that when thus in contact the pair is

electro-polar.
The polar action of a single pair however, is exceed-

ingly feeble, and requires nice manipulation for its de-

tection
;
but if we employ a number of pairs of those

metals, properly arranged in a group, we accumulate the

power to a high degree of intensity, sufficient even to

produce sparks and charge glass. When thus arranged,

they constitute an instrument called the dry electric

column ; the principles of which I will now attempt to

explain.
When two pairs of metals, A and B, are placed in such

a manner, with respect to each other, that the positive

surface of A be directly opposite the negative surface of

B, having only a thin film of air between them, the pre-
vious electro-equilibrium of each pair will again be

disturbed ; for the accumulated fluid on the inner posi-

tive surface of A will polarize the thin film of air, and

thus cause it to exert a greater electric pressure on the
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vicinal negative surface of B than that to which it was

previously exposed : and no corresponding pressure taking

place on the exterior or positive surface of this latter

pair, its fluid will be urged in that direction, and conse-

quently the accumulation of the fluid on that surface of

B will be increased. The disturbance of the fluid in A
arises from the electric pressure on its inner or positive
surface being diminished by the vicinal negative surface

of B, without any corresponding diminution of pressure
on its outer surface, the first effect of which is a move-
ment of the fluid in A towards B. It therefore appears
that the fluid, in both pairs, moves in one and the same

direction, and that the ultimate result is a new equili-
brium in the group, in which a more powerful electro-po-

larity is established than can be displayed by either pair
alone.

It will now appear very obvious that if a third pair c,

were to be added to A and B, the electro -polarity at the

extremities of the series would become still greater than

that displayed by a group of two pairs only ;
and for

the same reason, every additional pair would cause an

increase of polarity in the series, which when extended
to about one hundred pairs would be sufficiently power-
ful to affect electroscopes and put light pendulous bodies

into motion.

The electro-polarization of bodies may be enhanced

either by augmenting the disturbing force, or by lessen-

ing the resistance of the surrounding mediums. The
latter circumstance is usually resorted to in the con-

struction of the electric column, in which discs of dry

paper, instead of films of air, form the intermediate

substance between the metallic pairs.
M. Marechaux was the first philopsoher who employed

paper in the dry electric column. The metals in M. de

Luc's colums were discs of thin zinc, and of Dutch

gilt paper of about an inch diameter ;
the gilt side of the

paper being in contact with the zinc in every pair. The
series was strung upon a silken thread, which passed

through the centre of the whole, and then placed in a
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glass tube furnished with brass caps and hooks at its ex-

tremities, as represented by Fig. 104.

Fig. 104.

Fig. 105.

When one extremity of the pile is held in the hand,
and the other to the cap of an electroscope, the gold leaves

immediately diverge, indicating the electric character
of the pole in contact

with the instrument.

Or the column may
be placed horizon-

tally on the caps of

two gold leaf electro-

scopes, as represented

by Fig. 105. In this

case both instru-

ments indicate elec-

tric action in the

extremities of the column, the one positive and the other

negative. By a series of 20,000 pairs the late Mr.

Singer was enabled to charge Leyden jars by a moment's
contact. By the employment of coated talc, instead of

glass, I find that an extensive surface may be charged
by a dry pile of 10,000 pairs.*

The principal consideration, in this place, is the per-

petuity of the action of the dry electric column
; which,

when properly constructed, and securely guarded against

moisture, appears to be possessed of interminable electric

powers. At the time when philosophers, especially the

chemical philosophers, could form no idea of the changes
in the electric characters of bodies but such as emanated
from oxidation, the most fruitful of all sources of error

in this branch of physics, the dry electric column shared

the same fate as the wet pile of Volta, in having its ac-

tion placed to the credit of oxidation. Even when

* The whole process of forming dry electric columns with a

variety oftheir iiiteresting applications, will be clearly described
in my "Cyclopaedia of Electricity and Magnetism," shortly to
be published.
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it was found that the dry column would retain its action

for several years, a slow oxidation of the metals was the

only explanation that could be given for the display of

its electricity. This idea became so fashionable even-

tually, that it became the basis of the prevailing hypo-
thesis which, to this day, is strongly contended for by
certain philosophers now in controversy on this interest-

ing topic.
To those who have paid attention to the succession of

steps that I have hitherto taken in tracing the electric

action from metal to metal in each individual pair, and
also that action which is due to a series of pairs, as

associated in the dry electric column, there can appear
no reason whatever for calling into the hypothesis an

oxidation of the metals ; but, on the contrary, since

purity of the metallic surfaces is essential to the develop-
ment of those peculiar arrangements of the electric forces

which I have described, and which form the very soul

of the dry electric column, and since the introduction

of an oxidizing process would soon pollute those metallic

surfaces, and ultimately destroy every particle of their

metallic character, nothing can appear more evident in

physical science, than that a perpetuity of electric action

in the dry pile, depends upon a continuance of the purity

of the metal.

The inference thus drawn from the simple principles
of electricity, is that which alone can direct the practical
electrician with certainty to the construction of a perma-
nently acting electric column. It is conformable with

all experience, and, I believe, is now acted upon by
those who make the best apparatus of this kind. Every
care is taken to insulate the elements of the column from
the atmospheric air, and from every kind of moisture ;

which objects, when properly accomplished, secure the

permanency of the electric action.

As the whole action of the column depends upon
electric pressures, any change in the external electric

state of the atmosphere will necessarily affect the

action of the apparatus. It is on this account that it

becomes an indicator of those fluctuations of atmospheric
electrical pressure which are almost continually going
on ; and, as these fluctuations are occasioned by change
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of temperature, humidity, evaporation, winds, barometric-

pressures, clouds, &c., and frequently by several of these

causes at the same time, there can be no astonishment

excited at M. De Luc's failures in attempting to apply
the electric column as a meteorological instrument. The

frequent changes in the activity of Fig 106 ;

this apparatus, first noticed by that

ingenious and indefatigable philoso-

pher, are exceedingly curious and

interesting. He attached to the

upper pole of a vertical electric

column, a bent wire, which reached

downwards as low as the lowest pole,

and terminated in a small brass ball.

Between this ball and the lower pole
of the column was suspended, by a

silken fibre, a light gilt pith ball ;
the

whole being covered by a glass shade,

as represented in Fig. 106. The

pendulous ball vibrates between the

lower pole of the column and the opposite ball, carrying
the electric fluid from one to the other continually.
When the atmosphere is highly charged with the electric

fluid the ball vibrates with great rapidity ; it also moves

rapidly in a warm room, or any warm unattenuated

atmosphere, but languishes very materially in a moist

atmosphere.
When two columns are arranged

as in Fig. 107, having a bell attached

to each lower pole, the one positive

and the other negative, the pendulous
brass ball plays between them, and

rings both bells ;
thus warning the

observer when any material atmos-

pheric electrical change is taking

place. Apparatus of this kind have

kept in play for upwards of twenty

years, and are still as active as at

first, and there can be no satisfac-

tory reason shown why they should

ever cease to display their electric

forces.

Fig. 107.
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The difference of electric action of bodies when under
the natural electric pressure, so beautifully illustrated by
Volta's copper and zinc plates, and still more so by the

dry electric column, is not limited to different kinds of

metal, for it is manifested on one and the same piece :

nor is this difference confined to metallic bodies only.
With respect to the metals, their natural electrical charac-

ter has much dependence on their crystalline structure,
and also on the compactness of their particles and polish
of their surfaces. On these delicate enquiries I shall

have to treat somewhat extensively in my lectures on
voltaic electricity, and I will close this course of lectures

with a most beautiful experiment illustrative of the

difference of the natural electric characters of non-con-

ducting bodies, and also the difference between a posi-
tive and a negative electric action on those bodies.

For this purpose I employ a smooth cake of pitch, a

Leyden jar, a small cylindrical tin can with a glass

handle, and a mixture of sulphur and red lead in a

spring puff or bag.
I first place the can upon the pitch cake, and when

the jar is charged at the prime conductor, 1 present its

ball to the can, to which it delivers a spark. This

electric fluid immediately spreads over the can, and a

portion is communicated to the surface of the pitch

cake, which renders it electro-positive. The can is

now removed by its glass handle, neutralized by a

touch with the finger, and then set down on another

part of the cake. I next electrize the jar by placing
its ball in contact with the negative conductor, and
then bring it into contact with the can. In this case

the can transfers a portion of its natural share of

fluid into the jar, and thus gives an opportunity for

a small portion to leave the surface of the cake, and

enter the vicinal rim of the can. Consequently, when
the can is removed, the place it left on the cake is

electro-negative.
The pitch cake, thus differently electrized on two parts

of its surface, is now placed in a vertical position, and
whilst standing at some distance from it I project the pow-
der from the puff towards it, until I observe the two elec-
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trized specks partly covered
;
the positive speck with the

sulphur, and the negative one with red lead : the two pow-
ders being separated from each other by the different elec-

tric actions of the two parts of the pitch surface. Hence
we learn, in the first place, that although these powders
were intimately mixed with each other in the bag, they
were absolutely in different electric conditions.

The figures which these powders assume on the sur-

face of the pitch are truly beautiful, and to the theoretical

electrician are of the most interesting character. Fig. 106.

will give some idea of these figures, but nothing short

of real observation of the results of the experiment can

convey to the mind, its true beauty and importance. Even
to a superficial observer, the ramifications of the sulphur
on every side of the electrical nucleus, is highly curious

and pleasing ; whilst the watchful philosopher observes the

particles of sulphur repelled on every side, and creeping
outwards in multivious formed radial lines, which ex-

pand the electro-stellate picture before his eyes. In-

wards, also, the particles of sulphur keep advancing, until

the electro-positive forces on opposite sides of the centre

balance one another, and then the inward advances

cease, and a vacant central speck remains.

Fig. 108.

Turning the eye to the negative ring, it remains the

same from first to last, no motions of particles are ob-

served, nor has there been any of those radial shoots

such as the sulphur displays. Such results are strictly

in accordance with the theoretical principles kept in
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view during the whole series of illustration in these

lectures. They not only demonstrate the different elec-

tric actions of different bodies, but stamp the mind with

a conviction that the whole series of electrical phenomena
are the consequent display of the inherent attributes of

a peculiarly active physical agent, perfectly distinct from

all other kinds of terrestrial matter.

THE END.

P. URAXT, PRINTER, MANCHESTER.
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Two Parts. PART FIRST Of the Symptoms, Causes, and Prevention of Local Inflam-

mation, Consumption, Spinal Affections, and other Disorders incidental to Young Fe-
males. PART SKCOVD Comprehending the several Affections incidental to the middle
und later Periods of Life, andofU.eirConstttntion-.il Origin. By MARSHALL HALL,
M.D. F.R.S. L. & E. New Edition, with Plates, price 16s.

Dr. Prichard on Man.

RESEARCHES into the PHYSICAL HISTORY of MAN-
KIND. Illustrated with an entire new set of Plates ; completely rewritten,
and, by the addition of much new and interesting matter, every department of
this important subject has been brought down to the present time. By J. C.

PRICHARD, M.D. F.R.S. M.R.I.A. 3 vols. 8vo. Third. Edition, price 46*. cloth.
" Dr. Prichard deserves much praise for establishing- a point which had eluded the researchi-i of

.-.is predecessors, and which may eventually prove a valuable contribution towards the history of the
human race." Quarterly lieview.

** Vol. IV. is ID the prest.
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(Builie 250063,
AND WORKS OF TOPOGRAPHY.

COOKE'S
TOPOGRAPHICAL LIBRARY,

POCKET COUNTY DIRECTORY:
CONTAINING

An Accurate and Comprehensive
TOPOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL DESCRIPTION

COUNTIES

A PBRFRCT acquaintance with the Local History and interim! Advantages of
our Native Country iscertninly one of the most useful, ornamental, and desirable
branches of human knowledge; and it will readily be admitted that there is not
a nation in the world more generally interesting to the scientific observer thau
that ofGreat Britain.
COOKE'S rOI'OHRAPHfCAL LIBRARY forms a complete PICTRE of tl

BRITISH KMPIKR, and contains a particular Account of the

ition,

Extent,
Towns,
Roads,
Rivers,
Lakes,

Mines, I Agriculture, I Picturesque Scenery,
Minerals, | Fairs, Natural History,
Fisheries,
Manufactures,
Trade,
Commerce,

Markets, |
Civil and Kcclesiaslical

Monuments Jurisdiction,
Curiosities, Ac. Ac.

of all the Counties in UNGMND, WALES, and SCOTLAND; the whole interspersed
with a variety of Information, entertaining to the general Reader highly
beneficial to the Agriculturist, Trader, and Manufacturer and particularly
interesting to the Traveller, Speculatist, Antiquarian, and, in short, to every
Man of the World.
The Work is highly illustrated with a complete Series of COOKTY MAHS, accu-

rately COLOURRD, and Rmbellished with upwards of Three Hundred Picturesque
Viewaof TOWNS, CASTI.ES, < IILKCHKH, CATHEDRALS, NATURAL CURIOSITIES, NOBLBMIN'S

The division of the Work into separate Counties affords great accommodation
to the Public, in selecting such portions as may be wished; thus the Western
Circuit of England comprehends CORN WALL, DRVON, Donsp.r, SOMERSET, WILTS, and
HANTS, and forms Kour interesting Volumes. The other Five Circuit* of the

Judges may be selected ni>d bound up in the like manner.
To each County nre prefixed a LIST of the MARKETS an< FAIRS, an IKORX,

also a Copious TRAVELLING rOUNTY GUIDE,' describing- all the Roads, Inns,

Distances ofStages, Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Seals, Ac. forming

A COMPLETE COUNTY ITINERARY.
The Plan of this Work has leceived particular approbation, from its being

divided into F.ASV JOURNKYS ; by which means. Persons, either Riding or on Foot,

agreeable umn ,-ind COMPMIIOH.
* The pi-ice of eacli Part, coiiiainlnp a separate History ofeach County, varies

accordin- to the Mze of the County, from Two U; Four Shillings Any uf tne Part*

may be had separately.
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The Lakes of England.

TABLETS of an ITINERANT in WESTMORELAND :

a complete Guide to the SCENERY of the NORTHERN LAKES ; with an Itinerary
of the several ROADS, TOWNS, VILLAGES, and Object 1* worthy of notice to the Traveller.
Illustrated with a Coloured Map and 41 Views, etched on Steel byTopHAM, from
Original Drawings. By GEORGE TATTERSALI,. Post 8vo. 12. hd. and lettered.

" This is one o (the best Guides to the Lakes that have met with. The descriptive pait of the
beauties of the Ukes, the umniiMin scenery, ihr ro-.nN, i!isi:i'!i-i'i, iono, ipoti worth seems, &c.

'

HISTORY and ANTIQUITIES of the CATHEDRAL
CHURCHES of GREAT BRITAIN : with complete Lists of Bishops and Deans.

This valuable Work forms Four superb Volumes, comprising- 2S Parts, illus-

trated with 25? Plates, Drawn and Engraved by J. and H. S. STORER.

May be had by one or more at a time, as follow :

Exeter
York
Durham.

Each Cathedral is illustrated by Eight highly-finished Views, ami a Ground Pis

Price 3. in demy Svo.; or the whole in Four Parts, Svo. half-bound, it. 4.s.

PICTURE of ITALY; a Guide to the Antiquities and Curio-
sities of that Interesting Country; containing Sketches of Manners, Society,
and Customs ; with an Itinerary of Distances, and a Description of Rome,
Florence, Naples, Venice, and their Environs. By H. COXE, Esq. Illustrated by
a Map and Pla'es. Price 12*. bound.

COOKE'S GUIDE to the LAKES of CUMBERLAND, WEST-
MORELAND, and LANCASHIRE; including a Description of the surrounding

Scenery, the Vales, Mountains, adjacent Towns and Villages, Local Peculiarities.

2*. 6rf.

PICTURE of the ISLE of WIGHT-, with TWENTY -six
of the most interesting Views throughout the Island, drawn and engraved liy

COOKE. To which are prefixed, an ACCOUNT of the ISLAND, and a VO VAGE
round ITS COAST. Price 12*.

EVANS'S WALKS through NORTH and SOUTH WALES;
containing a 1 opographical and Statistical Description of the Principality: alo
a Copious Travelling Guide, exhibiting the Direct and Cross-roads, Inns, Dis-

tancesof Stages, and Noblemen's Seats. With Maps and Views. 8*. bound.

STEAM -BO AT COMPANION from LONDON to

GRAVESEND, SOUTHEND, HERJJE BAY, MARGATE, and RAMSGATE ; con-

taining a Topographical Notice of the several Towns, Villages, Public Buildings,
and Noblemen and Gentlemen's Seats. Illustrated with a Coloured Frontispiece,
exhibiting a PICTURESQUE VIEW of every thing worthy of Observation on the

Middlesex, Essex, Surrey, and Kentish Shores, between Louslon and Ramsgate. \t.
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of
AND

WORKS USEFUL FOR THBDISPATCH OF BUSINESS.

** The following Work Books comprehend a valuable Series of Practical and dis-
tinct Treatises, expressly adapted to the daily Business of the Operative, Artist, and
Mechanic.

NICHOLSON'S CODE OF MECHANICAL SCIENCE,

Being a complete Encijclopcedia of Practical Knowledge; con-

taining nearly One Thousand Pages of Print, and illustrated by
ONE HUNDRED Copper-plate Engravings, comprising OHE THOUSAND
Subjects ofMECHANICAL SCIENCE.

OPERATIVE MECHANIC and BRITISH MACHINIST: com.
prehending a complete and sjstcmatic Development both of the Theory nnd
Practice of the Productive Arts, in their present state of unrivalled perfection;
and exhibiting the actual Construction anrf practical Uses ofall the Machinery and
Implements now used in Great Britain, with the real Processes adopted in perfect-
ing the National Manufactures of every description. By JOHN NICHOLSON,
Esq, Civil Engineer. In One large Volume, Octavo, Third Edition, H. 11*. 6d. half-

bound; or in Thirty Weekly Numbers, It. each.
This work displays, in a cheap and succinct form, and in a correct anil com-

prehensive manner, the actual state of Scientific Improvement as at present ap-
plied to the productive Industry of this Kmpire ; not as the s:ime knowledge now
exists in Books, but as actually found in Workshops and Manufactories ofthe highest
Character, as regards Carpentry, JotHiry,Maionry, nnd every branch of the Build-
injr Art. It conveys very desirable information relative to Engines and Con-
structions ; pxrticularly-MILL WORK, HYDRAULIC S, PRINTING MACHIN-
F,RY, CLOCKS and WATCHES, and loall Branches of the METALLIC, WOOLLEN,
COTTON, LINKN, SILK, PAPER, PORCELAIN, and other important Manu-
factures.
To this new Edition of the OPERATIVE MECHANIC, the Proprietors have

made very ccnsHerabe Additions, by way ol Supplement, exhibiting a COMPLETE
VIEW of the PUBLIC WORKS uf this COUNTRY, by the BARON DIJPIN. This
invaluable Department presents a Series of PLANS, ELEVATIONS, SECTIONS,
and DETAILS, exquisitely engraved, including the usost striking Examples of
British Science, Skill, Power, Ingenuity, and Perseverance, as exhibited in our

BRl!)GES,wbetherofSI'()i\EorIU()N(ii.clu(lingSUSI'KNSIONBRII);ES),CANALS,
LOCKS, PORTS, PIERS, DOCKS, LIGHTHOUSES, RAILWAYS, LOIOMOTIVK
ENGINES, Ac. Ac. It is therefore equally valuable to the Intelligent Workman,
the Scientific Master Manufacturer, and the ingenious Projector.

SPECIMENS of MARBLES for DECORATIONS, from theox-
t'-Td Collection in the Radcliffe Library and the Ashmolean Museum, calculated
f-rtheUseof ORNAMENTAL PAINTERS; forming a Supplement to, and old

separately for the Accommodation of Purchasers of the First Edition ol - Ik,

Painter^ unit Glazier's Guide." By NATHANIEL WHITTOtK. Illustrated
with Seventeen Plates, printed on Quarto, and accurately coloured. Pi ice i.

Kendall's Gothic Architecture.

AN KLUCI RATION of the PRINCIPLES of ENGLISH
AKCHITECTURE, usually denominated GOTHIC. By JOHN KENDALL, of Ki< trr.

Embellished with Twenty-three Plates of Examples, engraven by Messrs. STOREK, taken

from the Cathedral Church of Exeter, and comprising n Explanation of ill the Term*
uged in that udmired Style of Building. Elegantly printed in 8vo. prlie lo*. <Jf. boards ;

i royal paper, with Proof Impressions of the Piutei, price 15*. hoards; or In quarto.on royal paper, with IToot impmnoos (

with the Platen on India paper, price It.
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i, Esq.Tkefirit isby C. F. PART

1. CLOCK and WATCH
MAKER'S GUIDE; comprehending the

early History of the Art, its Progressive

Improvement, and Present State. 2.

9. COACHMAKER'S and
WHEELWRIGHT'S GUIDE; compre-
hending the Theory and Construction of
Wheel Carriages. 1. fid.

S.SHIPBUILDER'SGUIDE;
comprehending the Theory and Practice
of Naval Architecture. 3s. 6d.

4. BUILDER'S GUIDE;
comprehending the Theory and Practice
of the several departments of Archi-
tecture, Bricklaying, Brickmaking, Ma-"

nonry, Carpentry, Joinery, Painting, and
Plumbing. With Useful Information
on the Application and Durability of Ma-
terials, &c. 7s.

5. Pftl NTER'S GUIDE ; con-
taining n Sketch of the History and

Progress of Printing to its Present State
of Improvement; Details of its several

Departments; numerous Schemes of

Imposition ; Modern Improvements in

Stereotype, Presses, and Machinery.
2*. 6rf.

r>. ENGRAVER'S GUIDE?
with its Modern Improvements in Steel

Plates, Lithography, &c. 1*. 6d.

** These Six Treatises, collectively, form a

large and interesting Volume, and,rill befuund
(i valuable acquisition to Young Mechanics ; they

maybe had, neatly bound in cloth, for l&s. being
3 ( . lest than trhrn purchased se/iaratily.

7. CABINET-MAKER'S
GUIDE ; or, Rules and Instructions in

the Art of Varnishing, Dying, Staining,

Japanning, Polishing, Lacquering, and

Beautifying Wood, Ivory, Tortoise-

shell, and Metal. By G. A. SIDDONS.
5th Edition, 3s. Grf. boards.

" We strong* recommend this a a vade-
mecum, which uliould he in the pocket of every
i abiuet-inaki-r." Critical Gazette.

8. OVER'S GUIDE; a Com-
pendium of the Art of Dying Linen,
Cotton, Silk, Wool, Muslin, Dresses,

and Bleaching. By T. PACKER, Dyer
and Chemist. 6*. boards.

9. VARNISHER-S GUIDE;
a Practical Treatise or. the Art of Making
and Applying Varnishes, to Painting, and
to other branches of tlie Arts. With
new Observations and Experiments on
Copal; on the Substances employed in

the Composition of Varnish. By P. F.
TINGRY. 6*. boards.

IQ.FTOUSE-PAINTER'S ami
COLOURMAN'S GUIDE; a Treatise
on the Preparation of Colours, and their

Application to the different kinds of
Painting; in which is described the Art
of Houss PAINTING. By P. F. TINGRY.
3rd Edition, improved, 7s. boards.

The three following are by
'

JOHN NICHOLSON, Esq. Civil Engineer.

11. BUILDER'S PRACTI-
CAL GUIDE

; containingan Explanation
of the Principles of Science, as applied
to Building; comprising an entire
Course of Instruction for Masons,
Bricklayers, Carpenters, Joiners, Plas-
terers, Slaters, Plumbers, Glaziers,
and Painters; with the Customary Me-
thods of Estimating, Measuring, and
Charging. Plates. 7*. boards.

12 MILLWRIGHT'S
GUIDE ; a Practical Treatise on the
Construction of all kinds of Mill Work,
and the Application of the Power of
Wind and Water. Plates. 7. boards.

13. PRACTICAL ESSAY
on the Construction and Use of the

STEAM ENGINE, and on the Applica-
tion of Power from Steam. 2*. 6d.

14. PRACTICAL VIEW of
the most remarkable Public Work*
and National Improvements of the
British Empire; elucidated by Engrav-
ings of Plans, Elevations, Sections, and
Details; including the most striking

Examples of British Science, Skill,

Power, Ingenuity, and Perseverance,
as exhibited in our Bridges, whether of

Stone or Iron (including Suspension
Bridges), Canals, Locks, Ports, Piers,
Docks, Lighthouses, Railways, fcc. &e.
From the French of BARON DUPIN.
With Twenty-Six Plates. 7*. Uoardi.
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Whittock's Painter's and Glazier's Guide.

DECORATIVE PAINTER'S and GLAZIER'S COMPLETE
fiUIDE; containing the most approved Methods of imitating Oak, Mahogany,
Maple, Rose, Cedar, Coral, and e\ ery other kind of Fancy Wood ; Verd Antique,
Dove, Sienna, Porphyry, White, Veined, and other Marbles, in Oil or Distemper
Colour; Designs for Decorating Apartments, in accordance with the varioun
Styles of Architecture; Directions for Stencilling, and Process for Destroying
Damp in Rooms, with Instructions and Patterns for Painting Transparent Blinds;
also.a complete Body of Information on the Art of Staining and Painting on Glass;
Plans for the Erection of Apparatus for annealing it; and the method of joining
Figures together by leading, with Examples from Ancient Window*. ByNATHANIKL WHITTOCK, assisted by the most experienced nnd practical Artizans
in every Department of Decorative Painting and Glazing. Neatly printed on fine
wove paper, and illustrated with ORB HONORED PLATES, FORTY-SIX of which are
accurately Coloured, the whole forming a handsome Volume in Quarto, and may
be had complete, price Si. 14. bound and lelterd ; or, in Fifty Numbers, by one
or more at a time, price Is. each.

*** "A work containing numerous well-coloured and explanatory plates ; a work which neither
Hit: Decorative Painter, Glazier, nor eirn the furnisher, should be without; a work whoce copiout-
ne.s ol detail, and accuracy ol practical information o.i the rarioun mihjerli of which it trean, flai no
rial : here the Painter, the Varuithtr, the Glazier, am! the CLunlanier, will find what no other

^'k.cmit.nns
namely, direction, for the practical application of their reopecUve tn."-Tifrr

'
t

APPENDIX TO THE ABOVE.

Whittock's Designs for Shop Fronts.

VlEWS of the Most Elegant SHOP FRONTS in LONDON :

also ORIGINAL, DESIGNS; with Observations 'and Hints for Improving Shop
Fronts in general, by giving them variety an I character, and an appropriate
style of decoration, in accordance with the several trades carried on within them.
Selected as a Guide t<> the Public, and for the Use of Architects, Builders, Car-
penters, and Painters, in the Erection of New Houses, or the Altering Old Ones.
Illustrated with 18 Plates. By N. WHITTOCK, Author of the " Decorative Painter'.
and GlazierS Guide." Elegantly printed in 4to. and accurately coloured. Pr ce |OV;
or with the Plates plain, 12s. cloth.

HARDWICK'S TRADER'S CHECK.DOOK; for finding
at one View, the Amount ofany Quantity of Goods Bought or Sold by the Hundred
Weight or Ton, or by Tal* or Measure. Al.-i. the OILMAN'S ASSISTANT :

shewing the value of a Ton of FISH or SEAL On., from One Farthing to One Pound
per Gallon ; or the Weight of any number of Gallons, from One Gallon to Oue
Tun. By R. W. WHITTON. Particularly adapted for the n-e of GROCF.K*
OILMEN, SUGAR-RKFINERS, IRON-FOUNDERS, T ALLOW-CH ANDLKIIS,
SOAP MANUFACTURERS, HOP MERCHANTS, CHEESEMONGERS, DRUGGISTS,
Ac. Ac.
A nd any Duiineii where Good* are Sold or Bought by the Great Hundred, Ten, Tale,

or Meaiure. Price xt. 6d.

GOLD and SILVERSMITH'S TABLES; Chewing the
Value of any quantity of Silver or Gold, from 3t. to lit*, per oz.: and from I/. !>. to

b/. A. peroz.; from one grain to KKX) ounces. Table* of Duties as charged tin

Wrought Gold and Silver; Value of Gold at the Coinage Price; Standard and
Current Weights of the Gold and Silver Coinage ; Assayer's Mode of Reporting at

Her Majesty's Mint; Tnbli s of the Rate of Exchange, sheuing the Value of n,.-

Coins used in France, Holland, Portugal, and Hambro', with reference t,. il..-

Guinea of England. Third Edition, with Improvement*, price It. Kxceediujrl jr

seful to all GOLDSMITHS, JBWKI.LERS, WOBKIMC SILVKMHITHI, PAWXMOBBM, and all

parson* daling in Silver and Gold.
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Alderson on Steam.

"E8SAY on the NATURE and APPLICATION of STEAM
to the various purposes of WARMING ROOMS, HEATING DRYING-HOUSES,
MANUFACTURING SUGAR and SALT, COOKING, &c. &c.; the whole of which
are treated of in such a way as to furnish sufficient information for the manufactur-
ing of most of the apparatus mentioned. By M. A. ALDERSON, CIVIL ENGINEER.
Illustrated by numerous Plates of Steam Engines employed for manufacturing

ges on Railways, on the common Road, andpurposes; the propelling of Ca
Steam Ships; also Steam Suga
&c. \r. ; with Plates of the most improved Boilers. Svo. price IOs. bds.

" An Essay, and an Historical Notice of the Rle and progressive ImproYoment of this mighty
vapour por,tal been jusi published, which may be considered the most complete account of it that
has yet proceeded from the press, inismuch as it not only traces back its origin, but examines and

! M rilKsall the various discoveries that have been ma<le up to the present moment, with the view of
urther developing its almost infinite capabilities. The author of this work is Mr. Alderson, Civil

to conceive that he merited such a distinction,' for he tikes a very cleir view of his subject, and
Mil-ins himself with scientific lucidness and intelligibility, although with unaffected (implicit).

The question rrsrardinc (he expediency of establishing Rail-Roads and Steam-Carriages to run on
Hie common highway he discusses with much impartiality. At the present moment, inch a work,
and its dimensions are very moderate, should be generally consulted."-,!/*. Herald, July 12, 1834.

I^KYBOURNE'S TRADER'S SURE GUIDE; containing
Tables, exhibiting at one view the Amount or Value of any Number or Quantity
of Good*, from One to Ten Thousand, at the various Prices, from One Farthing to
One Pound. New Edition, by T. HUGHES, printed with large Figures, if. 6d.

BETTESWORTFPS MINIATURE READY-RECKONER
or Trader's Infallible Guide; which carries the Farthings and Halfpence farthe
than any other : for the Pocket. By T. HUGHES. Price It. bound.

BfiTTESWORTH'S TABLES of INTEREST, on
an enlarged Plan, from II. to loooi. ; from One Day to loo Days, and for One to
Twelve Mouths, at two, two and a half, three, three and a half, four, four and a
half, and five per cent, per annum: with Tables of Brokerage, and for valuing
Annuities. New Edition, improved by J. GOODLUCK, 2. 6d.

Interest at One View.

TABLES of SIMPLE INTEREST, at Three, Four, Four-and-a-half,
and Five per Cent., (or from One to Eight per Cent..) from One to Three Hundred
nnd Sixty five Days, in Daily Progression : also, TABLES of COMMISSION, BRO-
KERAGE, or EXCHANGE, from One-eighth to Five per Cent., and of Income,
Salary, Expences. &c. by the Day, Week, Month, or Year. A Time Table of the
Number of Days, from any Day in the Year to the 31st of December, the perio.l at
which Interest is usually calculated ; or of the Number of Days from any Day of
any Month in One Year to any ?iven Day in the following Year ; and several use-
ful Tables connected with Trade and Business. The whole carefully corrected.
By THOMAS BOWYER, Accountant. Price 5s. bound and lettered.
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DEDICATED TO Sin JOHN HERSCHRL, BART.

GRAMMAR of ASTROLOGY, containing all things necessary
f<r CAi.ciii.Ai i no A NATIVITY, by common Arithmetic. Second Edition Bv
ZADKIEL THE SKER. Price S. cloth.

This work will enable any person to calculate his own Nativity, and decide for
himself, by the modern nd Improved rules of Astrology, hw far that science in
true or false. The Author calls upon Men of Science to make tliu experiment;
believing that the character. dKpo.silion, fitness for any particular employment,
and general destiny, may be foreknown by the simple rules laid down in this work.
It contains the Nativity of Lord Byron's Daughter ; and it is a curious fact thai this

Lady's marri:i!re, which took place in June 1835, was foretold in the (.It A.MM AC
of ASTROLOGY that the event would happen at the period it really did. With
the calculations given al length.

TABLES to he user! in CALCULATING NATIVITIES; com-
prising Tables of Declination, Right Ascension, Asccnlional Difference, and Polar
Klevalion : a1v> Tables of Houses for London and Liverpool. Computed by
ZADKIEL, for the GRAMMAR f ASTROLOGY. Price i*.6rf.

LILLY'S INTRODUCTION to ASTROLOGY; being the whole
of that celebrated Author's Rules (or the Practice of HORARY ASTROLOGY; wherein

rendered plain and familiar: particularly fitted for the use of learner*, and
accordant wilU the improved science of the present .lay. The easy Rules given in

this Work will enable searchers after truth to decide on the reality of Astrology,
in a tew weeks, by practising Horary Questions. Edited by ZADKIKL, Author of the
Grammar of Astrology, Astrological Almanac, &c. bvo. price 10*. 6rf. boards.

N.B. The former editions of William Lilly's Astrology are long since out of

print, and only to be met with at very high prices. This is printed from the edi-
tion of 1647, and contains all the Schemes, Fac-timile.t of the Hieroglyphics of tbe
PLAGUB and KIRK of LONDON, and n Portrait of tUe Author.

Future Events.

11 \PH \EL'S ROYAL BOOK of FATE; QUEEN ELIZABETH'S
OllACLE of KUTU11E EVEN'IS!!! With a large Plat.-, containing Sixty.foiir

Mystical Emblems, relating to Riches, Love, Marriage, Happiness, Dreamt fore-

told and all *ul>ji-r.ts of Kate, Chance, mid Mortal JJestiny. With Kive Thousand
Answ. r> to tin- 'most important Questions of Human Life, performed in a simple
*...! picas!..,: inami.T, by the art of Surtilipy, by Card,, ...! by Lots or Point,,

ili vested of every thing that cnn render the subject difficult ; compiled from an

old Illnminjted Manuscript (belonging; to the EARL or KMM, who was beheaded for

l.ifi-1. treason in the reign of Elizabeth), and which was known to bare been roi,.

suited by the " VirRm Queen" and her Courtiers, on every noMntOMOCattJM.
Fdited bv R AHHA KL, the Astrologer of the Nineteenth Century. I bird Edition ,

to'which is added. RAPHALL'S NATIVITY, b, ZAUKiELTHk SKI-H, Author of the Oraui-

mar of Astroiogy." '>* |>lain, G. coloured.

55ADK1EL'S ALMANACK, and HERALD OF ASTROUH.Y; C..M-

i.insr Nativities of eminent Public Characters, numerous Astronomli-nl Pretlic-

tiuns of the Weather for every .lay in the year. Published annually, price I*.
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CRIBBAGE-PLAYER'S TEXT-BOOK: hein? a New and
romplete Treatise and easy Guide to a perfect knowledge of that Intellectual Game, iu
all its varieties; including Anthony Pasquin's scientific work on Five-Card Cribbage.
By G. WALKER. Price 3. 6d. bound and gilt, with a Coloured Frontispiece.

CHESS MADE EASY : a New Introduction to the Rudiments of
that Scientific and Popular Game, exclusively for Beginners. Elegantly printed, aud
illustrated with numerous Diagrams. By G. WALKER. Price 3s. Ad. gilt edges.
" He (Mr. Watter) has done more for Che than any other man now liv ng ; nothing could b

better arranged, or explained, than U the matter of this liuleTreatiiP."-Af</ropoJi(an ilaguti**.

^EW TREATISE on CHESS. The Rudiments of the Game
explaine-l on Scientific Principles ; with the best Methods of Playing the
most brilliant Openings and difficult Ends of Games; including numerous original
Positions, and a Selection of Fifty "New Chess Problems. By G.WALKER. Third

Edition, corrected and improved.

SELECT GAMES at CHESS, as actually P iaved by
\ PHI LIDOR and his CONTEMPORARIES. Now first published, from the original

Manuscripts, with Notes and Additions, by G. WALKER. Price 5. cloth.

STURGES' GUIDE to the GAME of DRAUGHTS, in winch the
whole Theory and Practice of that scientific Recreation are clearly illustrated;
including many Hundred Games Played Out, and ONE HI'NDBFD and FIFTY Curious
Positions displayed on Diagrams. Revised and improved by G. WALKiiR,
Price if. Git. cloth.

i the best writer on Draughts that ever appeared. He spent his whole leisure
favourite pursuit.

The Game ot Draughts as tohim all in all; and the book
'book of its kind. Those who are curious in [lie mailer cannot do better Iban try seat*

In thecu m.< ion ..fli-s f.ivonrite pursuit.
The Game ot Drauelits as tohim all in all; and the book

i, a charming book of its kind. Those who are curious in [lie mailer canno
'

of the critical
'

positions.' We promise them abundance of sport." Alias.

XOYLE'S CARD GAMES, complete, comprehending Twenty
Gflines, including- WHIST, CRIBB/VGB, ALL KOUKS, &c. &c. By T. HUGHES. \'s.
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Sporting isoohp,

AND WORKS ON AGRICULTURE.

THE SHOOTER'S ANNUAL PRESENT; containing PRAC
T1CAL ADVICE to the YOUNG SPORTSMAN, in every thing relating to the
FOWLING-PIECE and SHOOTING, and of Training POINTERS antl SETTERS.
Also, full Instructions regarding- a SPORTSMAN'S DRESS, and his Comfort, during
the Shooting Senson ; Natural History nnd Habit* of all those Animals which cou-
titute the Objects of Pursuit. Illustrated with Platet by Landsei-r, and numerou*
Woodcuts. By T. B. JOHNSON. Third Edit, neatly bound and lettered, 9*.

Johnson's Sportsman's Dictionary.

A NEW AND ORIGINAL WORK, entitled,

THE SPORTSMAN'S CYCLOPEDIA; com-
prehending the Scientific Operations of the Chase, the Course, and of all those
.Diversions and Amusements which have uniformly marked the British character, and
which are so extensively pursued by the present generation ; including the Natural

History of all those Animals which are the objects of pursuit : with illustrative Anec-
dotes. By T.B.JOHNSON, Author of the " Shooter',. Companion," &c. In one large
volume, 8vo. illustrated with numerous highly-finished and emblematical Engraving*,
price 31*. 6d. bound in cloth.

The Alphabetical Arrangement of this work will afford every facility to the reader,

and its leading features will be found to contain the whole art of HOKSKMANSHIP.
or the Science of Riding.-Tbe DOG, In all bis Varieties, with his Diseases, manner of

Cure, and the mode of Breeding and Training him for the different Purauiu; Direc-

tions fur entering Hounds and HUNTING the Pox, Hare, Stag, &c. The Science and
Practice of SHOOTING FLYING ; as well as every information relative to the ate of

the FOWLING-PIECE.-COURSING : with Notice* of celebrated Greyhound*. The
RACE-COURSE, with its Operations, in all their Varieties; of Breeding and Training
the Racer; with particular Notices of the most distinguished Running Horsei. The
COCK-PIT, and Management of Game Cocks. The whole art of ANGLING and
FISHING, in all their different forms, *c.

** For the accommodation of the Public, the Sportsman'* Cyclopedia may be
bad in 1* Part*, by one or more at a time, price it. Grf. each.

THE GAMEKEEPER'S DIRECTORY, & COMPLETE VERMIN
DESTROYER: containing Instructions for taking or killing nil kiiul* "f four-fool nl

and winged Vermin ;
Instructions for the Preservation of l,.mr ;

of Hutching tbn

Kggs of Partridges and Pheasants, and rearing the Young : biking Wild Fowl ami

Feu Birds; Means of preventing Pouching. By T. B. JOHNSON. Witli lllimrnti-

tuft-ravings, price b*,r,il. boards.
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JOHNSON'S HUNTING DIRECTORY; containing Instructions
for Breeding and Managing the various kinds of Hounds, particularly Fox-Hounds;
their Diseases, with a certain Cure for the Distemper. The Pursuit of the Fox, the
Hare, the Stag. &c. The Nature of Scent considered and elucidated. Als,
Notices of the Wolf and Boar Hunting iikFiance ; with a variety of Illustrative
Observations. Handsomely printed in Svo. price 9. boards.

THE TURF GUIDE & EXPOSITOR ; containing Advice for Breed-
ing and Training for the Turf; Remarks on Training, Trainers, Jockeys ; Cock-
tails, and the System of Cocktail Racing illustrated ; the Turf and its Abuses; the
Scienceof Belting, so as always to come off a Winner, elucidated by a variety of
Examples; and every other Information connected with the Turf. By C. F.
BROWN. Price G.t.

A DISSERTATION on the NATURE of SOILS, and the
PROPERTIES ol MANURE; withfull Instructions for making Sixteen Varieties
of a Universal Compost, which will be found a valuable substitute to supply the
place of Dung, as a Dressing for all Descriptions of Soil, and which renders Arable
and Pasture Lauds fruitful, keeps tlie Ground clean, in good Heart, and in a healthy
Condition; which is managed JTi the most easy manner, at One-tenth Cost of
Manuring with Dung. Price 6*.

*** From the extreme simplicity in making this " Universal Compost," the mode-
rate expense at which it can be obtained, and the benefit it will confer on the
industrious Husbandman, its general use in every part of the British Empire may,
with certainty, be anticipated ; and if Experimental Farms were established in

different districts throughout Great Britain, under the fostering care of Govern-
ment, the plan here laid down would do much towards improving the internal state
of the country. JlritishFarmer't Mag,

PRACTICAL HINTS for LAYING DOWN or IMPROVING
MEADOW and PASTURE LAND. Illustrated with coloured Plates ofsuch Grasses
as are of the most nutritious Property, and best adapted for Dairy Pastures, Hay,
Green food, or for feeding and fattening Stocks; with full Instructions for Sowing,
ami the best Seasons for performing it. By WILLIAM CURTIS. Price 8*.

John Sinclair on Agriculture.

subjects particularly c

l.The Preliminary Points which a Farmer ought to ascertain
nclertakes to occupy any extent of Laud.

2 The Means of Cultivation which are essential to ensure its success.

3. The various Moiles of improving Land.
*. The various Mode* of occupying Land.

i. The Means of improving a Country. -
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BRITISH FIELD SPORTS; embracing PRACTICAL ISSTRUC-
TIOSS in SHOOTING, HUNTING, COURSING, RACING, FISHING, Ac.; with Observation* on
the Breaking and Training of .><r-, and Horses ; also, the Manngemeut of Fowling,
pieces, and all other Sporting Implements. By WILLIAM HENRY SCOTT.

** This work is beautifully printed on fine paper, and illustrated with upwards
of Fifty highly-finished Engravingt, Thirty-four on Copper, executed in the most
characteristic style of excellence, by those Eminent Artists, SCOTT, WARREN,
GHEIG, TUOKEV, DAVF.NI-ORT, KAKSON, and WEBB, from Paintings by REISAGLK,
CLENNELL, ELMER, and BARRENGER; the remainder cut on Wood by CLKNMEU.,
THOMPSON, AUSTIN, and BEWICK. The author's object has been to present, in
as compressed a form as real utility would admit, Instructions in all the various
Field Sports in Modern Practice ; thereby forming a Book of General Reference
on the subject, and including in one volume what could not otherwise be obtained
without purchasing many and expensive ones. In demy 8vo. price M. 18.; or in

royal Svo. 31. j*. boards.

THE SPORTSMAN'S REPOSITORY: comprising a Series of
bigbly-finibed Engraving*, representing the Horse and tlie Dog in nil their varie-

ties, accompanied with a Comprehensive Historical and Systematic Description of
Hie different Species of each, their Appropriate Uses, Management, Improvement,
&c.; interspersed with interesting Anecdotes of the most celebrated Horses and
Dogs, and their Owners ; likewise a great variety of Practical Information nu

Training, and the AmusemenU of the Field. By the Author of British Field

Sport-.." Price if. li.0d. boards; or with Plates on India paper, 4<. l,. bound
in russia.

Just published,

HOW TO BUY A HORSE; containing lust ructions for the choice
or rejection of a Horse from his Shape, Appea-ance, Action, Soundness or Defects i an

exposition of the tricks frequently practised in the sale of Unbound Horses, and Practi-

cal Directions for the improvement and maintenance of condition Uy Feeding. Stable

Management, Exerc;e, &c. ; Illustrated by Woodcuts showing lb i.ature ol several

clueasi-8 to which the Horse is subject. Small rivo. tin. cloth.

Sliellett's Complete Cow-Doctor.

\ PRACTICAL TREATISE on the BREEDING COW, and
EXTRACTION of the CALF, before and at the time of CALVING; in which the

Question of difficult Parturition is considered in all im bearings, with reference to

facts and experience! including Observation* on the Disease of Neat Cattle

generally. Containing profitable Instructions to the Breeding Farmer, Cow-

Horned ( a 1 1 le. I IK- wnora auanieti to me |i treti* i

Practice. Illustrated with Thirteen highly-Gniilied Engravings. By EDWARD
SKEL.LETT, Professor of that part of tbe Veterinary Art. Price 13*. plain; ll.li.

coloured.

\Ve hare now ht-fore u> a work which will he found * very iuef.il addition to tlir Fanncr't

librirv it i* conimuinc.itnl I" a fiUin m.d fannlur iyl<-, nd in fih nlly Ihc rr.iili of l<mf rxpe-

,rhc'e '..! obstni.. . n,a.l.- by ., ,,rH,-t,r*l in..,,. K>;r) ,.. r,o,, O.UH.C,, .1 .lh Li,,. lk .hou,4

ta ;..!..tU .ilk iUc'onteiu.Aut^the Vcti.r, P,.elil..uc.
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THE GRAZIER'S READY RECKONER; or, a Useful Guide for

Ruyinjr and Selling Cattle; being a complete Set of Tables, distinctly pointing-
out the Weight of Black Cattle, Sheep, and Swine, from Three to One Hundred and
Thirty Stones, by Measurement ; with Directions showing the particular Parts where
theCaltlt-aieto be measured. By GEORGE RENTON, Farmer. New Edition,
corrected, price 2s. 6d.

A TREATISE on the TEETH of the HORSE
; showing its Ape

by the Changes the Teeth undergo, from a Foal up to Twenty-Three Years Old,
especially afler the Eigth Year. Translated from the French of M. G1RARD,
Director of the Royal Veterinary School at Alford, byT.J. GANLY, V.S. llth

Light Dragoons. Price 3s. 6rf. ; or with the Plates coloured, 4. 6d. boards.

** This work is strong-ly recommended by Professor Coleman, in his Lectures, to

the attention of persons studying the Veterinary Profession, and who may wish to

be well acquainted with the Horse's Age.
" The xliove useful Treatise is calculated to be of considerable service in the present slate ot out

kwowlrdirr. We recommend the work to the Amateur, the Practitioner, and the Veterinary
Student." Lanctt.

THE GROOM'S ORACLE, and POCKET STABLE DIREC-
TORY ; in which the Management of Horses generally, as to Health, Dieting, an I

Exercise, an; considered, in a Series of Familiar Dialogues between two Grooms
engaged in Training Horses to their Work, as well for the Road as the Chase and
Turf. With an APPENDIX, including the RECEIPT-BOOK of JOHN HINDS, V.S. Second
Edition, considerably improved, embellished with an elegant Frontispiece, painteiA
by S. Alken, i>rice 7*. cloth.

** This enlarged edition of the "Groom's Oracle" contains a good numberof
new points connected with training prime horses; and the owners of working
cattle, also, will find their profit in consulting the practical remarks that are

applicable to their teams; on the principle that health preserved it better than
diteaie removed.

OUTLINES of the VETERINARY ART
; or, a TREATIS'

on the ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, and CURATIVE TREATMENT of the D1S
EASES of the HORSE, and, subordinately, of those of NFAT CATTLE and SHBBI-

Illugtrated by Surgical and Anatomical Plates. By DELABERE BLAINE. Tl.t
Fifth Edition, considerably improved and increased by the introduction ofman,
new and important subjects, both in the Foreign and British practices of theart
and by the addition of some new Figures. 8vo. 2ts. cloth.

CANINE PATHOLOGY , or, a Description of the DISEASES ot

DOGS, Nosologically arranged, with their Causes; Symptoms, and Curative Treat-

ment; and a copious Detail of the RABID MALADY : preceded by a Sketch of th
NATURAL HISTORY of the Doc, his Varieties and Qualities; with practical Direclu n
on the Breeding, Rearing, and salutary Treatment of these Animals. Fouiti
Edit, revised, corrected, and improved. By DELABERE BLAINE. 8vo. 9i. bd.

Bucknall on Fruit Trees, and the Husbandry of Orchardt.

THE ORCHARDIST; or, a System of Close Pruning and Medi-
cation for Establishing the Science of Orcharding: containing full Instructions for
the making of Manure, preventing the Blight, Caterpillars, and for the preserving
Trees from the effects of the Canker, as patronized by the Society for the Encou-
ragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. By tke late T.S.D. BUCKNALL,
Esq. M .P. In bvo. price bs. boards.

** This work obtained for the Author the Prize Medal and Thanks of the abovs
Society. Only very feui copies remain on hand.
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fctscfui ISoofcg,

FOR EVERY HOUSE AND FAMILY.

Jenning? Cook't Guide.

Just published,

TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED PRACTICAL RECEIPTS
in every branch of FAMILY COOKERY; in which the art of preparing Food and Drink
for the Human Stomach is simplified and explained, in accordance to the best know-
ledge of the age, and most conducive to the health and happiness ot our specie* with
proper Directions for

Roasting I Frying
Boiling Baking
Broiling | Hashing

Stewing
Soups
BlacteDishes

Sauces I Confectionary I Potting I Brewing
Gravies Conserves Medicinal MadeWlMadeWlnei
Puddings | Pickling | Cookery | Distillation

With an Historical Introduction on the Art of Cookery, from the earliest periods in
the present time: On the Duties of Cooks and other Servants; Observations OB
the Implements, Sir., employed in Cooking; Instructions in the Art of Carving for
Marketing, und for Trussing. By JAMES JENNINGS, Author of the Family CycU-
pwdia. Containing nearly 600 pages, price 7. Crf. cloth.

Moubray on Poultry, Pigs, and Cowt.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on BREEDING, REARING, and
FATTENING all KINDS of DOMESTIC POULTRY, PIGEONS, nnd RABBITS:
also on Breeding, Feeding, and Managing Swine, Milch Cows, and Bee*. By
BONINGTON MOUBRAY, Esq. Seventh Edition, enlarged by a Treatise on Brew-
ing, on making BRITISH WINES, CIDKR, BUTTER, and CIIKKSB, and Country Concerns
generally; adapted to the Use and Domestic Comforts of Private Families.
Illustrated with new and original Drawings from Life, coloured from Nature, of

the various breeds of Fowls and Animals. 7.r. 6rf. cloth boards.

" This is unquestionably the mot practical work on the subject In our language, and the nforcii
lion U conveyed in plain ;uid intelligible term*. The coiiTemence of a (mall po.illry-yard ; iwo or
three pig., with a breeding sow, ami a cow lor cream, milk, hnlier, and cheete, in an F.nglUk
country-house, appear, indispensable ;

:ind I" point out I, , these may be ohtaiued, at a rea.oaablr

expense, seems to nave been Mr. Moubray'* object. He In evi lenily a good practical farmer, (ho-

reuhly conversant with rural eeonniny in all It. branchen; hi. book I. written in a light, lively,

lyle; and, like ihe work, of that celebrated f.i.tronome, convey., at leatl, a. nurk
a. information. Were any testimony wanted a. to it. practical utlljiv, It would be

Kitchener

found in the ch-c

nt a. Information, were any testimony wanted a. to it. practical uiniiy, u would be
of an eminent rural economic. Sir John Sinclair, who prrfnounce. It

' tbr
best work hitherto printed' on the lUbject of which it treat.. III. particularly calculated fur the

Colonies, Can-da, and Hinted Stale., the We.t Indie., New South Wale., and Van Dicma*'. I a*4."
-Parmir'i Journal.

English and Foreign Funds.

A COMPENDIUM of the ENGLISH and FOREIGN FL'N'Ds.
and the principal Joint-Slock Companies ; firming an Epitome of the various objects
of Investment negotiable in London, with some account of the internal debts nnJ
revenues of the Foreign States, and Tables for calculating the value of the

different Stocks, &c. Second Edition, with addition*. BvC.KKNN. 12mo. . l.
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A Valuable Presentfor Servant Maids.

FEMALE SERVANT'S GUIDE and ADVISER,- or, the
SERVICE INSTRUCTOR. Illustrated with Plates, exhibiting the Method ofSetting
out Dinner Tables. Price 3s.

This work has an emphatical claim to the sanction of Masters and Mistresses, as,

pations of service in an efficient and satisfactory manner, and are informed of the
methods ofoccasioning LARGE SAVINGS in the Management and Use of their Employ-
ers' Household Property and Provisions: in fact, it embraces the interest and
welfare of the great family of Mankind- MASTERS and SERVANTS.
"
By the pn sent of a copy of the work to each of Iheir servants, rini loyrrs niay safely calculate

n the saving of many pounds a year in their expenditure" Tauntw Courier.

KVERY MAN HIS OWN BREWER. A Practical Treatise on
BREWING, adapted to the Means of Private Families. By BOMNGTON
MOUBRAY, Esq. Price Is. sewed.

FAMILY DYER and SCOURER ; being- a Complete Treatise
on the Arts of Dyeing and Cleaning every Article of Dress. By W ILLIAM TUCKER
late Dyer and Scourer in the Metropolis. Fourth Edition, considerably improved,
4*. Gri. "lids.

" '
!:< F.uuily Dyer anil Scourer' contains much valuable iiifoniiaiion relative to dycinjc ami clean-

. Hearth-Hue*. CouiHi rp*o, ii!.n, i-'. Feather*, ttc.

urniture are t!i'ro Mbh- in adiitv *!!< as uscle-s'#

FAMILY CYCLOPEDIA; a Code r USEFUL ami
NECESSARY KNOWLEDGE in DOMESTIC ECONOMY, AGRICULTURE, CHE-
MISTRY, and the ARTS ; including: the most approved Modes of Treatment of
DISEASES, ACCIDENTS, and CASUALTIES. By JAMES JENNINGS, Esq. In
one large volume, 8vo. price U. 7*. in boards.

. This very useful work contains upwards of fourteen hundred closely-printed
pages, comprising as much matter as is frequently contained in six ordinary-sized
octavo volumes. The following are the opinions of the Reviewers on its merits

As a book of daily reference the FAMILY CYCLOPEDIA is really inxaluable;
it forms a portable Library of Useful Knowledge, of easy reference,"and contains
a great variety of information not to be touud in other works of similar pretensions,
and o; greater magnitude."
" It contains a large mass of information on subjects connected with the Domestic

Economy .if Life. In matters of Science and liie Arts, the selections are all from

book of daily referei.ce in th'e common concerns of life, ils great practical utility
will no doubt ensure it a ready introduction, and a favourable reception in

every int.-liigent family."
" The jtbleTmanm-r in which this work is executed affords satisfactory evidence

that the editor is thoroughly acquainted with the subject. It is a valuable
multum inparvo."

ART of B R E \V I N G on SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
Adapted to the Use of Brewers and Private Families; with the value and im-
portance of the Saccliarometer. The whole system of Ale, Table Beer, and
Porter Brewing, and the Names and Proportions of the various Ingredients used
by Porter Brewers (bul prohibited by the TExcise) made public. To which are
added, Directions for Family Brewing ; making Cider, Perry .Home-made Wines,
&c. &c. Price 3*. 6d.
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Shaw's Domestic Lawyer.
EVERY MAN HIS OWN LAWYER , a Practical and Popular
t.xposition of the LAWS of ENGLAND: containing the requisite Legal Information
relative to every possible Circumstance and Situation in which Persons can be
placed in the ordinary occurrences of Trade and Social Life. Particularly those
relative to

Landlord, Tenants and Lodgers, Arrest and Distress.
Marriage, Seduction, Adultery, Divorce,and Bigamy.
Husband and Wife, Parentand Child, Guardian and Ward
Wills and Codicils, Executors, Administrators, and Legatt-cs
Auctioneers, Appraisers,Contractor9 , Principal, Agent or Factor.
Clergy, Churchwardens, Overseers, Constables, Highway, and Poor.
Insurance on Lives, Fire, and Marine.
Partnerships, Masters, Apprentices, Servants, and Workmen.
Felonies, Forgeries, Embezzlement, and Blasphemy.
Bankrupts, Insolvents, Trustees, and Bills of Exchange.
Hawkers and Pedlars, Carriers, Warehousemen, and Wharfinger*.
Average, Arbitration, A ward, and Set-Off.
Real Property, Innkeepers, and Game Laws.

Including the important Acts of last Session. By JAMES SHAW, Esq.
Price 0*. bound in cloth.

8HAWS CONSTABLE & POLICE-OFFICER'S COMPANION
and GUIDK; containing the Duties, Powers, Responsibilities, Indemnity, Remu-
neration, and Expenses of those Officers. Price 4*.

COTTAGER'S FRIENDLY GUIDE in DOMESTIC ECONOMY:
compiled for the use of the Industrious Poor. Price 6d. or *. per dozen.
" We feel il our duty to call OD all persons who are interested in alleviating the a/llicllons and

eorapen.atini.' * MtoHOtot* of ilieir suffering feHow creatures
;
on all who would w:sb 10 see a re

toratioii of ili.u right feeling of oue cla of society towards another, on which their preservation o4
social order depends we call on all uch lo rouse cbero.ilvei Iroui the cul|>able apathy hn h hai
hitherto restrained them from virtuous and nece-.art exertion, to co-operate lu the distribution uf a
work .uch .) this, and to furnish me .us fortlie practical application of iu u.rful lessons."

Brilttk Farmtr'i MgaiiHt, Feb. ISM.

UNIVERSAL, COMMERCIAL, and POLITE LETTER-
WRITER; or a complete and interesting Course of Familiar and Useful Correspon-
dence. In Four Parts:

1st. EDUCATION. Epistolary Rules ; Observation* on Style, Grammar, &c. ; In-
structions for AddreeMng Persona of all Hunk*; Forms or Complimentary
Curds : Juvenile Correspondence, &c. In a Series ol Original Letters, from
Parents, Teacher*, Pupil*, &c.

2nd. BUSINESS. Uneful Forms In Law, Forms of Bond*, Indenture*. Deeds, Letters
of Attorney, Wills, Petitions, &c. : in u Series of Letter* frum Merchant.,
Tradesmen, Creditors, Dehtura, &c.

3rd. JIiscKi.LANtous. Public Correspondence on various Topic*, partly original
and partly selected.

4th. FAMILIAR SUBJECT?, Love, Courtship, Marriage, &c.

Adapted to the use of both Sexes. By the Rev. JOSEPH POTTS, If.A. 2.6<t. bonusl.

Dr. Scott's Family Medical Adviser.

THE VILLAGE DOCTOR; or, FAMILY MBDICAL ADVISER,
describing, in a plain and familiar manner, ih<- Symptoms of all tlie I)iordrM lit

which the Human Frame is subject, including the Diseases of Women and ( bildren .

with a Method of Treatment; containing Four Hundred Preicriptions, arranged
I.T Domestic Economy and general convenience. Eighth Edition, considerably
jini>rcned,i. By JAMES SCOTT, M.D. Ihiuo l. cloili.
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A PLAIN and PRACTICAL EXPOSITION of the LAW of
LANDLORD and TENANT; with a Summary of the Statutes and Decided Cases
relative to Assessed Taxes, the Poor, Sewer, Watching, Lighting, Paving, Highway,
County, and Church Rates. With Precedents of Leases, Agreements, Assignments,
Notices, &c. &c. &c. By CHARLES JOHN COPLEY, Esq. of the Honourable
Society of the Middle Temple. Price as. 6d.

* This work is distinguished for its clear arrangement and its plain and unaffected

style; and, from the completeness of the information it affords, is adapted for the use
of the Profession of the Law, as well as for that t" the public in general. In it the

many erroneous misapprehensions generally but improperly received and admitted ai

Law, as to Landlords' Rights and Authority, and Tenants' Liabilities, are shewn to be
unfounded and illegal.

Dickson's Law of Wills and Executors.

PLAIN and PRACTICAL EXPOSITION of the LAW of WILLS
-,

with nn ABSTRACT of Hie NEW HW, I. VICTORIA c. <2C- ; with necessary
INSTRUCTIONS an.l useful ADVICE to TESTATORS, EXECUTORS, ADMI-
NISTRATORS, and LEGATEES; and of tlie Consequences of Intestacy; also,
Directions respecting the Probate of Wills, anil the taking out Letters of
Administration; the Method of obtaining a return of the Administration and
Probate Duty, if overpaid; and Forms of Inventories to be taken by Executors ;

with Precedents for making Wills, Codicils, Republications, /fee. By R. DICKSON,
Esq. of the Honourable Society ofGray's Inn. New and Improved'Edilion, 5. Gd.
" We recard Mr. Dirkson's publication as a book which no f

yer a well as the general

Guide to the Public Funds.

FORTUNE'S EPITOME of the STOCKS and PUBLIC FUNDS ;

containing facts and events relative to the Stocks, Funds, and other Government Secu-
rities, necessary to he known by all persons connected therewith, or who are desirous of

investing their capital ; with every necessary information for perfectly understanding
the nature of these Securities, and the mode of doing .Business therein; including a

full Account of every Foreign Fund and Loan, the Dividends of which are payable in

London. Fourteenth Edition, revised and corrected by J. FIELD, Jun. of the Stock-

Kschange. Price 6s. cloth.

Printed uniform with the Million oj Facts.

ARTS of LIFE and CIVILIZATION; with Accounts of all the
USEFUL PRODUCTS of NATURE and INDUSTRY, and Practical Details of

Processes in Manufactures, Clu-mistry, Pharmacy, Building, Mechanics, and other
Social Sciences, alphabr tically arranged, according to the best Authorities and
latest Discoveries. In 1400 columns of Nonpareil type, forming a very thick volume
ia duodecimo. By SIR RICHARD PHILLIPS. Price Us. cloth.

It is a work of Processes, and of Practical Details relative to whatever men do
in Society; and it applies, in a satisfactory manner, to every pursuit of Profit,

Industry, and Production, from the Workshop to the Laboratory, from the Kitchen
10 the Boudoir, and from the Farm to tlie Ornamental Garden. On all these sub-

jects His a perfect Library of Indispensable and Constant Reference.

"I have often regretted that we have not such a Dictionary of the Chemical, Me-
chanical, anil Useful Arts, practised in civilised Society, as would enable n willing

Savage, or a barbarous People, at ouce to profit by all our discoveries." FRAMCLIH.
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Letters to a Mother.

, (ihe felicity of having healthy children,) heineLETTERS to a MOTHER, on the WATCHFUL CARfe of her INFANT, i.

INFAKVhe KI ' RSE . tOLD ' D -MP, the OPEN AIR, and CLOTHING: ofINFANTILE DISEASES in general, and the Remedies: containing cogent rea-
sons for the mother being the mime of her own children. By a PHYSICIAN
Price 3*. 6rf. bound nn<i gilt." This may be considered as the book of physical Education, and embrace* a .abject of Ibr bifbeii

^

the chapters on (he e..rly ,lete,lio,i of Infantile disease are calculated t.. afford macl.

tt^^ontents; we therefore cordially recomnieiid it to .11 >oru and couJition.'
of women." Kducattonjl Magazittt, April i836.

on'i' m*" t "I!' V 1 """' " m|"
r
r "' t u^"y ' "d admirably calculated to imprei. ui.on a mother

not merely the duties to her infant, but to i-,u h her a erral variety of le*on whUI- rverv .?-
ti,.le bowm will delight to^udyaudcbemh/'-M,,,/*//]!^., Apr" "W.

Death Blow to Fraud and Adulteration.

DEADLY ADULTERATION and SLOW POISONING UN-
MASKED; in which the blood-empoisoning and life-destroying Adulterations of
the Necessaries and Luxuries of Life, particularly Wines, Spirits, Beer, Bread,
Tea, Confectionary, and Medicines, are discovered : with ready Tests or Method*
for detecting the Fraudulent Adulterations, or Ihe Rood and Bad Qualities. New
Edition. By AN ENEMY OF FRAUD AND VILLANY. Price 5*. bound in cloth.
" The ne and excellence of il.it. aiAnirahle lolume fhojld be known to every perton olio >aly<

heallh and l,fe."-.M /A/y Gaz.lt, of HtaHH."
XV.. have not Uitly met wuh H volume which roiitain< more u.fful lnform.i|ion and aauiwc

alter th.iu the present one."-Jf<i/A/ iteci.w.

Sir John Sinclair on Health and Lontj Life.

THE CODE of HEALTH and LONGEVITY; 'or, a General
View ofthe Rules and Principles fur PRFSERVIKG HKU.TII and PROLONGING IJKK. By
the Right Hon. Sir JOHN SINCLAIR, Bart. Fifth Edition, in one large volume,
five., illustrated with Seven Portraits of Celebrated Persons who attained Bxtra-

crdinary Ages. Price *.

'. Four heavy and expensive Editions of Sir John Sinclair's" Code of Health"
have stamped its merit and utility : it is the mst comprehensive and ujeful
work on Health and Longevity yet published, and has been the storehouse from
which all subsequent writers have extracted much valuable information.
" The art of preserving hi-al-h, anil ifirnig lonyeritjr to ui.iu,/iirMf a link in tkal rkaim fuirfrl

pttrtuilt 10 whicli >ou liun de.olnl all your lin.*." He *dd," .VI j ohligalloiu for Ihe coiion>c-
tion of your interesting ihon-his unon iln* Mihtrct, are ButTMeiltod hy the a<ttauUfan-l in(urU4tio*
I have derived by peruhitt Ihein.'

1
Tin- llaruit /J' E<lrleraml t.

Many ubj'< i. are considered in 4 new |>o>nt of v.ew ; ninny new an<l remarkable fact. rc In-

tr.iduod: on Hie whole (he i.iiri ihe author ha* comniuuicaicd >hi' mn>i iniporlastl re.olu

regarding Ihe effects of external sub>ian ts on hf*ltb."-Llr. Sprtnglt't Prrfmtt la Hii TntuUti*n
/ Au work into t.,rm,n.
"The mbj.ri it ol the greaie&t importance. The work I have read with (re.it HlMlClt**, >u4

Ibe obsuranou. which it cout^uiare very nnpoti.,,,t."-Z>r. MatlArw U*Mu.

P
Brewing and Malting.

RACTICAL TREATISE on BREWING the VARIOUS
SORTS of MALT LIQUOR, and the mode of using the Thermometer and Saccba-
rometer rendered easy to every rap:ictly : forming H complete Guide in brewing
LONDON PORTER, BUOWN STOUT, and every other description of Ale and
Beer. To which are added, General Inst ruction-, for making Malt. By ALKX.
>1ORIUC, Common Brewer. Eighth Edition, Bvo. 8*.
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Sturyes's Publican's Ledger.

PUBLICAN'S JOURNAL and LEDGER, on an ordinal
Plan; much approved by the Commissioners of the different Courts of Requests :

to which are added, a New Set of Tables calculated by Mr. William Tate, for

Gauging Casks of every usual Dimension, whereby tlie Quantity in Gallons and
Quarts is instantly shown, by taking the wet Inches: also, a Summary of the
Laws affecting Publicans and Innkeepers, with Useful Hints to Publicans in

General. By JOSHUA STUKGES, Authorof a Treatise on the Game of Draughts.
Anew Edition, with Improvements. Price, for One Year, 3s. 9rf. sewed, or 5*. fid.

half-bound; for Two Years, 9s. 6d.; and for Three Years, 13s. half-bound.

VlNTNER'S, BREWER'S, SPIRIT MERCHANT'S, and LI-
CENSED VICTUALLER'S GUIDE and INSTRUCTOR; containing an extensive
Collection of approved RECEIPTS, (many of them never. before published), for

MANUFACTURING WINES, MALT LIQUORS, CiDEK, PERRY, VINEGAR,
SPIRITS, LIQUORS, ESSENCES. CORDIALS, and COMPOUNDS, in accordance
with the present improved PRACTICE; IMPORTANT HINTS on CELLARING,
and Ihe general Management of all the Articles enumerated ; Abstracts of the
Laws affecting Innkeepers, with various Tables, and Miscellaneous Matter for
constant Reference. Arranged with particular attention to the Interests of the

TRADF, as well s for ihe use of Private Families and Gentlemen's Butlers, &c.

By a PRACTICAL MAN. Fifth Edition, 13ino. 7*. cloth.

Clarke's CompIeteCellarman, fyc.

PUBLICAN and INNKEEPER'S PRACTICAL GUIDE, and
WINE and SPIRIT DEALER'S ASSISTANT; containing the most approved
methods of Managing, Preserving, and Improving Wines, Spirits, anil Malt
Liquors; tlie Composition and Management of Cordials and Compounds ; Practical
Instructions for the advantageous Selection, Sale, and Purchase of Wines and
Spirits ; deduced from long and extensive experience in the Management of large
Wine and Spirit vaults; with particular Directions for Mixing, Reducing, and
Improving tue Quality of Wines, Spirits, &c. The Laws and Excise Regulations
affecting Publicans and Wine and Spirit Dealers; the Statutes for Quartering
and Billeting Soldiers ; the Post-Horse Duties and Regulations; and Precaution-
ary Instructions to Persons entering into the Public Line. By WILLIAM
CLARKE. Price 7*. cloth.

Dubrunfaut on Rectification and Distilling.

COMPLETE TREATISE on the WHOLE ART of DISTIL-
LATION, with PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS for preparing SPIRITUOUS Lm'ORS from CORN,
POTATOES, BEET-ROOTS, and other Farinaceous and Sugary Vegetables; particu-
larly* useful to MALTSTERS, BREWERS, and VINKGAR MAKERS. Also, the
ART of RECTIFICATION, in which is particularly treated the nature of ESSENTIAL
Ons, as the influential causes of the Tastes and Flavours of Spirits. From the
French of DUBRUNFAUT, by JOHN SHERIDAN. To which is prefixed, the
DISTILLER'S PRACTICAL GIUDE, with genuine Receipts for making RUM,
BRANDY, HOLLANDS, GIN, and all sorts of Compounds, Cordials, anil JAqunrs.
Illustrated with numerous Cuts of improved Apparatus used in Distillation. Prict-

\-ii.\a. cloth.

I)ODSLEY'S ORIGINAL CELLAR-BOOK; or, the Butler's
Assistant in keeping a regular Account of his Wines, Liquors, &c. ; exhibiting
at one view, the receipt of wine, the consumption, and the stock in hand. Pric
). Cri. Published Annually.
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Hec. W. D. Conybeare's Lectures.

ELEMENTARY COURSE of THEOLOGICAL LECTURES
in Three Parts Part f. On the Evidences of Rclijrion, natural anj revealed'
II. On the Criticism a. id Interpretation of the Bible. III. On the peculiar D.>c-
tritifi of Christianity. Delivered in Bristol College by the Rev \V D
CONYBEARE, F. R. s.. (\,rr-Mi.in,li,i5 Member of tSe' Institute of Franc"'
fiC. *c. A New Edition, considerably improved, price Ss. cloth, lettervd.
"
5_c.r? i!?.?A .

8 --' 'he -"'"s^ri'A1

:.'

1
; s

f
.
ih
'v!?'" : " ?"" eii ^ me i..bi,-r. s f h ,

""' or 'h<Kl<"t7 > niff'f '<* candour a -id lib*.

Dr. Thornton's botanyfor Youth.

ASY INTRODUCTION to the SCIENCE of BOTANY,
through the medium of Conversation between a Father and his Son. By R. J*
THORNTON, M.D. late Lecturer oil Botany at Gu>'s Hospital. 1'rice 6. bds.,
or with the plates coloured, Si.

" falrnlated u) initiate the student
Mill - ofihis pi aing department of.

i their etymology ; ind the '

form iti-Mi, ili >ubject beinj > tre.iieil as to induce a

order, .ii-i.uciio.i, and iiibordinatton."-6ra<. Mag.

Bakewell's Introduction to Mineralogy.

AN INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of MINERALOGY; or,
THK STUDENT'S POCK.KT COMPANIOH, to facilitate an acquaintance with thivelecanl
mid r, fined Science. By J. II. BAKEWELL, Esq. K.O.S. C.K. Ac. IlluUrat.-d
With Eujrravings of thelnngiiudinat anil transvcrtt Section of a Tin and Cupper
Mine. Price 'it. or wi . h the Plates coloured, St.

V All persons who wish to become acquainted with the Science .<f Minrralofv,
will niid this volume :i valuable acquisition. The proprietors of estates, the artisan,
and the manufacturer, may all make it subservient to their respective pursuit*
and interests.

Annual Presents.

YOUNO GENTLEMAN'S BOOK. Containing a 8e.i. !

Choice Readings in Popular Science and Natural History : together with Retrotpcctive
Essays, Conversations, Literary llcminUtences, &c. Price 10*. M.

7hl* olume contain* 4tO paeei of clo*ely printed matter, and .le. fe. th palronarc of e.cry
friend of elerarutiry learning, and of eery promoter of ihe ditfusiou of uef..l knowledge. It mil
afford much i.i.iruction a,,d aiuu-en.eiil to every young gentleman, and many an old on,- ,

mini, rou- -...'.i -. i- i>i. li occupy its pa;ut, are treated in a manner ca'cnlaled to exi-ire a tote of ihr

*l,idy of mi ure, of DCienct, and of the art*. (i< olojy and Geogra^liy-AMr >.,,y <ml .N^rai H,.i,,r

1 !.;, -,t . and
'

ii.. L< .,,'v, are all d;c.u sed in ;. way that ..ffuid. au lutermiuabie fuml of amu..^.,.!,
"

'

J\AY DAUGHTER'S BOOK." Containing a Selection <,f

unproved Readings in Literature, Sclriu-e.nnd Ihe Arti, adapted to the formation of the

Character of Woniau. By the Editor of" The VOUIIK (fcntlemau'i Book." Price \0,.*L
' M Daughter's Book' contains a variety of nolices on woman her cou>iiiuiion, her r. Unoi...

h, r i - ;:iplilTuii'nl5, and In r duius. It IK a book draon up In llic l >l .|>irii,
> . .1.,.. ,

ft in. r i lie vanity of the sex. In addition to Ih.-.e u. .
> :r it

'

by
'various hand.;' and, whati.no le.. alu..h|.-, .omr l,,trre,iinWa,-i, rrgardi,,* lh- phenomena o'f

nature, conrer.ation, and the progress of reflDenieut. It is a work whirii w uld te.id Tert powerfully
to ,,,.,n,,UU. a,,,,.,., niargc &, und.rs^dn,,, purify ^^.^^7^7.^,,^.,.
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TO THE CLERGY, PAROCHIAL OFFICERS, AND RATE-PAYERS OF THE
BRITISH DOMINIONS.

Price 5*. 6d. a New Edition, being the ilh, of the

PAROCHIAL LAWYER; or, CHURCHWARDENS- and
OVERSEERS' GUIDE : containing the whole of the STATUTR LAW, with the De-
cisions of the Courls of Law and Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction, on the Duties,
Powers, and Liabilities of those Officers, with full and plain Instructions for their

legal and efficient discharge; and embodying' all that is useful and practical in

DBIN PRIDEACX'S " Instructions to Churchwardens." By JA.MKS SHAW, Esq. of
the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple. Author of " Every Man his Own
Lawyer; or a Practical Exposition of the Laws of England."

, In the New Edition of this popular work are now first added A SYNOPSIS of
Parochial Staiistics ; SUGGESTIONS for the AMEi.ioRATroN of t.Iie Condition of the
Poor; MEANS for preventing the Increase of Pari-h Piiupers. for diminishing the
burthens and relief of RITB-PAYERS, and for exonerating Parishes from the profli-

gate expenditure and vexatious proceedings of Select Vestries ; together with the
NEW ACT for the AMENDMENT of the POOR LAWS, digested under distinct heads,
for prompt reference.
The Work is divided into Four Parts ; the fir.il and second re'ate to the Duties,

Powers, and Responsibility of Churchwardens and Overseers, with the Manage
meut, Relief, an-! Employment of the Poor, by Select Vestry, Guardians, or
Trustees. The third an* fourth Parts embrace the Law, Prac'ice, and Proceed-
ings of Open and Select Vestries, with some necessary Information respecting the
Office of VESTRV CLERK, PARISH CLERK, CONSTABLES, SEXTONS, &c.

G-ERMAN POPULAR STORIES, collected by MM. GRIMM,
from Oral Tradition. Fourth Edition, illustrated with 22 Etchings by GEORGE
CRUIKSHANK. 2 vols. 14. bound.
" This book oush! to be in the possession of the man as a curiosity, and of the child as an amuse-

Dient." firm Monthly Magazint." What with the German varieties in these well-known tales, and the cli-ver designs of George
Cruikshank, certain it le that the volumes deserve unqualified praise." Li*. Gaz.

Morley on the King's Evil.

AN ESSAY on the NATURE and CURE of SCROFULOUS
DISORDERS, commonly called tl-e KING'S EVIL. Deduced from long Observa-
tion and Practice. Forty-second Edition, revise I, with Additions, and above

prefixed, a Plate of the Herb VKRVA IN, and its Root Published for the good of
Mankind, particularly the Common People. By the late JOHN MORLEY, Esq.
of Halstead, in Essex. Price Is. 6d. stitched.

HINTS for the IMPROVEMENT of TRUSSES : intended to
' 1

JAMES PARKINSON.
'

9d.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the EFFICACY and
SAFETY of the DOLICHOS PRURIENS, o/ COWH Af;E, internally exhibited in
DISEASES occasioned by WORMS. By WM. CHAMBERLAIJSE. Tenth Edition. 4.

DR. WILSON'S NARRATIVE of a VOYAGE ROUND THE
World. Comprehending an Account of the Wreck of the Ship Governor Ready, in Torre*
Straits ; a Description of the British Settlements on the Coasts of New Holland, more
particularly Raffles Bay, Melville Island, Swan River, and King George's Sound--
their Natural Productions, Climate, Commerce, Agriculture, and Government; the
Character, Manners, and Customs of the Aboriginal Tribes; some Account of Van
Dieman's Land and New South Wales ; Remarks on Transportation ; the Treatment
of Convicts during the Voynge: and Advice to Persons intending to emigrate to the
Colonies. By T. B. WILSON, M.D. Surgeon, R.N. Memberof the Royal Geographical
Society. 8vo. with Plates and Map, 12s. bound and lettered.
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Freemasonry.

SKJNS and SYMBOLS, Illustrated and Explained, in a course ofTWELVE LECTURES on KIIEEM ASONRY. 1 volume, 8vo Second Kdit'on B.
the Rev. 0. OLLIVER, D.I). Vicar of Scopwick, Deputy Prv OH for Lincoln'

^ice 9/c?oU.
EUUi n ' C0 "'iderahly enlarB d . with u,auy additio,," Note., 8,0.

" What i- M.i-o,,,y
A beautiful tfjrsieiu of morality, reiled in allegory and illustrated by SYMBOLS."

FREEMASON'S QUARTERLY REVIEW
; consisting of

Reminiscences, Memoirs Original Papers and Es.ays, and Mavmic Intelligencefrom all the Lodges in the \Yorld. 81 Numbers, continued Quarterly, prices*, each.

JACHIN and BOAZ, or an Authentic Key to the Door of Free-
masonry, with an appropriate En-raving; to which is added, a List of all the
Lodges in the World. 8vo. sewed, I*. 6tt.

THREE DISTINCT KNOCKS at the DOOR O f FREEMA.
on of all its branches, from its first

ges. Frontispiece, 8vo. \i. tewed.
SONRY, being a universal description of all its branches, from its first rite to tbu

Lod

Mr. John Varley't Works on Drawing.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the ART of DRAWING in
PERSPECTIVE ; adapted for the Study of those who draw from Nature ; by which
the usual Errors may be avoided. By JOHN VARLEY. Illustrauted with numerous
Examples, price 7.

VARLEVS TREATISE on the PRINCIPLES Of LANDSCAPE
DESIGN ; with General Observations and Instructions to Young ArtlsU. Illustrated
with Sixteen highly-finished Views. Elegantly printed in folio, price 21. hf.-bd.

*.* Mr. THOMAS SMITH, in his Art of Drawing, says, "The celebrated water-
colour painter, JOHN VARI.KY, Is the only one who has ever attempted to write on the

theory of effect systematically, and his works I strongly recommend to those sludeuu
wlio are well advanced."

VARLEVS PRECEPTS of LANDSCAPE DRAWING, ex-

empliBed in Fifteen Viws'e with Inductions to Young Artists. Price 5*.

VARLEVS STUDIES for DRAWING TREF.S; consisting f

the Rudiments of K.n.i AGK, the OAK, the WKKPINB WILLOW, the CHBSNUT, and the

ELM, represented in Five Quarto Plates. Price 5*.

VARLEVS SPECIMENS of NINETEEN PERMANENT
COLOURS, with particular Instructions for miring and using them. Price 5/.

EIGHT EASY LESSONS on the ART of DRAWING in PER-
SPECTIVE ; illustrated with numerous Cuts, and adapted a an Elementary Guide

for the Use of Students. By THOMAS SMITH. Price It. 6d.

The Jesuit*
1

Perspective.

PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE; or, an Easy Method of repre
sentinK NATURAL OBJECTS according to the RESULT of ART. applied and ei-

ornplified in all the variety of ca^cs, as KANDSCAPBB, GARDKNS, Hi'H.iHKOn, and

FIOURBS: a Work highly necessary te PAIMTM*
BMORArB^A*MNllB*

.

SS^^DwI^n^S^n'lIS^ftMl the Vren.h. bTE^CHAMBERS. F.R.S. I.

One Volume, 4to. with 150 Copperplate*, price It. \\. W.
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Fenelon's Manual of Piety, translated by Mrs. Manl.
Elegantly printed, in a neat Pocket Volume, and embellished with a new Portrait,

price 2. in boards, or 3s. boun.l and gilt, forming a very suitable Present for

Young Persons, or as a Reward -Book in Schools,

MANUAL of PIETY ; containing PIOUS THOUGHTS con.
cerning the KNOWLEDGE and LOVE of GOD ; DIRFXTIONS for a HOLY
LIFE, and the ATTAINING CHRISTIAN PERFECTION: and PIOUS REFLEC-
TIONS forEVRRY DAY in the MONTH. Translated from the French ofFENELON
Archbishop ofCambray,by Mrs. MANT.
%* For the accommodation of the Public, the above little Books are sold sepa-

rately, price Is. each, in boards; or 2s. in imitation of morocco.

FfiNELON'S PIOUS REFLECTIONS for EVERY DAY in the
MONTH. Translate.! by Mrs. MANT. Sixteenth Edition. To which is adJcd, a
Sketch of the Life of the Author, and a Father's Advice to his Son.
A very neat Edition of the Pious Reflections, with appropriate Poetical Illus

trations to each Day, printed on large post paper, 2*. 6d. bound and gilt.

KENELON'S PIOUS THOUGHTS concerning the KNOW-
LEDGE and LOVE ofGOD, and other Holy Exercises. To which are added, DI-
RECTIONS fora HOLY LIFE, and the ATTAINING CHRISTIAN PERFECTION.
%* These much-esteemed little Manuals of the Archbishop of Cambray have

been very favourably received by the Public ; and the Publishers being desirous
of extending their circulation to the fullest possible extent, take leave to recom-
mend them as a suitable Book for Present-i or Distribution to the Clergy and
Heads of Families, at \0s. 6d. per Dozen, in boards.

Hart's Hymns, Genuine Edition.

New and beautiful Miniature Edition, price 15. 6<f.or neatly bound in roan, is.

HYMNS, composed on VARIOUS SUBJECTS, with the Author's
Experience, the Supplement, and Appendix. By the Rev. J. HART, late Minister
of the Gospel in Jewin-Street. This is the only Edition in which the pages are

printed according to the Author's Original Arrangement.

Mason on the Lord's Supper.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNICANT; or, a suitable Companion
to the LORD'S SUPPFR: containing MEDITATIONS on every part of the Liturgy
used by the Church of England at that DIVINE ORDINANCE. By W. MASON.
Esq. With a recommendatory Preface, by the late Rev. WM ROMAINE, M.A.
A new Edition, printed -with large letter, revised and corrected by the Rev. H.
C. MASON, A.M. price 3s. M. gilt and lettered.

Also, by the same Author,

PARLOUR PREACHER; a Pack of Cards, for all who are
determined to win Christ. Price I*.

BELIEVER'S POCKET COMPANION; or, One Thing- needful
to make Poor Sinners iich,and Miserable Sinners happy. I*, (id. bound.

Palmer's Family Prayers.

COLLECTION of FAMILY PRAYERS from the Devotional
WRITINGS of BAXTER, WILLISON, WATTS, HENRY, BENNET, DODDRIDGE,
and others, with various occasional Forms. Selected and revised by the late Rev.
S. PALMER, of Hackney. Second Edition. Price 3s. 6d. bound.

\Vll.LTAMS' BIBLE EXERCISES; or, Sunday Recreations.
Pncfc Is. 6d KEY to Ditto, 2.

I.MD OCILVY, I'riutcr-5, 57, Skinner Street, London
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